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Foreword

Abstract data types are normally specified by conditional equations. These equations
constitute in many cases a rewrite system which is confluent and sometimes also ter-
minating. So it can be seen as a program of a functional programming language. The
topic of the dissertation is how to build a system that can prove correctness properties
of such programs. The main topics of the dissertation are:

• Fixing an expressive specification language.

• Defining a suitable algebraic semantics.

• Presenting a proof calculus based on inference rules.

• Implementing the prover based on tactics the user can call interactively.

• Providing a graphical user interface to support interactive proof attempts.

To have sufficient expressiveness, the specification language allows for equations and
disequations in the conditions of a rewrite rule, for only partially defined operators, and
for non-terminating rewrite systems. So the choice of an adequate semantics is non-
trivial. The inference system is designed to reason by cases and to perform Northerian
induction. The ordering for this induction is based on semantics and very flexible to
define. It is fixed either by a tactic or provided by the user himself. A careful analysis of
the specification results in an automatically generated proposal for an induction scheme
that allows for a successful proof in most practically relevant cases. The graphical user
interface is of great help in conducting concrete proofs: The input specification and
the conjecture are easily given to the system. Tactics can be involved that either try
to find a proof automatically or propose proof attempts. There is a strong support to
do backtracking in unsuccessful proof attempts and to use still unproven lemmas. The
scientific value of this dissertation consists of the presentation and implementation of a
powerful and easy to apply prover for inductive theorems. It is based on an expressive
specification language and substantiated by a clear theoretical justification.

Kaiserslautern, January 2000 Prof. Dr. Jürgen Avenhaus
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Abstract

Data types such as the natural numbers, lists, strings, trees, graphs etc. are essential
for the design and implementation of most software systems. A given data type D can
often be adequately formalized using an equational specification spec with inductive
semantics (i.e. the carriers of the models associated with spec as the semantics of spec
are inductively defined). This entails that statements expressing valid properties of the
operations of D are represented by the inductive theorems of the specification spec.
Therefore, inductive theorem proving constitutes the basis of a suitable formal method
for reasoning about data types.

The subject of this thesis is an inductive theorem prover (named QuodLibet) which
we have developed to attain two essential goals. Firstly, our prover is applicable to
data types with partial operations, although data types like these lead to specifications
that need not be sufficiently complete or may induce non-terminating rewrite relations.
Secondly, by offering a high degree of flexibility with regard to the supported forms of
proof control, the tactic-based approach to the problem of proof control developed for
QuodLibet yields a practically useful compromise between interactive proof control
on the one hand and automated proof control on the other hand.

In the first part of this thesis, we present a comprehensive and rewrite-based formal
framework for inductive theorem proving which serves as the logical foundations of
QuodLibet. The main components of this framework are (i) an algebraic specifica-
tion language for the formalization of data types, (ii) a “semantic” induction order for
guaranteeing applicability of induction hypotheses, (iii) a calculus for inductive proofs
for formal reasoning about data types and (iv) a concept of a so-called proof state graph
for the adequate representation of proof constructions. In particular, the specification
language allows axioms to be conditional equations (or rewrite rules) with positive and
negative conditions, and it has precisely defined admissibility conditions, which can be
easily verified for most practically relevant specifications (as no proofs of termination
are required). Moreover, by incorporating proof state graphs, our framework is capable
of supporting the delayed or lazy computation of induction hypotheses, mutual induc-
tion for conjectures about mutually recursive operations as well as multiple complete
or incomplete proof attempts for the same conjecture.

The second part of this thesis deals with QuodLibet as a software system. We sketch
the software architecture and describe the functionality of the system (which can be
utilized through a command interpreter or a graphical user interface). The focus of the
second part, however, is on the approach to the problem of proof control developed for
QuodLibet. This approach is based on so-called (proof) tactics, i.e. proof control rou-
tines written in a special proof control language named QML. QuodLibet provides,
as part of the approach, a set of tactics (in addition to the elementary inference rules),
which range from tactics for trivial simplification steps to tactics representing compre-
hensive inductive proof procedures. Moreover, the system allows new tactics (written by
the user in QML) to be integrated into the system to enhance its performance. Finally,
we supply experimental evidence for our claim that the desired (partial) automation
of the proof control of QuodLibet has been achieved to a considerable extent.
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Chapter 1

Introduction and Overview

Data types such as the natural numbers, lists, strings, trees, graphs etc. are essential
for the design and implementation of most software systems. A collection D of data
domains and operations on these data domains is usually called a data type if all data
items in the data domains of D are finitely generated by the operations of D. It is
commonly accepted that a given data type D can often be adequately formalized using
an equational specification spec with inductive semantics (i.e. the carriers of the models
associated with spec as the semantics of spec are inductively defined). This entails that
statements expressing valid properties of the operations of D are represented by the
inductive theorems of the specification spec. Therefore, inductive theorem proving
constitutes the basis of a suitable formal method for reasoning about data types.

The subject of this thesis is an inductive theorem prover (named QuodLibet) which
we have developed to attain two essential goals. Firstly, our prover is intended to
be applicable to data types with partial operations. The major problem caused by
this requirement is that “natural” formalizations of data types with partial operations
often lead to specifications that need not be sufficiently complete or may induce non-
terminating rewrite relations. Secondly, we have sought to come up with a novel
approach to the problem of proof control for our inductive theorem prover that is
to be characterized by a high degree of flexibility with regard to the forms of proof
control it supports. The underlying expectation related to this requirement is that an
approach to proof control like this should yield a practically useful compromise between
interactive proof control on the one hand and automated proof control on the other
hand.

The thesis is organized as follows. In the first part, which comprises Chapters 2 – 6,
we present a comprehensive and rewrite-based formal framework for inductive theorem
proving which serves as the logical foundations of QuodLibet. The main components
of this framework are (i) an algebraic specification language for the formalization of
data types, (ii) a “semantic” induction order for guaranteeing applicability of induction
hypotheses, (iii) a calculus for inductive proofs for formal reasoning about data types
and (iv) a concept of a so-called proof state graph for the adequate representation of
proof constructions.
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2 Introduction and Overview

In Chapter 2, we first summarize the essential features of the proposed formal frame-
work in a brief overview. Then we motivate the ensuing chapters of Part I by discussing
some of the general requirements which have guided the development of the framework.
After that, a simple example of a proof construction is given that should convey the
overall idea of how one can prove inductive theorems within our framework.

The first part of Chapter 3 deals with the syntax and model semantics of our so-called
specifications with constructors. Besides, the notion of a data model is introduced
which serves as a basis for a suitable (total) algebra semantics. In 3.2 we define the
admissibility conditions of our specification language. For this purpose, we associate
a rewrite relation with every specification with constructors. Since admissibility of
a specification requires confluence of the associated rewrite relation, we provide an
easily verifiable confluence criterion in 3.3 that does not presuppose termination of the
rewrite relation. In 3.4 finally, we define an appropriate notion of inductive validity
with respect to an admissible specification.

In Chapter 4, we first introduce the notion of an A-counterexample (for a clause in
a data model A of the specification spec). Furthermore, we give an abstract charac-
terization of the induction order -A associated with every data model A, specify the
general form of inference rules and define the soundness of inference rules. Thereafter
(in 4.2), a concrete semantic induction order is proposed. In 4.3 finally, we extend
clauses as defined in the preceding chapter by so-called order literals.

In Chapter 5, we present the (twenty-five) inference rules of our calculus for induc-
tive proofs, which constitute the setting for the syntactic reasoning used in proofs of
inductively valid clauses within the proposed formal framework for inductive theorem
proving.

In Chapter 6, we first give a formal definition and examples of proof state graphs and
related notions. Thereafter (in 6.2), we present the major soundness results of this
thesis.

The overall subject of the second part of this thesis, which consists of Chapters 7 and
8, is the software system QuodLibet.

In 7.1 we begin our introduction to QuodLibet by describing general requirements
for an inductive theorem prover that is to be based on the formal framework discussed
in the first part of this thesis. After that (in 7.2), we briefly explain the high level
system structure of the software system QuodLibet. Section 7.3 then deals with the
functionality of the prover in terms of its command language, while essential properties
of QuodLibet’s graphical user interface are presented in 7.4.

In Chapter 8, we first give a motivating overview of our approach to proof control
(in 8.1). Then we deal with the essentials of the proof control language QML in 8.2.
Moreover, a description of the system commands related to QML is given. Thereafter
(in 8.3), we present the tactics — or rather (QML) proof control routines — which we
provide as part of QuodLibet and which realize the required (partial) automation of
the proof control of our inductive theorem prover.

In Chapter 9 finally, we summarize the work presented in this thesis.



Part I

A Formal Framework for
Inductive Theorem Proving
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Chapter 2

Preliminaries

The subject of this first major part of the thesis is a comprehensive rewrite-based and
user-oriented formal framework for inductive theorem proving, which was designed to
serve as the logical or theoretical foundations of QuodLibet. The main components
of the framework are

• an algebraic specification language for the formalization of data types

• an induction order for guaranteeing applicability of induction hypotheses

• a calculus for inductive proofs for formal reasoning about data types and

• a concept of a so-called proof state graph for the adequate representation of proof
constructions.

In this introductory chapter to Part I, we first summarize the essential features of the
framework in a brief overview (2.1). Then we motivate the ensuing chapters of Part I
by discussing some of the general requirements which have guided the development of
the framework (2.2). After that, a simple example of a proof construction is given that
should convey the overall idea of how one can prove inductive theorems within our
framework (2.3). The chapter concludes with a compilation of the basic notions and
notations used throughout the remaining chapters of the thesis (2.4).

2.1 Overview of the Formal Framework1

An algebraic (i.e. equational) specification language for the formalization of data types
with partial operations constitutes the basis of our framework for inductive theorem
proving. The specification language can be described by its syntax, its (inductive)
semantics and its admissibility conditions. While the syntax determines the signature
and the set of axioms admitted in a specification, the semantics indicates what par-
ticular model class is to be associated with a specification as its meaning, and the

1This section may be skipped on a first reading.
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6 Preliminaries

admissibility conditions have to guarantee that the semantics is actually meaningful,
i.e. the associated model class is not empty.

Our specification language requires constructor symbols for each sort in a signature so
that all data items in a data type can be designated with constructor ground terms, and
provides constructor variables which range over data items only. Furthermore, condi-
tional equations (or rewrite rules) with positive and negative conditions are admitted
as axioms in specifications.

In addition to the usual notion of a model we define so-called data models that serve as
a basis for a suitable (total algebra) semantics of specifications. For every admissible
specification spec the unique existence of a “best” data model M(spec) is guaranteed
— “best” in the sense that M(spec) has interesting algebraic properties resembling
those of the initial model of a usual equational specification. The appropriateness of
our semantics is underlined by an important monotonicity result: Contrary to initial
algebra semantics, the extension of an admissible specification in a “consistent” way
does not result in the loss of inductive theorems. In other words, every formula valid
in the class of all data models of the original specification remains valid in the class of
all data models of the extended specification.

Essentially, admissibility of a specification with constructors spec means that the
rewrite relation which we associate with the positive/negative conditional rewrite rules
in spec is confluent. Since we are also interested in formalizing data types with non-
terminating operations, we provide a confluence criterion which does not presuppose
termination of the rewrite relation but is based on simple syntactic properties of the
specifying rewrite system. As a consequence, we obtain easily testable admissibility
conditions that are fulfilled by many practically relevant specifications, including such
that contain incomplete or even non-terminating axiomatizations of partial operations
of data types.

The formal counterpart of a “true” statement about the operations of a data type
(e.g. a verification condition) is an inductive theorem. A formula is called an inductive
theorem or inductively valid with respect to an admissible specification spec if it is valid
in the class of models associated with spec as its semantics, which is the class of data
models of spec.

The calculus for inductive proofs belonging to the proposed framework is to determine
the basic setting for the syntactic reasoning used in the construction of formal proofs
for inductive theorems. It is based on the notion of inductive validity defined by the
specification language and on a well-founded induction order. Speaking in simplified
terms, the induction order is needed for guaranteeing that induction hypotheses are
actually “smaller” (in an appropriate sense) than the formulas they are applied to. To
obtain a more flexible and powerful induction order, we require so-called weights to be
associated with formulas. A weight w in a goal 〈Γ ; w〉 is to provide a measure of the
“size” of the formula Γ for comparisons w.r.t. the induction order.

The presented calculus for inductive proofs restricts inductive theorems to first-order
equational clauses. Each inference rule of our calculus reduces a goal 〈Γ ; w〉 to a set
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of new (sub-) goals. For the reduction of 〈Γ ; w〉, an inference rule may make use of
further goals to be applied to 〈Γ ; w〉 either as induction hypotheses or as (possibly
unproved) lemmas. All in all, the comprehensive and expressive system of inference
rules is adapted to the kind of reasoning users do in informal arguments, but also to
the needs of proof automation.

In case a goal is applied as induction hypothesis, a certain order condition must be
fulfilled, i.e. the induction hypothesis must be smaller (w.r.t. the induction order) than
the goal to which the induction hypothesis is applied. Since verifications of such order
conditions often involve inductive proofs, we integrate the induction order into our
calculus by (1) extending clauses with so-called order literals and by (2) providing
specific inference rules for proving clauses with order literals. Consequently, we are
able to represent and verify these order conditions in our calculus for inductive proofs.

As a further major feature of our framework for inductive theorem proving, a novel
concept of a so-called proof state graph is proposed. A proof state graph resembles an
AND/OR graph, and its purpose is to represent the relations on the set of (sub-) goals
in a proof construction that determine the states of the various proof attempts. Essen-
tially, these relations arise from reductions of goals to subgoals and from applications
of goals to other goals as induction hypotheses or lemmas. Besides facilitating a useful
criterion for inductive validity applicable to any goal in a possibly incomplete proof
attempt, proof state graphs also support the delayed or lazy computation of induction
hypotheses, mutual induction, applications of unproved lemmas, and multiple complete
or incomplete proof attempts for the same conjecture.

2.2 Requirements for the Formal Framework

We are now going to provide the general motivation for the remaining chapters of Part I
in a coherent form in that we compile the major requirements for the entire formal
framework in this section. In accordance with the above mentioned composition of the
framework, we discuss requirements with regard to the specification language (2.2.1),
the induction order (2.2.2), the system of inference rules (2.2.3) and the concept of a
proof state graph for the representation of proof constructions (2.2.4).

2.2.1 The Specification Language

The subsequent two elementary examples are intended to motivate the major require-
ments which have lead to the specification language presented in Chapter 3.

Example 2.2.1 Let D be a data type that comprises the natural numbers as its data
domain and the division along with other arithmetic operations (see below). The
following set E of conditional equations could be the set of axioms in an algebraic
specification specdiv = (sig , C, E) of D (C denotes the constructors in sig).
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plus(x, 0) = x
plus(x, s(y)) = s(plus(x, y))

times(x, 0) = 0

times(x, s(y)) = plus(times(x, y), x)

minus(x, 0) = x
minus(s(x), s(y)) = minus(x, y)

less(x, 0) = false

less(0, s(y)) = true

less(s(x), s(y)) = less(x, y)

div(x, y) = 0 ← y 6= 0 ∧ less(x, y) = true

div(x, y) = s(div(minus(x, y), y)) ← y 6= 0 ∧ less(x, y) = false

Although E yields an appropriate axiomatization of the data type D, the axioms in E
(or their respective formulations) are not admissible w.r.t. the specification formalisms
of various first-order frameworks for inductive theorem proving:

Firstly, specdiv = (sig , C, E) is not sufficiently complete w.r.t. the constructors true,
false, 0 and s in C (see e.g. Wirsing, 1990), since neither minus nor div are completely
defined by E. In the specification formalisms of inductive theorem provers such as
Spike (Bouhoula & Rusinowitch, 1995), Nqthm (Boyer & Moore, 1979) or Inka

(Hutter & Sengler, 1996), however, each non-constructor operation must be completely
defined, i.e. for a partial operation (such as the subtraction or division) some of its total
extensions has to be axiomatized.

Secondly, the rewrite-based specification languages of Spike and RRL (Kapur & Sub-
ramaniam, 1996c) require the left-hand side of each conditional equation to be greater
than any other term in this conditional equation w.r.t. a reduction order. Since div(x, y)
is smaller than s(div(minus(x, y), y)) w.r.t. any simplification order (see Dershowitz,
1987), it is fairly difficult to prove such admissibility of E.

Thirdly, two conditional equations in E each contain a negative condition, namely
y 6= 0 . This is ruled out by Bouhoula and Rusinowitch (1995) for instance.

Example 2.2.2 (Example 2.2.1 continued) A tail-recursive variant of div that is non-
terminating but “efficient” on its domain can be axiomatized as follows:

div1(x, y, z1, z2) = z1 ← x = z2
div1(x, y, z1, z2) = div1(x, y, s(z1), plus(z2, y)) ← x 6= z2

If n > 0 then div1(sn·m(0), sn(0), 0, 0) can be evaluated to sm(0) with E ′, where E ′

consists of E and the two axioms for div1. Hence, the equational clause

y= 0 ∨ div1(times(y, z), y, 0, 0) =z (2.1)

formalizes an intuitively “true” statement and should be valid in the class of models
(i.e. the semantics) associated with the specification specdiv1 = (sig ′, C, E′).
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Due to their requirement that axiomatizations of operations be “terminating”, none of
the frameworks for inductive theorem proving described by Bouhoula and Rusinowitch
(1995), Boyer and Moore (1979), Hutter and Sengler (1996) or Kapur and Subramaniam
(1996c) accept E ′ (or its respective formulations) as an admissible set of axioms.

All in all, we seek to provide a specification language that

• facilitates adequate formalizations of data types with partial operations including
those calling for incomplete or even non-terminating specifications

• admits as axioms in specifications conditional equations (or rewrite rules) with
positive as well as negative conditions and

• has precisely defined admissibility conditions which can be easily verified for most
practically relevant specifications.

2.2.2 The Induction Order

As mentioned above, we are going to define a well-founded induction order as part of
the foundations of our calculus for inductive proofs (see Chapter 4). For a discussion of
the requirements related to the induction order let us again consider the specification
specdiv1 from Example 2.2.2, which also demonstrates some of the problems resulting
from the expressive power of a specification language as required above.

Since we intend to admit specifications defining “non-terminating” operations (such as
div1), it is only natural that we are interested in an induction order allowing proofs
of inductive theorems which express properties of non-terminating operations (such as
clause (2.1)). Now due to our requirements for the specification language, we cannot
expect the rewrite relation −→R associated with an admissible specification to be ter-
minating. Hence our induction order cannot be simply based on a (syntactic) reduction
order extending −→R — as is the case in the rewrite-based frameworks of inductive
theorem provers such as RRL (Kapur & Subramaniam, 1996c) and Spike (Bouhoula
& Rusinowitch, 1995) and in the rewrite-based frameworks described by Reddy (1990)
or by Bronsard, Reddy, and Hasker (1994).

A further, practically important requirement is that the induction order be suited for
proofs by destructor induction. As div is axiomatized in Example 2.2.1 by what is
commonly called destructor recursion,2 an inductive theorem of the form Γ ( div(x, y) )
typically has to be proved by destructor induction. For a proof of this kind, one needs an
induction order with respect to which, informally speaking, the induction hypothesis
Γ ( div(minus(x, y), y) ) is “smaller” than the formula Γ ′( div(x, y) ) it is applied to.
Here, Γ ′( div(x, y) ) stands for a formula derived from Γ ( div(x, y) ) and governed by
the literals less(x, y) 6= true and y 6= 0 (see e.g. Example 4.3.1). Note that in general,
proofs by destructor induction are fairly difficult (if not practically impossible) in the

2after Boyer and Moore (1979); see Section 4.3
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rewrite-based frameworks of RRL and Spike. This is mainly due to the fact that
induction orders based on (syntactic) reduction orders are used there.3

2.2.3 Inference Rules

Because of several case studies in the literature (see below) and our own experience of
automated inductive theorem provers, such as Nqthm, Inka, RRL, Spike, Unicom

(Gramlich & Lindner, 1991) etc., we have come to adopt a rather pragmatic view of
inductive theorem proving:

Successfully employing an inductive theorem prover in “real-life” problem
domains has not yet been possible without a knowledgeable human user
who can interact with the system on various levels.

Accordingly, we demand that even the development of a calculus for inductive proofs
should begin with a clear emphasis on user interaction, whereas automated proof
control is regarded as a long-term goal. In the following we are going to give reasons
for this before discussing more specific requirements for the design of our calculus for
inductive proofs.

Anyone with practical experience of inductive theorem proving is certainly aware of
the empirical fact that proofs of non-trivial inductive theorems normally require the
use of additional lemmas. In the context of mathematical induction, a lemma for an
inductive theorem can be thought of as any inductively valid formula that is useful
for a proof of the theorem but not an axiom. Roughly speaking, lemmas contribute
necessary knowledge of the problem domain (i.e. the given data type) to the proofs of
inductive theorems. Consequently, most calculi for inductive proofs provide inference
rules allowing the use of lemmas. Once determined lemmas can usually be applied like
axioms to simplify formulas by rewriting or subsumption, or may, for instance, give
rise to case analyses, support generalization steps etc. That the need of additional
and separate lemmas in induction proofs is indeed in the nature of inductive theorem
proving is underpinned by the fact that, in contrast to deductive theorem proving,
applications of Gentzen’s Cut rule cannot be eliminated in inductive proofs (see Bibel
& Eder, 1993).

Undoubtedly, the determination of useful lemmas for inductive theorems still poses
one of the most difficult problems in the field of inductive theorem proving. There
are a few first approaches to automated lemma speculation in the literature, e.g. by
Boyer and Moore (1979), Hutter (1990), Walsh (1994), Ireland and Bundy (1996) and
Kapur and Subramaniam (1996b), but the following simple example may indicate what
kinds of difficulty will have to be overcome before missing lemmas can be discovered
mechanically. For some inductive theorems, even the formulation of suitable lemmas is
not possible without an extension of the specification by new operations and axioms:

3In this context it is interesting to observe (again) that div(minus(x, y), y) is bigger than div(x, y)
w.r.t. any simplification order.
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Example 2.2.3 Consider a specification of the natural numbers with constructors 0

and s and an operation double defined by the equational axioms

double(0) = 0

double(s(x)) = s(s(double(x)))

Obviously, the operation double has no positive fix-points, which means that the clause
x= 0 ∨ double(x) 6= x is an inductive theorem of the specification. Still, we cannot
imagine how to find a formal proof of this theorem unless additional function symbols
besides 0, s, double may occur in the lemmas to be used.

However, by extending the specification with (i) a sort bool (with true and false as
constructors), (ii) an operation less for the usual well-founded order on the natural
numbers and (iii) suitable axioms for less (as in Example 2.2.1), we can obtain a proof.
For then it is no longer difficult — at least for someone with an understanding of the
problem domain — to discover and prove the missing lemmas, such as for instance

x= 0 ∨ less(x, double(x)) = true and less(x, y) 6= true ∨ x 6= y

and complete the proof of the theorem.

Moreover, some extensive case studies on inductive theorem proving (Boyer & Moore,
1979; Gramlich, 1990; Zhang & Hua, 1992) show that to prove a non-trivial inductive
theorem with an automated inductive theorem prover, the user himself 4 has to discover
most of the (key) lemmas needed for a proof. In order to be able to do that, he is
normally compelled to develop a more or less detailed sketch of the proof by hand.
Besides, these case studies further imply that user intervention may also be necessary
for the generation of induction schemes in those cases where the heuristics based on
recursion analysis fail, and for the control of rewriting in the simplification of formulas
when the set of rewrite rules is not confluent. Furthermore, Boyer and Moore (1990)
emphasize the importance of the user in finding proofs. They admit that their inductive
theorem prover Nqthm, when applied to complex problems, should be seen as a proof
checker rather than an automated theorem prover. We have a similar view of the
capabilities of automated inductive theorem provers and the resulting need of user
interaction. In contrast to some of the designers of earlier automated inductive theorem
provers, however, we conclude that the design of the formal framework for an inductive
theorem prover should not be solely determined by the objective to easily automate the
construction of proofs. Instead, we demand that even on the (low) level of the calculus
for inductive proofs, the necessity of the user interacting with the theorem prover must
be taken into account as well.

All in all, the following more specific requirements have guided the design of (the
inference rules of) our calculus for inductive proofs:

• User-orientation: As mentioned above, proving non-trivial inductive theorems
with an inductive theorem prover usually involves a knowledgeable human user

4or herself
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who may have to interact with the prover in various ways. For that purpose, it
is often crucial that the user can achieve a good understanding of the state of
the current (possibly failed) proof attempt. This can be facilitated by providing
a calculus for inductive proofs which is oriented towards human proof techniques
and easily comprehensible to the user — just like natural deduction or sequent
calculi and unlike resolution and paramodulation calculi in the case of deductive
theorem proving. Moreover, the calculus should be goal-directed (see Wirth &
Kühler, 1995) meaning that every proof problem of a proof attempt is connected
with the conjecture to be proved (in the graphical representation of the proof
attempt). Besides, user acceptance of the calculus can be improved by a concept
of an induction hypothesis that matches the user’s idea of (textbook) proofs by
mathematical induction. In particular, there should be inference rules for appli-
cations of formulas as explicit induction hypotheses. As a consequence, induction
hypotheses need not be guessed long before they are (possibly) applied, as is sug-
gested by Boyer and Moore (1979), Walther (1994) or Kapur and Subramaniam
(1996c).5

• Expressiveness: For the successful construction of sophisticated proofs with an
inductive theorem prover, it may be necessary for the user to be able to translate
his hand-made proof sketches into concrete inference steps and make the prover
execute these (see e.g. Boyer & Moore, 1988; Hua & Zhang, 1992). Therefore,
the calculus for inductive proofs should also comprehend a variety of certain
expressive inference rules that formalize important human proof techniques but
lead to infinite branching points in the search space, thus making automated proof
control more difficult. Examples of such inference rules are rules for case analyses
or explicit instantiations of lemmas and induction hypotheses. Furthermore, we
require the calculus to also comprise inference rules for fairly elementary proof
steps so that the user can compel the prover (in difficult situations) to follow his
proof ideas as closely as possible.

• Automation: Nevertheless, we think that to be acceptable to users, an inductive
theorem prover needs to be capable of taking care of “routine work” (i.e. simple
lemmas or proof obligations) without user intervention. To facilitate the (partial)
automation of constructing proofs within the proposed framework, important
restrictions on the specification language and the formulas used for representing
inductive theorems appear to be reasonable: Neither (i) higher-order variables
nor (ii) predicate symbols (except for ‘=’)6 nor (iii) explicitly quantified formulas
should be admitted; and (iv) axioms as well as inductive theorems should be
restricted to (equational) clause form. (Refer to Gordon and Melham (1993) e.g.
for an opposite approach.)

5Protzen (1994) proposes another calculus for inductive proofs that allows the “lazy” (i.e. delayed)
generation of induction hypotheses.

6In many-sorted specifications with inductive semantics, predicate symbols can be easily replaced
with function symbols that have a sort bool for the two truth values as their result sorts.
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• Refutational soundness: In goal-directed settings, an attempt at construct-
ing a proof for a false conjecture may result in the deduction of an obviously
contradictory formula, such as the empty clause. Now in order to make safe use
of such situations, we require our calculus for inductive proofs to be refutationally
sound. By this we mean that, informally stated, we can correctly infer the false-
ness of a conjecture Γ from the existence of a proof attempt for Γ that contains
the empty clause. Since practical experience shows that (initial) formalizations
of data types usually contain a lot of specification errors which result in false con-
jectures, we consider refutational soundness a practically useful property. Note
that there are calculi for inductive proofs, for instance the ones underlying the
inductive theorem provers Nqthm and Inka, that are not refutationally sound.

2.2.4 Representation of Proof Constructions

We have said before that we seek to provide a concept of a so-called proof state graph
for representing the dependencies among the (sub-) goals in a proof construction which
determine the states of the various proof attempts. Roughly speaking, these proof
dependencies arise from reductions of goals to subgoals and from applications of goals to
other goals as induction hypotheses or as lemmas. It will become evident in Chapter 6
that by incorporating proof state graphs the proposed framework for inductive theorem
proving is capable of supporting

• the delayed or lazy generation of induction hypotheses (see Section 2.2.3)

• mutual induction for conjectures about mutually recursive operators

• applications of unproved lemmas (i.e. conjectures without complete proofs)

• multiple complete or incomplete proof attempts for the same formula.

These requirements call for some form of explicit representation and management of
the proof dependencies. Last but not least, we are interested in a method of recog-
nizing inductive validity of formulas that is solely based on the analysis of the proof
dependencies in a possibly incomplete proof attempt. For example, once the base case
of an induction proof has been completed the formula of the goal corresponding to the
base case should easily be recognized as inductively valid.

Note that an interesting approach to the adequate representation of proof constructions
in the context of inductive theorem proving, which, however, does not satisfy all of the
requirements listed above, is described by Kapur, Nie, and Musser (1994).
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2.3 An Example of a Proof Construction

In order to achieve on the part of the reader a better understanding of the following
chapters, we continue the introduction to Part I by briefly explaining the overall idea
of our formalization of inductive theorem proving and by illustrating it with a simple
example. The sole purpose of this section is to convey an intuitive impression of how
one can construct proofs of inductive theorems within the proposed framework.

Let specplus be an admissible specification that defines the addition operation plus on
the natural numbers by

plus(x, 0) = x
plus(x, s(y)) = s(plus(x, y))

where 0 and s are the usual constructors for the natural numbers. Figure 2.1 depicts a
proof state graph for the inductive theorem plus(0, y) = y w.r.t. specplus.

The inference rules of our calculus for inductive proofs reduce goals to (possibly empty)
sets of (sub-) goals. Therefore, the notion of a goal is fundamental in our formal
framework for inductive theorem proving. A goal 〈Γ ; w〉 consists of a clause Γ and a
so-called weight w. The purpose of the weight w is to provide a measure of the “size”
of the clause Γ . By associating weights with clauses in goals we obtain a more flexible
and powerful induction order, which is needed for guaranteeing that every induction
hypothesis is of a “smaller size” than the clause it is applied to.

So given a conjecture Γ , the tuple comprising the so-called induction variables of Γ
often yields a suitable weight for Γ . Accordingly, in the case of our example conjecture,
the goal to be proved is 〈 plus(0, y) =y ; y〉.7

Proving inductive theorems in our framework basically amounts to constructing proof
state graphs. As can be seen in Figure 2.1, a proof state graph is a directed labeled
graph. Each node in a proof state graph is either (i) an axiom node labeled with a
goal 〈Π ; ()〉 that consists of an axiom Π and the empty tuple, (ii) a goal node labeled
with any goal or (iii) an inference node, which is labeled with information describing a
particular inference step (in Figure 2.1 the name of the applied inference rule). Every
proof state graph initially consists of axioms nodes for the axioms of the specification
and of single goal nodes for the conjectures to be proved, and it grows by applications
of inference rules to goal nodes. The purpose of a proof state graph is to record the
essential dependencies among the (sub-) goals in a proof construction. Such a proof
dependency can arise from the reduction of a goal to subgoals with an inference rule
or from the application of a goal to another goal as an induction hypothesis or as a
lemma. In the latter case, the arc connecting the corresponding inference node with
the node of the applied goal is labeled with I or L, respectively.

For instance, in the construction of the proof state graph in Figure 2.1 there was an
application of the inference rule Inductive Rewriting to the goal

〈 s(plus(0, z)) = s(z) ; s(z)〉
7We write y instead of (y).
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goal nodeaxiom node inference node

〈 plus(0, 0)= 0 ; 0〉

〈 plus(0, y)= y ; y〉

〈 plus(x, 0)=x ; ()〉

〈 plus(x, s(y))= s(plus(x, y)) ; ()〉

Non-Inductive Rewriting

Non-Inductive Rewriting

〈 0 = 0 ; 0〉

〈 plus(0, s(z))= s(z) ; s(z)〉

<-Decomposition

〈 z < s(z) ∨ z = plus(0, z) ∨ s(plus(0, z))= s(z) ; s(z)〉

Inductive Rewriting

=-Decomposition

〈 s(plus(0, z))= s(z) ; s(z)〉

〈 s(z)= s(z) ; s(z)〉

=-Decomposition I
L

L

Substitution Addition

Figure 2.1: A proof (state) graph for the inductive theorem plus(0, y) = y
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that yielded the two new goals

〈 s(z) = s(z) ; s(z)〉 and 〈 z < s(z) ∨ z= plus(0, z) ∨ s(plus(0, z)) = s(z) ; s(z)〉

so that a new inference node and two new goal nodes were generated. Since this infer-
ence step also involved the use of the goal 〈 plus(0, y) = y ; y〉 as induction hypothesis,
the proof state graph contains an I-labeled arc leading from the new inference node to
the goal node for the conjecture. Note that the second of the new goals is a so-called
order subgoal which represents the order condition that results from this application
of an induction hypothesis.

So in order to obtain a proof of an inductive theorem Γ in our framework, a proof
state graph needs to be constructed that contains a so-called proof graph for a goal
of the form 〈Γ ; w〉. Essentially, a proof graph for a goal 〈Γ ; w〉 can be thought of
as a subgraph P of the constructed proof state graph which represents a complete or
“closed” proof attempt for 〈Γ ; w〉— closed in the sense that there are no “open” goal
nodes in P and that all the lemmas “used in P” are proved. Evidently, the proof state
graph in Figure 2.1 is also a proof graph for the goal 〈 plus(0, y) =y ; y〉.

2.4 Basic Notions and Notations

This sections contains a compilation of the basic notions and notations which will be
used throughout the thesis without further explanations. We assume that the reader
is familiar with fundamental concepts and the terminology of equational logic, term
rewriting, algebraic specification and inductive theorem proving (for surveys see e.g.
Avenhaus & Madlener, 1990; Dershowitz & Jouannaud, 1990; Wirsing, 1990; Walther,
1994).

A many-sorted signature sig = (S, F, α) comprises a set S of sort symbols, a set F of
function symbols and an arity function α mapping F into S+. For f ∈ F , α(f) =
s1 . . . sns indicates the argument sorts s1 . . . sn and the result sort s of f . For every
signature sig = (S, F, α), we assume a fixed S-sorted family of mutually disjoint sets
of variables V = (Vs)s∈S where F ∩ V = ∅. The well-sorted terms (over sig and V ) are
denoted by T (sig , V ) = (T (sig , V )s)s∈S, and GT (sig) = (GT (sig)s)s∈S is used for the
ground terms (over sig).

We write Var(t) to refer to the set of variables in a term t. The length |t| of a term is
defined by |x| = 1 and |f(t1, . . . , tn)| = 1+ |t1|+ . . .+ |tn|. For x∈V , |t|x stands for the
number of occurrences of x in t. A term t is called linear if |t|x = 1 for each x∈Var(t).
We use top(t) for the leading function or variable symbol in t, i.e. top(x) = x and
top(f(t1, . . . , tn)) = f. A position p within a term t is a sequence of positive integers.
ε is used for the root position. By t/p, we denote the sub-term of t at position p, and
t[u]p means the term t with its sub-term t/p replaced with a term u. We use Pos(t) for
the set of all positions of t. A position p is said to be minimal in a subset P ⊆ Pos(t)
if p ∈ P and there is no p′ ∈ P such that p′ is a proper prefix of p.
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A substitution is a function σ: V → T (sig , V ) where σ(x) ∈ T (sig , V )s for all x ∈ Vs.
The unique extension of σ to a function on T (sig , V ) is also denoted by σ. We use
postfix notation to denote applications of substitutions to terms and say that tσ is an
(σ-) instance of t.

A sig-algebra A = (A,FA) is given by A = (As)s∈S and FA = (fA)f∈F where

(a) for all s ∈ S, As is a non-empty set called the carrier of A for s; and

(b) for all f ∈ F with α(f) = s1 . . . sns, fA: As1 × . . .×Asn
→ As is a function.

Let B = (B,FB) be another sig-algebra. A sig-homomorphism h: A → B is a family
h = (hs)s∈S of functions hs: As → Bs such that for all f ∈ F and for all ai ∈ Asi

hs(f
A(a1, . . . , an)) = fB(hs1(a1), . . . , hsn

(an))

where α(f) = s1 . . . sns. If all functions hs: As → Bs are bijective (surjective), then h
is called a sig-isomorphism (sig-epimorphism).

A sig-algebra I is initial in a class K of sig-algebras if I ∈K and for every A∈K
there is a unique sig-homomorphism from I to A. Observe that the ground term
algebra GT (sig) is initial in the class of all sig-algebras. By evalA, we denote the
unique sig-homomorphism from GT (sig) to a sig-algebra A defined by

evalA(f(t1, . . . , tn)) = fA(evalA(t1), . . . , eval
A(tn))

for all f ∈ F and for all ti ∈ GT (sig)si
. We usually write tA instead of evalA(t).

A sig-congruence on A is a family ∼ = (∼s)s∈S of equivalences ∼s on As such that
ai ∼si

bi for i = 1, . . . , n implies fA(a1, . . . , an) ∼s fA(b1, . . . , bn) for all f ∈ F .
Every sig-homomorphism h: A → B induces a sig-congruence on A, namely the
kernel ker(h) of h defined by ker(h)s = { (a, b) | a, b ∈ As and hs(a) = hs(b) } for all
s ∈ S. The quotient algebra A/∼ of A modulo a sig-congruence ∼ is the sig-algebra
Q = (Q,FQ) satisfying

(a) for all s ∈ S, Qs = { [a] | a ∈ As } where [a] = { b ∈ As | a ∼ b } ; and

(b) for all f ∈ F and for all ai ∈ Asi
, fQ([a1], . . . , [an]) = [fA(a1, . . . , an)].

Let A be a set and −→ be a (binary) relation on A. Then ←− is its reverse, ←→ its

symmetric closure,
+−→ its transitive closure and

∗−→ its transitive-reflexive closure. By
↓ , we denote the joinability relation

∗−→ ◦ ∗←− of −→, that is a1 ↓ a2 if there is an
a such that a1

∗−→ a
∗←− a2. If

∗←− ◦ ∗−→ ⊆ ↓ then −→ is confluent. Moreover, −→
is called terminating if there is no infinite sequence (ai)i∈IN in A such that ai −→ ai+1

for all i ∈ IN. An element a is −→-irreducible if there is no a′ such that a −→ a′.

A relation . on A is said to be a quasi-order on A if . is reflexive on A and transitive.
Its strict part < is defined by < = . \ & and its equivalence is given by ≈ = . ∩ & .
A quasi-order ≤ on A is called a partial order on A if ≤ is also antisymmetric. It is
easily seen that the strict part < of a quasi-order (or a partial order) is an irreflexive
and transitive relation. If > is terminating then . (or ≤) is called well-founded.
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We use A∗ for the set of n-tuples (n∈ IN) or finite sequences of elements in A. By |w|,
we denote the length of the sequence w ∈ A∗. Given a partial order ≤ on A, we can
extend ≤ to a partial order ≤lex on A∗ (the lexicographical order induced by ≤) as
follows. First we define its strict part <lex on A∗ by a1 . . . am <lex b1 . . . bn if

(a) m = 0 and n > 0 ; or

(b) m,n > 0 and a1 < b1 ; or

(c) m,n > 0 , a1 = b1 and a2 . . . am <lex b2 . . . bn .

Now let ≤lex be the reflexive closure of <lex on A∗. Then ≤lex is a partial order on A∗
such that a1 ≤ a2 entails a1 ≤lex a2 for all a1, a2∈A. Note that the extension of ≤ to
≤lex does not preserve well-foundedness: a1 < a2 for some a1, a2 ∈A gives rise to the
infinite descending chain a2 >

lex a1a2 >
lex a1a1a2 >

lex . . . However, well-foundedness
of ≤ implies that ≤lex is well-founded on the set of sequences not longer than k, i.e.
on {w ∈ A∗ | |w| ≤ k } , where k is any (fixed) natural number (see Wechler, 1992;
Avenhaus, 1995).

Let X ⊆ V be an S-sorted family of variables and −→ be a relation on T (sig , X).
We call −→ monotonic if t1 −→ t2 implies t[t1]p −→ t[t2]p for all t1, t2, t ∈ T (sig , X)
and for all p ∈ Pos(t) where t1, t2, t/p∈T (sig , X)s for some s ∈ S. We speak of sort-
invariance of −→ if t1 −→ t2 entails that t1, t2 ∈ T (sig , X)s for some s ∈ S. Observe

that
∗←→ is a sig-congruence on T (sig , X) if −→ is monotonic and sort-invariant.



Chapter 3

The Specification Language

In this chapter we present the algebraic (i.e. equational) specification language that
forms the basis of the proposed formal framework for inductive theorem proving. Our
specification language can be described by its syntax, its (inductive) semantics and
its admissibility conditions. While the syntax determines the signature and the set of
axioms admitted in a specification, the semantics indicates what model class is to be
associated with a specification as its meaning. Furthermore, the admissibility condi-
tions have to guarantee that the semantics is actually meaningful, i.e. the associated
model class is not empty. Roughly speaking, our specification language differs from
many other specification formalisms for inductive theorem proving in that it admits
positive/negative conditional equations as axioms and in that it is particularly suited
to the formalization of data types with partial operations (see also Kühler & Wirth,
1997). For our requirements with regard to the specification language we refer to
Section 2.2.1, which also contains the overall motivation for this chapter.

This chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.1 deals with the syntax and model
semantics of the so-called specifications with constructors. Besides, the notion of a data
model is introduced which serves as a basis for a suitable (total) algebra semantics.
In 3.2 we define the admissibility conditions of our specification language. For this
purpose, we associate a rewrite relation with every specification with constructors.
Moreover, we show that every admissible specification has a distinguished data model
with algebraic properties which resemble those of the initial model of a usual equational
specification. Since admissibility of a specification requires confluence of the associated
rewrite relation, we provide an easily verifiable confluence criterion in 3.3 that does not
presuppose termination of the rewrite relation. In 3.4 finally, we define an appropriate
notion of inductive validity with respect to an admissible specification.

3.1 Specifications with Constructors

Our interest in inductive theorem proving is mainly due to its fundamental significance
to methods that allow formal reasoning about data types. Formal proofs of statements
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which express valid properties of the operations of a given data type require a preceding
formalization of the data type. To state more precisely what we mean by a “data type”
we quote the following conceptual definition by Ehrig and Mahr (1985):

“A data type is a collection of data domains, designated basic data items,
and operations on these domains such that all data items of the data do-
mains can be generated from the basic data items by use of the operations.
Moreover the data domains are assumed to be countable.”

It is generally accepted that initial algebra semantics for usual (positive conditional)
equational specifications is rarely appropriate when data types with partial or non-
terminating operations have to be formalized (see Wirsing, 1990; Wirth & Gramlich,
1994b). Consider e.g. the specification whose axioms are those from Example 2.2.1
that define minus and less. The carrier of its initial model for the sort bool consists
of infinitely many elements represented by “junk terms” like less(0,minus(0, sn+1(0)))
instead of just two (for true and false). In some cases, lack of sufficient completeness as
the essential problem can be avoided by demanding that the specification describe total
extensions of the partial operations. For our specifications with constructors, however,
we do not require sufficient completeness for adequate representations of data types
with partial operations any more — mainly because we acknowledge the importance
constructors have in describing the data items of a data type.

3.1.1 Syntax of Specifications with Constructors

In order to ensure that a data type D with partial operations will be adequately
represented by certain model classes of a specification ofD (see below), our specification
language requires the user to indicate the constructors forD, i.e. those function symbols
which are needed for designating the data items of D. Let sig = (S, F, α) be a
signature. Formally, a subset C ⊆ F is said to be a set of constructors for sig if the
signature sigC = (S,C, α|C) induced by C is sensible, i.e. for each s ∈ S there is at
least one constructor ground term t ∈ GT (sigC)s of sort s. We call sigC the constructor
signature of sig .

We assume that for each sort s ∈ S, the set Vs of variables for s is composed of
two disjoint subsets V C

s and V G
s . The elements of V C are called constructor variables,

while the elements of V G are called general variables. Intuitively, constructor variables
range over data items only, whereas general variables allow statements about undefined
objects as well. T (sigC , V C) denotes the set of (pure) constructor terms. A substitution
σ: V → T (sig , V ) is said to be a constructor substitution if σ(V C) ⊆ T (sigC , V C) , and
we call σ an inductive substitution if σ(V C) ⊆ GT (sigC) and σ(V G) ⊆ T (sig , V G) .

An equation is a pair t1 = t2 such that t1, t2 ∈T (sig , V )s for some s ∈ S. An atom is
an equation or a definedness atom def(t) where ‘def’ is a predefined predicate symbol
and t∈T (sig , V ). Informally, def(t) means that the applications of operations denoted
by t can be evaluated to data items. A positive literal is an atom, and a negative literal
is a negated atom. A literal is a positive or a negative literal. The complement λ of
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a positive literal λ is ¬λ, and the complement ¬λ of a negative literal ¬λ is λ. A
(disjunctive) clause is a possibly empty sequence λ1 . . . λn of literals.

A (positive) conditional equation is an expression of the form l= r ← ∆ where ∆ is
a possibly empty sequence of (positive) condition literals. The clause representation
of l= r ← λ1 . . . λn is (l= r)λ1 . . . λn . When emphasizing its directed use we call a
conditional equation a (conditional) rewrite rule.

Given expressions e1, . . . , en (e.g. terms, clauses or a rewrite rules), let Var(e1, . . . , en)
denote the set of variables occurring in any of e1, . . . , en.

Definition 3.1.1 A specification with constructors spec = (sig , C, E) is composed of
a signature sig such that C is a set of constructors for sig , and of a set E of conditional
equations (over sig and V ).

Note that at this point we do not place any restrictions on the conditional equations to
be used in specifications. In Section 3.2, however, we will develop restricting admissi-
bility conditions which will guarantee that appropriate notions of inductive semantics
are actually meaningful for admissible specifications.

3.1.2 Model Semantics of Specifications with Constructors

We now have to determine the elements of a sig-algebra A which may be assigned
to constructor variables. As constructor variables are meant to range over data items
only, we assign those elements of A which are designated by constructor ground terms
to constructor variables. These elements form the carriers of a sigC-algebra, which we
call the data reduct AC of A:

Definition 3.1.2 Let A = (A,FA) be a sig-algebra. The data reduct of A is the
sigC-algebra AC = (AC , CAC

) satisfying

(a) for each s ∈ S, ACs = { tA ∈ As | t ∈ GT (sigC)s } ; and

(b) for each c ∈ C and for all ai ∈ ACsi
, cA

C

(a1, . . . , an) = cA(a1, . . . , an)
where α(c) = s1 . . . sns .

The data reduct AC is in fact a sigC-algebra: Since C is a set of constructors for sig ,
sigC is sensible, and so ACs 6= ∅ for each s ∈ S. Furthermore, let a1, . . . , an ∈ AC . Then
there are t1, . . . , tn ∈ GT (sigC) such that cA(a1, . . . , an) = cA(tA1 , . . . , t

A
n ) , and since

evalA: GT (sig)→ A is a sig-homomorphism, we have cA(tA1 , . . . , t
A
n ) = c(t1, . . . , tn)

A .
Hence, cA(a1, . . . , an) ∈ AC , which shows that AC is closed under cA for each c ∈ C.1

Given an S-sorted family of variables X ⊆ V , the data reduct of the term algebra
T (sig , X) is obviously GT (sigC). Moreover, the image of a data reduct under a sig-
homomorphism is a data reduct:

1AC is the (sigC -) homomorphic image of GT (sigC) under evalA, and hence a term-generated
sub-algebra of the sigC-reduct A|sigC of A.
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Lemma 3.1.3 Let A and B be sig-algebras, and let h: A → B be a sig-homomor-
phism. Let hC = (hCs )s∈S be the family of functions defined by hCs = hs |AC

s
for all

s ∈ S. Then hC : AC → BC is a sigC-epimorphism.

We can now give meaning to terms, literals and clauses.

Definition 3.1.4 Let A = (A,FA) be a sig-algebra.

(i) Let X ⊆ V . A valuation of X inA is a function ϕ: X → A such that ϕ(x) ∈ ACs
for every x ∈ Xs∩V C

s and ϕ(x) ∈ As for every x ∈ Xs∩V G
s . By evalAϕ we denote

the unique sig-homomorphism from T (sig , X) to A that extends ϕ.

(ii) Let ϕ be a valuation of V in A. Then A satisfies an equation t1 = t2 with ϕ if
evalAϕ (t1) = evalAϕ (t2), and A satisfies a definedness atom def(t) for t ∈ T (sig , V )s
with ϕ if evalAϕ (t)∈ACs . Moreover, A satisfies a negative literal ¬λ with ϕ if A
does not satisfy λ with ϕ. Finally, A satisfies a clause Γ with ϕ if there is a
literal in Γ which A satisfies with ϕ.

(iii) A clause Γ is valid in A if A satisfies Γ with every valuation of V in A. This is
denoted by A |= Γ. Let K be a class of sig-algebras and E be a set of clauses.
We write K |= E iff A |= Γ for every A ∈ K and for every Γ in E.

The inductive substitutions are exactly the valuations of V in T (sig , V G). Besides
the equality axioms of a signature sig , there are other clauses which are valid in all
sig-algebras, e.g. def(c(X1, . . . , Xn)) ∨ ¬def(X1) ∨ . . . ∨ ¬def(Xn) where c ∈ C is a
constructor and Xi ∈ V G

si
for i = 1, . . . , n.

The following useful result relates valuations and constructor substitutions.

Lemma 3.1.5 Let A be a sig-algebra, X ⊆ V , ϕ be a valuation of X in A and σ be
a constructor substitution with σ(V ) ⊆ T (sig , X) . Then evalAϕ (tσ) = evalA(evalAϕ ◦σ)(t)

for all t ∈ T (sig , V ).

The models of a specification with constructors can now be defined as usual.

Definition 3.1.6 Let spec = (sig , C, E) be a specification with constructors. A sig-
algebra A is called a (sig-) model of spec if (the clause representation of) each condi-
tional equation in E is valid in A. The class of all sig-models of spec is denoted by
Mod(spec).

Since the clause representation of any conditional equation contains at least one positive
literal, every conditional equation (over sig and V ) is valid in the trivial sig-algebra
whose carriers consist of one element each. Therefore, Mod(spec) is not empty for
any specification with constructors spec. Still, we do not really consider Mod(spec) an
appropriate inductive semantics for a specification with constructors spec. The reason
for that is that Mod(spec) includes also those sig-models of spec which unnecessarily
equate or confuse data items (see below). In other words, sig-models of this kind
satisfy equations between constructor ground terms that are not valid in all sig-models
of spec. An extreme example of such a sig-model is the trivial sig-algebra.
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3.1.3 Data Models

In eliminating those models from Mod(spec) that confuse data items we obtain a par-
ticularly suited class of models as the semantics for a specification with constructors.
Since usually the data reduct of each of the models in the resulting class yields a one-
to-one representation of the data domains of the given data type we call these models
data models .

Definition 3.1.7 Let spec = (sig , C, E) be a specification with constructors. We say
that a sig-model A of spec is a data model of spec if, for all constructor ground terms
t1, t2 ∈ GT (sigC), tA1 = tA2 implies Mod(spec) |= t1 = t2 . Let DMod(spec) denote the
class of all data models of spec.

Note that DMod(spec) may be empty (see below). Moreover, the data reducts of any
two data models in DMod(spec) are isomorphic:

Lemma 3.1.8 Let A be a sig-model of spec. Then A is a data model of spec if and
only if its data reduct AC is initial in the class of sigC-algebras {BC | B ∈ Mod(spec) }.

Corollary 3.1.9 Let A and B be data models of spec. Then their data reducts AC
and BC are (sigC-) isomorphic.

Consequently, data models do not differ in the evaluation of constructor terms, i.e. for
any A,B ∈ DMod(spec) and t1, t2 ∈ T (sigC , V C) we have A |= t1 = t2 iff B |= t1 = t2 .
For general terms, however, the corresponding statement does not hold — not even for
ground terms whose definedness is valid in all models of spec:

Example 3.1.10 Let spec = (sig , C, E) be the specification with constructors over the
signature sig = (S, F, α) such that S = {any}, C = {c1, c2}, F = C ∪ {d}, α(o) = any

for each o ∈ F , and E = { d = c1 ← d 6= c2 }.
Let A = (A,FA) be the sig-algebra with Aany = {a1, a2}, cA1 = a1, cA2 = a2 and
dA = a1. Since cA1 6= cA2 and dA = cA1 we have A ∈ DMod(spec). Moreover, let
B = (B,FB) be the sig-algebra with Bany = {a1, a2}, cB1 = a1, cB2 = a2 and dB = a2.
Now cB1 6= cB2 and dB = cB2 , so B is also a data model of spec.

Hence, we have A,B ∈ DMod(spec) , Mod(spec) |= def(d) and dA = cA1 , but not
dB = cB1 .

In Section 3.2, however, we will show that all “defined” terms are uniformly evaluated
in all data models of admissible specifications (see Theorem 3.2.8).

We have mentioned before that the class of all data models of a specification with con-
structors may be empty. In order to demonstrate this and to motivate our admissibility
conditions for guaranteeing the existence of data models (see Section 3.2), we give the
following two examples.
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Example 3.1.11 Let sig = (S, F, α) be the signature with S = {any}, C = {c1, c2, c3},
F = C ∪ {d}, and α(o) = any for each o ∈ F . Let E1 = { c1 = c2 ← c1 6= c3 } and
spec1 = (sig , C, E1).

Obviously, neither Mod(spec1) |= c1 = c2 holds nor Mod(spec1) |= c1 = c3 , but for any
A ∈ Mod(spec1) we have cA1 = cA2 or cA1 = cA3 (because of E1). Hence A cannot be a
data model of spec1. This shows that DMod(spec1) = ∅.

Example 3.1.12 Let sig and C be as in the preceding example, E2 = { d = c1 ←
c1 6= c3, d = c2 ← c1 6= c3 }, and let spec2 = (sig , C, E2).

One easily shows that neither Mod(spec2) |= c1 = c3 nor Mod(spec2) |= c1 = c2. Let
A ∈ Mod(spec2). If cA1 = cA3 then A is not a data model of spec2. Otherwise, due to
E2, we have cA1 = dA = cA2 , so A is not a data model of spec2 either.

3.2 Admissibility Conditions

So far, we have not placed any restrictions on the set of positive/negative conditional
equations in a specification with constructors spec = (sig , C, E). The two examples
above, however, show that certain restrictions are necessary to ensure that DMod(spec)
is meaningful (i.e. not empty) as an inductive semantics. In this section we therefore
present the admissibility conditions of our specification language which guarantee the
existence of a distinguished data modelM(spec) for any admissible specification spec.
Hence, DMod(spec) 6= ∅.
Our admissibility conditions are based on terminology and concepts from the theory of
term rewriting; recall that every conditional equation can be regarded as a (conditional)
rewrite rule. We will show in the following that the rewrite relation −→R associated
with an admissible specification spec = (sig , C, R) can be defined in such a way that
−→R yields a sound and complete operationalization of equality in all data models:
t1

∗←→R t2 iff DMod(spec) |= t1 = t2 , for t1, t2 ∈ T (sig , V G). Moreover, admissibility

of spec will be proved to ensure that the sig-algebra T (sig , V G)/
∗←→R is a data model

of spec, namely the so-called standard data model M(spec), which is free over V G in
DMod(spec).

3.2.1 Positive/Negative Conditional Rewrite Specifications

We begin with the idea of extending the distinction made between constructors and
the other function symbols in signatures to the axioms in specifications. That is, we
require that the set R of rewrite rules (or conditional equations) in a specification with
constructors can be partitioned into a set RC of constructor rules and a set RD of
defining rules. Intuitively, the constructor rules in RC are to specify the relations on
the constructor ground terms necessary for representing the data items of the given
data type, while the defining rules in RD describe the effects of the other operations of
the data type consistently (see below).
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Note that we have to forbid negative equational condition literals in constructor rules,
as is shown in Example 3.1.11: The class of data models of a specification including
a constructor rule with a negative equational condition may be empty, since the class
of the data reducts of all models of such a specification need not contain an initial
element (see Lemma 3.1.8). In defining rules, however, we do admit negative equational
conditions. To prevent a defining rule l= r ← ∆ from being applied to a constructor
(ground) term, its left-hand side l must contain at least one non-constructor function
symbol.

Definition 3.2.1 Let sig = (S, F, α) be a signature such that C ⊆ F is a set of
constructors for sig .

(i) A constructor rule is a rewrite rule l= r ← u1 = v1, . . . , un = vn such that

(a) l, r ∈ T (sigC , V ) and ui, vi ∈ T (sigC , V C) for i = 1, . . . , n

(b) Var(r) ⊆ Var(l) and Var(ui),Var(vi) ⊆ Var(l) for i = 1, . . . , n

(ii) A defining rule is a rewrite rule l= r ← ∆ satisfying

(a) l ∈ T (sig , V )\T (sigC , V )

(b) ∆ does not contain any literal of the form ¬def(t).

A major purpose of the rewrite relation −→R associated with a specification with con-
structors spec = (sig , C, R) is to give an explicit characterization of the “best” data

model M(spec) as the quotient algebra T / ∗←→R of a suitable term algebra T . It is
possible to define −→R on GT (sig) in such a way that admissibility of spec implies ini-

tiality of GT (sig)/
∗←→R in DMod(spec), as is done by Avenhaus and Madlener (1997)

or Wirth and Gramlich (1994a). Here, however, we will define −→R on T (sig , V G),
since for T := GT (sig) a respective formulation of Theorem 3.2.8 does not hold for
clauses with general variables.

In accordance with the distinction we make between the constructor rules RC and
the defining rules RD in R, we define the rewrite relation −→R in two steps. Firstly,
rewriting constructor ground (sub-) terms is only possible with the rewrite relation
−→RC induced by RC . Since RC is a positive conditional rewrite system −→RC can
be defined as usual. Secondly, for a rewrite step t[lσ]p −→R t[rσ]p with a defining
rule l= r ← ∆ in RD, each condition literal in ∆σ must be fulfilled. This means for
a negative condition u 6= v in ∆ that both uσ and vσ can be rewritten (using −→R)
to constructor ground terms which are not joinable using −→RC . A definedness atom
def(u) in ∆ is fulfilled if uσ

∗−→R û for some constructor ground term û.

Definition 3.2.2 Let spec = (sig , C, R) be a specification with constructors and R =
RC ⊎ RD where RC is a set of constructor rules and RD a set of defining rules.

(i) Let the sequence (−→RC ,i )i∈IN of relations on T (sig , V G) be defined by

(a) −→RC , 0 = ∅ .

(b) t1 −→RC , i+1 t2 if there is a rewrite rule l= r ← u1 = v1, . . . , un = vn in
RC , a position p ∈ Pos(t1) and an inductive substitution σ such that (1)
t1/p = lσ (2) t2 = t1[rσ]p and (3) ukσ ↓RC ,i vkσ for k = 1, . . . , n.
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Then −→RC =
⋃

i∈IN −→RC , i .

(ii) Let the sequence (−→R, i )i∈IN of relations on T (sig , V G) be defined by

(a) −→R, 0 = −→RC .

(b) t1 −→R, i+1 t2 if t1 −→RC t2 or there is a rewrite rule l= r ← ∆ in RD, a
position p ∈ Pos(t1) and an inductive substitution σ such that (1) t1/p = lσ
(2) t2 = t1[rσ]p (3) for each u= v in ∆, uσ ↓R,i vσ (4) for each def(u) in

∆ there is a û ∈ GT (sigC) such that uσ
∗−→R, i û and (5) for each u 6= v

in ∆ there are û, v̂ ∈ GT (sigC) such that uσ
∗−→R, i û , vσ

∗−→R, i v̂ and
û ∤↓RC v̂.

Then −→R =
⋃

i∈IN −→R, i .

Basic properties of −→RC and −→R are listed in the following lemma.

Lemma 3.2.3
(1) −→RC , i ⊆ −→RC , i+1 ⊆ −→RC for all i ∈ IN

(2) −→RC ⊆ −→R, i ⊆ −→R, i+1 ⊆ −→R for all i ∈ IN

(3) If t
∗−→R t′ for t ∈ GT (sigC) and t′ ∈ T (sig , V G) then t

∗−→RC t′ and t′ ∈
GT (sigC).

(4) −→R is sort-invariant and monotonic.

Example 3.1.12 shows that requiring R to consist of constructor rules and defining
rules only is not sufficient for the existence of data models. Note that the specifica-
tion in Example 3.1.12 contains an inconsistent definition for the function symbol d

— inconsistent in the sense that there are constructor ground terms t1 and t2 such
that t1

∗←→R t2 but not t1
∗←→RC t2 . Such inconsistencies cannot arise if −→R is

confluent: Then t1
∗←→R t2 entails t1 ↓R t2 for t1, t2 ∈ GT (sigC), and by applying

Lemma 3.2.3(3) one obtains t1 ↓RC t2 and hence t1
∗←→RC t2 . To put it another way,

confluence of −→R guarantees that spec = (sig , C, R) is a consistent extension of the
“base” or constructor specification spec C = (sigC , RC) (see Ehrig & Mahr, 1985).

A further admissibility condition is needed to ensure that T (sig , V G)/
∗←→R is a (data)

model of spec (see Example 3.1.10). In order to achieve correspondence of the model
semantics with our method of testing negative condition literals in defining rules, there
needs to be a definedness condition literal for each (non-constructor) term occurring
in a negative condition literal.

Definition 3.2.4 A specification with constructors spec = (sig , C, R) is called an ad-
missible specification if spec satisfies the following conditions:

(a) R = RC ⊎ RD where RC is a set of constructor rules and RD a set of defining
rules.

(b) −→R is confluent.

(c) For each l= r ← ∆ in RD and for each t ∈ T (sig , V )\T (sigC , V C) occurring (on
top-level) in a negative literal in ∆ there is a literal def(t) in ∆.

Note that we do not require termination of −→R in our admissibility conditions.
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3.2.2 The Standard Data Model M(spec)

Having defined our admissibility conditions we can now show that, for any admissible
specification spec = (sig , C, R), the sig-algebra T (sig , V G)/

∗←→R is a data model of
spec that plays a particular role in the class of all data models of spec: It is free over V G

in DMod(spec). Thus, M(spec) := T (sig , V G)/
∗←→R has algebraic properties similar

to those of the initial model of a usual equational specification in that M(spec) may
be regarded as a distinguished “representative” of the class of all data models (see
Theorem 3.2.8). This gives rise to two appropriate kinds of semantics for specifications
with constructors of data types with partial operations, namely (i) DMod(spec) and
(ii) (the isomorphism class of) the so-called standard data model M(spec).

Proposition 3.2.5 Let spec = (sig , C, R) be an admissible specification. Then

(1) T (sig , V G)/
∗←→R is a data model of spec.

(2) Let A be any data model of spec. Then its data reduct AC and GT (sigC)/
∗←→RC

are (sigC-) isomorphic.

Hence, the data reduct of every data model of an admissible specification can be
explicitly characterized in terms of GT (sigC) and −→RC .

The following lemma justifies the view that −→R yields a sound and complete opera-
tionalization of equality in all data models of spec. It is of central importance in the
proofs of Theorems 3.2.7 and 3.2.8.

Lemma 3.2.6 Let spec = (sig , C, R) be an admissible specification, and let

t1, t2 ∈ T (sig , V G). Then t1
∗←→R t2 iff DMod(spec) |= t1 = t2.

Freeness of an algebra is usually defined as follows. Let K be a class of sig-algebras,
and let X ⊆ V be an S-sorted family of variables. A sig-algebra F(X) is free over X in
K if F(X) ∈ K and there is a valuation u of X in F(X) such that for every valuation
ϕ of X in a sig-algebra A ∈ K there is a unique sig-homomorphism h: F(X) → A
such that the following diagram commutes, i.e. ϕ = h ◦ u .

X
ϕ

=

- A

�
�

�
�

�

h

�

F(X)

u

?

Note that the free algebra is unique up to isomorphism: If sig-algebras F1(X) and
F2(X) are free over X in K then F1(X) and F2(X) are isomorphic (see e.g. Ehrig &
Mahr, 1985).

Theorem 3.2.7 Let spec = (sig , C, R) be an admissible specification.

Then T (sig , V G)/
∗←→R is free over V G in DMod(spec).
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We call T (sig , V G)/
∗←→R the standard data model of an admissible specification spec

and use M(spec) to denote it. Its significance as a “representative” of DMod(spec) is
confirmed in the following characterization of the relation between validity inM(spec)
and validity in all data models of spec.

Theorem 3.2.8 Let spec = (sig , C, R) be an admissible specification, and let Γ be a
clause such that M(spec) |= def(t) for every (top-level) term t occurring in a negative
literal of Γ . Then M(spec) |= Γ is sufficient for DMod(spec) |= Γ .

In particular, every equation valid inM(spec) is valid in every data model of spec.

It should be noted that Theorems 3.2.7, 3.2.8 and 3.4.2 have counterparts in the more
general specification approach by Wirth and Gramlich (1994a, 1994b) from which the
specification language presented in (Kühler & Wirth, 1997) and this thesis originates.

3.3 A Confluence Criterion

Contrary to most other specification formalisms for inductive theorem proving, the one
presented in this thesis does not require termination. However, its admissibility condi-
tions require confluence, and since many interesting rewrite systems (i.e. sets of rewrite
rules) are non-decreasing (see Dershowitz et al., 1988, for a definition of “decreasing”)
or even non-terminating (see Example 2.2.2), we need a confluence criterion that does
not presuppose termination.

Note that several basic results on confluence of unconditional rewrite systems that are
based on syntactic considerations do not hold in the conditional case. In particular,
local confluence of conditional rewrite systems is not equivalent to joinability of all
critical pairs. In other words, variable overlaps may be “critical” as well. This may
even happen when termination is given (combined with left-linearity and normality;
see Dershowitz et al., 1988, Example B, p. 36). If we do not require termination, the
situation is even more complicated: There are left-linear positive conditional rewrite
systems that do not have any critical pairs but lack confluence (see Dershowitz et al.,
1988, Example A, p. 36)2. Therefore, reasonable syntactic confluence criteria for non-
terminating rewrite systems need strengthened forms of joinability of critical pairs and
syntactic restrictions on rewrite rules such as left-linearity and (weakened forms of)
normality.

Another major problem is caused by the infinite number of substitutions that must
be tested for fulfilling the conditions in critical pairs. Therefore, effectively testable
conditions which guarantee the infeasibility of the critical pairs have practical rele-
vance. The confluence criterion (see Theorem 3.3.2) presented in this thesis essentially
makes use of the fact that critical pairs with complementary literals in the conditions
are infeasible and need not be considered hence. It is not the strongest known con-

2This example was originally given by Bergstra and Klop (1986).
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fluence criterion applicable to non-terminating constructor-based rewrite systems3 but
it is effectively testable. Moreover, it extends the class of specifications admitted for
inductive theorem proving since it no longer requires termination. To our knowledge
it is the strongest confluence criterion without a termination precondition that can be
effectively used in practice. Furthermore, it also applies to terminating systems, which
may be attractive if one does not know how to (effectively) show termination or if the
correctness of the technique for proving termination requires confluence.

As our rewrite systems consist of constructor rules and defining rules the problem
of establishing confluence of the whole rewrite system can be decomposed into three
smaller sub-problems: Firstly, we show confluence of −→RC , then commutation of the
constructor rules with the defining rules, and finally, using these assumptions, conflu-
ence of −→R. Thus, different criteria may be applied to handle these sub-problems.
For example, unless it is trivial, proving confluence of −→RC may often call for sophis-
ticated semantic considerations or confluence criteria that apply to terminating rewrite
systems only. For −→R, however, neither semantic confluence criteria nor confluence
criteria with termination preconditions are practically feasible in general. One reason
for this may be that effective applications of semantic confluence criteria require the
specification given by the whole rewrite system to have been modeled before in some
formalism. Another reason is that termination of the whole rewrite system may not
be given or difficult to show without any confluence assumptions.

Since the confluence criterion we present in this section presupposes confluence of
−→RC , we first discuss how to establish that −→RC is confluent. Without constructor
rules, i.e. RC = ∅, confluence of −→RC is trivial. While this seems rather restrictive,
this case of free constructors is very important in practice since a lot of data structures
are freely generated. Besides, non-free constructors pose serious problems in most
frameworks for inductive theorem proving — if they can be handled at all. Another
way to prove confluence of −→RC is to use one of the known confluence criteria for
positive conditional rewrite systems described e.g. by Dershowitz et al. (1988). Note
that the application of most of these confluence criteria requires termination of −→RC .
Termination of the constructor rules, however, does not mean termination of the whole
rewrite system. More syntactic criteria for confluence of −→RC are provided by Wirth
(1995, Section 15). Sometimes, however, confluence of −→RC can only be shown by
using the semantic knowledge of the specifier: either with semantic confluence criteria
in the style introduced by Plaisted (1985) (see Theorem 6.5 by Wirth & Gramlich,
1994b) or in a specific way that may only work for the given set of constructor rules.

Before formally presenting our syntactic confluence criterion we have to introduce more
notions concerning (conditional) critical pairs and properties of rewrite systems.

Let t1, t2 ∈ T (sig , V ). We call a constructor substitution σ a unifier of t1 = t2 if
t1σ = t2σ. A unifier σ of t1 = t2 is said to be most general on a finite set X ⊆ V if for
every unifier µ of t1 = t2 there is a constructor substitution τ such that (στ)|X = µ|X .
Note that if t1 = t2 has a unifier, then it also has a most general unifier on X, which

3See Theorems 68 and 71 by Wirth (1995). Theorem 68 is the version for ω-shallow confluence,
Theorem 71 the one for ω-level confluence.
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we denote by mgu(t1 = t2, X).

Definition 3.3.1 Let spec = (sig , C, R) be a specification with constructors and R =
RC ⊎ RD where RC is a set of constructor rules and RD a set of defining rules.

(i) Let li = ri ← ∆i be a rewrite rule in R with Xi := Var(li, ri, ∆i) for i∈{0, 1}.
Assume w.l.o.g. X0∩X1 = ∅ . If there is a non-variable position p∈Pos(l1) such
that σ = mgu(l0 = l1/p, X0 ∪X1) exists and l1[r0]pσ 6= r1σ , then

(

(l1[r0]pσ, ∆0σ, a0), (r1σ, ∆1σ, a1)
)

is a (non-trivial) critical pair of the form (a0, a1) where, for i∈{0, 1}, ai = 0 if
li = ri ← ∆i is in RC and ai = 1 if li = ri ← ∆i is in RD.
The set of all critical pairs between rewrite rules in R is denoted by CP(R).

(ii) The above critical pair is complementary if

(a) there are u, v∈T (sig , V ) and an i∈{0, 1} such that u= v or v= u occurs
in ∆iσ and u 6= v occurs in ∆1−iσ; or

(b) there are t, û, v̂∈T (sig , V ) such that û and v̂ are distinct −→R-irreducible
ground terms, t= û or û= t occurs in ∆0σ and t= v̂ or v̂= t occurs in ∆1σ.

Consider e.g. the critical pairs of the rewrite system in Example 2.2.1: There are only
two critical pairs resulting from overlapping the two div-rules into each other. Since
the two critical pairs are symmetric and the notion of complementarity is symmetric
too, we just have to consider one of the critical pairs, say

(

(0, y 6= 0 ∧ less(x, y) = true, 1), (s(div(minus(x, y), y)), y 6= 0 ∧ less(x, y) = false, 1)
)

.

It is complementary according to Definition 3.3.1(ii)(b) (instantiate t with less(x, y), û
with true and v̂ with false). Similarly, for the complementarity of the critical pairs of
the rewrite system of Example 2.2.2 we only have to check that the critical pair

(

(z1, x= z2, 1), (div1(x, y, s(z1), plus(z2, y)), x 6= z2, 1)
)

is complementary, which is obviously the case (see Definition 3.3.1(ii)(a)).

In addition, two further notions are presupposed in our confluence criterion, namely
left-linearity and a weakened form of normality. These properties of rewrite systems are
necessary for establishing confluence of non-terminating rewrite systems (see above).

A rewrite system R is called left-linear if the left-hand side l of each rewrite rule
l= r ← ∆ in R is linear. Moreover, we call R weakly normal if each l= r ← ∆ in R
satisfies the following condition: For each t1 = t2 in ∆ there is an i ∈ {1, 2} such that
ti is a −→R-irreducible ground term or ti ∈ T (sigC , V C) or def(ti) occurs in ∆.

Obviously, the rewrite systems in Examples 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 are left-linear. Assuming
that all variables are constructor variables these rewrite systems are also weakly normal,
because the right-hand sides of all equational conditions are constructor terms. Thus,
we can directly apply the following syntactic confluence criterion to prove confluence
of the rewrite relations in these examples.
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Theorem 3.3.2 Let spec = (sig , C, R) be a specification with constructors such that
R is left-linear as well as weakly normal and R = RC ⊎ RD where RC is a set of
constructor rules and RD a set of defining rules.
Assume that −→RC is confluent. If each critical pair in CP(R) of the form (0, 1), (1, 0)
or (1, 1) is complementary, then −→R is confluent.

Note that this confluence criterion is stronger than a similar theorem by Bergstra and
Klop (1986)4, since instead of normality it only requires weak normality, a property that
is less restrictive because we can always achieve it by adding definedness atoms to the
condition literals. Moreover, instead of requiring orthogonality, our theorem can deal
with critical pairs provided they are complementary — a property which could again
be weakened, but (to our knowledge) not in an effective manner that would satisfy the
practical requirements of an admissibility condition for a specification language.

3.4 Inductive Validity

In order to define inductive validity of a clause w.r.t. a specification with constructors
we have to decide what model class is to be associated with it as its inductive semantics.
For an admissible specification spec there appear to be two appropriate choices5, namely
(i) DMod(spec) and (ii) (the isomorphism class of) the standard data modelM(spec).

As inductive proofs often call for extensions of the specification in order to facilitate
the formulation of missing lemmas or stronger induction hypotheses, an essential re-
quirement for an inductive semantics is its monotonicity of validity w.r.t. “consistent”
extension of the specification. For DMod(spec), this monotonicity property is given as
is shown in the following.

Definition 3.4.1 For i∈{0, 1} let speci = (sig i, Ci, Ri) be a specification with con-
structors where sig i = (Si, Fi, αi), and let Vi = (Vi,s)s∈Si

be a variable system for
sig i. We say that spec1 is a constructor-consistent extension of spec0 if the following
conditions are met: (1) S0 ⊆ S1, F0 ⊆ F1, C0 ⊆ C1 and α0 ⊆ α1 (2) V0,s = V1,s for each
s∈S0 (3) R0 ⊆ R1 (4) for each c∈C1\C0 with α1(c) = s1 . . . sns we have s /∈ S0 and
(5) for each constructor rule l= r ← ∆ in R1\R0 we have l /∈ T (sigC0

0 , V0).

Theorem 3.4.2 For i∈{0, 1} let speci = (sig i, Ci, Ri) be an admissible specification.
Assume that spec1 is a constructor-consistent extension of spec0, and let Γ be a clause
(over sig0 and V0). Now if DMod(spec0) |= Γ, then DMod(spec1) |= Γ.

Theorems 3.2.8 and 3.4.2 imply a similar monotonicity for the validity in M(spec),
which, however, requires the definedness of the terms in the negative literals of the
clauses. This requirement is in fact needed: The clause minus(0, s(0)) 6= 0 is valid in
M(specdiv) (but not in DMod(specdiv)) where specdiv is the admissible specification of
Example 2.2.1. However, after a constructor-consistent extension of specdiv with the

4which is also mentioned by Dershowitz et al. (1988)
5For a discussion of other choices see Wirth and Gramlich (1994b) or Wirth (1997).
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defining rule minus(0, s(y)) = 0 the clause minus(0, s(0)) 6= 0 is no longer valid in the
resulting standard data model.

Mainly because of Theorem 3.4.2 we prefer DMod(spec) as the inductive semantics of
our specification language. Thus, we define

Definition 3.4.3 We say that a clause Γ is inductively valid or an inductive theorem
with respect to an admissible specification spec if DMod(spec) |= Γ .

Observe that the specification with constructors specdiv1 from Example 2.2.2 is also
admissible, which can be easily shown with Theorem 3.3.2. Now — in spite of the
existence of “junk terms” — clauses such as plus(x, y) = plus(y, x) or (2.1) are in fact
inductively valid w.r.t. specdiv1. Furthermore, the “invariant” for a proof of clause (2.1),
namely

y= 0 ∨ less(x, times(y, z)) = true ∨ div1(x, y, 0, 0) =div1(x, y, z, times(y, z)) (3.1)

is also valid in DMod(specdiv1) (as can be proved by induction on z) and hence an
inductive theorem w.r.t. specdiv1 (see Section 7.4).

Finally note that the specification language proposed in this chapter evidently meets
the requirements for the specification language of our formal framework for inductive
theorem proving as they were discussed in Section 2.2.1.



Chapter 4

Counterexamples,
the Induction Order and
Clauses with Order Literals

Before we can introduce the concrete inference rules of our calculus for inductive proofs
and proof state graphs in the subsequent chapters, we have to present an underlying
induction order as the second major component of the proposed formal framework
for inductive theorem proving. To be more precise, in this chapter we (i) discuss
fundamental concepts required for showing the soundness of our approach, (ii) provide
a semantic induction order and (iii) extend clauses by a third kind of literals, namely so-
called order literals. Basic requirements concerning the induction order were dealt with
in Section 2.2.2. Prior to reading this chapter, the reader may refer to Section 2.3 again,
which conveys an intuitive impression of how one can construct proofs of inductive
theorems within our formal framework.

This chapter is organized as follows: As a conceptual basis for the soundness proof of
our formalization of inductive theorem proving, the notion of an A-counterexample (for
a clause in a data model A of the specification spec) is introduced in 4.1. Furthermore,
we give an abstract characterization of the induction order -A associated with every
data model A, specify the general form of inference rules and define the soundness of
inference rules. Thereafter (in 4.2), a concrete semantic induction order is proposed
together with a corresponding notion of a weight. In 4.3 finally, we extend clauses as
defined in the preceding chapter by so-called order literals. This third kind of literal
is a prerequisite for representing and verifying the order conditions, which “guard”
applications of induction hypotheses, in our calculus for inductive proofs.

4.1 A-Counterexamples and Inference Rules

The soundness of our formalization of inductive theorem proving will be established in
Section 6.2.1 by proving that the existence of a proof graph for a goal 〈Γ ; w〉 implies
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inductive validity of Γ . Recall from Section 3.4 that a clause Γ is called an inductive
theorem w.r.t. an admissible specification spec iff A |= Γ for every data model A of
spec. A sufficient (and necessary) condition for A |= Γ is that none of the so-called
A-counterexamples exist for Γ .

Given a data model A of spec, an A-counterexample for a clause Γ is to describe a
(ground) instance of Γ that is not valid in A. Let σ be an inductive substitution
(see Section 3.1.1). Then general variables may still occur in the instance Γσ. Since
there are data models that are not term-generated, such as M(spec) for example, an
A-counterexample for Γ must include a “semantic” component, i.e. a valuation for the
general variables in Γσ, in addition to σ:

Lemma 4.1.1 If A is a sig-algebra and Γ a clause then A 6|= Γ iff there is an
inductive substitution σ and a valuation ϕ of V G in A such that A does not satisfy Γσ
with ϕ.

We call (Γ, σ, ϕ) an A-counterexample (for Γ ) then.

For the proof of our central soundness result Theorem 6.2.4, we will formulate a suitable
invariant for the construction of proof state graphs (see Lemma 6.2.2) such that The-
orem 6.2.4 will be an immediate consequence of this invariant. Now Lemma 6.2.2 will
be proved by a well-founded induction on A-counterexamples for every data model A
of spec. Hence, in order to make such inductions possible, we have to provide, for every
data model A of spec, a well-founded quasi-order -A on the set of A-counterexamples,
which we call the induction order associated with A.

In order to facilitate the definition of an induction order -A that is as powerful and
flexible as needed in practical induction proofs, we add so-called weights to the clauses
in A-counterexamples. A pair 〈Γ ; w〉 consisting of a clause Γ and a weight w is called
a goal. Intuitively speaking, the weight w in a goal 〈Γ ; w〉 is a syntactic object related
to Γ that can be used to focus on those parts of Γ that are relevant for determining
appropriate “sizes” of A-counterexamples for Γ w.r.t. -A. Without concretizing the
notion of a weight at this point we now define A-counterexamples for goals in addition
to A-counterexamples for clauses.

Definition 4.1.2 Suppose A is a sig-algebra and 〈Γ ; w〉 a goal. If σ is an inductive
substitution and ϕ a valuation of V G in A such that A does not satisfy Γσ with ϕ,
then (〈Γ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) is said to be a A-counterexample (for 〈Γ ; w〉).

By Lemma 4.1.1, A |= Γ iff there is no A-counterexample of the form (〈Γ ; w〉, σ, ϕ). 1

We provide a concrete notion of a weight and a corresponding induction order in
Section 4.2.

1Note that in the (proofs of the) soundness results in Section 6.2.1 no use will be made of any
concrete property of the weights in A-counterexamples. All that will be used there is the preceding
remark, the existence of a well-founded quasi-order -A on the set of A-counterexamples for every
data model A of spec, and an abstract characterization of sound inference rules (see Definition 4.1.4).
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Let us now describe those abstract properties of the concrete inference rules to be
presented in Chapter 5 that will be used in the proof of the invariant for the construction
of proof state graphs (see Lemma 6.2.2). Every inference rule of our calculus for
inductive proofs can be characterized by the following general scheme:

Notation 4.1.3 An inference rule has the form

<rule name>

〈Γ ; w〉
〈Γ1 ; w1〉 . . . 〈Γn ; wn〉

with 〈Π1 ; ŵ1〉U1 , . . . , 〈Πk ; ŵk〉Uk

if <applicability-conditions>

where n, k∈ IN and Uj ∈{I,L} for j = 1, . . . , k. This notation is to express that, with
the inference rule named <rule name>, a goal 〈Γ ; w〉 can be reduced to a sequence of
new (sub-) goals 〈Γ1 ; w1〉, . . . , 〈Γn ; wn〉 provided that the <applicability-conditions>
of this inference rule are satisfied. For the reduction of 〈Γ ; w〉 with <rule name>,
the inference rule may make use of further goals 〈Π1 ; ŵ1〉, . . . , 〈Πk ; ŵk〉 (k ≥ 0) by
applying these goals to 〈Γ ; w〉 in one of two possible ways: For each of the goals
〈Πj ; ŵj〉 , the annotation Uj indicates whether 〈Πj ; ŵj〉 is applied as an induction
hypothesis (Uj = I) or non-inductively (Uj = L). In the latter case, Πj is (the clause
representation of) a defining rule or a (possibly unproved) lemma. If k > 0 then the
inference rule is called applicative, otherwise non-applicative.

We ask the reader to refer to Chapter 5 for examples of concrete inference rules.

The soundness property of an inference rule as required in the proof of the invariant
(Lemma 6.2.2) is captured in the following definition. It describes the effect of a sound
inference rule abstractly in terms of A-counterexamples and the induction order -A.
Basically it states that applying a sound inference rule to a goal 〈Γ ; w〉 for which
an A-counterexample (〈Γ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) exists gives rise to another A-counterexample for
one of the subgoals or goals applied as induction hypotheses — given that the non-
inductively applied goals actually contain inductively valid clauses. Moreover, the new
A-counterexample must be smaller than or equivalent to (〈Γ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) w.r.t. -A then.

Definition 4.1.4 We call an inference rule sound if for any admissible specification
spec, for any instance

〈Γ ; w〉
〈Γ1 ; w1〉 . . . 〈Γn ; wn〉

with 〈Π1 ; ŵ1〉U1 , . . . , 〈Πk ; ŵk〉Uk

of the given inference rule, for any A∈DMod(spec), and for any A-counterexample of
the form (〈Γ ; w〉, σ, ϕ), one of the following statements holds:

(1) There is an i∈{1, . . . , n} and an A-counterexample of the form (〈Γi ; wi〉, τ, ψ)
such that (〈Γi ; wi〉, τ, ψ) -A (〈Γ ; w〉, σ, ϕ).
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(2) There is a j ∈{1, . . . , k} such that Uj = L and Πj is not inductively valid w.r.t.
spec.

(3) There is a j ∈{1, . . . , k} and an A-counterexample of the form (〈Πj ; ŵj〉, τ, ψ)
such that Uj = I and (〈Πj ; ŵj〉, τ, ψ) ≺A (〈Γ ; w〉, σ, ϕ).

We will have to show that each of the inference rules introduced in Chapter 5 fulfills this
soundness condition. In these “local” soundness proofs we will use specific properties
of the weights and the induction order -A as defined in the following section.

4.2 Weights and the Semantic Induction Order -A

After the abstract characterization of A-counterexamples, the induction order and
sound inference rules, we now propose a concrete semantic induction order -A for
every data model A of an admissible specification together with a corresponding no-
tion of a weight. The essential technical idea underlying weights and our semantic
induction order -A is quite simple and can be stated as follows:2

A weight w in a A-counterexample (〈Γ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) will be a syntactic object, namely a k-
tuple of terms, that evaluates to a semantic object evalAϕ (wσ), i.e. a k-tuple of elements
of the carriers of A. This semantic object can be considered the size of (〈Γ ; w〉, σ, ϕ).
By providing an order on the semantic objects used as the sizes of A-counterexamples
we obtain our semantic induction order -A. This order will be the lexicographical
order ≤lex

A that is induced by a well-founded partial order ≤A defined on the carriers of
every data model A of an admissible specification with free constructors.

Since the lexicographical order induced by a well-founded partial order is not well-
founded in general (see Section 2.4), we have to restrict the length of the k-tuples to be
used as weights by a sufficiently big constant k0. Indeed, ≤lex

A is a well-founded partial
order on the set of k0-bounded k-tuples of elements of A. So in the remainder of the
paper, let k0 be a big fixed natural number.

Definition 4.2.1 Let sig = (S, F, α) be a signature such that C ⊆ F is a set of
constructors for sig . A weight (over sig and V ) is a sequence of terms (t1, . . . , tk) such
that 0 ≤ k ≤ k0 and t1, . . . , tk ∈ T (sig , V ) . Instead of (t) we usually write t. The set
of weights (over sig and V ) is denoted by W(sig , V ).

As mentioned above, a weight (t1, . . . , tk) can be evaluated to a k-tuple of elements of
A by means of the usual evaluation mechanism. Let ϕ be a valuation of V in A. For
w ∈ W(sig , V ) with w = (t1, . . . , tk), we define evalAϕ (w) = (evalAϕ (t1), . . . , evalAϕ (tk)).

So given a conjecture in form of a clause Γ , what is a suitable weight w for Γ in the goal
〈Γ ; w〉? While there does not seem to be a universally applicable and effective method
of determining suitable weights for conjectures, we can derive an approximate idea

2The somewhat technical presentation of weights and the semantic induction order in this section
is supplemented by a motivating discussion at the end of Section 4.3.
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from the characterization of sound inference rules (see Definition 4.1.4): Essentially,
the choice of w for Γ must make sure that order conditions (expressed in terms of -A)
arising from applications of induction hypotheses in the proof of 〈Γ ; w〉 are provably
fulfilled. That is, if there is an A-counterexample for a goal in the proof of 〈Γ ; w〉 to
which a goal is applied as induction hypothesis, then there must be a corresponding
A-counterexample for the applied induction hypothesis that can be shown to be smaller
(w.r.t. ≺A). In numerous practically relevant cases, these “termination” proofs succeed
if a tuple of terms is used as weight for Γ that comprises the so-called induction variables
of Γ . In other cases, a weight w may only be suitable for Γ if w represents applications
of appropriate measure functions to the induction variables of Γ . Instead of formally
defining notions of induction variables and measure functions (see Walther, 1994; Boyer
& Moore, 1979), we appeal to the reader’s intuition with the following examples.

Example 4.2.2 Consider the admissible specification specdiv from Example 2.2.1. Sup-
pose we are to prove the inductive validity of plus(plus(x, y), z) = plus(x, plus(y, z))
w.r.t. specdiv where x, y, z ∈ V C. It is commonly known that this conjecture should
be proved by (what is intuitively called) induction on z — mainly because plus is de-
fined by recursion on the second argument. So by using the induction variable z as
weight, we can easily show that the order condition resulting from the application of
the conjecture

〈 plus(plus(x, y), z) = plus(x, plus(y, z)) ; z〉 (4.1)

as induction hypothesis to the goal

〈 . . . ∨ s(plus(plus(x, y), z)) = s(plus(x, plus(y, z))) ; s(z)〉 (4.2)

in the induction step is actually fulfilled (see the discussion in Section 4.3).

Example 4.2.3 To exemplify the need of k-tuples as weights (k > 1), let us extend
the specification specdiv from Example 2.2.1 by axioms for Ackermann’s function:

ack(0, y) = s(y)
ack(s(x), 0) = ack(x, s(0))
ack(s(x), s(y)) = ack(x, ack(s(x), y))

Even simple inductive theorems such as def(ack(x, y)) (i.e. the total definedness of
ack) or less(y, ack(x, y)) = true call for proofs by (nested) induction on x and y. Using
the tuple (x, y) as weight we can construct proofs for the goals 〈def(ack(x, y)) ; (x, y)〉
and 〈less(y, ack(x, y)) = true ; (x, y)〉 in our framework.

Example 4.2.4 To illustrate the use of a measure function we extend the specification
from Example 2.2.1 by a new sort list for lists of natural numbers with constructors nil

and cons and by the following defining rules for the operations app and len:

app(nil, l) = l
app(cons(x, l1), l2) = cons(x, app(l1, l2))

len(nil) = 0

len(cons(x, l)) = s(len(l))
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Consider the inductive theorem app(l, nil) = l . We can prove it either by (structural)
induction on l or by induction on the length of the list represented by l. In the former
case, the goal to prove is 〈 app(l, nil) = l ; l〉; in the latter case, we apply the measure
function len to l to obtain the goal 〈 app(l, nil) = l ; len(l)〉.3

Since the subject of Part I is the formal framework for inductive theorem proving
underlying QuodLibet, a more systematic — yet still heuristic — approach to the
determination of suitable weights (without measure functions) for conjectures will be
dealt with in Part II (see Section 8.3.4).

As was mentioned in the beginning of this section, the lexicographical order ≤lex
A in-

duced by a well-founded partial order ≤A on the carriers of a data model A will be
used to compare the semantic objects evalAϕ (wσ) and evalAϕ′(w′σ′) corresponding to the
A-counterexamples (〈Γ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) and (〈Γ ′ ; w′〉, σ′, ϕ′). We now define the relation ≤A

associated with a sig-algebra A and show that ≤A is a well-founded partial order on the
carriers of A if A is a data model of an admissible specification with free constructors.

Definition 4.2.5 Let sig = (S, F, α) be a signature such that C ⊆ F is a set of
constructors for sig , and let A = (A,FA) be a sig-algebra. The relation ≤A associated
with A is defined on A by a1 ≤A a2 if

(a) a1 = a2; or

(b) there are t1, t2 ∈GT (sigC) such that tAi = ai for i = 1, 2 and |t1| < |t2|.

If a1 <A a2 then both a1 and a2 are elements of the data reduct AC of A. Note
that ≤A is only a well-founded partial order on A if every element of AC is uniquely
represented by a constructor ground term.4 Observe also that ≤A is not sort-invariant
in general.

An admissible specification spec = (sig , C, R) is an admissible specification with free
constructors if R is a set of defining rules, that is if RC = ∅. By Proposition 3.2.5(2),
freeness of constructors is sufficient for the unique representation of the elements of AC
by constructor ground terms.

Lemma 4.2.6 Let spec be an admissible specification with free constructors, and let
A = (A,FA) be a sig-algebra such that A ∈ DMod(spec). Then ≤A is a well-founded
partial order on A.

Note that any well-founded partial order on GT (sigC) — such as e.g. the syntactic
reduction order RPO (see Dershowitz, 1987) — could be used for the comparison of
the constructor ground terms t1 and t2 in Definition 4.2.5 (b). Thus far, however,

3Observe that for a proof of the goal 〈def(flatten(t)) ; w〉, which states the total definedness of a
flatten operation on binary trees, a weight w involving a measure function is actually necessary (see
Section E.3.3 for the definition of flatten, the used measure function and a proof of the goal).

4For otherwise, ≤A may be a trivial relation: Let spec = (sig , C, R) be the admissible specifi-
cation defined by S = {int}, F = C = {0, s, p}, and R = RC = { s(p(z))= z , p(s(z))= z }. Then
[t1] <M(spec) [t2] holds for any t1, t2 ∈GT (sigC) whereM(spec) is the standard data model of spec.
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there has been no need for a more sophisticated term order than the one induced
by the length of terms; despite its simplicity, the latter yields a well-founded order
≤A which is sufficiently powerful for most practically relevant examples (as will be
demonstrated in the remainder of the thesis).

By making use of the lexicographical order ≤lex
A induced by ≤A we can finally define our

semantic induction order -A. Its well-foundedness essentially follows from Lemma 4.2.6
and the fact that the length of the k-tuples used as weights is bounded by k0.

Definition 4.2.7 Let A be a data model of an admissible specification spec with free
constructors. We define the induction order -A associated with A on the set of
A-counterexamples by

(〈Γ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) -A (〈Γ ′ ; w′〉, σ′, ϕ′) if evalAϕ (wσ) ≤lex
A evalAϕ′(w′σ′)

Theorem 4.2.8 Let A be a data model of an admissible specification spec with free
constructors. Then -A is a well-founded quasi-order on the set of A-counterexamples.

It should be observed that the restriction to free constructors which we have to impose
from now on is rather common in the field of first-order inductive theorem proving
(see Boyer & Moore, 1979; Walther, 1994; Bouhoula & Rusinowitch, 1995). For a
discussion of the severe problems caused by an attempt to formalize and validate the
integers using the non-free constructors 0, s and p we refer to (Wirth & Kühler, 1995,
pp. 73–74).

4.3 Clauses with Order Literals

Before we conclude this chapter by providing evidence for the practical usefulness of our
semantic induction order, we first introduce a third kind of literals in clauses, namely
so-called order literals. An order atom is an expression of the form w1<w2 , where
w1 and w2 are weights, and can be used to represent the order condition arising from
an application of a goal as induction hypothesis to another goal (see Definition 4.1.4).
This extension of the set of clauses that are to be admitted by our calculus for inductive
proofs is a prerequisite for integrating the induction orders associated with the data
models of a specification into our calculus. In the subsequent example we will try
to convey how advantageous this integration may be, for then the complete inductive
reasoning mechanism will be available for the proofs of these order conditions.

Example 4.3.1 Let spec be the admissible specification from Example 2.2.1 (note that
its constructors are free). Consider the “domain lemma” for the division operation,
that is the clause in the goal

〈 def(div(x, y)) ∨ y= 0 ; x〉 (4.3)
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As div is defined by destructor 5 recursion, this lemma can be easily proved by destruc-
tor induction on x. In the induction step of the proof, the instance of the original goal
(4.3) given by the matching substitution {x← minus(x, y)}

〈 def(div(minus(x, y), y)) ∨ y= 0 ; minus(x, y)〉

should be (subsumptively) applied as induction hypothesis to the goal

〈 def(div(minus(x, y), y)) ∨ . . . ∨ less(x, y) = true ∨ . . . ∨ y= 0 ; x〉 (4.4)

The order condition “guarding” this application of an induction hypothesis is provably
fulfilled if, for any data model A of spec and for any i, j ∈ IN, the following can be shown
(see Definition 4.1.4):

minus(si(0), sj(0))A <A si(0)A if less(si(0), sj(0))A 6= trueA and sj(0)A 6= 0A (4.5)

Observe that (4.5) is a conditional “termination” statement. Furthermore, verifying
this order condition evidently requires an inductive proof. Hence, it appears both
useful and necessary to integrate the kind of reasoning needed for the verification of
such order conditions into the calculus for inductive proofs.

As a first step to achieve this integration, we will provide the syntax and semantics of
clauses with order literals below. Note that the formal counterpart of (4.5), namely the
clause minus(x, y)<x ∨ less(x, y) = true ∨ y= 0 will be an inductive theorem w.r.t.
spec. In Chapter 5 we will complete the integration by presenting inference rules with
the following properties (among others): Firstly, each of the two inference rules allowing
applications of goals as induction hypotheses will be of the form

〈Γ ; w〉
〈Γ1 ; w〉 . . . 〈Γn ; w〉 〈 ŵµ<w , Γn+1 ; w〉 with 〈Π ; ŵ〉 I

where µ is the matching substitution applied to 〈Π ; ŵ〉. The goal 〈 ŵµ<w , Γn+1 ; w〉
will be called an order subgoal. Its purpose will be to represent the order condition
corresponding to the application of the induction hypothesis 〈Π ; ŵ〉 to the goal 〈Γ ; w〉
and introduce it as a proof obligation. Secondly, there will also be inference rules
allowing syntactic proofs of goals containing order literals.

For example, an application of (4.3) as induction hypothesis to (4.4) using the match
µ = {x← minus(x, y)} will yield the order subgoal6

〈minus(x, y)<x ∨ . . . ∨ less(x, y) = true ∨ . . . ∨ y= 0 ; x〉 (4.6)

In Section 7.3.4, we will show how to construct a proof of (4.3) with QuodLibet,
which will include a proof of (4.6).

5According to the terminology used by Boyer and Moore (1979), minus is a so-called destructor

operation.
6see the inference rule Inductive Subsumption in Section 5.3.2
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Let us now explain the syntax and semantics of clauses as they are admitted by our
calculus for inductive proofs. Equations and definedness atoms were defined in Sec-
tion 3.1.1. An order atom is an expression of the form w1<w2 where ‘<’ is another
predefined binary predicate symbol and w1, w2 ∈ W(sig , V ). An atom is an equation,
a definedness atom or an order atom. Given these three kinds of atoms, the definitions
of literals, of the complement of literals and of clauses read exactly as the approximate
definitions in Section 3.1.1. In order to define the usual semantic notions for clauses
with order literals we only have to add the following sentence to case (ii) of Defini-
tion 3.1.4: A sig-algebra A satisfies an order atom w1<w2 with a valuation ϕ of V in
A if evalAϕ (w1) <

lex
A evalAϕ (w2).

We conclude this section by providing evidence for the practical usefulness of our
semantic induction order -A, which is semantic in the sense that it is based on the well-
founded partial order ≤A defined on the carriers of a data model A. Having introduced
clauses with order literals before, we can now characterize relevant properties of -A

(or rather of <lex
A ) in terms of inductively valid clauses with order literals. For that

purpose, let specnatlist be the admissible specification with free constructors that is
defined as the result of a (constructor-consistent) extension of the specification specdiv

from Example 2.2.1 by the sort list and the axioms for the operations plus, ack, app

and len as they were given in Examples 4.2.2, 4.2.3 and 4.2.4.

First of all, it should be noted that order subgoals generated in proofs by structural
induction on one constructor variable can mostly be proved very easily, since the order
atoms they contain are usually simple inductive theorems. For instance, consider the
induction step in a proof of the associativity of plus (see Example 4.2.2). The order
subgoal 〈 z < s(z) ∨ . . . ; s(z)〉 guarding the application of the induction hypothesis
(4.1) to the goal (4.2) contains the order atom z < s(z) , which is obviously inductively
valid w.r.t. specnatlist, as s(z) is a longer constructor term than z. Structural inductions
on lists do not pose any problems with regard to the induction order either. In the
induction step of a proof of 〈 app(l, nil) = l ; l〉, for example, the conjecture is applied as
induction hypothesis to the goal 〈 cons(x, app(l, nil)) = cons(x, l) ; cons(x, l)〉 giving rise
to the order subgoal 〈 l < cons(x, l) ∨ . . . ; cons(x, l)〉. The order atom l < cons(x, l)
occurring in this order subgoal is clearly an inductive theorem w.r.t. specnatlist.

Secondly, we would like to point out the suitability of our semantic induction order
for proofs by (nested) induction on several variables. Let X, Y , Z1 and Z2 be general
variables, and let A = (A,FA) be a data model of specnatlist. Since ≤A is not only
defined on AC but on A and since ≤A also includes pairs of the form (a, a) where
a∈A\AC , clauses such as

(x,X)< (s(x), Y )

(X,Z1)< (Y, Z2) ∨ X 6<Y
(X,Z1)< (Y, Z2) ∨ X 6=Y ∨ Z1 6<Z2

are inductive theorems w.r.t. specnatlist, which can be shown easily. In particular, the
order subgoal 〈 (x, ack(s(x), y))< (s(x), s(y)) ∨ . . . ; (s(x), s(y))〉 generated in the proof
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of the goal 〈 def(ack(x, y)) ; (x, y)〉 (see Example 4.2.3) contains an inductively valid
order atom.

Thirdly, let us emphasize that, due to our integration of the semantic induction order
into the calculus for inductive proofs, our framework for inductive theorem proving
supports the construction of proofs by destructor induction as well. Such proofs are
usually required for inductive theorems which express valid properties of operations
defined by destructor recursion. In Example 4.3.1, we have already discussed aspects
of a proof by destructor induction as far as the induction order and order subgoals are
concerned. We provide another simple, yet characteristic example:

Example 4.3.2 We extend the specification specnatlist (see above) by a further axiom-
atization of the append operation on lists, this time using a definition by destructor
recursion in the style of Walther (1994):

app1(l1, l2) = l2 ← l1 = nil

app1(l1, l2) = cons(car(l1), app1(cdr(l1), l2)) ← l1 6= nil

The two destructors car and cdr are (incompletely) specified by car(cons(x, l)) =x
and cdr(cons(x, l)) = l , respectively. Observe that this extension of specnatlist yields an
admissible specification. Now consider the goal 〈 app1(l, nil) = l ; l〉. We can construct
a proof by destructor induction on l for this goal that contains an application of the
conjecture as induction hypothesis to the goal

〈 . . . ∨ l= nil ∨ . . . ∨ cons(car(l), app1(cdr(l), nil)) = l ; l〉

using the match µ = {l ← cdr(l)}. The order subgoal resulting from this application
of an induction hypothesis is of the form 〈 cdr(l)< l ∨ . . .∨ l= nil ∨ . . . ; l〉. It is easily
seen that the clause cdr(l)< l ∨ l= nil is an inductive theorem, which can be easily
proved with QuodLibet.

Examples 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 suggest that for every destructor d, a suitable inductive
theorem (with order atoms) should be determined that can be used to subsume the
clauses in order subgoals generated in proofs by destructor induction with respect to d.
Examples of such inductive theorems are the clause cdr(l)< l ∨ l= nil for the destructor
cdr or the clause minus(x, y)<x ∨ less(x, y) = true ∨ y= 0 for the destructor minus.
Note that these inductive theorems correspond to the so-called induction lemmas of
Boyer and Moore (1979).

Finally observe that the semantic induction order introduced in this chapter obviously
meets the requirements with respect to the induction order of our formal framework
for inductive theorem proving as discussed in Section 2.2.2: Our induction order does
not presuppose termination of the rewrite relation −→R associated with an admis-
sible specification (see Theorem 4.2.8), and it is well suited for proofs by destructor
induction.



Chapter 5

Inference Rules

In Section 4.3 of the foregoing chapter, we presented the syntax and semantics of clauses
as admitted by our calculus for inductive proofs. Besides equational and definedness
literals, we provided a third kind of literals that may occur in clauses, namely order
literals. Order literals are a prerequisite for integrating the semantic induction order
(defined in Section 4.2) into our calculus. In this chapter, we introduce the concrete
inference rules of our calculus for inductive proofs, which constitute the setting for the
syntactic reasoning used in proofs of inductively valid clauses (with order literals) in
the proposed formal framework for inductive theorem proving. For a general discussion
of the requirements that have guided the design of these inference rules we refer to
Section 2.2.3.

As was already specified in Notation 4.1.3, every inference rule of our calculus for
inductive proofs is of the form

〈Γ ; w〉
〈Γ1 ; w1〉 . . . 〈Γn ; wn〉

with 〈Π1 ; ŵ1〉U1 , . . . , 〈Πk ; ŵk〉Uk

where n, k ∈ IN and Uj ∈{I,L} for j = 1, . . . , k. That is, an inference rule can be used
to reduce a goal 〈Γ ; w〉 to new (sub-) goals 〈Γ1 ; w1〉, . . . , 〈Γn ; wn〉. The inference
rule may make use of further goals 〈Π1 ; ŵ1〉, . . . , 〈Πk ; ŵk〉 each of which can be
applied to 〈Γ ; w〉 either as an induction hypothesis (Uj = I) or non-inductively as an
axiom or lemma (Uj = L). Recall that an inference rule is said to be applicative if
k > 0, and non-applicative if k = 0.

Since the subject of Part I of this thesis is the formal framework for inductive theorem
proving underlying QuodLibet, a systematic (heuristic) approach to the problem of
determining appropriate instances of our inference rules for the construction of proof
(state) graphs for given inductive theorems is beyond the scope of this chapter. It
should be noted, however, that for a significant number of the inference rules it is
fairly easy to decide whether — and if so, how — to apply the inference rule to a given
goal (see below).

43
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This chapter is organized as follows: After compiling further technical notions required
in the remainder of this chapter (5.1), we first introduce the non-applicative inference
rules in 5.2, while the applicative inference rules are dealt with in 5.3. In Section 5.4,
we assess the proposed calculus for inductive proofs with regard to the requirements
discussed in Section 2.2.3. All in all, we introduce twenty-five inference rules, each of
which is sound as well as safe (see below). Unless stated otherwise every example in
this chapter is based on the admissible specification specnatlist from Section 4.3.

5.1 Preliminaries

The “local” property of an inference rule required for the soundness proof of our formal
framework in Section 6.2.1 was captured in the definition of a sound inference rule
(see Definition 4.1.4). In order to prove the refutational soundness1 of our formal
framework, a further “local” property is needed, namely that of a safe inference rule.
Roughly speaking, applying only safe inference rules in the construction of a proof
state graph for a goal with an inductively valid clause cannot lead to the deduction of
a goal with a contradictory clause (i.e. the empty clause).

Definition 5.1.1 An inference rule is called safe if, for any admissible specification
spec with free constructors, and for any instance

〈Γ ; w〉
〈Γ1 ; w1〉 . . . 〈Γn ; wn〉

with 〈Π1 ; ŵ1〉U1 , . . . , 〈Πk ; ŵk〉Uk

of the given inference rule, inductive validity of each of the clauses in {Γ,Π1, . . . , Πk}
w.r.t. spec implies inductive validity of each of the clauses in {Γ1, . . . , Γn} w.r.t. spec.

A simple and often useful way to achieve safeness of an inference rule is suggested in
the next lemma: An inference rule is safe if every subgoal resulting from an application
of the inference rule is formed by adding literals to the clause of the goal.

Lemma 5.1.2 If every instance of an inference rule is of the form

〈Γ ; w〉
〈Λ1, Γ ; w1〉 . . . 〈Λn, Γ ; wn〉

with 〈Π1 ; ŵ1〉U1 , . . . , 〈Πk ; ŵk〉Uk

where n, k ∈ IN, Λ1, . . . , Λn are clauses and Uj ∈ {I,L} for j = 1, . . . , k, then the
inference rule is safe.

Note that the safeness of a significant number of the inference rules proposed in this
chapter follows from Lemma 5.1.2.

1as explained in Section 2.2.3; see Theorem 6.2.5 in Section 6.2.2
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The following technical notions and notations are needed in the subsequent subsections
for the presentation of the inference rules.

We first define positions of terms in literals. For an equation or definedness atom, the
set of its term positions is defined as Pos( t1 = t2 ) = { ip | i∈{1, 2} ∧ p∈Pos(ti)} and
Pos( def(t) ) = { 1p | p∈Pos(t1)} ; moreover, ( t1 = t2 )/ip = ti/p and def(t)/1p = t/p .
Term positions in an order atom are defined as Pos( (t1,1, . . . , t1,n1

)< (t2,1, . . . , t2,n2
) ) =

{ ijp | i∈{1, 2}∧j ∈{1, . . . , ni}∧p∈Pos(ti,j)} and we access a term in an order atom by
( (t1,1, . . . , t1,n1

)< (t2,1, . . . , t2,n2
) )/ijp = ti,j/p . For example, we have Pos( ()< s(0) ) =

{2.1, 2.1.1} (recall that ‘s(0)’ stands for the weight ‘(s(0))’). For a negative literal λ,
we define Pos(λ) = Pos(λ) and λ/p = λ/p. By λ[t]p, we denote the literal obtained
by replacing the term λ/p with a term t where p ∈ Pos(λ).

For some inference rules, an extended notion of equality of (equational) literals is
needed: We say that λ1 = lit λ2 if (1) λ1 = λ2 or (2) there are t1, t2 ∈ T (sig , V ) such
that λ1 = ( t1 = t2 ) and λ2 = ( t2 = t1 ), or λ1 = ( t1 6= t2 ) and λ2 = ( t2 6= t1 ). By

t1
·
= t2 , we mean either t1 = t2 or t2 = t1, and t1 6 ·= t2 denotes either t1 6= t2 or t2 6= t1.

We say that a literal λ occurs in a clause Γ , if there is a literal λ′ in Γ such that
λ′ = lit λ, and Γ contains a clause ∆, if each literal in ∆ occurs in Γ .

In the remainder of this chapter, we use the following (meta-) variables without further
explanation: (i) m,n, k for natural numbers (ii) t, u, v, l, r for terms (iii) w for weights
(iv) λ for literals and (v) Γ,∆,Π,Λ,Σ for clauses, i.e. (possibly empty) sequences of
literals.

5.2 Non-Applicative Inference Rules

As was introduced before, a non-applicative inference rule reduces a goal 〈Γ ; w〉 to a
sequence of new (sub-) goals 〈Γ1 ; w1〉 . . . 〈Γn ; wn〉 without making use of any further
goals as induction hypotheses, axioms or lemmas, i.e. it has the simpler form

〈Γ ; w〉
〈Γ1 ; w1〉 . . . 〈Γn ; wn〉

where n∈ IN. This essentially means that proof steps described by non-applicative
inference rules can only make use of properties of the given signature, the predefined
predicate symbols ‘=’, ’def’ and ‘<’, or the (other) literals occurring in the clause of
the goal to be reduced. Our calculus for inductive proofs provides a total of twenty
non-applicative inference rules most of which may be easily understood and applied in
the construction of inductive proofs.

5.2.1 Establishing Simple Tautologies

Instead of defining logical axioms (besides those contained in the underlying admissible
specification), our calculus for inductive proofs offers a few very simple inference rules
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Complementary Literals

〈Γ, λ,∆, λ′, Π ; w〉
if λ′ = lit λ.

6=-Tautology

〈Γ, t1 6= t2 , ∆ ; w〉
if – t1, t2 ∈ T (sigC , V C)

– t1 and t2 are not unifiable.

<-Tautology

〈Γ, ()< (u1, . . . , uk) , ∆ ; w〉
if k > 0.

Figure 5.1:

that allow one to prove a goal containing a “tautology”, i.e. an obviously inductively
valid clause, by reducing it to an empty sequence of goals.

The inference rule Complementary Literals (see Figure 5.1) can be used to prove a goal
with a clause in which complementary literals occur (see Section 3.1.1). Evidently, any
clause with complementary literals is (inductively) valid.

The inference rule 6=-Tautology may need a more detailed explanation. The rule is
based on the requirement that the given specification have free constructors. In this
case, any negative equational literal consisting of non-unifiable constructor terms is
inductively valid. For instance, the goal 〈 0 6= s(x) ; ()〉, which represents the first of
Peano’s postulates for the natural numbers, may be proved by applying 6=-Tautology,
since the constructor terms 0 and s(x) are not unifiable.

The inference rule <-Tautology is applicable to goals with order atoms whose left-hand
side is the empty tuple. Clearly, any clause containing such an order atom is inductively
valid (see Definition 4.2.5 and Section 2.4).

As can be checked easily, the inference rules in Figure 5.1 have the required soundness
and safeness properties.

Lemma 5.2.1 The inference rules Complementary Literals, 6=-Tautology and <-Tauto-

logy are sound and safe.

5.2.2 Decomposing Atoms

The reader may have noticed that we still have not presented any inference rules for
proving goals with tautological literals of further kinds, such as (i) t= t (ii) def(t)
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=-Decomposition

〈Γ, t1 = t2 , ∆ ; w〉
〈 u1 = v1 , Γ, t1 = t2 , ∆ ; w〉 . . . 〈 uk = vk , Γ, t1 = t2 , ∆ ; w〉
if – top(t1) = top(t2)

– u1 = v1 , . . . , uk = vk are exactly those equations in

{ t1/p ·
= t2/p | p ∈ MinDifPos(t1, t2) }

whose complements do not occur in Γ,∆.

Figure 5.2:

where t∈T (sigC , V C) or (iii) t1<t2 where t1, t2 ∈T (sigC , V C) and |t1| < |t2|. As
will become evident below, goals with atoms of these kinds can be proved by applying
one of the following more general inference rules for decomposing certain equational,
definedness or order atoms.

We begin with the decomposition rule for equational atoms. Let t1, t2, t∈T (sig , V ).
The set of minimal difference positions MinDifPos(t1, t2) of t1 and t2 is defined as the set
of minimal positions in { p ∈ Pos(t1) ∩ Pos(t2) | top(t1/p) 6= top(t2/p) }. Now if a goal
contains an equation t1 = t2 such that top(t1) = top(t2) (or ε /∈ MinDifPos(t1, t2)) then
we can decompose t1 = t2 with the inference rule =-Decomposition (see Figure 5.2).

It is easily seen that this rule reduces a goal of the form 〈Γ, t= t, ∆ ; w〉 to an empty
sequence of goals, because MinDifPos(t, t) = ∅. Moreover, the inference rule may make
use of the literals in Γ,∆ — the so-called context of t1 = t2 : For instance, the goal

〈 x1 6=x2 ∨ plus(s(x1), y1) = plus(s(x2), y2) ∨ y2 6= y1 ; ()〉

can be proved by applying the rule =-Decomposition (i.e. k = 0), since the complements
of the equations x1 =x2 and y1 = y2 occur in the context of the decomposed equation
plus(s(x1), y1) = plus(s(x2), y2) .

Note that =-Decomposition should not be applied “blindly”; in other words, not every
possible application of =-Decomposition is actually useful. To see this consider e.g.
the goal 〈 plus(x, y) = plus(y, x) ; x〉 whose reduction with =-Decomposition yields the
two goals 〈 x= y ∨ plus(x, y) = plus(y, x) ; x〉 and 〈 y= x ∨ plus(x, y) = plus(y, x) ; x〉.
Apparently, the problem of proving these two goals is not any easier than the problem
of finding a proof for the original goal, as neither of the newly generated equations
x= y and y= x is of any use — they both describe the case that x 6= y .

Evidently, the safeness of =-Decomposition follows directly from Lemma 5.1.2.

For the presentation of the decomposition rule for definedness atoms we need to intro-
duce yet another set of term positions. The set of minimal non-constructor positions
MinNonCPos(t) of a term t∈T (sig , V ) is defined as the set of minimal positions in
{ p ∈ Pos(t) | top(t/p) 6∈ (C ∪ V C) } . Now given a goal which contains a definedness
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def-Decomposition

〈Γ, def(t) , ∆ ; w〉
〈 def(u1) , Γ, def(t) , ∆ ; w〉 . . . 〈 def(uk) , Γ, def(t) , ∆ ; w〉
if – top(t) ∈ (C ∪ V C)

– def(u1) , . . . , def(uk) are exactly those definedness atoms in

{ def(t/p) | p ∈ MinNonCPos(t) }
whose complements do not occur in Γ,∆.

Figure 5.3:

atom of the form def(t) such that top(t)∈ (C ∪ V C) (or ε /∈ MinNonCPos(t)), the
inference rule def-Decomposition (see Figure 5.3) can be used to decompose def(t) .

Obviously, MinNonCPos(t) is empty for t∈T (sigC , V C). Hence, we can use the rule
def-Decomposition to solve a goal of the form 〈Γ, def(t) , ∆ ; w〉 if t∈T (sigC , V C) (i.e.
k = 0). As in the case of the preceding inference rule, def-Decomposition also takes the
context Γ,∆ of def(t) into account. For instance, let X ∈V G. Then the goal

〈 def(cons(s(X), app(l1, l2))) ∨ ¬def(X) ; l1〉

can be reduced with def-Decomposition to the goal

〈 def(app(l1, l2)) ∨ def(cons(s(X), app(l1, l2))) ∨ ¬def(X) ; l1〉

(i.e. k = 1 although cons(s(X), app(l1, l2)) has two minimal non-constructor positions).

Like =-Decomposition, the inference rule def-Decomposition is trivially safe, because
every subgoal of the rule is obtained by adding the literal def(ui) to the goal of the
rule (see Lemma 5.1.2). However, if the subgoals were of the form 〈Γ, def(ui) , ∆ ; w〉
— instead of 〈 def(ui) , Γ, def(t) , ∆ ; w〉— then def-Decomposition would not be a safe
inference rule anymore:

Example 5.2.2 Let specp = (sig , C, R) be a specification with constructors of the
natural numbers where C = {0,s} and p is a defined operator axiomatized by

p(s(x)) = x
s(p(x)) = x

Then specp is an admissible specification with free constructors. Now def(s(p(0)))
is inductively valid w.r.t. specp but def(p(0)) is not. Therefore, any inference rule
allowing one to reduce the goal 〈 def(s(p(0))) ; ()〉 to 〈 def(p(0)) ; ()〉 cannot be safe.2

Lemma 5.2.3 The inference rules =-Decomposition and def-Decomposition are sound
and safe.
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<-Decomposition

〈Γ, t1<t2 , ∆ ; w〉
〈 def(u1) , Γ, t1<t2 , ∆ ; w〉 . . . 〈 def(uk) , Γ, t1< t2 , ∆ ; w〉
if – top(t2) ∈ C

– there are t̂1, t̂2 ∈ T (sigC , V C) such that

– for i ∈ {1, 2}, t̂i is a C-front for ti

– for each p1 ∈ MinNonCPos(t1) and p2 ∈ MinNonCPos(t2),
t1/p1 = t2/p2 iff t̂1/p1 = t̂2/p2

– |t̂1| < |t̂2| and |t̂1|x ≤ |t̂2|x for every x ∈ V C

– def(u1) , . . . , def(uk) are exactly those definedness atoms in

{ def(ti/p) | i ∈ {1, 2} ∧ p ∈ MinNonCPos(ti) }
that do not occur in Γ ,∆.

Figure 5.4:

We now present the decomposition rule for order atoms (see Figure 5.4). For this
purpose we introduce a further technical notion, namely that of so-called C-fronts.
Intuitively seen, a C-front for a term t is a constructor term t̂ that is obtained from
t by “consistently”3 replacing the maximal non-constructor sub-terms of t with new 4

constructor variables.

Definition 5.2.4 Suppose sig = (S, F, α) is a signature such that C ⊆ F is a set of
constructors for sig . A C-front for a term t ∈ T (sig , V )s is a term t̂ ∈ T (sigC , V C)s
satisfying:

(a) If top(t) ∈ (V G ∪ F\C) then t̂ ∈ V C.

(b) If t ∈ V C then t̂ = t.

(c) If t = c(t1, . . . , tn) and c∈C then t̂ = c(t̂1, . . . , t̂n)
where, for i = 1, . . . , n, t̂i is a C-front for ti.

(d) For each p1, p2 ∈ MinNonCPos(t), t/p1 = t/p2 iff t̂/p1 = t̂/p2.

(e) Var(t) ∩ { t̂/p | p ∈ MinNonCPos(t) } = ∅.

Assuming that x, z, l ∈ V C, a C-front for cons(s(x), cons(plus(s(x), y), app(l1, l2)))
is cons(s(x), cons(z, l)). Furthermore, cons(x, cons(x, l)) is a C-front for the term
cons(X, cons(X, l)) if X ∈V G. Note that the C-fronts of a term t are essentially unique
— they can only differ in the new constructor variables used to replace the maximal
non-constructor sub-terms of t. Therefore, t is the only C-front for t if t ∈ T (sigC , V C).

2Note that def-Decomposition reduces 〈def(s(p(0))) ; ()〉 to 〈def(p(0)) ∨ def(s(p(0))) ; ()〉.
3see condition (d) in Definition 5.2.4
4see condition (e) ib.
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As a consequence, any goal containing an order atom that may typically be generated
in proofs by structural induction, such as e.g. x< s(x) or l < cons(x, l) , can be proved
with the rule <-Decomposition (i.e. k = 0). Furthermore, <-Decomposition can also
be used to decompose order atoms not made up exclusively of constructor terms. For
instance, an order subgoal of the form

〈 len(l)< s(len(l)) ∨ . . . ; len(cons(x, l))〉

arising in a proof by induction on the length of lists (see Example 4.2.4) can be reduced
to

〈 def(len(l)) ∨ len(l)< s(len(l)) ∨ . . . ; len(cons(x, l))〉

As in the case of the inference rule def-Decomposition, we refer to the specification
specp from Example 5.2.2 to illustrate that <-Decomposition would not be a safe
inference rule either if its subgoals were of the form 〈 def(ui) , Γ,∆ ; w〉 instead of
〈 def(ui) , Γ, t1< t2 , ∆ ; w〉 . A reason for this is that the clause 0< s(s(p(0))) is an
inductive theorem w.r.t. specp whereas the clause def(p(0)) is not inductively valid
w.r.t. specp.

5

Lemma 5.2.5 The inference rule <-Decomposition is sound and safe.

Again, the safeness of <-Decomposition is an immediate consequence of Lemma 5.1.2.

5.2.3 Removing Redundant Literals

Literals which occur more than once in a goal or which are obviously unsatisfiable, such
as e.g. (i) t 6= t (ii) ¬def(t) where t∈T (sigC , V C) or (iii) 0 = s(x) , are redundant in
a goal 〈Γ ; w〉 in the sense that they do not contribute to the inductive validity of Γ .
At least from a practical point of view, it may be important to be able to remove such
literals from 〈Γ ; w〉— firstly to concentrate on the relevant information in 〈Γ ; w〉 and
secondly to eventually derive the empty clause (in some cases) when a false conjecture
is to be proved. For this purpose we provide the following five inference rules (see
Figure 5.5).

The inference rule Multiple Literals can be used to remove multiple occurrences of a
literal in a goal.

The inference rule =-Removal is provided for eliminating equations from a goal that
consist of non-unifiable constructor terms, such as e.g. 0 = s(x) . As we require free
constructors in the underlying specification any such equation is unsatisfiable.

The inference rule <-Removal is applicable to goals with order atoms whose right hand
side is the empty tuple. Clearly, such order atoms are unsatisfiable (see Definition 4.2.5
and Section 2.4).

5Observe that <-Decomposition reduces 〈 0 < s(s(p(0))) ; ()〉 to 〈def(p(0)) ∨ 0 < s(s(p(0))) ; ()〉.
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Multiple Literals

〈Γ, λ,∆, λ′, Π ; w〉
〈Γ, λ,∆,Π ; w〉 if λ′ = lit λ.

=-Removal

〈Γ, t1 = t2 , ∆ ; w〉
〈Γ,∆ ; w〉 if – t1, t2 ∈ T (sigC , V C)

– t1 and t2 are not unifiable.

<-Removal

〈Γ, (u1, . . . , uk)< () , ∆ ; w〉
〈Γ,∆ ; w〉

6=-Removal

〈Γ, t1 6= t2 , ∆ ; w〉
〈Γ,∆ ; w〉 if – top(t1) = top(t2)

– each atom in { t1/p 6= t2/p | p ∈ MinDifPos(t1, t2) }
occurs in Γ,∆.

¬def-Removal

〈Γ, ¬def(t) , ∆ ; w〉
〈Γ,∆ ; w〉 if – top(t) ∈ (C ∪ V C)

– each atom in {¬def(t/p) | p ∈ MinNonCPos(t) }
occurs in Γ,∆.

Figure 5.5:

Since MinDifPos(t, t) = ∅, we may apply the inference rule 6=-Removal to reduce a
goal of the form 〈Γ, t 6= t , ∆ ; w〉 to the goal 〈Γ,∆ ; w〉. As in the case of the rule
=-Decomposition, 6=-Removal can also make use of the context Γ,∆ of t1 6= t2 . For
example, 〈 s(x) 6= s(y) ∨ y 6=x ; ()〉 is reduced to 〈 y 6= x ; ()〉 in one step.

The inference rule ¬def-Removal reduces any goal of the form 〈Γ, ¬def(t) , ∆ ; w〉,
where t∈T (sigC , V C), to 〈Γ,∆ ; w〉, for then MinNonCPos(t) = ∅. Analogously
to the rule def-Decomposition, ¬def-Removal may also utilize the context Γ,∆ of
¬def(t) (in this case to establish the unsatisfiability of ¬def(t) ). For instance, the
goal 〈 ¬def(cons(s(X), app(l1, l2))) ∨ ¬def(X) ∨ ¬def(app(l1, l2)) ; l1〉 can be reduced
with def-Removal to 〈 ¬def(X) ∨ ¬def(app(l1, l2)) ; l1〉.

Lemma 5.2.6 The inference rules Multiple Literals, =-Removal, <-Removal, 6=-Remo-

val and ¬def-Removal are sound and safe.

Note that these inference rules are trivially sound.
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Constant Rewriting

〈Γ, λ[t1]p, ∆ ; w〉
〈Γ, λ[t2]p, ∆ ; w〉 if – p ∈ Pos(λ) and λ/p = t1

– there is a literal t1 6 ·= t2 in Γ,∆ .

6=-Unification

〈Γ, t1 6= t2 , ∆ ; w〉
〈Γτ,∆τ ; wτ〉 if – t1, t2 ∈ T (sigC , V C)

– τ = mgu( t1 = t2 ,Var(Γ, t1, t2, ∆, w)) exists.

Constructor Variable Addition

〈Γ, ¬def(t) , ∆ ; w〉
〈Γ, x 6= t , ∆ ; w〉 if x ∈ V C\Var(Γ,∆, t, w).

Figure 5.6:

5.2.4 Making Use of Negative Literals

A major part of the inference rules of our calculus for inductive proofs make it possible
to utilize literals in the context Γ,∆ of the literal λ in the goal 〈Γ, λ,∆ ; w〉 in order
to generate fewer subgoals than needed otherwise. Examples of such rules are the ones
presented in Sections 5.2.2 and 5.3. In what follows we are going to introduce three
inference rules that make use of negative (equational or definedness) literals in clauses
explicitly and in a rather elementary way (see Figure 5.6).

The inference rule Constant Rewriting utilizes a negative equational literal t1 6= t2 to
rewrite terms occurring in any other literal of the goal with the equation t1 = t2 .
However, the variables in t1 = t2 are treated as constants, i.e. no matching substitution
may be used. For instance, assume that X, Y, Z ∈ V G. We can apply the rule Constant

Rewriting to the goal 〈X 6=Y ∨ Y 6=Z ∨ X =Z ; ()〉, which expresses the transitivity
of ‘=’. By rewriting the term Y in the second literal with the first literal we obtain the
(sub-) goal 〈X 6=Y ∨ X 6=Z ∨ X =Z ; ()〉. This goal can be proved using the rule
Complementary Literals (see Figure 5.1).

Lemma 5.2.7 The inference rule Constant Rewriting is sound and safe.

The inference rule 6=-Unification is another rule which makes use of the requirement
that the constructors be free in the underlying specification. In case the constructor
terms t1 and t2 are unifiable with mgu τ this information is propagated to all the other
literals in the goal 〈Γ, t1 6= t2 , ∆ ; w〉 by instantiating them with τ .6 Consider e.g.
the goal 〈 s(x) 6= s(y) ∨ x= y ; ()〉 which represents the second of Peano’s Postulates

6Observe that t1τ and t2τ are identical terms so that the literal t1τ 6= t2τ is actually redundant.
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Tuple <-Reduction

〈Γ, (t1, u1, . . . , um)< (t2, v1, . . . , vn) , ∆ ; w〉
〈 t1<t2 , Γ, (t1, u1, . . . , um)< (t2, v1, . . . , vn) , ∆ ; w〉 if m > 0 ∨ n > 0.

Tuple =-Reduction

〈Γ, (t, u1, . . . , um)< (t, v1, . . . , vn) , ∆ ; w〉
〈Γ, (u1, . . . , um)< (v1, . . . , vn) , ∆ ; w〉

Figure 5.7:

for the natural numbers. Applying 6=-Unification to the first literal we obtain the goal
〈 y= y ; ()〉 , which can be proved with the rule =-Decomposition (see Figure 5.2).

Lemma 5.2.8 The inference rule 6=-Unification is sound and safe.

The inference rule Constructor Variable Addition allows one to replace a negative literal of
the form ¬def(t) with x 6= t where x is a “new” constructor variable (see Figure 5.6).
The literal x 6= t can be used then to rewrite occurrences of t with x by applying
the rule Constant Rewriting. For example, the goal 〈 s(X) 6= 0 ∨ ¬def(X) ; ()〉 can be
reduced to 〈 s(X) 6= 0 ∨ y 6=X ; ()〉 using Constructor Variable Addition where X ∈V G

nat.
An ensuing application of Constant Rewriting yields the goal 〈 s(y) 6= 0 ∨ y 6=X ; ()〉,
which can be proved with 6=-Tautology (see Figure 5.1).

Lemma 5.2.9 The inference rule Constructor Variable Addition is sound and safe.

5.2.5 Further Inference Rules for Order Atoms

Besides <-Tautology, <-Decomposition and <-Removal, we still have to present four
further inference rules applicable to goals with order atoms in order to achieve the
required integration of the semantic induction order (as defined in Section 4.2; see also
Section 4.3) into our calculus for inductive proofs.

The inference rules Tuple <-Reduction and Tuple =-Reduction may be applied in cases
where (non-trivial) tuple weights are to be compared lexicographically (see Figure 5.7).
To illustrate these inference rules we provide a few examples. Let X, Y, Z1, Z2 ∈ V G.

By means of Tuple <-Reduction, the goal 〈 (x,X)< (s(x), Y ) ; ()〉 can be reduced to
〈 x< s(x) ∨ (x,X)< (s(x), Y ) ; ()〉, which is provable with the rule <-Decomposition.
Moreover, an application of Tuple <-Reduction to 〈 (X,Z1)< (Y, Z2) ∨ X 6<Y ; ()〉
yields 〈X <Y ∨ (X,Z1)< (Y, Z2) ∨ X 6<Y ; ()〉, which can be proved with the rule
Complementary Literals.7

7Note that both (x, X)< (s(x), Y ) and X < Y ∨ (X, Z1)< (Y, Z2) ∨ X 6<Y are inductively valid
w.r.t. specnatlist.
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<-Monotonicity

〈Γ, t1[u1]p1 < t2[u2]p2 , ∆ ; w〉
〈 u1<u2 , Γ, t1[u1]p1 < t2[u2]p2 , ∆ ; w〉
if – for i∈{1, 2}, pi ∈Pos(ti)\{ε} and ti/pi = ui

– there are t̂1, t̂2 ∈ T (sigC , V C) and x1, x2 ∈ V C\Var(t1, t2) such that

– for i ∈ {1, 2}, t̂i = ti[xi]pi

– |t̂1| ≤ |t̂2|
– for every x ∈ V C\{x1, x2}, |t̂1|x ≤ |t̂2|x .

<-Transitivity

〈Γ, w1<w3 , ∆ ; w〉
〈w1<w2 , Γ, w1<w3 , ∆ ; w〉 〈w2<w3 , Γ, w1<w3 , ∆ ; w〉

Figure 5.8:

The use of the inference rule Tuple =-Reduction can be exemplified as follows: Given
the goal 〈 (X,Z1)< (Y, Z2) ∨ X 6=Y ∨ Z1 6<Z2 ; ()〉8 we can apply Constant Rewriting

to rewrite the first literal with the second. This gives us 〈 (Y, Z1)< (Y, Z2) ∨ X 6=Y ∨
Z1 6<Z2 ; ()〉, which can be reduced to 〈Z1<Z2 ∨ X 6=Y ∨ Z1 6<Z2 ; ()〉 using Tuple

=-Reduction. This goal is also provable with the rule Complementary Literals.

Lemma 5.2.10 The inference rules Tuple <-Reduction and Tuple =-Reduction are
sound and safe.

The two remaining inference rules for goals with order atoms, namely <-Monotonicity

and <-Transitivity (see Figure 5.8), are usually needed in the induction steps of proofs
of so-called induction lemmas for destructors (see Section 4.3).

A typical application of <-Monotonicity is described in the subsequent example.

Example 5.2.11 Suppose the specification specnatlist is extended with the following
defining rules

split2(nil) = nil

split2(cons(x, nil)) = nil

split2(cons(x, cons(y, l))) = cons(y, split2(l))

These rewrite rules axiomatize a function which returns the elements of a list at even
positions (beginning with the second element). Together with a similar function split1

for the elements of a list at odd positions, split2 may be used as a destructor in the
definition of a mergesort operation on lists.

8the clause in which is also inductively valid w.r.t. specnatlist
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Apparently the clause split2(l)< l ∨ l= nil is an induction lemma for split2. In that
part of the proof (state graph) for its inductive validity which corresponds to the
induction step in an informal proof the goal

〈 cons(y, split2(l))< cons(x, cons(y, l)) ; cons(x, cons(y, l))〉

arises. By applying <-Monotonicity (with t̂1 = cons(y, l1) and t̂2 = cons(x, cons(y, l2)))
we can reduce this goal to

〈 split2(l)< l ∨ cons(y, split2(l))< cons(x, cons(y, l)) ; cons(x, cons(y, l))〉

to which the conjecture 〈 split2(l)< l ∨ l= nil ; l〉 is applicable as induction hypothesis.

Due to Lemma 5.1.2, the inference rule <-Monotonicity is trivially safe, because the
subgoal of the rule is obtained by adding the literal u1<u2 to the goal of the rule.
However, as in the cases of the inference rules def-Decomposition and <-Decomposition,
a variant of <-Monotonicity given by the simpler subgoal 〈 u1<u2 , Γ,∆ ; w〉 (instead
of 〈 u1<u2 , Γ, t1[u1]p1 <t2[u2]p2 , ∆ ; w〉) is not a safe inference rule: The order atom
s(0)< s(s(s(p(0)))) is inductively valid w.r.t. specp from Example 5.2.2, but not the
order atom 0< p(0) , which can be inferred by applying this variant of <-Monotonicity.9

Lemma 5.2.12 The inference rule <-Monotonicity is sound and safe.

Like <-Monotonicity, the inference rule <-Transitivity is primarily intended to be used in
the induction steps of proofs of induction lemmas. Consider e.g. the induction lemma
for the destructor minus, namely the clause minus(x, y)<x ∨ less(x, y) = true ∨ y= 0 .
A straightforward construction of a proof state graph for the conjecture

〈minus(x, y)<x ∨ less(x, y) = true ∨ y= 0 ; x〉 (5.1)

yields the goal

〈minus(x, y)< s(x) ∨ less(x, y) = true ; s(x)〉
in the induction step. An application of the rule <-Transitivity (with w2 = x) results
in the two goals

〈minus(x, y)<x ∨ minus(x, y)< s(x) ∨ less(x, y) = true ; s(x)〉

〈 x< s(x) ∨ minus(x, y)< s(x) ∨ less(x, y) = true ; s(x)〉
The first of these goals can be “simplified” with the conjecture (5.1) as induction
hypothesis, whereas the second goal is provable with <-Decomposition (see Figure 5.4).

Lemma 5.2.13 The inference rule <-Transitivity is sound and safe.

9<-Monotonicity reduces 〈 s(0)< s(s(s(p(0)))) ; ()〉 to 〈 0 < p(0) ∨ s(0)< s(s(s(p(0)))) ; ()〉.
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Substitution Addition

〈Γ ; w〉
〈Γσ1 ; wσ1〉 . . . 〈Γσn ; wσn〉

if {σ1, . . . , σn} is a cover set of substitutions for
〈Γ ; w〉.

Figure 5.9:

5.2.6 Non-Applicative Case Analyses

The two remaining non-applicative inference rules yet to be introduced allow one to
generate sequences of subgoals that describe case analyses for the goals these rules are
applied to.

In the case of the inference rule Substitution Addition (see Figure 5.9) the case analysis
is determined by a certain set of constructor substitutions, namely a so-called cover set
of substitutions. Roughly speaking, the substitutions in a cover set for a goal 〈Γ ; w〉
are intended to instantiate certain (constructor) variables in Γ with constructor terms
to yield the goals that represent the various cases in a proof by structural induction.

Definition 5.2.14 A set {σ1, . . . , σn} of constructor substitutions is called a cover
set of substitutions for a goal 〈Γ ; w〉 if for every inductive substitution σ there is
a j ∈ {1, . . . , n} and an inductive substitution τ such that for each x ∈ Var(Γ,w),
xσ = xσjτ .

For example, if σ1 = {x← 0} and σ2 = {x← s(x)} then {σ1, σ2} is obviously a cover
set of substitutions for the goal 〈 less(x, s(x)) = true ; x〉. Thus, applying Substitution

Addition with the cover set of substitutions {σ1, σ2} gives rise to 〈 less(0, s(0)) = true ; 0〉
(base case goal) and 〈 less(s(x), s(s(x))) = true ; s(x)〉 (induction step goal). As another
example consider the goal 〈 less(x, y) 6= true ∨ less(y, z) 6= true ∨ less(x, z) = true ; x〉
which states the transitivity of less. A cover set of substitutions that leads to easily
provable subgoals consists of the substitutions σ1 = {y ← 0}, σ2 = {z ← 0}, σ3 =
{z ← s(z), x← 0} and σ4 = {x← s(x), y ← s(y), z ← s(z)}.

Lemma 5.2.15 The inference rule Substitution Addition is sound and safe.

The inference rule Literal Addition (see Figure 5.10) can be applied to bring about
another kind of case analysis, which is determined by a sequence of literals.

Definition 5.2.16 Let λ1, . . . , λn be a clause (n∈ IN). We define the case analysis
resulting from λ1, . . . , λn to consist of the clauses Λ1, . . . , Λn and Λ such that

(a) Λi = λi, λi−1, λi−2, . . . , λ1 for i = 1, . . . , n

(b) Λ = λn, . . . , λ1
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Literal Addition

〈Γ ; w〉
〈Λ1, Γ ; w〉 . . . 〈Λn, Γ ; w〉 〈Λ, Γ ; w〉 if Λ1, . . . , Λn, Λ is the case analysis

resulting from literals λ1, . . . , λn
for n > 0.

Figure 5.10:

Let us illustrate this definition and the inference rule Literal Addition with the following
example. Assume we are to prove inductive validity of the goal 〈 def(div(x, s(y))) ; x〉.
Because of the (destructor) recursive axiomatization of div it is appropriate to begin
the proof with a case analysis given by the (instantiated) condition literals occurring in
the defining rules for div (see Example 2.2.1). That is, an application of Literal Addition

with λ1 = ( s(y) = 0 ) and λ2 = ( less(x, s(y)) = true ) reduces the above conjecture to
the three goals

〈 s(y) 6= 0 ∨ def(div(x, s(y))) ; x〉
〈 less(x, s(y)) 6= true ∨ s(y) = 0 ∨ def(div(x, s(y))) ; x〉
〈 less(x, s(y)) = true ∨ s(y) = 0 ∨ def(div(x, s(y))) ; x〉

the first of which is solved with 6=-Tautology (see Figure 5.1), while the third literal in
the two remaining goals can each be directly rewritten with one of the defining rules
for div using the applicative inference rule Non-Inductive Rewriting (see Figure 5.12).

Lemma 5.2.17 The inference rule Literal Addition is sound and safe.

In general there is no straightforward method of deciding whether — and if so, how — to
apply either of the inference rules Substitution Addition or Literal Addition to a given goal,
as the two foregoing examples may suggest. Another problem posed by the inference
rule Substitution Addition is that of ensuring that a set of substitutions is indeed a
cover set for a goal. However, it is not difficult to develop sufficient conditions for
guaranteeing the cover set property of a set of substitutions which are easily verifiable
in most practically relevant cases.

5.3 Applicative Inference Rules

As opposed to the non-applicative inference rules presented so far, each of the remaining
five applicative inference rules requires one additional goal which is to be applied to
the goal of the inference rule either non-inductively (i.e. as an axiom or lemma) or as
an induction hypothesis. Before we can deal with these inference rules below, we first
have to introduce the notion of the definedness conditions of a (matching) substitution.

Due to specifications with incomplete or non-terminating axiomatizations of partial
operations, there may be instances of inductive theorems which are not inductively
valid: Consider e.g. the admissible specification specdiv from Example 2.2.1. Clearly,
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the equation less(x, s(x)) = true is an inductive theorem w.r.t. specdiv, but given that
µ = {x ← minus(0, s(0))} the instance less(xµ, s(xµ)) = true is not even valid in
M(specdiv). The problem is that substitutions may assign “undefined” terms to con-
structor variables. However, if every term xµ assigned to a constructor variable x by
µ is either in T (sigC , V C) or has a so-called definedness condition, then the µ-instance
of an inductive theorem is in fact an inductive theorem (see Lemma 5.3.2 below).

Definition 5.3.1 The set of definedness conditions of a substitution µ and a clause Γ
is defined as

DefCond(µ, Γ ) = {¬def(xµ) | x ∈ Var(Γ ) ∩ V C ∧ xµ 6∈ T (sigC , V C)}

Note that DefCond(µ, Γ ) is always finite. Moreover, if µ is a constructor substitution
then DefCond(µ, Γ ) = ∅ for any clause Γ . In order to simplify the presentation of the
remaining inference rules, we also denote by DefCond(µ, Γ ) any sequence of literals
(i.e. a clause) that comprises exactly the literals contained in DefCond(µ, Γ ). This
conceptual inaccuracy does not cause any problems, because whenever DefCond(µ, Γ )
is used as a sequence (and not as a set), the order of the literals in the sequence denoted
by DefCond(µ, Γ ) is irrelevant.

Lemma 5.3.2 Suppose A is a sig-algebra and Γ a clause such that A |= Γ . Let µ be
a substitution. Then A |= Γµ, DefCond(µ, Γ ).

5.3.1 Non-Inductive Applicative Inference Rules

Each of the non-inductive applicative inference rules of our calculus for inductive proofs
is of the form

〈Γ ; w〉
〈Γ1 ; w〉 . . . 〈Γn ; w〉 with 〈Π ; ŵ〉L

where Π is (the clause representation of) a defining rule of the given specification or
another clause to be applied to 〈Γ ; w〉 as a lemma. We call such an inference rule
non-inductive because 〈Π ; ŵ〉 is applied to 〈Γ ; w〉 non-inductively in the sense that
〈Π ; ŵ〉 is not used as an induction hypothesis, i.e. no order subgoal is generated (see
Section 5.3.2).

As is suggested by its name, the inference rule Non-Inductive Subsumption is based on
subsumption. It is depicted in Figure 5.11.

Let us first deal with the simplest form of applying Non-Inductive Subsumption. Suppose
that the goal 〈Π ; ŵ〉 subsumes the goal 〈Γ ; w〉, i.e. there is a substitution µ such
that Γ contains Πµ (see Section 5.1). In addition, let µ be a constructor substitution.
Then DefCond(µ,Π) is the empty sequence. Hence it is possible to apply Non-Inductive

Subsumption to the goal 〈Γ ; w〉 and prove it with the axiom or lemma 〈Π ; ŵ〉, as Θ
can be chosen to be empty (i.e. n = 0).
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Non-Inductive Subsumption

〈Γ ; w〉
〈Λ1, Γ ; w〉 . . . 〈Λn, Γ ; w〉 with 〈Π ; ŵ〉L

if there is a substitution µ and a clause Θ such that

– Γ,Θ contains DefCond(µ,Π), Πµ

– Λ1, . . . , Λn, Λ is the case analysis resulting from Θ.10

Figure 5.11:

More complicated applications of the inference rule Non-Inductive Subsumption arise
when (1) µ is not a constructor substitution or (2) 〈Π ; ŵ〉 subsumes 〈Γ ; w〉 only
partially in the sense that Γ does not contain Πµ completely. In the general case, an
application of Non-Inductive Subsumption to 〈Γ ; w〉 with the axiom or lemma 〈Π ; ŵ〉
and the match µ leads to one new subgoal for each literal in DefCond(µ,Π) or Πµ that
does not occur in Γ . These “missing” literals make up the clause Θ (see Figure 5.11).

For instance, let b∈V C
bool and let B ∈V G

bool. Then the goal

〈B= true ∨ B= false ∨ ¬def(B) ; ()〉

can be directly proved by applying Non-Inductive Subsumption with the lemma

〈 b= true ∨ b= false ; ()〉

although µ = {b← B} is not a constructor substitution. To be more precise, we have
DefCond(µ, b= true ∨ b= false ) = ¬def(B) , but as ¬def(B) occurs in the goal to be
reduced, Θ can be empty (i.e. n = 0). As another example consider the goal

〈 less(0, len(l)) = true ∨ len(l) = 0 ; l〉 (5.2)

An application of Non-Inductive Subsumption with the lemma

〈 x= y ∨ less(x, y) = true ∨ less(y, x) = true ; x〉 (5.3)

reduces (5.2) to the two goals

〈 def(len(l)) ∨ less(0, len(l)) = true ∨ len(l) = 0 ; l〉 (5.4)

〈 less(len(l), 0) 6= true ∨ ¬def(len(l)) ∨ less(0, len(l)) = true ∨ len(l) = 0 ; l〉 (5.5)

Here, µ = {x← len(l), y ← 0} so that one definedness condition for µ and the lemma
is needed, namely ¬def(len(l)) . This accounts for the subgoal (5.4), as ¬def(len(l))
does not occur in (5.2). Besides, the µ-instance of the lemma in (5.3) subsumes (5.2)

10For the case analysis resulting from a clause refer to Definition 5.2.16.
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Non-Inductive Rewriting

〈Γ, λ,∆ ; w〉
〈Λ1, Γ, λ,∆ ; w〉 . . . 〈Λn, Γ, λ,∆ ; w〉 〈Λ, Γ, λ[rµ]p, ∆ ; w〉 with 〈Π, l ·

= r , Σ ; ŵ〉L

if there is a position p ∈ Pos(λ), a substitution µ and a clause Θ such that

– λ/p = lµ

– Γ,∆, lµ= rµ ,Θ contains DefCond(µ, (Π, l
·
= r , Σ)), Πµ,Σµ

– Λ1, . . . , Λn, Λ is the case analysis resulting from Θ.

Figure 5.12:

only partially — (5.2) does not contain the literal less(len(l), 0) = true . This gives rise
to the second subgoal (5.5).11 Note that (5.4) can be proved by a further application
of Non-Inductive Subsumption with the lemma 〈 def(len(l)) ; l〉, whereas (5.5) can be
simplified with the defining rule less(x, 0) = false using the inference rule Non-Inductive

Rewriting (see below).

Lemma 5.3.3 The inference rule Non-Inductive Subsumption is sound and safe.

For rewriting with defining rules (i.e. axioms) of the given specification or with other
clauses to be used as lemmas, our calculus for inductive proofs provides the inference
rule Non-Inductive Rewriting (see Figure 5.12). This inference rule allows one to perform
a single rewrite step to any term λ/p in the clause of the goal 〈Γ, λ,∆ ; w〉 with any

equational atom l
·
= r of the axiom or lemma contained in the goal 〈Π, l ·

= r , Σ ; ŵ〉.
Observe that the clause Π, l

·
= r , Σ corresponds to the conditional equation or rewrite

rule l
·
= r ← Π,Σ. We call l

·
= r the head of the rewrite rule, while the literals in

Π,Σ are the condition literals of the rewrite rule. Evidently, the rewrite relation −→R

associated with the given specification spec = (sig , C, R) is not suited as a basis for
rewriting terms in proofs: −→R is defined on T (sig , V G) only and requires the rewrite
rules to be constructor rules or defining rules (see Section 3.2.1), thus excluding many
clauses typically needed as lemmas.

In the simplest case, there are no condition literals, i.e. Π and Σ are empty, and
the definedness conditions DefCond(µ, l

·
= r ) of the matching substitution µ and l

·
= r

occur in Γ,∆. Then an application of Non-Inductive Rewriting to 〈Γ, λ,∆ ; w〉 with the

axiom or lemma 〈 l ·
= r ; ŵ〉 leads to one goal, namely 〈Γ, λ[rµ]p, ∆ ; w〉, i.e. Θ can be

empty (n = 0).

For instance, we can reduce the goal (5.5) with the goal 〈 less(x, 0) = false ; ()〉, which
contains the first defining rule for less (see specdiv in Example 2.2.1), to

〈 false 6= true ∨ ¬def(len(l)) ∨ less(0, len(l)) = true ∨ len(l) = 0 ; l〉 (5.6)

11i.e. Θ = ¬def(len(l)) ∨ less(len(l), 0)= true (n = 2)
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This use of Non-Inductive Rewriting with n = 0 is allowed indeed, because the applied
defining rule is unconditional and DefCond(µ, less(x, 0) = false ) = ¬def(len(l)) occurs
in the goal (5.5). Observe that the rewritten goal (5.6) can be directly proved with the
inference rule 6=-Tautology (see Figure 5.1).

In the general case, applying the inference rule Non-Inductive Rewriting to the goal
〈Γ, λ,∆ ; w〉 with the axiom or lemma 〈Π, l ·

= r , Σ ; ŵ〉 and the match µ yields (i) one

additional goal for each literal in the definedness conditions DefCond(µ, (Π, l
·
= r , Σ))

not occurring in Γ,∆ and (ii) one additional goal for each (negated) condition literal
in Πµ,Σµ of the rewrite rule that does not occur in Γ,∆.

For example, consider the goal

〈 y= 0 ∨ div1(times(y, z), y, 0, 0) =z ; ()〉 (5.7)

The clause in (5.7) expresses a key property of the non-terminating operation div1
and is inductively valid w.r.t. specdiv1 from Example 2.2.2. Experience shows that for
a proof of goal (5.7) an adequate computational “invariant” for div1 is helpful, such as
(the clause in) the goal

〈 y= 0 ∨ less(x, times(y, z)) = true ∨ div1(x, y, 0, 0) = div1(x, y, z, times(y, z)) ; z〉 (5.8)

Now Non-Inductive Rewriting enables us to rewrite the term div1(times(y, z), y, 0, 0)
in (5.7) with (i) the lemma (5.8) using the third literal in (5.8) as the head of the
rewrite rule and (ii) the match µ = {x← times(y, z)}. Accordingly this application of
Non-Inductive Rewriting results in the two additional goals (5.9) and (5.10)

〈 def(times(y, z)) ∨ y= 0 ∨ div1(times(y, z), y, 0, 0) = z ; ()〉 (5.9)

〈 less(times(y, z), times(y, z)) 6= true ∨ ¬def(times(y, z)) ∨ y= 0 (5.10)

∨ div1(times(y, z), y, 0, 0) = z ; ()〉

〈 less(times(y, z), times(y, z)) = true ∨ ¬def(times(y, z)) ∨ y= 0 (5.11)

∨ div1(times(y, z), y, z, times(y, z)) = z ; ()〉

besides the goal (5.11) which contains the rewritten term, since neither the defined-
ness condition ¬def(times(y, z)) occurs in (5.7) nor the µ-instantiated and negated
condition literal less(times(y, z), times(y, z)) = true . Note that the goals (5.9), (5.10)
and (5.11) pose relatively simple proof problems.

The foregoing example may convey the idea of how (non-inductive) conditional rewrit-
ing of terms in goals with clauses can be done within our calculus for inductive
proofs. Given that λ/p = lµ for a p∈Pos(λ) and a substitution µ, rewriting the goal
〈Γ, λ,∆ ; w〉 with the rewrite rule l= r ← Π,Σ contained in the goal 〈Π, l= r , Σ ; ŵ〉
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is always possible — regardless of whether or not the condition literals Πµ,Σµ can
actually be shown to be satisfied. However, for each condition literal λ′µ not occurring
in the context Γ,∆ of λ, a new condition subgoal of the form 〈λ′µ, Λ′, Γ, λ,∆ ; w〉 is
generated. A key consequence — and a major advantage — of this delayed or lazy con-
dition testing is that the whole system of inference rules is available for the verification
of these condition subgoals. On the other hand, there is a certain drawback of the lazy
condition testing: The inference rule Non-Inductive Rewriting needs to be applied with
some care, i.e. not “blindly”. Suppose e.g. we are given the goal

〈 div(x, x) = s(0) ∨ x= 0 ; x〉 (5.12)

which contains an inductive theorem w.r.t. specdiv from Example 2.2.1. With the goal

〈 div(x, y) = 0 ∨ y= 0 ∨ less(x, y) 6= true ; ()〉

for the first defining rule for div and µ = {y ← x} we may — but should not — reduce
(5.12) to the two goals

〈 less(x, x) = true ∨ div(x, x) = s(0) ∨ x= 0 ; x〉 (5.13)

〈 less(x, x) 6= true ∨ 0 = s(0) ∨ x= 0 ; x〉
Evidently, the first literal in (5.13) is “false” and hence redundant, and by an ap-
plication of the inference rule Applicative Literal Removal (see below) with the lemma
〈 less(x, x) 6= true ; x〉 we can in fact remove it from (5.13). As a consequence, we obtain
the original conjecture (5.12) again. In other words, rewriting a term with a rewrite
rule whose condition literals cannot be verified should be avoided.

Lemma 5.3.4 The inference rule Non-Inductive Rewriting is sound and safe.

Besides the five inference rules presented in 5.2.3 we provide a further non-inductive
and applicative inference rule for removing redundant literals, namely Applicative Literal

Removal. This rule can be used to remove a literal from a goal whose redundancy
follows from the axiom or lemma applied to the goal (see Figure 5.13). For a further
example besides the one given above, let B ∈V G

bool. By an application of Applicative

Literal Removal we can (safely) remove the redundant literal B= false from the goal
〈 def(B) ∨ B= false ; ()〉 with the lemma 〈 def(B) ∨ B 6= false ; ()〉.

Lemma 5.3.5 The inference rule Applicative Literal Removal is sound and safe.

Observe that this inference rule is trivially sound.

5.3.2 Inductive Applicative Inference Rules

We still have to introduce the two inductive applicative inference rules of our calculus
for inductive proofs, namely Inductive Subsumption and Inductive Rewriting. In essence,
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Applicative Literal Removal

〈Γ, λ,∆ ; w〉
〈Γ,∆ ; w〉 with 〈Π, λ′, Σ ; ŵ〉L

if there is a substitution µ such that

– λ = lit λ′µ

– Γ,∆ contains DefCond(µ, (Π, λ′, Σ)), Πµ,Σµ.

Figure 5.13:

Inductive Subsumption

〈Γ ; w〉
〈Λ1, Γ ; w〉 . . . 〈Λn, Γ ; w〉 〈 ŵµ<w ,Λ, Γ ; w〉 with 〈Π ; ŵ〉 I

if there is a substitution µ and a clause Θ such that

– Γ,Θ contains DefCond(µ,Π), Πµ

– Λ1, . . . , Λn, Λ is the case analysis resulting from Θ.

Figure 5.14:

these rules differ from their non-inductive versions Non-Inductive Subsumption and Non-

Inductive Rewriting only in that an application of an inductive inference rule results in
one additional (sub-) goal as compared to the corresponding non-inductive rule. The
general form of our inductive applicative inference rules is

〈Γ ; w〉
〈Γ1 ; w〉 . . . 〈Γn ; w〉 〈 ŵµ<w , Γn+1 ; w〉 with 〈Π ; ŵ〉 I

where 〈Π ; ŵ〉 is the goal to be applied as induction hypothesis with µ as the matching
substitution. We refer to the subgoal 〈 ŵµ<w , Γn+1 ; w〉 as the order subgoal, because
its purpose is to represent the order condition corresponding to the application of the
induction hypothesis 〈Π ; ŵ〉 to 〈Γ ; w〉 and introduce it as a proof obligation (see also
Section 4.3).

Due to the strong resemblance between the inference rules Inductive Subsumption (see
Figure 5.14) and Non-Inductive Subsumption we just give a simple example of a typical
application of Inductive Subsumption. In the induction step of the proof of the con-
jecture 〈 def(ack(x, y)) ; (x, y)〉 the goal 〈 def(ack(x, ack(s(x), y))) ; (s(x), s(y))〉 arises
(see Example 4.2.3). Now Inductive Subsumption allows one to reduce this goal to

〈 def(ack(s(x), y)) ∨ def(ack(x, ack(s(x), y))) ; (s(x), s(y))〉 (5.14)

〈 (x, ack(s(x), y))< (s(x), s(y)) ∨ ¬def(ack(s(x), y)) (5.15)

∨ def(ack(x, ack(s(x), y))) ; (s(x), s(y))〉
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Inductive Rewriting

〈Γ, λ,∆ ; w〉
〈Λ1, Γ, λ,∆ ; w〉 . . . 〈Λn, Γ, λ,∆ ; w〉 〈Λ, Γ, λ[rµ]p, ∆ ; w〉 〈 ŵµ<w ,Λ′, Γ, λ,∆ ; w〉

with 〈Π, l ·
= r , Σ ; ŵ〉 I

if there is a position p ∈ Pos(λ), a substitution µ and a clause Θ such that

– λ/p = lµ

– Γ,∆, lµ= rµ ,Θ contains DefCond(µ, (Π, l
·
= r , Σ)), Πµ,Σµ

– Λ1, . . . , Λn, Λ is the case analysis resulting from Θ

– Λ′ = lµ= rµ , Λ .

Figure 5.15:

by applying the conjecture itself as induction hypothesis with µ = {y ← ack(s(x), y)}.
Note that the order subgoal (5.15) can be easily solved with consecutive applications
of the inference rules Tuple <-Reduction and <-Decomposition (see 5.2.5).

Lemma 5.3.6 The inference rule Inductive Subsumption is sound and safe.

In order to illustrate the inference rule Inductive Rewriting (see Figure 5.15) we also
just describe a simple example application. For a better understanding of this rule the
reader should refer to the characterization of the corresponding non-inductive inference
rule Non-Inductive Rewriting in Section 5.3.1. Consider the goal

〈 s(x) = s(y) ∨ less(x, y) = true ∨ less(y, x) = true ; s(x)〉 (5.16)

which may be generated in the induction step of a typical proof by structural induction
for the conjecture 〈 x= y ∨ less(x, y) = true ∨ less(y, x) = true ; x〉. An application of
Inductive Rewriting to (5.16) with the conjecture as induction hypothesis and µ = idV
yields the two goals

〈 s(y) = s(y) ∨ less(x, y) = true ∨ less(y, x) = true ; s(x)〉

〈 x< s(x) ∨ y= x ∨ s(x) = s(y) ∨ less(x, y) = true ∨ less(y, x) = true ; s(x)〉
both of which can be proved directly with the inference rules =-Decomposition and
<-Decomposition, respectively.

Lemma 5.3.7 The inference rule Inductive Rewriting is sound and safe.

5.4 Concluding Remarks

We conclude this chapter with a few important remarks.
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Firstly, let us summarize the soundness and safeness properties of the inference rules
of our calculus for inductive proofs in the following theorem.

Theorem 5.4.1 All the inference rules presented in this chapter (and thus in this
thesis) are sound and safe.12

Secondly, we would like to justify our point of view that the requirements with regard
to the inference rules, which were dealt with in Section 2.2.3, are met by the presented
calculus for inductive proofs to a large extent.

• Obviously, the calculus is goal-directed; and to some degree at least, the form of
its inference rules resembles that of a sequent calculus for first-order predicate
logic (for more details, refer to Wirth & Kühler, 1995, Section 1.3) Furthermore,
our applicative inference rules are based on a concept of explicitly applicable in-
duction hypotheses and lemmas. All in all, the calculus appears to be reasonably
comprehensible13 and hence user-oriented.

• The calculus is also expressive in that it provides (i) inference rules such as e.g.
Substitution Addition and Literal Addition for (user-guided) case analyses and the
(ii) inference rules Non-Inductive Subsumption and Inductive Subsumption for (user-
guided) explicit instantiations of lemmas and induction hypotheses, respectively.
Moreover, all of the inference rules are roughly modeled on what we consider
elementary proof steps. For instance, applications of inference rules such as Con-

stant Rewriting, Non-Inductive Rewriting or Inductive Rewriting yield single rewrite
steps.

• The basic suitability of the calculus to (partially) automated proof control is
grounded on the fact that formulas in goals are restricted to first-order clauses
made up of equational, definedness or order literals. Furthermore, we are able to
present a comprehensive inductive proof strategy in Chapter 8 that is capable of
constructing proofs of (simple) inductive theorems with the proposed inference
rules without any user-guidance.

• Finally, observe that all the inference rules of the calculus are safe, a property
which is sufficient to guarantee the refutational soundness of the presented frame-
work for inductive theorem proving (see Theorem 6.2.5).

12provided the underlying admissible specifications have free constructors
13According to our experience, new users to QuodLibet usually require little time for getting

sufficiently familiar with the inference rules needed in “standard” proof constructions.





Chapter 6

Proof State Graphs

After presenting the specification language, the induction order and the calculus for
inductive proofs in the preceding chapters, we now introduce the concept of a proof
state graph as the last main component of our formal framework for inductive theorem
proving. Proof state graphs strongly resemble AND/OR graphs, which were developed
for general problem solving strategies. Essentially, they explicitly record the proof
dependencies arising from applications of inference rules in proof attempts. On the
basis of the proposed notion of a proof state graph, we can finally make precise what
constitutes a proof (graph) in our framework and state the main soundness result of
this thesis: Every clause that occurs in a proof (graph) constructed with the (sound)
inference rules of our calculus for inductive proofs is inductively valid with respect to
the given specification. Recall that requirements related to proof state graphs as a
means of representing proof constructions were discussed in Section 2.2.4.

This chapter is organized as follows. We give a formal definition and examples of
proof state graphs in 6.1. Furthermore, we identify (partial) proof attempts as certain
subgraphs of proof state graphs and define proof graphs. Thereafter (in 6.2), we present
the two soundness results of Part I of this thesis: Our framework for inductive theorem
proving is sound as well as refutationally sound. We conclude the chapter (in 6.3) with
a few assessing remarks.

6.1 Representing Proof Constructions

In the foregoing chapter we introduced the inference rules of our calculus for inductive
proofs, each of which can be used to reduce a goal 〈Γ ; w〉 to a sequence of (sub-)
goals. Moreover, we showed that for the reduction of 〈Γ ; w〉 an applicative inference
rule may make use of a further goal 〈Π ; ŵ〉 by applying 〈Π ; ŵ〉 to 〈Γ ; w〉 either non-
inductively or as an induction hypothesis. However, we have not made precise so far
what properties a sequence of applications of inference rules must have in order to yield
a proof of an inductive theorem. In this section we give an answer to this question by
explaining how proof state graphs enable us to represent the proof dependencies that

67
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determine the states of proof attempts. These proof dependencies among the goals in
proof attempts arise from reductions of goals to subgoals and from non-inductive or
inductive applications of goals to other goals.

Basically, proof state graphs are directed labeled graphs on subsets of the natural
numbers, and therefore it seems appropriate to briefly compile the elementary notions
and notations from graph theory that are used throughout the thesis.1 In what follows,
a graph G = (N,E, L) consists of a non-empty finite set N ⊆ IN of vertices or nodes, a
set E ⊆ N×N of directed edges or arcs and a labeling function L that maps the nodes
and arcs to elements of certain sets (see below). Let G = (N,E, L) be such a graph
and ν, ν ′ ∈ N . We say that, if (ν, ν ′) ∈ E then ν ′ is a successor of ν. A node without
successors (in G) is called a leaf (in G), whereas all other nodes are called internal
nodes. A graph G′ = (N ′, E ′, L′) is called a subgraph of G if N ′ ⊆ N , E ′ ⊆ E and
L′ = L|N ′∪E′. A (directed) path from ν to ν ′ is a finite sequence ν0, . . . , νn of nodes in
N such that ν0 = ν, νn = ν ′, (νi−1, νi) ∈ E for i = 1, . . . , n and none of the nodes in
ν0, . . . , νn occurs more than once.

Lemma 6.1.1 Suppose ν0, . . . , νn and µ0, . . . , µm are two paths in a graph G such
that νn = µ0 and ν0 6= µm. Then there is a path from ν0 to µm in G.

A sequence ν0, . . . , νn, ν0 of nodes in N is a (directed) cycle if ν0, . . . , νn is a path
with n > 0 and (νn, ν0) ∈ E. Moreover, G is called cyclic if it contains a (directed)
cycle and acyclic otherwise. Recall that an undirected tree is a connected and acyclic
undirected graph. Now G is a (directed) tree if the undirected graph associated with
G is an undirected tree. Furthermore, a directed tree G is called rooted if there is a
unique node ν in G (the root) such that (ν ′, ν) /∈ E for each ν ′ ∈N .

For every proof state graph G = (N,E, L), we have N = Naxiom⊎Ngoal⊎Ninf . That is,
every node in a proof state graph is either (i) an axiom node labeled with a goal 〈Π ; ()〉
that consists of the clause representation Π of a defining rule and the empty tuple as
weight, (ii) a goal node labeled with any goal or (iii) an inference node, which is labeled
with information describing a particular inference step. A proof state graph initially
consists of axiom nodes for the defining rules of the given specification (see Def. 6.1.2(a))
and of single goal nodes, one for each of the conjectures to be proved (Def. 6.1.2(b)),
and it grows by “expanding” goal nodes. In every expansion step (Def. 6.1.2(c)), an
inference rule is applied to the goal labeling the node to be expanded, and new goal
nodes are created for the subgoals resulting from the application of the inference rule.
Besides, a (dummy) inference node is generated in every expansion step that may e.g.
describe the corresponding inference step.

For the ensuing definition of a proof state graph, we still need to explain how we
partition any subset of IN into three subsets for axiom, goal and inference nodes. Given
any M ⊆ IN we uniformly associate three subsets with M as follows:

(1) Maxiom = {n∈M |n ≡ 0 mod 3 } (2) Mgoal = {n∈M |n ≡ 1 mod 3 }
(3) Minf = {n∈M |n ≡ 2 mod 3 }

1Nevertheless, we assume familiarity with the basic concepts of graph theory.
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Figure 6.1: General expansion step for a goal node ν in G′

Definition 6.1.2 Let spec = (sig , C, R) be an admissible specification. The set of
proof state graphs w.r.t. spec is inductively defined by:

(a) Let Π1, . . . , Πm be the clause representations of some of the defining rules in R,
and let ν1, . . . , νm ∈ INaxiom. Then G = ({ν1, . . . , νm}, ∅, L) is a proof state graph
w.r.t. spec if L = {(νi, 〈Πi ; ()〉 ) | i ∈ {1, . . . , m}}.

(b) Let G′ = (N ′, E ′, L′) be a proof state graph w.r.t. spec, let 〈Γ ; w〉 be a goal (over
sig and V ), and let ν ∈ INgoal\N ′

goal. Then G = (N ′ ∪{ν}, E ′, L′∪{(ν, 〈Γ ; w〉)})
is a proof state graph w.r.t. spec.

(c) Let G′ = (N ′, E ′, L′) be a proof state graph w.r.t. spec and let ν ∈N ′
goal such that

L′(ν) = 〈Γ ; w〉. Assume that for n, k ∈ IN there are goals 〈Γ1 ; w1〉, . . . , 〈Γn ; wn〉
and 〈Π1 ; ŵ1〉, . . . , 〈Πk ; ŵk〉 such that

〈Γ ; w〉
〈Γ1 ; w1〉 . . . 〈Γn ; wn〉

with 〈Π1 ; ŵ1〉U1 , . . . , 〈Πk ; ŵk〉Uk

is an instance of an inference rule,2 where U1, . . . , Uk ∈ {L, I}.
Let ν0 ∈ INinf\N ′

inf , and let ν1, . . . , νn ∈ INgoal\N ′
goal. Furthermore, suppose that

there are ν̂1, . . . , ν̂k ∈ N ′
goal∪N ′

axiom such that, for j = 1, . . . , k, L′(ν̂j) = 〈Πj ; ŵj〉
and Uj = I implies ν̂j ∈ N ′

goal . Then G = (N,E, L) is a proof state graph w.r.t.
spec provided that (see Figure 6.1)

– N = N ′ ∪ {ν0, . . . , νn}
– E = E ′ ∪ {(ν, ν0)} ∪ {(ν0, νi) | i ∈ {1, . . . , n}} ∪ {(ν0, ν̂j) | j ∈ {1, . . . , k}}

2as defined in Notation 4.1.3
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– L = L′ ∪ {((ν, ν0),R)} ∪ {(ν0, D)} ∪ {(νi, 〈Γi ; wi〉) | i ∈ {1, . . . , n}}
∪ {((ν0, νi),S) | i ∈ {1, . . . , n}} ∪ {((ν0, ν̂j), Uj) | j ∈ {1, . . . , k}}3

where D may be a (possibly non-existent) description of the given instance of the
inference rule.

An example of a proof state graph with respect to a specification with constructors is
given in Figure 6.2. The proof state graph represents a proof — by mutual induction
— of the total definedness of the two mutually recursive operators even and odd. Note
that we usually omit the R- and S-labels in graphical presentations of proof state
graphs. Figure 2.1 in Section 2.3 depicts another example of a proof state graph w.r.t.
the specification specplus, for which a more “economical” presentation mode was chosen.

With regard to the definition of proof state graphs, a few remarks should be made.
Let G = (N,E, L) be a proof state graph. First of all, any axiom node ν ∈ Naxiom

must be a leaf in G, as only goal nodes can be expanded. Besides, every arc leading to
an axiom node is L-labeled. In other words, if ν ∈ Naxiom then for every ν ′ ∈N with
(ν ′, ν) ∈ E, we have ν ′ ∈ Ninf and L((ν ′, ν)) = L. Secondly, G is a bipartite graph:
Every arc (ν, ν ′) ∈ E has the property that either ν ∈ Ngoal and ν ′ ∈ Ninf or ν ∈ Ninf

and ν ′ ∈ (Ngoal ∪ Naxiom). Thirdly, G may be cyclic, i.e. contain directed cycles (see
Figures 2.1 and 6.2). However, the subgraph G′ obtained from G by removing all
the arcs labeled with L or I in G is acyclic,4 and the components of G′ are rooted
(directed) trees.

Definition 6.1.3 Suppose G = (N,E, L) is a proof state graph w.r.t. an admissible
specification. Let G′ = (N,E ′, L′), where E ′ = {(ν, ν ′) ∈ E |L((ν, ν ′)) ∈ {R,S}} and
L′ = L|N∪E′.

(1) G′ is said to be the proof state forest corresponding to G.

(2) If the root of a component of G′ is a goal node (and hence not an axiom node),
then we call that component a proof state tree in G.

For instance, there is one proof state tree in the proof state graph of Figure 2.1, while
the proof state graph in Figure 6.2 contains two proof state trees, the roots of which
are labeled with the goals 〈def(even(x)) ; x〉 and 〈def(odd(x)) ; x〉, respectively. Note
that the roots of the proof state trees in a proof state graph G are exactly those goal
nodes that were introduced according to case (b) of Definition 6.1.2 in the construction
of G.

It was said in Section 2.2.4 that by including proof state graphs in our framework for
inductive theorem proving we seek to be capable of supporting multiple proof attempts
for the same conjecture. As a result of this requirement we admit so-called choice points
in proof state graphs. A goal node ν ∈ Ngoal is said to be a choice point in a proof

3We call an arc labeled with one of R,S,L or I a reduction, a subgoal, a lemma or an induction
hypothesis arc, respectively.

4even the undirected graph associated with G′ does not have any undirected cycles
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<-Decomposition

Substitution Addition

Non-Inductive Rewriting Non-Inductive Rewriting

<-Decomposition

goal nodeaxiom node inference node

Inductive Subsumptiondef-Decomposition

L

Inductive Subsumptiondef-Decomposition

L

〈x< s(x) ∨ def(even(x)) ; s(x)〉

〈def(odd(x)) ; x〉

〈def(odd(0)) ; 0〉 〈def(odd(s(x))) ; s(x)〉

〈def(even(x)) ; s(x)〉

〈 odd(s(x))= even(x) ; ()〉〈 odd(0)= false ; ()〉

L

L

〈def(even(x)) ; x〉

〈def(even(s(x))) ; s(x)〉〈def(even(0)) ; 0〉

〈def(odd(x)) ; s(x)〉

〈x< s(x) ∨ def(odd(x)) ; s(x)〉

〈 even(s(x))= odd(x) ; ()〉

〈def(false) ; 0〉

〈 even(0)= true ; ()〉

〈def(true) ; 0〉

I

I

Figure 6.2: A proof (state) graph
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state graph G if ν has more than one successor in G (which must be inference nodes).
This means that the user is enabled to expand goal nodes more than once, and hence it
is possible to represent different applications of inference rules to the same goal within
one proof state graph. A schematic example of a proof state graph with a choice point
is given in Figure 6.3. The goal node ν3 is a choice point as it has two successors.

I

ν2ν1

ν3

LI

ν4

Figure 6.3: Schematic example of a proof state graph with a choice point

An obvious resemblance between proof state graphs on the one hand and AND/OR
graphs, which are used in general problem solving strategies (see e.g. Pearl, 1984), on
the other hand, is illustrated in Figure 6.3. Goal nodes can be considered to correspond
to OR nodes whereas inference nodes assume the role of AND nodes: (1) In order to
reduce the problem of proving a goal 〈Γ ; w〉 represented by a goal node ν to problems
given by subgoals, only one application of an inference rule to 〈Γ ; w〉 has to be found.
Hence, only one of the successors of (a choice point) ν is needed for a proof of 〈Γ ; w〉.
(2) As each subgoal arising from the application of an inference rule to 〈Γ ; w〉 must
be proved to yield a proof for 〈Γ ; w〉, all the successors of an inference node have to
be considered.
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ν1

I

ν3

ν1

ν3

ν2

L

ν4

Figure 6.4: The proof attempts for ν1

Intuitively seen, a choice point gives rise to different proof attempts in the same proof
state graph. For example, the proof state graph depicted in Figure 6.3 represents two
proof attempts for (the goal labeling) ν1 that differ in the way the choice point ν3 is
expanded (see Figure 6.4). The proof attempt on the left-hand side still contains an
“open” goal node (ν4), but the right one is actually a “proof graph” for ν1, since there
is also a “proof graph” for the “lemma node” ν2 in the proof state graph of Figure 6.3.
We are now going to give formal definitions of proof attempts, open goal nodes, lemma
nodes and proof graphs. As one can see below, proof attempts will turn out to be
partial proof attempts that are maximal in the given proof state graph. We provide
the “constructive” (i.e. inductively defined) notion of a partial proof attempt in order
to be able to formulate a suitable invariant for the construction of proof state graphs
(Lemma 6.2.2), which will be applied in the proof of our major soundness result in
Section 6.2.1.

A path ν0, . . . , νn is called L-free if L((νi−1, νi)) 6= L for i = 1, . . . , n. We define partial
proof attempts as follows.
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Definition 6.1.4 Suppose G = (N,E, L) is a proof state graph w.r.t. spec. The set
of partial proof attempts for goal nodes in G is inductively defined by:

(a) For ν̃ ∈Ngoal, P = ({ν̃}, ∅, L|{ν̃}) is a partial proof attempt for ν̃ in G.

(b) Let P ′ = (N ′, E ′, L′) be a partial proof attempt for some ν̃ ∈Ngoal in G, and let
ν ′ ∈N ′

goal such that (1) ν ′ is a leaf in P ′ and (2) there is an L-free path from ν̃ to ν ′

in P ′. Suppose ν ′ was expanded in G, i.e. there are ν0, ν1, . . . , νn, ν̂1, . . . , ν̂k ∈ N
such that (ν ′, ν0) ∈ E and ν1, . . . , νn, ν̂1, . . . , ν̂k are exactly the successors of ν0 in
G where L((ν0, νi)) = S for i = 1, . . . , n and L((ν0, ν̂j)) ∈ {L, I} for j = 1, . . . , k.
Then P = (Ñ , Ẽ, L̃) is a partial proof attempt for ν̃ in G where

– Ñ = N ′ ∪ {ν0, ν1, . . . , νn, ν̂1, . . . , ν̂k}
– Ẽ = E ′ ∪ {(ν ′, ν0), (ν0, ν1), . . . , (ν0, νn), (ν0, ν̂1), . . . , (ν0, ν̂k)}
– L̃ = L|Ñ∪Ẽ .

We call ν̃ the start node of P . Two (of the numerous) partial proof attempts for ν3 in
the proof state graph of Figure 6.3 are depicted in Figure 6.5. Observe that the partial
proof attempt on the right-hand side cannot grow any further, because the path from
ν3 to its only leaf ν2 is not L-free.

It is easily verified that every partial proof attempt for a goal node in G is a connected
subgraph of G and a proof state graph w.r.t. spec. Moreover, as each goal node that
is expanded in the construction of a partial proof attempt must be a leaf, there can be
no choice-points in partial proof attempts. Furthermore, a simple structural induction
shows that if P is a partial proof attempt for a goal node ν̃ in G, then there is a path
from ν̃ to ν in P for each node ν in P .

The following lemma characterizes those goal nodes in a partial proof attempt P that
cannot be reached through an L-free path beginning in the start node of P . Recall
that a partial proof attempt cannot “grow” beyond such nodes (see Definition 6.1.4).

Lemma 6.1.5 Let P = (N,E, L) be a partial proof attempt for a goal node ν̃ in a
proof state graph G. Suppose ν ∈Ngoal such that there is no L-free path from ν̃ to ν in
P . Then ν is a leaf in P and L((ν ′, ν)) = L for every ν ′ ∈Ninf with (ν ′, ν) ∈ E.

We call such nodes lemma nodes of the partial proof attempt P , while the other leaves
in P are said to be open goal nodes of P :

Definition 6.1.6 Let P = (N,E, L) be a partial proof attempt for a goal node ν̃ in a
proof state graph G.

(i) ν ∈Ngoal is called an open goal node of P if ν is a leaf in P and there is an L-free
path from ν̃ to ν in P .

(ii) A goal or an axiom node ν ∈ N is called a lemma node of P if there is a ν ′ ∈ Ninf

such that (ν ′, ν) ∈ E and L((ν ′, ν)) = L.
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Figure 6.5: Partial proof attempts for ν3

Note that a goal node ν can be both an open goal node and a lemma node of a partial
proof attempt P . In this case there must be two paths from the start node of P to
ν one of which is L-free. Moreover, it is evident that the lemma nodes of P do not
depend on the start node of P — they can be determined without knowing the start
node of P . That the same is true for the open goal nodes of P is stated in the following
lemma.

Lemma 6.1.7 For i ∈ {1, 2}, let Pi be a partial proof attempt for a goal node ν̃i in G.
Suppose ν is a goal node in G and P1 = P2. Then ν is an open goal node of P1 iff ν is
an open goal node of P2.

We use OGNd(P ) for the open goal nodes and LNd(P ) for the lemma nodes of P .

We can finally define proof attempts and proof graphs in a proof state graph. A proof
attempt in a proof state graph G is a partial proof attempt that is maximal in that
each of its open goal nodes is a leaf in G. Moreover, a proof graph in G is a proof
attempt that does not have any open goal nodes (i.e. all its leaves are inference nodes
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or lemma nodes) and whose lemma nodes are labeled with goals that are known to be
inductively valid. Recall that a proof graph is to represent a (complete) proof of the
inductive validity of the goal labeling its start node.

Definition 6.1.8 Suppose G = (N,E, L) is a proof state graph w.r.t. spec and ν̃ is a
goal node in G.

(i) A partial proof attempt P for ν̃ in G is said to be a proof attempt for ν̃ in G if
for each ν ∈OGNd(P ), ν is a leaf in G.

(ii) We call a proof attempt P for ν̃ in G a proof graph for ν̃ in G if OGNd(P ) = ∅
and if for each ν ∈LNd(P ) with L(ν) = 〈Π ; ŵ〉, Π is inductively valid w.r.t.
spec.

For example, the proof state graph depicted in Figure 6.3 contains two proof attempts
for the goal node ν1 (see Figure 6.4), the second of which is also a proof graph for ν1.

5

Moreover, both proof state graphs in Figures 2.1 and 6.2 are actually proof graphs for
the roots of the proof state trees they contain. Finally, observe the obvious similarity
between proof graphs in proof state graphs and solution graphs in AND/OR graphs.
Besides, partial proof attempts directly correspond to the so-called solution bases used
in searching AND/OR graphs (see Pearl, 1984).

6.2 Soundness Results

In this section we discuss two soundness results, which may be considered the major
theoretical achievements of this thesis: Our framework for inductive theorem proving
is sound as well as refutationally sound.

6.2.1 Soundness

Speaking in general terms, a calculus is commonly said to be sound if every formula that
has a syntactic proof in the calculus is also a semantic consequence of the given axioms,
i.e. the formula is valid in every model “of interest” of the axiomatization. Having
made precise (i) what constitutes a proof (graph) and (ii) what an inductive theorem
w.r.t. an admissible specification is (see Definition 3.4.3), we can now formulate what
soundness means in the case of our framework for inductive theorem proving. For the
framework to be called sound, we require that the clause in the goal labeling the start
node of any proof graph be inductively valid with respect to the given specification
(Theorem 6.2.4). In the proof of this soundness result, we make use of a lemma that
in some sense can be regarded as a (loop) invariant for the construction of proof state
graphs (Lemma 6.2.2).

In order to make this invariant sufficiently powerful for a proof of Theorem 6.2.4 we
first have to distinguish certain so-called inductive open goal nodes of a partial proof

5There is a proof graph for (the lemma node) ν2 in the proof state graph of Figure 6.3.
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attempt. We call a path ν0, . . . , νn R/S-labeled if L((νi−1, νi)) ∈ {R,S} for each
i = 1, . . . , n.

Definition 6.2.1 Let P = (N,E, L) be a partial proof attempt for a goal node ν̃ in a
proof state graph G. A goal node ν ∈P is said to be an inductive open goal node of ν̃
and P if ν ∈OGNd(P ) and there is no R/S-labeled path from ν̃ to ν in P .

By IOGNd(ν̃, P ), we denote the set of inductive open goal nodes of ν̃ and P . For
example, let P1 be the partial proof attempt for ν3 on the left-hand side in Figure 6.5.
We have OGNd(P1) = {ν4, ν5, ν6} , but IOGNd(ν3, P1) = {ν6}, since there are R/S-
labeled paths from ν3 to ν4 and from ν3 to ν5 in P1. We name such open goal nodes
“inductive”, because every path from the start node of a partial proof attempt to
an inductive open goal node must involve an application of an inductive applicative
inference rule, i.e. contain an arc labeled with I.
Now our invariant for proof state graphs states that the following key property of
partial proof attempts with regard to A-counterexamples and the induction order -A

holds after every step in the construction of proof state graphs:6

Lemma 6.2.2 (Invariant for the construction of proof state graphs) Let A be
a data model of an admissible specification with free constructors spec. Suppose that
G = (N,E, L) is a proof state graph w.r.t. spec and that ν̃ ∈ Ngoal with L(ν̃) = 〈Γ̃ ; w̃〉.
For any partial proof attempt P for ν̃ in G, one of the following statements holds:

(1) There is a ν ∈LNd(P ) such that L(ν) = 〈Π ; ŵ〉 and Π is not inductively valid
w.r.t. spec.

(2) For any A-counterexample of the form (〈Γ̃ ; w̃〉, σ̃, ϕ̃) there is a ν ∈OGNd(P )
with L(ν) = 〈Γ ; w〉 and an A-counterexample of the form (〈Γ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) such
that

(a) (〈Γ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) -A (〈Γ̃ ; w̃〉, σ̃, ϕ̃) and

(b) ν ∈ IOGNd(ν̃, P ) implies (〈Γ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) ≺A (〈Γ̃ ; w̃〉, σ̃, ϕ̃)

In the straightforward but extensive proof of Lemma 6.2.2, we assume that every clause
occurring in a lemma node of the partial proof attempt P is inductively valid w.r.t.
spec and show that then (2) is true for P and the A-counterexample (〈Γ̃ ; w̃〉, σ̃, ϕ̃).
We do this by structural induction on partial proof attempts in combination with well-
founded induction on the set of A-counterexamples with respect to -A. The central
“tool” used in this induction proof is the subsequent lemma, which provides us with
suitable subgraphs of P to which the induction hypothesis can be applied.

Lemma 6.2.3 Let P = (N,E, L) be a partial proof attempt for a goal node ν̃ in a
proof state graph G. Suppose ν̂ ∈ Ngoal such that there is an L-free path from ν̃ to ν̂
in P . Then the following statements hold:

(1) There is a unique maximal subgraph P̂ of P such that
6For A-counterexamples and the induction order -A refer to Section 4.1.
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(i) P̂ is a partial proof attempt for ν̂ in P

(ii) OGNd(P̂ ) ⊆ OGNd(P ) and

(iii) LNd(P̂ ) ⊆ LNd(P ).

(2) If there is also an L-free path from ν̂ to ν̃ in P , then there is a unique and
maximal subgraph P̂ of P such that

(i) P̂ is a partial proof attempt for ν̂ in P with ν̃ ∈ OGNd(P̂ )

(ii) OGNd(P̂ )\{ν̃} ⊆ OGNd(P ) and

(iii) LNd(P̂ ) ⊆ LNd(P ).

It may be interesting to observe that each of the two statements in Lemma 6.2.3 is
proved by defining an appropriate relation 7−→ on partial proof attempts, which is
terminating and strongly confluent, and by showing that P̂ defined to be the (unique)
normal form of ({ν̂}, ∅, L|{ν̂}) w.r.t. 7−→ has the required properties.

The following theorem guarantees the soundness of the proposed framework for in-
ductive theorem proving (see above). The first claim of the theorem is virtually a
corollary to Lemma 6.2.2, whereas Theorem 6.2.4(2) provides a further and stronger
result, namely that the clause in a goal labeling any goal node in a proof graph is
inductively valid with respect to the given specification.

Theorem 6.2.4 (Soundness) Let spec be an admissible specification with free con-
structors. Suppose that G = (N,E, L) is a proof state graph w.r.t. spec and that P is
a proof graph for a goal node ν̃ ∈Ngoal in G.

(1) If L(ν̃) = 〈Γ̃ ; w̃〉 then Γ̃ is inductively valid w.r.t. spec.

(2) If ν is a goal node in P and L(ν) = 〈Γ ; w〉 then Γ is inductively valid w.r.t.
spec.

6.2.2 Refutational Soundness

By refutational soundness of a calculus or — more generally — of a formal framework
for (inductive) theorem proving we mean that, informally speaking, one can correctly
infer the falseness of a conjecture Γ from the derivation of an obviously contradictory
formula, such as the empty clause, in a proof attempt for Γ within the framework. For
an example, consider the proof attempt for the conjecture less(0, x) = true in Figure 6.6,
which contains a goal with the empty clause �. Since our framework for inductive
theorem proving is indeed refuationally sound (see below), we are allowed to conclude
from the construction of the proof state graph depicted in Figure 6.6 that the clause
less(0, x) = true is not an inductive theorem w.r.t. specdiv (see Example 2.2.1).

The refutational soundness of our framework for inductive theorem proving follows
from the subsequent theorem.
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Non-Inductive Rewriting

〈 less(x, 0)= false ; ()〉
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L

〈 less(0, 0)= true ; 0〉 〈 less(0, s(x))= true ; s(x)〉

〈 less(0, x)= true ; x〉

〈 false = true ; 0〉

〈� ; 0〉

Figure 6.6: A proof attempt for a false conjecture

Theorem 6.2.5 (Refutational Soundness) Let spec be an admissible specification
with free constructors. Assume that G = (N,E, L) is a proof state graph w.r.t. spec
and that ν1, . . . , νn ∈ Ngoal are exactly the roots of the proof state trees in G.7

If, for i = 1, . . . , n, L(νi) = 〈Γi ; wi〉 and Γi is inductively valid w.r.t. spec then, for
any ν ∈Ngoal with L(ν) = 〈Γ ; w〉, Γ is inductively valid w.r.t. spec.

So why does Theorem 6.2.5 entail refutational soundness? Suppose a proof state graph
G w.r.t. spec contains a goal node ν that is labeled with a goal of the form 〈� ; w〉. Let
G′ be the component of G to which ν belongs. Clearly, G′ is also a proof state graph
w.r.t. spec. By Theorem 6.2.5 (contraposition), the root of one of the proof state trees
in G′ must be labeled with a goal of the form 〈Γ ′ ; w′〉 such that Γ ′ is not inductively
valid w.r.t. spec. Consequently, we can infer the falseness of at least one of the “input”
conjectures from the derivation of a goal with the empty clause.

Evidently, the clause less(0, x) = true is not an inductive theorem w.r.t. specdiv, as there
is only one proof state tree in Figure 6.6. The schematic example of a proof state graph
in Figure 6.7 contains two proof state trees, the roots of which are ν1 and ν5. Still,
we can conclude that if ν2 is labeled with a goal of the form 〈� ; w〉 then the clause
in the goal labeling ν1 cannot be inductively valid. The reason for this is that we can
apply Theorem 6.2.5 to the subgraph which contains ν1, ν2 and ν3 and whose open
goal nodes are ν2 and ν3. Given that only ν4 is labeled with a goal of the form 〈� ; w〉,
however, Theorem 6.2.5 only allows us to infer that one of the “input” conjectures in
the goals labeling ν1 and ν5 cannot be an inductive theorem.

7see Definition 6.1.3
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Figure 6.7: Schematic example of a proof state graph

6.3 Concluding Remarks

Let us conclude this chapter with two remarks on (i) the soundness results of the
preceding section and on (ii) completeness properties of our framework for inductive
theorem proving and with (iii) a discussion of the question as to whether the presented
concept of a proof state graph meets the requirements stated in Section 2.2.4.

First of all, it should be noted that neither in the definition of proof state graphs
nor in our proofs of the soundness results any use is made of specific properties of
the concrete inference rules of our calculus for inductive proofs or of the proposed
induction order with the corresponding notion of a weight (see Section 4.2). To be
more precise, the proofs of Lemma 6.2.2 and Theorem 6.2.4 are solely based on the
existence of a well-founded quasi-order -A on the set of A-counterexamples for every
data model A of the given specification and on the notion of a sound inference rule as
defined in Notation 4.1.3 and Definition 4.1.4, whereas in the proof of Theorem 6.2.5
we only need the abstract properties of a safe inference rule (see Notation 4.1.3 and
Definition 5.1.1). This means in particular that we can easily extend or modify our
calculus for inductive proofs without endangering the achieved soundness results: We
just have to make sure that every (new) inference rule matches the general format of
Notation 4.1.3 and is sound as well as safe.

Secondly, as a consequence of Gödel’s First Incompleteness Theorem, our framework
for inductive theorem proving cannot be complete in the sense that, for every inductive
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theorem Γ w.r.t. an admissible specification with free constructors spec, there is a
proof state graph w.r.t. spec which contains a proof graph for a node labeled with a
goal of the form 〈Γ ; w〉. Moreover, our framework for inductive theorem proving is not
even refutationally complete (see Bachmair, 1988). Although the equation div(0, 0) = 0

is not inductively valid w.r.t. specdiv from Example 2.2.1, we cannot refute it within
our framework. By this we mean that it is impossible to construct a proof state graph
w.r.t. specdiv which contains a node labeled with a goal of the form 〈� ; w〉 and to which
Theorem 6.2.5 can be applied in order to establish that div(0, 0) = 0 is not inductively
valid w.r.t. specdiv.

8

Thirdly, we provide evidence for our claim that the proposed concept of a proof state
graph fulfills the requirements with regard to the representation of proof constructions
that are listed in Section 2.2.4: The example of the proof state graph in Figure 6.2
illustrates the fact that our framework for inductive theorem proving supports the lazy
generation of induction hypotheses and mutual induction. Moreover, Definition 6.1.2
entails that applications of unproved lemmas are possible, and the discussion of choice
points in Section 6.1 made it clear that multiple complete or incomplete proof attempts
for the same conjecture may occur in proof state graphs. Finally, the notion of a
proof graph (see Definition 6.1.8) and Theorem 6.2.4 yield the required criterion for
recognizing inductive validity that is expressed in terms of graph theoretical properties
of proof attempts. As a consequence, many clauses occurring in proof constructions can
be identified as inductively valid long before the proof construction has been completed.
Note that the problem of determining proof graphs in proof state graphs can be solved
by adapting well-known methods of searching solution graphs in AND/OR graphs (see
Pearl, 1984) to the situation given by proof state graphs.

8Due to the underlying notion of inductive validity (see Definition 3.4.3), which is based on validity
in a non-trivial model class, achieving refutational completeness appears to be extremely difficult if
not impossible.
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Chapter 7

An Introduction to QuodLibet

In the foregoing Part I of this thesis, we presented an elaborate formal framework for
inductive theorem proving, which comprises (i) an equational specification language,
(ii) an induction order, (iii) a calculus for inductive proofs and (iv) a concept of a proof
state graph for the representation of proof constructions. Due to its soundness proper-
ties, its comprehensiveness and user-orientation, the proposed framework is well suited
to constitute the precisely defined and comprehensible logical or theoretical foundations
of a practically adequate inductive theorem prover.

Mainly in order (1) to demonstrate the practical adequacy of this formal framework in
“real-life” problem domains, but also (2) to develop (and evaluate) a new concept for
flexible user-guided proof control with adaptable degree of automation, the author of
this thesis has designed and implemented1 an inductive theorem prover that is based
on the formal framework of Part I as its logical foundations. The prover was named
QuodLibet, as will be explained below. From the fact that the logical foundations
of the prover meet the requirements discussed in Section 2.2, which was shown in
Chapters 3 – 6, we can immediately derive the following of QuodLibet’s essential
properties:

• QuodLibet’s specification language facilitates adequate formalizations of data
types with partial operations; it admits positive/negative conditional equations
as axioms and has easily verifiable admissibility conditions.

• QuodLibet provides a user-oriented and expressive calculus for inductive proofs,
which consists of explicitly defined — and thus identifiable — inference rules and
which is based on a practically adequate semantic induction order. Besides, the
prover supports the explicit application of goals as induction hypotheses.

• By making use of proof state graphs as a means of explicitly representing and
managing the proof dependencies arising in proof constructions, QuodLibet

is capable of supporting the lazy generation of induction hypotheses, mutual
induction, applications of unproved lemmas and multiple complete or incomplete
proof attempts for the same conjecture.

1with the assistance of graduate students Christian Embacher (1995), Robert Eschbach, Tobias
Schmidt-Samoa (1997), Jürgen Schumacher and Christof Sprenger (1996)
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The software system QuodLibet is the overall subject of the second major part of
this thesis. In this and the subsequent chapter of Part II, we present QuodLibet by
discussing a relevant selection of its interesting aspects. In particular, we are going to
(1) list some of the general objectives that we laid down for the development of the
prover, (2) briefly deal with the software architecture of QuodLibet, (3) describe the
functionality of the system and (4) sketch its graphical user interface. The focus of
Part II, however, is on (5) a new approach to more flexible forms of (user-guided) proof
control with adaptable degree of automation (see Chapter 8). This approach is based
on so-called (proof) tactics, for which we developed a special proof control language
named QML. QuodLibet allows the user (i) to apply the tactics made available by
the prover — these tactics range from tactics for trivial simplification steps to tactics
representing comprehensive inductive proof strategies — and (ii) to write new tactics in
QML, which may be integrated into the system to extend its functionality. In order to
enable the reader to assess the proposed concept for flexible user-guided proof control,
we give a few interesting examples of tactic-based proof constructions in Appendix E.

This first chapter of Part II is organized as follows. In 7.1 we begin our introduction to
QuodLibet by describing general requirements for an inductive theorem prover that
is to be based on the formal framework discussed in the first part of this thesis. After
that (in 7.2), we briefly explain the high level system structure of the software system
QuodLibet. Section 7.3 then deals with the functionality of the prover in terms of its
command language, while essential properties of QuodLibet’s graphical user interface
are presented in 7.4.

7.1 Requirements for QuodLibet

Virtually as a lead-in to QuodLibet, let us first discuss some general requirements
that we hold to be practically important for an inductive theorem prover based on
the formal framework of Part I, before we are going to describe concrete properties of
QuodLibet in the subsequent sections.

A first and rather natural requirement follows from the fact that the formal framework
presented in Part I is to constitute the logical foundations of the prover: We demand
that, speaking in general terms, the essential achievements of the formal framework,
which can be found in Section 2.2, find expression in corresponding features of the
prover. To be more precise, (1) we expect the prover to “know” all the inference rules
of the proposed calculus for inductive proofs “by name” and make them available to
the user; and (2) we expect the prover to provide the proof state graphs of the formal
framework, which comprise proof state trees (see Definition 6.1.3), as system objects.
In particular, the prover should allow the user

• to navigate through proof state trees so that he can expand any goal node at any
time,

• to expand goal nodes more than once, which leads to choice points in proof state
graphs, and
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• to analyze proof state graphs by means of adequate display facilities.

Closely related to these demands is a further, fundamental requirement, which is also
due to the great emphasis we place on user interaction (see Section 2.2.3): The prover
has to be capable of carrying out — in cooperation with the user if necessary — any
proof construction that is feasible within the (more abstract) formal framework of
Part I.

Another essential requirement states that the prover has to rigorously check all steps to
be taken in axiomatizations of data types or in proof constructions and reject them if
necessary. In particular, (1) we require the prover to guarantee that each admissibility
condition of the proposed specification language (see Definition 3.2.4) holds for any
specification accepted by the prover. Note that because of the confluence criterion in
Theorem 3.3.2, this requirement can be met relatively easily. Moreover, (2) the prover
has to ensure that for every application of an inference rule in a proof construction, the
corresponding applicability conditions are provably fulfilled. This means for instance
that a method of testing whether or not a given set of constructor substitutions con-
stitutes a cover set of substitutions (see Definition 5.2.14) needs to be implemented for
the inference rule Substitution Addition (see Figure 5.9). Observe in this context that
there are inductive theorem provers, such as e.g. Unicom (Gramlich & Lindner, 1991),
which accept potentially inadmissible specifications. As a consequence, the correctness
of proof constructions carried out with a prover of this kind is relative to the validity
of certain admissibility assumptions.2

Rather practical yet important is the requirement of a graphical user interface (GUI).
Due to the role proof state graphs play in the proposed formal framework for inductive
theorem proving, a prover with a user interface capable of graphical presentations
— and manipulations — of proof state graphs can significantly enhance the user-
friendliness of the prover by supporting the visualization of proof constructions. A
GUI should also increase the usability of the prover, i.e. the effort needed to learn and
operate the prover properly. Nevertheless, especially experienced users may appreciate
another kind of user interface, namely a (common) teletype style interface that provides
the functionality of the prover in form of a more efficiently usable command interpreter.
A further advantage of such a simpler interface could be the increased portability of the
prover, i.e. a reduction of the effort required to transfer the prover from one hardware
or operating system configuration to another.

Last but not least we put special emphasis on practically adequate forms of proof
control. According to our definition, the proof control of an inductive theorem prover
lays down how, speaking in general terms, the construction (or search) of proofs by the
prover and/or the user is organized. We distinguish two basic forms of proof control,
namely user-guided or interactive proof control on the one hand and programmed
or automated proof control on the other hand. Various inductive theorem provers,
however, have hybrid forms of proof control. For example, the Boyer-Moore prover

2such as “The rewrite relation associated with the specification is assumed to be terminating.”
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Nqthm is an inductive theorem prover with a complex and elaborate proof procedure
forming its essentially automated proof control (see Boyer & Moore, 1979), but there
are a few parameters allowing the user to globally influence the way the prover searches
for proofs — to a limited extent though.3 Another example of an inductive theorem
prover with a hybrid form of proof control is LP, the Larch Prover (Garland &
Guttag, 1989, 1991). Although its proof control is essentially interactive, LP does
not require the user to determine every single application of the available (elementary)
inference rules: LP provides a small and fixed set of user commands for automatically
solving simple proof tasks, such as e.g. normalizing terms in conjectures with certain
“harmless” (i.e. terminating and unconditional) equations and rewrite rules.

In view of the user’s active role required for successfully employing an inductive theorem
prover (see Section 2.2.3), we demand a concept of proof control that offers a great(er)
deal of flexibility as to the forms of proof control it supports. Without going too much
into detail, let us state more precisely what we require in particular: The prover is to
provide an extensive and easily extensible set of user commands that allow the user

• to direct the prover to carry out any possible application of an inference rule from
Chapter 5 to any goal node in the current proof state graph, thereby facilitating
completely interactive proof control on a low level

• to invoke comprehensive inductive proof strategies in order to obtain complete
proofs for simple conjectures constructed by the prover, which realizes (partially)
automated proof control on a high level and

• to delegate various (isolated) proof tasks on intermediate levels to the prover such
as generating induction schemes, doing case analyses based on the definitions of
recursive operations, simplifying goals with axioms or lemmas etc.

Observe that we are also interested in enabling the (competent) user (i) to modify the
intermediate or higher level “inference operators” supplied by the prover or (ii) to add
new ones — given that the effort required for this can be kept within acceptable limits.
As a consequence, we should avoid the disadvantages of “hard-wired” (automated)
proof control and be able to utilize the prover as a tool for the development of new
heuristics and (sub-) strategies for the automation of inductive theorem proving.

The requirements discussed in this section can roughly be summarized as follows: We
intend to develop an inductive theorem prover that is to serve as a user-friendly, flexible
and reasonably “intelligent” proof assistant to the user. This is partly expressed in the
name that we have chosen for our prover: The Latin words “quod libet” mean as you
wish or, more freely translated, whatever you (i.e. the user) like.4 It is our objective that
QuodLibet can effectively assist the user in what we consider the proof engineering
process required for proofs of non-trivial “real-life” inductive theorems.

3These parameters are the so-called “hints” of Boyer and Moore (1988). We speak of proof global

influence on the proof control — or indirect interaction — in the case of Nqthm, because its proof
procedure does not have any interaction points at which the user is prompted to interact with the
prover.

4was beliebt in German
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7.2 The System Structure of QuodLibet

We continue our introduction to QuodLibet by sketching the system structure of our
inductive theorem prover. Figure 7.1 contains a strongly simplified representation of
the software architecture of XQuodLibet5 showing the top-level decomposition of the
system into its main components (or subsystems) Inference Machine, User Interfaces
and Proof Control Unit.

By software architecture, we mean the output of the system design phase in the process
of developing a software system (see e.g. Jalote, 1991). Roughly stated, the software
architecture of a software system describes the complete (recursive) decomposition of
the system into subsystems down to the level of modules, and it defines the interfaces
of the subsystems and modules making up the software system. The system design of
QuodLibet was documented by Kühler et al. (1998) using a slightly extended version
of MIL, the M odule I nterconnection Language (introduced by DeRemer & Kron, 1976),
a both graphical and textual architecture description language (see Embacher, 1995).
Currently, XQuodLibet comprises about one hundred modules, roughly three fourths
of which were implemented in Common LISP, while the remaining modules were written
in Tcl/Tk and belong to the graphical user interface. In spite of our experience that
MIL has appeared to be a really useful architecture description language during the
development of XQuodLibet, we consider the less technical and presumably more
intuitive representation of XQuodLibet’s high level system structure in Figure 7.1 to
be more appropriate in this context than a corresponding description in MIL.

The inference machine forms the kernel of QuodLibet. The resources provided at the
interface of this major subsystem essentially comprise — besides the basic abstract data
types required for syntactic objects such as e.g. sorts, terms, substitutions, weights,
clauses or proof state trees — a set of so-called inference machine operations. This set
includes operations for

• initializing the three data units of the inference machine (see Figure 7.1), which
determine the state of the inference machine (see below)

• defining sorts together with their constructors and declaring other function sym-
bols (the “defined operators”)

• introducing and deleting defining rules (i.e. axioms)

• generating proof state trees that consist of single goal nodes for conjectures

• single applications of the inference rules presented in Chapter 5 and

• deleting complete proof state trees and subtrees of proof state trees that root in
inference nodes.

The three data units mentioned above make up the memory of the inference machine
in that each of them stores the currently existing objects of the kind indicated by the

5Sometimes we use the name XQuodLibet in order to emphasize the fact that QuodLibet has
an X-based graphical user interface.
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Figure 7.1: High level system structure of XQuodLibet
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name of the data unit.6 Therefore, they represent the current state of the inference
machine.

Note that, due to the observed principle of information hiding in the system design,
the internal structure of the inference machine is hidden to the other subsystems User
Interfaces and Proof Control Unit. That is, only by generating appropriate calls of the
provided inference machine operations can these subsystems effect any activities of the
inference machine, which may be required e.g. for the axiomatization of data types or
the construction of inductive proofs.

The subsystem User Interfaces realizes the graphical user interface of XQuodLibet,
into which a command interpreter is integrated. Note that the prover allows the user
complete access to its functionality not only through the windows, menus and buttons
of the GUI, but also through the use of the command interpreter. Furthermore, the
command interpreter is capable of executing sequences of user commands that are read
in from command files. We will introduce the command language in Section 7.3, while
the GUI is the subject of Section 7.4.

For the purpose of low level interactive proof control, XQuodLibet offers the user
certain (graphical as well as textual) user commands most of which the subsystem User
Interfaces directly translates into calls of the inference machine operations listed above.
For (partially) automated proof control on intermediate and higher levels, however, the
user has to make use of the subsystem Proof Control Unit (PCU). Roughly speaking,
the PCU realizes the programmed control of the inference machine: It may be employed
(1) to compile tactics, i.e. routines written in a special proof control language called
QML for controlling the inference machine, and (2) to load the generated code into
the data unit QML Data, thus dynamically extending the functionality of the system.
Moreover, (3) the PCU is needed to execute the code of previously compiled tactics,
that may be invoked by the user through a certain user command or called within other
tactics. As will be shown in Section 8.3, a set of useful QML routines is provided as part
of XQuodLibet. These routines currently range from tactics for trivial simplification
steps to tactics representing comprehensive inductive proof strategies.

7.3 The Command Language of QuodLibet

Up to this point the introduction to our inductive theorem prover in this chapter has
been rather general. In the two foregoing sections, we discussed our main requirements
for the development of QuodLibet and sketched its high level system structure. In
this section we present the functionality of the system in more concrete terms. To
this end we could describe either the windows, menus and buttons of the graphical
user interface of XQuodLibet or the command language of the command interpreter,

6Technically seen, these three data units actually correspond to four abstract data object modules

in the software architecture of the inference machine: one for the current signature, one for the current
set of defining rules and two for the current proof state graph.
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as each of the functions provided by the system at its user interface can be invoked
through the GUI as well as the command interpreter. Mainly for reasons of clarity
and comprehensibility we are going to use the command language of the command
interpreter to describe the functionality of QuodLibet.

Note that in this section, we do not treat the command language systematically but
roughly explain, mostly based on simple examples, how the user can work with the
system in order to formalize data types (in 7.3.1) and interactively construct inductive
proofs (in 7.3.2). Further miscellaneous commands are the subject of 7.3.3, whereas
the commands needed to utilize the proof control unit for more flexible forms of proof
control will be introduced in Chapter 8. Moreover, a small example of a complete proof
construction is given in 7.3.4. For a complete definition of the syntax of the command
language in EBNF we refer to Appendix B. How the command interpreter, which is
integrated into XQuodLibet’s GUI, can be used to operate the system will be dealt
with in Section 7.4.

7.3.1 Commands for Formalizing Data Types

Roughly speaking, the state of QuodLibet is given by the contents of the data units
in the inference machine and the proof control unit (see Figure 7.1). All these data
units are empty, when the system is in its initial state. In particular, there are neither
predefined signature objects, such as sorts, constructors or other function symbols, nor
any defining rules in the system after its start, as opposed to e.g. Nqthm (Boyer &
Moore, 1988). As a consequence, the user is always required to formalize the data type7

of interest with QuodLibet, before he can use the system to construct any proofs.
To formalize a data type D, the user has to determine a specification with construc-
tors spec = (sig , C, R) that is admissible and whose inductive semantics DMod(spec)
corresponds to D.8

The prover expects the user to define the sorts S of the signature sig = (S, F, α) and
the constructors C at first. For this purpose, QuodLibet provides the define sort

command which introduces a single sort s∈S together with all the constructors of
result sort s. For instance, by entering

define sort Bool with constructors

true, false : --> Bool .

the user defines a sort called Bool with two constant constructors for the truth values,
whereas the following two commands

define sort Nat with constructors

0 : --> Nat

s : Nat --> Nat .

7A precise characterization of data types is given in the beginning of Section 3.1.
8see Definitions 3.2.4 and 3.4.3, respectively
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define sort ListNat with constructors

nil : --> ListNat

cons : Nat ListNat --> ListNat .

define sorts Nat for the natural numbers and ListNat for lists of natural numbers with
the commonly used constructors, respectively.

Each argument sort si of a constructor in the definition of a sort s must be either
equal to s or known to the system due to a preceding sort definition or sort declaration
for si. For example, the declare sorts command is actually needed in the following
definitions of the two mutually dependent sorts s1 and s2:

declare sorts s2 .

define sort s1 with constructors

c : --> s1

g : s2 --> s1 .

define sort s2 with constructors

d : --> s2

f : s1 --> s2 .

Observe that QuodLibet urges the user to define sort s2 (i) after executing the
declare sorts command for s2 and (ii) after executing the define sort command
for s1, because at these points, there do not exist any constructor ground terms of
sort s2 — the current signature is not sensible then (see Section 3.1.1). Also note that
other inductive theorem provers, such as e.g. Inka or Nqthm, do not allow the user
to introduce mutually dependent sorts.9

Variables occurring in defining rules or goals must have been declared prior to their first
use. This may be done with the declare variables command, which also associates
a sort with every declared variable. Moreover, the system needs to know of what kind
every declared variable is: Recall from Section 3.1.1 that in our framework for inductive
theorem proving, a variable is either a constructor variable or a general variable. The
two example commands below declare some constructor variables, which are practically
more relevant than general variables, and a general variable for the sorts defined in
foregoing examples.

declare constructor variables

b : Bool

x, y, z : Nat

l, l1, l2, l3 : ListNat .

declare general variables B : Bool .

Having defined the sorts corresponding to the data domains of the given data type and
declared sufficiently many variables, the user can now introduce and axiomatize the

9The so-called shell principle of Nqthm is even more restrictive (see Boyer & Moore, 1988, p. 18).
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(non-constructor) operations of the data type with the define operator command.
The purpose of this command is to specify the arity of a new operator and describe
its “behavior” (with regard to data items represented by constructor ground terms)
in terms of defining rules (see Definition 3.2.1). For instance, given sort definitions
and variable declarations as above, the usual (irreflexive) order relation on the natu-
ral numbers, the constant function 1, the subtraction as well as the division can be
axiomatized with QuodLibet as follows (see specdiv in Example 2.2.1):

define operator less : Nat Nat --> Bool with defining rules

less-1:

less(0,s(y)) = true

less-2:

less(x,0) = false

less-3:

less(s(x),s(y)) = less(x,y) .

define operator 1 : --> Nat with defining rules

one-1:

1 = s(0) .

define operator minus : Nat Nat --> Nat with defining rules

minus-1:

minus(x,0) = x

minus-2:

minus(s(x),s(y)) = minus(x,y) .

define operator div : Nat Nat --> Nat with defining rules

div-1:

div(x,y) = 0

if

y =/= 0,

less(x,y) = true

div-2:

div(x,y) = s(div(minus(x,y),y))

if

y =/= 0,

less(x,y) =/= true,

def less(x,y) .

Let us make a few remarks on the define operator command and these examples.
Firstly, QuodLibet expects a unique name for every defining rule entered by the user.
The name of the first defining rule for the “predicate” less e.g. is less-1. Secondly,
given a defining rule of the form l= r ← ∆ in a define operator command for a new
operator f , the command language requires that top(l) = f and l be linear. Thirdly,
the system only accepts a define operator command, if it succeeds in proving that
the specification resulting from extending the current specification10 with the defining

10i.e. the contents of the data units Signature and Axioms (see Figure 7.1)
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rules occurring in this command remains admissible (see Definition 3.2.4). Note that
the confluence test which is needed for a verification of the admissibility conditions by
QuodLibet is based on computing critical pairs and checking their complementarity
as suggested by Theorem 3.3.2. Finally, observe that executing the three example
commands yields an admissible specification, even though the defining rules minus-1,
minus-2, div-1 and div-2 specify the subtraction and division on the natural numbers
only incompletely — which is appropriate considering the fact that partial operations
are to be formalized. The reader is asked to refer to Appendix B for the concrete
syntax of terms, literals, defining rules, clauses etc.

The command language provides a second command for introducing defining rules,
namely the assert command. This command allows the user to add any defining rules
to the current set of defining rules stored in the inference machine on condition that
the system is capable of proving that the intended extension also yields an admissible
specification. The assert command may be useful when “incomplete” axiomatizations
of previously defined operations have to be extended. For instance, the commonly used
total extensions of the subtraction operation minus and the division operation div, as
axiomatized in the example above, can be obtained by entering

assert

minus-3:

minus(0,y) = 0

div-3:

div(x,y) = 0

if

y = 0 .

The command interpreter requires that operators occurring in a define operator or
assert command be known to the system in the sense that they have been defined or
declared before.11 Since such “forward” declarations of operators are indeed needed for
(natural) axiomatizations of mutually recursive operations,12 the command language
includes a declare operators command. Consider e.g. the defining rules for even and
odd that label the axiom nodes of the proof state graph in Figure 6.2. The following
commands can be used to axiomatize these operations with the system correspondingly.

declare operators odd : Nat --> Bool .

define operator even : Nat --> Bool with defining rules

even-1:

even(0) = true

even-2:

even(s(x)) = odd(x) .

define operator odd : Nat --> Bool with defining rules

odd-1:

11except for the operator f in a define operator command for f
12due to the fact that the parser of the command interpreter parses only one command at a time
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odd(0) = false

odd-2:

odd(s(x)) = even(x) .

Observe that Nqthm and some other inductive theorem provers do not admit natural
axiomatizations of mutually recursive operations (see Boyer & Moore, 1979).

We conclude this subsection with a few general remarks on the state of the inference
machine, which is given by the contents of its data units (see Figure 7.1). Note that the
commands presented in this subsection have an effect just on the data units Signature
and Axioms where the current signature and the current specification are stored. First
of all, the current signature is always sensible unless there are sorts that have been
declared but not defined yet (see above). In this case, the system does not execute
any commands that would change the state of the inference machine except for define

sort and declare sorts commands. Secondly, given that the current signature is sen-
sible, the current specification is always admissible. Thirdly, apart from the declare

sorts command, the execution of every command discussed in this subsection yields
a constructor-consistent extension of the current specification (see Definition 3.4.1).
Hence Theorem 3.4.2, which states the monotonicity of the inductive semantics w.r.t.
constructor-consistent extensions, entails one of the crucial properties of QuodLibet:
Inductive theorems w.r.t. the current specification remain inductively valid w.r.t. the
specification contained in any succeeding state of the inference machine — provided
that none of the state transitions is caused by the execution of a delete defining

rule command (see Section 7.3.3).

7.3.2 Commands for Constructing Proof State Trees

Once the user has formalized (parts of) the data type of interest with QuodLibet by
defining /declaring (some of) the needed sorts, constructors, variables and operators,
he can begin to prove inductive theorems that formalize “true” statements about the
(operations of the) given data type. Recall from Part I that inductive theorem proving
in our formal framework essentially amounts to constructing proof state graphs which
contain proof graphs for goal nodes labeled with the inductive theorems to be proved.13

The view of the currently constructed proof state graph (see Definition 6.1.2) that
QuodLibet presents to the user comprises the collection of proof state trees belonging
to the current proof state graph (see Definition 6.1.3), along with the defining rules
of the current specification that label its axiom nodes. Essentially, the commands
dealt with in this subsection enable the user (i) to generate new proof state trees for
the conjectures to be proved and (ii) to expand goal nodes in proof state trees by
applications of the inference rules introduced in Chapter 5.

A conjecture, i.e. a clause whose inductive validity w.r.t. the current specification is to
be proved, can be introduced by the user with the prove command. In executing this

13If necessary refer to Section 2.3 for an informal and intuitive impression of how one can construct
proofs of inductive theorems within the framework proposed in Part I.
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command for a clause Γ , the prover creates a new proof state tree that consists of a
single goal node labeled with the goal 〈Γ ; w〉, where w is a system generated weight
variable for the new proof state tree. For example, suppose the current specification
consists of the above signature objects and defining rules for the sorts Bool and Nat as
well as the operators less, minus and div (not including the defining rules minus-3

and div-3). Now given that the “domain lemma” for the division operation

def(div(x, y)) ∨ y= 0

(see Example 4.3.1) is to be proved with QuodLibet, the command

prove { def div(x,y), y = 0 } div-def

can be used to add a suitable proof state tree to the current proof state graph, where
the parameter div-def represents the unique name of the proof state tree required by
the system for references to this conjecture. The output of the command interpreter
after executing this command is

Creating the PS-tree div-def

The current PS-tree is div-def

The current G-node in div-def is

G-node root "div-def"

{ def div(x,y),

y = 0 } ;

w_div-def(x,y)

** current **

This output illustrates some further explanations with regard to the prove command
and proof state trees: First of all, during the execution of a prove command, the prover
assigns the name of the just created proof state tree to the system variable current

PS-tree for the current proof state tree in the current proof state graph. Secondly,
for each generated proof state tree, a system variable current G-node for the current
goal node exists. Thirdly, the weight in the goal that labels the (only) goal node
at root position ε (root) in the new proof state tree div-def is the system generated
weight variable w div-def(x,y), which depends on the constructor variables occurring
in the conjecture (x and y in the example).

The assume command is the second command provided by the command language that
allows the user to create a proof state tree consisting of one goal node for a conjecture.
It differs in its effect from the prove command only in that the value of the system
variable for the current proof state tree is not changed as in the case of the prove

command (see above). The assume command should be preferred to the corresponding
prove command whenever the user intends to apply the conjecture introduced with the
command as a lemma, but wants to postpone the proof of the lemma in order to focus
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on the construction of the current proof state tree. The use of assume is illustrated in
the example of a construction of a proof state tree in Section 7.3.4.

Once created, a proof state tree grows by expansions of its goal nodes. In every
expansion step, one of the inference rules from Chapter 5 is applied to the goal that
labels the node to be expanded, and new goal nodes are created for the subgoals
resulting from the application of the inference rule as well as an inference node (see
Figure 6.1). An expansion of any goal node in any proof state tree of the current proof
state graph can be brought about by the user through the apply command. Besides the
name of an inference rule, the command interpreter expects certain (actual) parameters
in an apply command that characterize the intended application of the inference rule
unambiguously. We refer to Appendix C for a complete description of the twenty-seven
inference rules made available by QuodLibet, which of course includes the (formal)
parameters laid down for each inference rule. For instance, suppose we want to expand
the root of the proof state tree div-def introduced in the previous example by applying
the inference rule Literal Addition with the literal less(x, y) = true (see Figure 5.10).
This can be achieved with the command

apply lit-add less(x,y) = true.

assuming div-def is the current proof state tree and root the current goal node in
div-def. The execution of this command yields the following output by the command
interpreter:

Applying lit-add to root in div-def

results in two new subgoals

G-node [1^2]

{ less(x,y) =/= true,

def div(x,y),

y = 0 } ;

w_div-def(x,y)

** current **

G-node [1:2]

{ less(x,y) = true,

def div(x,y),

y = 0 } ;

w_div-def(x,y)

The current G-node in div-def is [1^2]

With this system output the subsequent points are to be illustrated. First of all, the
names of the inference rules that are used in the command language often differ from the
names introduced in Chapter 5 (e.g. lit-add vs. Literal Addition). Both names for each
inference rule can be found in Appendix C. Secondly, goal nodes (and also inference
nodes) in proof state trees are referred to by their positions in the proof state trees.
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Note how positions are denoted in the command language. For example, the position
1.2 is represented by [1:2], while [1:1:1:1:2:1] or [1^4:2:1] can be used for the
position 1.1.1.1.2.1. Thirdly, provided that the goal node expanded with the apply

command was the current goal node, QuodLibet determines a new current goal node
for the concerned proof state tree. The tree traversal method used by the prover for this
purpose depends on the system variable search-strategy that exists for every proof
state tree and can be changed by the user with the set search-strategy command.
The possible values for search strategy are depth-first (default), breadth-first
and none.14

Before treating the next command, we have to mention two essential design decisions
that were made during the development of QuodLibet and entail certain restrictions
of the generality of the proposed concept of a proof state graph. (1) After every
expansion of a goal node by the inference machine, which is always the result of an
application of an inference rule (and e.g. due to the execution of an apply command),
the inference machine checks whether there exist (new) proof graphs in the current proof
state graph for conjectures not proved before. However, this test for inductive validity
w.r.t. the current specification, which is based on Theorem 6.2.4, is carried out only for
“conjectures”, i.e. for clauses in goals labeling the roots of the currently existing proof
state trees. (2) As opposed to Definition 6.1.2(c), where it is stated that applicative
inference rules may make use of any goals as lemmas or induction hypotheses that
label axiom or goal nodes, QuodLibet requires that goals to be applied as lemmas or
induction hypotheses label axiom nodes or the roots of proof state trees in the current
proof state graph. To be more precise, the applicative inference rules provided by the
prover are

• axiom-subs and axiom-rewrite for subsumption and rewrite steps with defining
rules (i.e. “axioms”)

• lemma-subs and lemma-rewrite for non-inductive subsumption and rewrite steps
with the goals of the roots of proof state trees (i.e. “lemmas”)

• ind-subs and ind-rewrite for inductive subsumption and rewrite steps with
the goals of the roots of proof state trees (i.e. “induction hypotheses”) and

• appl-lit-removal for non-inductively removing redundant literals with defining
rules or the goals of the roots of proof state trees.15

Practical experience of inductive theorem proving, however, shows that certain proof
constructions could not be carried out with QuodLibet in a natural way, if the system
did not enable the user to overcome the restrictions just mentioned above for singular
goal nodes by means of the assign-name command. For this command allows the user
to assign a name to any goal node in a proof state tree so that the goal of this goal node
can be applied as a lemma or as an induction hypothesis. For example, suppose the
operator definition for less from Section 7.3.1 is extended with the following defining
rules

14If the value of search-strategy is none the value of current G-node is not changed.
15see Appendix C
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not-1: not(false) = true

not-2: not(true) = false leq-1: leq(x,y) = not(less(y,x))

in order to axiomatize the usual ≤-relation on the natural numbers. Consider the
following (incomplete) proof state tree leq-def for the conjecture def(leq(x, y))

+-G-node root "leq-def"

| { def leq(x,y) } ;

| w_leq-def(x,y)

|

+-I-node [1]

| < axiom-rewrite 1 [1] leq-1 1 [ ] >

|

+-G-node [1^2]

| { def not(less(y,x)) } ;

| w_leq-def(x,y)

|

+-I-node [1^3]

| < subst-add

| [y <-- 0, x <-- s(x)] [x <-- 0] [y <-- s(y), x <-- s(x)] >

|

+-G-node [1^4]

| { def not(less(0,s(x))) } ;

| w_leq-def(s(x),0)

|

+-G-node [1^3:2]

| { def not(less(y,0)) } ;

| w_leq-def(0,y)

|

+-G-node [1^3:3]

| { def not(less(s(y),s(x))) } ;

| w_leq-def(s(x),s(y))

|

+-I-node [1^3:3:1]

| < axiom-rewrite 1 [1^2] less-3 1 [x <-- y , y <-- x] >

|

+-G-node [1^3:3:1^2]

{ def not(less(y,x)) } ;

w_leq-def(s(x),s(y))

as displayed by the command interpreter. Obviously, the goal at position 12 should be
applied to the goal at position 13.3.12 as induction hypothesis, but due to what was said
about the inference rule ind-subs above, the prover does not allow this application of
ind-subs. Now in executing the command

assign-name not-less-def [1:1]

QuodLibet turns the subtree of leq-def at position 12 into a new proof state tree
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named not-less-def, and replaces this subtree in the original proof state tree leq-def
by a reference to the new proof state tree not-less-def. As a consequence, the user
may invoke the desired inductive application of the goal

{ def not(less(y,x)) } ;

w_leq-def(x,y)

which labels the root of a proof state tree now, to the goal at position 1.3.12 — in the
new proof state tree, however — by entering the command

apply ind-subs not-less-def [ ] not-less-def [1:3:1:1]

Note that the last two parameters are necessary to indicate the exact position of the
application of ind-subs in the current proof state graph (see below).

So far we have not dealt with the question of how the user can navigate through the
current proof state graph when working with the command interpreter of QuodLibet.
Navigation may be required e.g. for focussing on certain proof state trees or even goal
nodes, possibly because the proof problems they represent are thought to be crucial to
the success of the overall proof construction. Stated more precisely, we have to explain
how the command interpreter determines the proof state tree and/or goal node which
a command such as e.g. apply or assign-name is to be applied to.

Each command whose execution involves an existing proof state tree T has an optional
formal parameter for T , which is denoted by PS-Tree-Ident in the syntax definition
of the command language in Appendix B. Moreover, if the command also concerns
a goal node ν in T then there is a second optional formal paramater for ν in the
command, namely GNode-Position. For instance, in the above apply command the
actual parameters not-less-def (for the proof state tree) and [1:3:1:1] (for the
position of the goal node) occur, which correspond to these optional formal parameters.
Now given that the user does not supply an actual parameter for PS-Tree-Ident in
a command, which is usually the case for proof constructions carried out with the
command interpreter, the command refers to the current proof state tree, i.e. the value
of the system variable current PS-tree (see above); and when no actual parameter
for GNode-Position is given, the value of the system variable current G-node for the
current goal node of the concerned proof state tree is used by the command interpreter.
In order to allow the user to change the values of these system variables, the command

language provides the set current PS-tree command and the set current G-node

command.

The last command sketched in this subsection is the set weight command. Recall
that whenever a proof state tree T is created for a conjecture Γ , e.g. with a prove or
an assume command (see above), a weight variable w T (x1, . . . , xn) is generated for the
weights of the goals labeling the goal nodes of T where x1, . . . , xn are the constructor
variables occurring in Γ . Now assuming that T is applied as an induction hypothesis,
the order subgoal resulting from this application of Inductive Subsumption or Inductive

Rewriting (see Section 5.3.2) cannot be verified until all the occurrences of the weight
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variable w T in the current proof state graph have been replaced consistently with
concrete weights (see Definition 4.2.1). The user can achieve this by entering a set

weight command for the proof state tree T . A typical example illustrating how this
command may — and in what phase of a proof construction it should — be used
is given in Section 7.3.4. Note that the command interpreter cannot execute a set

weight command for a proof state tree that is the subtree of another proof state tree,
because a proof state tree created with an assign-name command (see above) inherits
the weight variable of the original proof state tree. Moreover, no inference rule can be
applied to a goal 〈Γ ; w〉 if a weight variable occurs in Γ , which may be the case if Γ
is an order subgoal.

7.3.3 Miscellaneous Commands

This subsection presents a brief summary of the remaining commands of the command
language with the exception of those necessary for working with the proof control unit16

(see Chapter 8). Essentially, these commands constitute user amenities; they are not
really required for the formalization of data types nor for the construction of proof state
trees, but they significantly add to the user-friendliness of the command interpreter of
QuodLibet.

The initialize command allows the user to remove all objects from the data units
of the inference machine (see Figure 7.1), thereby restoring the initial state of the
inference machine. Furthermore, the user can save the complete current state of the
inference machine to a file using the save IM-state command, whereas a previously
saved state can be restored from a file with the restore IM-state command.

Like other inductive theorem provers, QuodLibet also provides a “replay” facility,
which is based on the command interpreter and can be invoked with the execute

command. This command expects the name of a text file comprising QuodLibet

commands. The commands are read in and executed by the command interpreter
sequentially. Unless the keyword echo occurs as the last word in the command, the
usual output of the command interpreter is suppressed (see Section 7.3.4). Note that
the user can specify the directory which the system searches for the indicated command
file in a set script-directory command.

Various kinds of textually presented information on the state of the inference machine
can be accessed by the user through the display command. We refer to Appendix B
for a complete list of the keywords that describe the information the user may request
from the command interpreter. Observe that the command for displaying the proof
state tree leq-def (see above) was

display PS-tree leq-def I-nodes

16i.e. compile, load, unload and call
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where the keyword I-nodes indicates that all of the information associated with the
inference nodes of the proof state tree is requested, i.e. for each inference node the
applied inference rule together with the actual parameters.

Mainly because of our experience that (initial) specifications or conjectures are often
erroneous, we decided to add the delete command to the command language, even
though the use of this command usually results in a loss of inductive theorems. The
delete command allows the user to remove (i) defining rules, (ii) whole proof state
trees or (iii) just subtrees of proof state trees that are specified by inference nodes,
from the current proof state graph. Besides, the command language also provides the
reset weight command which can be used to reintroduce weight variables for proof
state trees whose weight variables were (inadequately) set before. Of course, Quod-

Libet ensures that after the execution of such a command, the inference machine is
in exactly the consistent state which would have been reached if the deleted object
had never been generated before or if the reintroduced weight variable had never been
assigned a concrete weight before.

7.3.4 An Example of an Interactive Proof Construction

We conclude the section on the command language of QuodLibet by presenting a
small example of an interactive proof construction. In the following record of a sample
session with the command interpreter, the construction of a proof state tree for the
“domain lemma” for the division operation def(div(x, y)) ∨ y= 0 (see Example 4.3.1)
is shown. Note that a command entered by the user is always preceded by the system
prompt QL[n].

QuodLibet Command Interpreter

Version 1.1 (June 1999)

QL[1] execute "div-spec"

Executing command file ~/div-spec.ql ...

Finished executing command file ~/div-spec.ql

In order to keep the example session to a reasonable length, we begin by executing the
command file div-spec.ql. This file comprises (i) commands for defining the required
sorts Bool and Nat and operators less, minus and div17 as well as (ii) commands for
introducing and proving the two “domain lemmas” less-def and minus-def:

QL[2] display conjectures

17as presented in Section 7.3.1
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less-def (proved):

{ def less(x,y) }

minus-def (proved):

{ def minus(x,y),

less(x,y) = true }

QL[3] prove { def div(x,y), y = 0 } div-def

Creating the PS-tree div-def

The current PS-tree is div-def

The current G-node in div-def is

G-node root "div-def"

{ def div(x,y),

y = 0 } ;

w_div-def(x,y)

** current **

Done

Due to the pattern of the condition literals in the defining rules for div, we prove the
conjecture div-def with a case analysis that is caused by the literal less(x, y) = true .
The two subgoals resulting from the following application of Literal Addition represent
the claims to be shown in the base case and in the induction step, respectively.

QL[4] apply lit-add less(x,y) = true.

Applying lit-add to root in div-def

results in two new subgoals

G-node [1^2]

{ less(x,y) =/= true,

def div(x,y),

y = 0 } ;

w_div-def(x,y)

** current **

G-node [1:2]

{ less(x,y) = true,

def div(x,y),

y = 0 } ;

w_div-def(x,y)
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The current G-node in div-def is [1^2]

Done

The base case can be proved straightforwardly as follows:

QL[5] apply axiom-rewrite 2 [1] div-1 1 [ ]

Applying axiom-rewrite to [1^2] in div-def

results in one new subgoal

G-node [1^4]

{ less(x,y) =/= true,

def 0,

y = 0 } ;

w_div-def(x,y)

** current **

The current G-node in div-def is [1^4]

Done

QL[6] apply def-decomp 2

Applying def-decomp to [1^4] in div-def

results in no further subgoals

The current G-node in div-def is [1:2]

Done

The subtree corresponding to the base case is “solved” at this point, and the goal node
at position 1.2 becomes the current goal node. In the subsequent induction step, we
first rewrite the clause of the current goal node (i.e. the induction conclusion) with the
“recursive” defining rule div-2 for div:

QL[7] apply axiom-rewrite 2 [1] div-2 1 [ ]

Applying axiom-rewrite to [1:2] in div-def

results in two new subgoals

G-node [1:2:1^2]

{ def less(x,y),

less(x,y) = true,

def div(x,y),

y = 0 } ;

w_div-def(x,y)

** current **
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G-node [1:2:1:2]

{ ~def less(x,y),

less(x,y) = true,

def s(div(minus(x,y),y)),

y = 0 } ;

w_div-def(x,y)

The current G-node in div-def is [1:2:1^2]

Done

Note that ~def less(x,y) is the QuodLibet notation for the literal ¬def(less(x, y)) .
The “domain lemma” less-def (see above) subsumes the goal at position 1.2.12:

QL[8] apply lemma-subs less-def [ ]

Applying lemma-subs to [1:2:1^2] in div-def

results in no further subgoals

The current G-node in div-def is [1:2:1:2]

Done

QL[9] apply def-decomp 3

Applying def-decomp to [1:2:1:2] in div-def

results in one new subgoal

G-node [1:2:1:2:1^2]

{ def div(minus(x,y),y),

~def less(x,y),

less(x,y) = true,

def s(div(minus(x,y),y)),

y = 0 } ;

w_div-def(x,y)

** current **

The current G-node in div-def is [1:2:1:2:1^2]

Done

Now we can make subsumptive use of the conjecture div-def as induction hypothesis:

QL[10] apply ind-subs div-def [ x <-- minus(x,y) ]

Applying ind-subs to [1:2:1:2:1^2] in div-def

results in two new subgoals
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G-node [1:2:1:2:1^4]

{ def minus(x,y),

def div(minus(x,y),y),

~def less(x,y),

less(x,y) = true,

def s(div(minus(x,y),y)),

y = 0 } ;

w_div-def(x,y)

** current **

G-node [1:2:1:2:1^3:2]

{ w_div-def(minus(x,y),y) < w_div-def(x,y),

~def minus(x,y),

def div(minus(x,y),y),

~def less(x,y),

less(x,y) = true,

def s(div(minus(x,y),y)),

y = 0 } ;

w_div-def(x,y)

The current G-node in div-def is [1:2:1:2:1^4]

Done

The goal at position 1.2.1.2.14 is generated because the substitution {x← minus(x, y)}
gives rise to a definedness condition (see Definition 5.3.1 and Figure 5.14). This goal
is subsumed by the “domain lemma” minus-def (see above):

QL[11] apply lemma-subs minus-def [ ]

Applying lemma-subs to [1:2:1:2:1^4] in div-def

results in no further subgoals

The current G-node in div-def is [1:2:1:2:1^3:2]

Done

The only open goal node at this point is the one at position 1.2.1.2.13.2. It is labeled
with the order subgoal arising from the application of div-def as induction hypothesis.
However, the order subgoal still contains occurrences of the weight variable w_div-def.
Before we can prove it, we first have to assign a weight to w_div-def. Since the first
argument of div decreases in every recursive call, the variable x is a suitable weight for
the conjecture def(div(x, y)) ∨ y= 0 .

QL[12] set weight x

The current G-Node in div-def is
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G-node [1:2:1:2:1^3:2]

{ minus(x,y) < x,

~def minus(x,y),

def div(minus(x,y),y),

~def less(x,y),

less(x,y) = true,

def s(div(minus(x,y),y)),

y = 0 } ;

x

** current **

Done

Obviously, this order subgoal is subsumed by the induction lemma for the destructor
minus (see Section 4.3), which we introduce through the following assume command:

QL[13] assume { minus(x,y) < x, less(x,y) = true, y = 0 } minus-ind-lma

Creating the PS-tree minus-ind-lma

The current G-node in minus-ind-lma is

G-node root "minus-ind-lma"

{ minus(x,y) < x,

less(x,y) = true,

y = 0 } ;

w_minus-ind-lma(x,y)

** current **

Done

Since the assume command does not affect the system variable current PS-tree for
the current proof state tree (as opposed to the prove command), we can complete the
construction of the proof state tree dev-div without using the optional parameter for
this proof state tree (see Section 7.3.2) in the following apply command:

QL[14] apply lemma-subs minus-ind-lma [ ]

Applying lemma-subs to [1:2:1:2:1^3:2] in div-def

results in no further subgoals

The current G-node in div-def is root

Done

At this point the current proof state graph contains a proof attempt P for the root
node of the proof state tree div-def which does not have any open goal nodes, i.e.
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OGNd(P ) = ∅.18 However, P is not a proof graph for the root node of div-def, because
P contains a lemma node for the conjecture minus-ind-lma which has not been proved
yet (see Definition 6.1.8).

Hence for a complete proof of the conjecture div-def we still have to prove the assumed
induction lemma for minus. In order to avoid explicit references to the proof state tree
minus-ind-lma in the subsequent apply commands, we change the value of the system
variable current PS-tree as follows:

QL[15] set current PS-tree minus-ind-lma

The current PS-tree is minus-ind-lma

The current G-node in minus-ind-lma is root

We omit the ensuing construction of the proof state tree minus-ind-lma in our pre-
sentation of the sample session except for the first apply command (“QL[16]”) and
the last one (“QL[29]”). Basically, we prove this conjecture using a straightforward
structural induction with either x or y as induction variable.

QL[16] apply subst-add [x <-- 0, y <-- s(y)]

[y <-- 0]

[x <-- s(x), y <-- s(y)].

Applying subst-add to root in minus-ind-lma

results in three new subgoals

G-node [1^2]

{ minus(0,s(y)) < 0,

less(0,s(y)) = true,

s(y) = 0 } ;

w_minus-ind-lma(0,s(y))

** current **

G-node [1:2]

{ minus(x,0) < x,

less(x,0) = true,

0 = 0 } ;

w_minus-ind-lma(x,0)

G-node [1:3]

{ minus(s(x),s(y)) < s(x),

less(s(x),s(y)) = true,

s(y) = 0 } ;

18This proof attempt P consists of (i) the entire proof state tree div-def, (ii) the root nodes of
the proof state trees for the applied lemmas less-def, minus-def and minus-ind-lma, (iii) three
L-labeled arcs for the application of the lemmas, and (iv) one I-labeled arc for the application of
div-def as induction hypothesis.
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w_minus-ind-lma(s(x),s(y))

The current G-node in minus-ind-lma is [1^2]

Done

...

The following application of the inference rule <-Decomposition completes the proof of
the induction lemma for minus and thus the proof of the original conjecture div-def:

QL[29] apply <-decomp 1

Applying <-decomp to [1:3:1^7:2] in minus-ind-lma

results in no further subgoals

Proved inductive validity of minus-ind-lma

{ minus(x,y) < x,

less(x,y) = true,

y = 0 }

Proved inductive validity of div-def

{ def div(x,y),

y = 0 }

The current G-node in minus-ind-lma is root

Done

At this point the current proof state graph contains proof graphs for each of the con-
jectures less-def, minus-def, minus-ind-lma and div-def. Consequently, due to
Theorem 6.2.4 (2), all the clauses occurring in the four proof state trees are inductively
valid w.r.t. current specification.

To summarize the proof construction carried out in this sample session we present the
complete proof state tree div-def in the form used by the command interpreter for
the display command:
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QL[30] display PS-tree div-def I-nodes

+-G-node root "div-def"

| { def div(x,y),

| y = 0 } ;

| x

| ++ proved ++

|

+-I-node [1]

| < lit-add less(x,y) = true >

|

+-G-node [1^2]

| | { less(x,y) =/= true,

| | def div(x,y),

| | y = 0 } ;

| | x

| |

| +-I-node [1^3]

| | < axiom-rewrite 2 [1] div-1 1 [ ] >

| |

| +-G-node [1^4]

| | { less(x,y) =/= true,

| | def 0,

| | y = 0 } ;

| | x

| |

| +-I-node [1^5]

| < def-decomp 2 >

|

+-G-node [1:2]

| { less(x,y) = true,

| def div(x,y),

| y = 0 } ;

| x

|

+-I-node [1:2:1]

| < axiom-rewrite 2 [1] div-2 1 [ ] >

|

+-G-node [1:2:1^2]

| | { def less(x,y),

| | less(x,y) = true,

| | def div(x,y),

| | y = 0 } ;

| | x

| |

| +-I-node [1:2:1^3]

| < lemma-subs less-def [ ] >

|
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+-G-node [1:2:1:2]

| { ~def less(x,y),

| less(x,y) = true,

| def s(div(minus(x,y),y)),

| y = 0 } ;

| x

|

+-I-node [1:2:1:2:1]

| < def-decomp 3 >

|

+-G-node [1:2:1:2:1^2]

| { def div(minus(x,y),y),

| ~def less(x,y),

| less(x,y) = true,

| def s(div(minus(x,y),y)),

| y = 0 } ;

| x

|

+-I-node [1:2:1:2:1^3]

| < ind-subs div-def [x <-- minus(x,y)] >

|

+-G-node [1:2:1:2:1^4]

| | { def minus(x,y),

| | def div(minus(x,y),y),

| | ~def less(x,y),

| | less(x,y) = true,

| | def s(div(minus(x,y),y)),

| | y = 0 } ;

| | x

| |

| +-I-node [1:2:1:2:1^5]

| < lemma-subs minus-def [ ] >

|

+-G-node [1:2:1:2:1^3:2]

| { minus(x,y) < x,

| ~def minus(x,y),

| def div(minus(x,y),y),

| ~def less(x,y),

| less(x,y) = true,

| def s(div(minus(x,y),y)),

| y = 0 } ;

| x

|

+-I-node [1:2:1:2:1^3:2:1]

< lemma-subs minus-ind-lma [ ] >

Done
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Figure 7.2: A session with XQuodLibet

7.4 The Graphical User Interface of XQuodLibet

Although it is possible to carry out (interactive) proof constructions solely by working
with the command interpreter of QuodLibet, users may typically prefer the more
convenient access to the functionality of the system through the windows, menus and
other devices of XQuodLibet’s graphical user interface (GUI). In this section we give
a rough overview of the GUI of our inductive theorem prover by concentrating on its
essential properties. From the point of view of the operating system, XQuodLibet

consists of a LISP process representing the inference machine, the proof control unit and
the command interpreter (see Figure 7.1) and of a Tcl/Tk process for the GUI. These
two processes communicate with each other via their standard input/output streams.
The concept for coupling LISP and Tcl/Tk processes which underlies XQuodLibet

was developed and implemented by Jürgen Schumacher (see Schumacher & Kühler,
1997).

Figure 7.2 conveys a first impression of the various kinds of windows provided by the
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GUI that are typically involved in proof constructions with XQuodLibet. Obviously,
the sample session whose current state is presented in Figure 7.2 corresponds to the
session discussed in Section 7.3.4. Note that two opened proof state tree windows belong
to the depicted state: (i) the one in the lower right hand corner for the completed
construction of the proof state tree div-def and (ii) the smaller one in the middle
for the conjecture minus-ind-lma, where the first out of two base cases has just been
proved.

The top-level window of XQuodLibet’s GUI, which appears after starting up the
system, is shown in the upper left-hand corner in Figure 7.2. The (pull-down) menus
of this window19 are compiled in the following figure.

Figure 7.3: Menus of the top-level XQuodLibet window

Except for the Extract Commmand File command (see below), all of the commands
provided by the menus File, QML and Miscellanea evidently have direct counterparts in
the command language, which were dealt with in Section 7.3 or will be introduced in
Section 8.2.2. Moreover, the Windows menu allows the user to open the major windows
that are needed for axiomatizing data types and constructing inductive proofs either
by using the GUI or the command interpreter, which is integrated into the GUI of the
system. We briefly explain the functions of these five windows in the following.

The windows QuodLibet Workspace and QuodLibet Log serve as the input and output
windows of the command interpreter, respectively. Their use is illustrated in Figure 7.4,
which shows a part of the sample session presented in Section 7.3.4. Within the so-
called workspace of the command interpreter, the user can enter and conveniently edit
commands of the QuodLibet command language (see Figure 7.4). Text contained in
the workspace can be sent to the command interpreter by selecting it with the mouse
and pressing Ctrl-Return. If no text is selected, pressing Ctrl-Return causes the GUI to
send the contents of the line containing the cursor to the command interpreter. In the
QuodLibet Log window, the system repeats every command entered in the workspace
and presents the output produced by the command interpreter while executing the
command (see Figure 7.4). Observe that for every command invoked through the GUI,
XQuodLibet generates the corresponding command of the command language and
displays it in the log window, which can be seen in Figure 7.2. Note also that the
system offers the Extract Commmand File command for saving the commands recorded
in the log window into a command file.

19without the menu of the Help facility though
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Figure 7.4: The windows for the command interpreter

Figure 7.5: Declaring an operator with the GUI

Figure 7.6: Introducing a defining rule with the GUI
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On the one hand, the Signature window, i.e. the third window mentioned in the Windows

menu (see Figure 7.3), is to inform the user about the signature that is currently stored
in the inference machine. On the other hand, this window enables the user to extend
the current signature by defining new sorts or declaring further (defined) operators
and variables (refer to Section 7.3.1 for the corresponding commands of the command
language). An example of the Signature window is depicted in Figure 7.5, together with
a window in which the “non-terminating” operator div1 from Example 2.2.2 is being
declared.

The Defining Rules window provides an overview of the set of defining rules that belong
to the current state of the inference machine (see Figure 7.6). Moreover, this window
can also be used (i) to add a single defining rule to the current set of defining rules
and (ii) to remove a defining rule (i.e. the one selected) from the inference machine.
The corresponding commands of the command language are the assert command (see
Section 7.3.1) and the delete command (see Section 7.3.3). Note that in the smaller of
the two windows in Figure 7.6, the user is just about to introduce the second defining
rule for the operator div1, as it was given in Example 2.2.2.

Figure 7.7: Applying an inference rule with the GUI

In the Proof State Trees window, the user can view the list of proof state trees contained
in the current proof state graph. As the example Proof State Trees window in Figure 7.7
conveys, each name of a proof state tree in the left-hand subwindow is preceded by a
so-called status indicator, which consists of a string of zero, one or two ‘+’ characters.
The string “++ T” means that the current proof state graph G contains a proof graph
for the root node ν of the proof state tree T (i.e. the conjecture in the goal labeling
ν is proved), while “+ T” indicates that there is no proof graph for ν in G yet, but
a proof attempt P for ν in G exists which does not have any open goal nodes (i.e. a
lemma node for an unproved conjecture must occur in P ); and in case of an empty
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status indicator, each proof attempt for ν in G has some open goal node. Furthermore,
the commands of the PS-Trees menu of the Proof State Trees window allow the user
(i) to generate an initial proof state tree for a new conjecture, as can be done with
the prove or assume command (see Section 7.3.2), and (ii) to delete an existing proof
state tree (i.e. the one selected) in the current proof state graph.

Note that the proof state trees listed in the example Proof State Trees window in
Figure 7.7 may arise in an attempt to prove the inductive validity of the clause (2.1)
w.r.t. the specification specdiv1 from Example 2.2.2. The clauses associated with these
proof state trees are as follows:20

Proof state tree Clause

div1-THM y= 0 ∨ div1(times(y, z), y, 0, 0) =z

div1-invariant y= 0 ∨ less(x, times(y, z)) = true

∨ div1(x, y, 0, 0) =div1(x, y, z, times(y, z))

times-def def(times(x, y))

plus-def def(plus(x, y))

less-x-x less(x, x) = false

The window depicted in the middle of Figure 7.7 is a so-called proof state tree window
for the proof state tree div1-THM. A proof state tree window, which can be opened for
the selected proof state tree with the Windows menu of the Proof State Trees window,
visualizes the (interactive) construction of a proof for the conjecture at the root of the
proof state tree.

The lower of the two subwindows provides the graphical representation of the proof
state tree. Obviously, nodes presented as rectangles are goal nodes, while nodes in
elliptical shape are inference nodes. When the user clicks on a goal node ν with the
left button of the mouse, the value of the system variable current G-node for the
given proof state tree is changed to ν (see Section 7.3.2). Clicking on any node with
the middle button of the mouse causes a temporary window to appear that contains
the information associated with the node. Observe that the check (

√
) in a goal node

ν indicates that ν is solved in that there are no more open goal nodes in the subtree
below ν. If a goal node is not solved (yet), it is marked with a question mark.

In order to enable the user to cope with the enormous size of proof state trees in
“real-life” applications to a certain degree at least, proof state tree windows facilitate
various forms of compressed graphical representations of proof state trees. For instance,
by clicking on a goal node ν with the right button of the mouse, the user can fold the
subtree rooting in ν, which means that this subtree is presented by the single modified
subtree goal node ν. The node at position 1.2 in the proof state tree div1-THM e.g. is a
subtree goal node and stands for a whole subtree, which comprises four nodes and does
not have any open goal nodes (see Figure 7.7). Of course, proof state tree windows
also allow the user to unfold subtrees that are represented by subtree goal nodes.

20This example is also dealt with in Section 5.3.1.
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The upper subwindow in a proof state tree window displays the position and the goal,
i.e. the clause and the weight (variable), of the current goal node in the concerned
proof state tree. For an expansion of the current goal node by applying one of the
twenty-seven inference rules that QuodLibet provides, the user can select the desired
inference rule in the Inference Rules menu of the proof state tree window, which is
depicted in the lower left-hand corner of Figure 7.7. Having selected an inference rule,
the user is prompted to supply the actual parameters needed to specify the intended
application of the inference rule in a further window (refer to Section 7.3.2 for the
corresponding apply command of the command language and to Appendix C for a
complete description of the QuodLibet inference rules). For instance, the window on
the right-hand side of Figure 7.7 depicts how conveniently the five parameters of the
inference rule Non-Inductive Rewriting (i.e. axiom rewrite) can be provided by the user
in order to perform a rewrite step to the fourth literal in the clause of the current goal
node with the first defining rule div1-1 for the operator div1. Note that the required
matching substitution is determined by XQuodLibet automatically, once the user
has selected the four other actual parameters.

The Commands menu of the proof state tree window includes (among others) commands
that correspond to the assign-name and set weight commands of the command
language (see Section 7.3.2), whereas the tactics made available by the proof control
unit may be invoked in the Tactics menu (see Section 8.2.2).

(a) (b)

Figure 7.8: Overview of the closed proof attempt for div1-THM

We conclude this section on the graphical user interface of XQuodLibet by shortly
dealing with one of its further features, for which no corresponding command exists in
the command language of QuodLibet (yet). The Proof Attempts entry in the View

menu of the Proof State Trees window allows the user to obtain a graphical overview of
the “closed” proof attempts contained in a proof state tree, where a proof attempt P
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for the root of a proof state tree in the current proof state graph is said to be closed if
there are no open goal nodes in P . As Figure 7.8 (a) illustrates, this graphical overview
is presented in the form of a window that displays the applied defining rules, lemmas
and induction hypotheses as well as the named subtrees21 for each closed proof attempt
in the proof state tree. In order to view the proof attempts of the applied lemmas or
induction hypotheses, the user may simply click on their names with the left button
of the mouse. For example, clicking on div1-invariant in Figure 7.8 (a) causes the
contents of this window to change to that depicted in Figure 7.8 (b), where the names
of the defining rules, lemmas and the induction hypothesis occurring in the proof graph
for div1-invariant are also displayed now.

7.5 Concluding Remarks

The introduction to QuodLibet in this chapter has made it clear that our inductive
theorem prover may be employed as a full-scale proof checker: Firstly, the functionality
of the system as provided e.g. in the QuodLibet command language is such that it
allows the user (i) to easily formalize numerous practically relevant data types and
(ii) to construct virtually any inductive proof with the prover that is feasible within the
formal framework of Part I. In particular, QuodLibet supports navigation through
proof state trees, and goal nodes may be expanded more than once, thus giving rise
to choice points in proof state graphs which represent multiple proof attempts for the
same conjecture (see Section 6.1). Secondly, certain systematic experiments with our
prover would confirm our claim that QuodLibet guarantees the soundness of every
successfully executed command required in the axiomatization of a data type or in
proof constructions. To be more precise, the inference machine always checks the given
admissibility conditions of the specification language or the applicability conditions of
the inference rules. Thirdly, the graphical user interface of XQuodLibet significantly
adds to the user-friendliness of the prover by visualizing interactive proof constructions.
In addition to the GUI, the system also provides a sometimes more efficiently usable
command interpreter for experienced users.

With these remarks in mind it is easy to see that XQuodLibet essentially meets the
first three of the four major requirements for an inductive theorem prover which we
discussed in Section 7.1. Note, however, that our prover would hardly be accepted as
a genuine proof assistant by potential users, if the forms of proof control it supports
merely comprised — as presented so far — completely user-guided or interactive proof
control. How “tiring” completely user-guided proof control may appear was illustrated
in the sample session presented in Section 7.3.4. There, each step taken in the con-
struction of the proof state tree div-def was determined by the user, regardless of how
obvious some applications of inference rules actually were.

21generated with the assign-name command; see Section 7.3.2





Chapter 8

Tactic-Based Proof Control in
QuodLibet

For QuodLibet to feature more “intelligent” forms of proof control than completely
user-guided proof control, we suggest a novel approach to automatically controlling the
inference machine of QuodLibet during the construction of inductive proofs. This
approach enables QuodLibet to prove various simpler inductive theorems without
user intervention, as will be shown in this chapter. In view of the fundamental problems
posed by the automation of inductive theorem proving, which lead to our appreciation
of the user’s active role in successfully applying an inductive theorem prover to non-
trivial conjectures (see Section 2.2.3), we were obviously not interested in “hard-wired”
automated proof control as given in the form of a single proof procedure. Instead we
have sought to come up with a new solution to the problem of proof control that is
characterized by a great deal of flexibility. Roughly stated, we associate the following
of QuodLibet’s outstanding properties with the term ‘flexibility’ in the context of
proof control:1

• Our prover provides a variety of what may be called inference operators which are
applicable on different proof technical levels. The inference operators of the lowest
such level correspond to the inference rules of QuodLibet, whereas inductive
proof strategies capable of automatically proving simple inductive theorems are
considered the inference operators of the highest level.

• QuodLibet allows the user to extend this collection of inference operators or to
modify existing ones (except for the basic inference rules of course).

In this second chapter of Part II, we introduce QuodLibet’s approach to proof control
and attempt to give sufficient evidence for our conviction that flexibility with regard
to proof control as characterized above can actually be achieved on the basis of our
so-called (proof) tactics. Technically speaking, these tactics are expressions formulated
in a new proof control language named QML, which can be thought of as a high level

1For an introductory discussion of proof control and our related requirements refer to the last part
of Section 7.1.
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programming language especially adapted to the programmed control of QuodLibet’s
inference machine.

Note that there have been other (mostly higher-order) theorem proving environments
with tactic-based approaches to (partially) automating proof constructions, such as e.g.
LCF (Gordon, Milner, & Wadsworth, 1979), HOL (Gordon & Melham, 1993), Nuprl

(Constable, 1986), Oyster-Clam (Bundy, van Harmelen, Horn, & Smaill, 1990) or
Tiger (Gerberding & Noltemeier, 1997). Our concept of a tactic, however, essentially
differs from each of the ones underlying the just mentioned systems, as should become
apparent in the following (to those familiar with these systems).

This chapter is organized as follows. After giving a motivating overview of our approach
to proof control in 8.1, we deal with the essentials of the proof control language QML
in 8.2. Moreover, a description of the XQuodLibet commands related to QML is
given. Thereafter (in 8.3), we present the tactics — or rather (QML) proof control
routines — which we provide as part of QuodLibet and which realize the required
(partial) automation of the proof control of our inductive theorem prover.

8.1 The Overall Idea

Before covering the main features of our approach to flexible forms of interactive and
automated proof control in greater detail in the ensuing sections, let us first convey the
overall idea of the approach. Recall that Section 7.1 contains a motivating discussion
of our requirements with regard to proof control.

A first essential characteristic of our tactic-based approach to the problem of proof
control is that it lays down fundamental properties of the software architecture2 of our
inductive theorem prover, and thereby affects the later (system) design phase as part of
the process of developing QuodLibet. To be more precise, the proposed approach to
proof control determines (i) the top-level decomposition of the system into the following
three main components or subsystems, namely

• a subsystem for the user interfaces

• a proof control unit as well as

• an inference machine

and (ii) the data and control flow between these subsystems as presented in Figure 7.1
(see Section 7.2). In addition to this, our approach makes some general requirements
with regard to the inference machine:

• All the data objects representing the current specification and the current proof
state graph are to be stored in (data units of) the inference machine.

2as defined in Section 7.2
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• For the proof control unit (see below) and the user interfaces subsystem to effect
any activities of the system which actually bring about changes of the current
specification or of the current proof state graph, these subsystems are compelled
to generate calls of suitable operations offered as resources at the interface of the
inference machine.

• In particular, the choice of operations provided by the inference machine at its
interface (refer to Section 7.2 for an overview of these so-called inference machine
operations) has to ensure that every expansion of a goal node in the current proof
state graph be the result of an application of one of the QuodLibet inference
rules.

An important consequence of these architectural requirements is that our approach to
proof control does not necessitate the “verification” of tactics. That is, every single
change of the current proof state graph which is brought about by the proof control
unit during the execution of any tactic is legal3 in the sense that the inference machine
is required to admit only steps during the construction of inductive proofs that comply
with the definition of a proof state graph (see Definition 6.1.2). In other words, the
inference machine can be considered the “secure” kernel of the prover.

A second major component of our tactic-based approach to proof control is the so-called
proof control unit (PCU). This subsystem of XQuodLibet constitutes the setting
for the realization of the flexible forms of interactive and automated proof control as
required in Section 7.1. Against the background of its high level system structure (see
the discussion above), it should be clear that in the case of QuodLibet, (automated)
proof control virtually means (automated) control of the inference machine during the
construction of inductive proofs. Therefore, the basic purpose of the PCU may be seen
as controlling the inference machine over several, in some cases even over a large number
of proof steps. As will become evident in the following, the control of the inference
machine by the PCU is programmed. That is to say, when a (higher-level) inference
operator provided by the PCU, such as e.g. an inductive proof strategy, is being applied
to a proof problem, the PCU executes a corresponding proof control routine or tactic,
thereby generating calls of inference machine operations as specified in the proof control
routine. For reasons to be explained below, we have developed a special proof control
language named QML for implementing such proof control routines.

In order to roughly characterize the user’s view of the proof control unit, let us briefly
deal with the system functions which the PCU itself4 makes available to the user.
Observe that the corresponding commands of the QuodLibet command language are
described in Section 8.2.2.

• The PCU includes a compiler allowing the user to translate definitions of (new)
QML routines, i.e. proof control routines written in QML, into code executable
by the PCU.

3but not necessarily reasonable of course
4This does not include the proof control routines that are provided as part of QuodLibet (see

below), although strictly speaking, they also add to the functionality of the PCU.
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• Moreover, the PCU offers the user system functions for loading/removing the code
of previously compiled QML routines into/from the data unit of this subsystem
as shown in Figure 7.1.

• Last but not least, the PCU can also be employed to execute the code of QML
routines, as was mentioned above.

By making use of this functionality, the user may, at any time, alter the set of QML
routines that are accessible through the PCU, and thus we do not regard these proof
control routines as part of the PCU. Hence, the PCU (along with QML) represents
merely the setting for realizing the automation of the proof control of QuodLibet.

A third main feature of our tactic-based approach to proof control is given by the proof
control language QML (QuodLibet M etaLanguage). Experiences by other authors,
such as e.g. Boyer and Moore (1979, 1988), establish that developing an inductive
theorem prover with sufficiently efficient automated proof control amounts to a complex
undertaking that includes a considerable programming effort. Because of this, QML
essentially resembles a high level programming language which, however, is especially
adapted to the needs of programming the control of QuodLibet’s inference machine
during the construction of inductive proofs. One of the major requirements to guide
the development of QML was to create a language that is particularly suited for the
(comparatively) easy and convenient implementation of proof control routines by a
competent user. The subsequent properties of QML contribute to our attempt at
meeting this requirement:5

• There are predefined data types for objects of the object language of QuodLibet,
namely terms, weights, literals, clauses, goals, substitutions, proof state trees etc.
Moreover, QML routines may call upon certain inference machine operations, e.g.
upon those for applying inference rules or those for generating new proof state
trees.

• QML enables the user to conveniently define and make use of new (recursive)
data types.

• Besides tactics, i.e. QML routines intended to expand goal nodes by applications
of inference rules, QML also admits “proof control” routines that never actually
effect a change of the current proof state graph. An example of such a QML
routine could be one for analyzing (recursive) axiomatizations of operators.

• QML features a series of control structures including a conditional construct and
various iteration facilities. Furthermore, (recursive) calls of QML routines may
occur in QML routines.

• QML provides a useful mechanism for handling so-called exceptions, which e.g.
may be due to the non-applicability of an inference rule during the execution of
a tactic.

5Section 8.2.1 deals with the essentials of QML in more detail.
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• Last but not least, QML requires a modular organization of the proof control
routines to be made available to the user through the PCU. The QML compiler
expects the source code of exactly one QML module in every input file.

A crucial consequence of these properties is that by means of our proof control language,
we achieve an easily comprehensible abstraction from the details of the design and
implementation of (the inference machine of) QuodLibet. Thus, QML allows not only
the system developers, but virtually any user who is also familiar with the QuodLibet

command language, to participate in developing the proof control of QuodLibet by
modifying available QML modules or adding new ones.

It has already been emphasized that the PCU (on the basis of QML) constitutes merely
the setting for implementing the desired flexible forms of interactive and automated
proof control. Consequently, our approach to proof control would not be comprehensive
without the QML modules which we provide as part of QuodLibet. These modules
make up the final major component of our approach and represent the “intelligence”
of our inductive theorem prover in that they realize the required (partial) automation
of the proof control of QuodLibet. In order to convey a rough impression of the
additional functionality of the system which results from the provided QML modules,
we now sketch the so-called public QML routines of these QML modules, i.e. those
QML routines that the user may explicitly invoke through the PCU.6

• There are QML routines for initializing, extending and viewing the (proof control)
data base. Entries into this data base can be brought about (i) by a QML routine
that analyzes the defining rules for a given (recursive) operator of the current
specification and tries to determine its domain, or (ii) by a QML routine that
classifies a given proved conjecture with regard to possible uses as a lemma.

• One of our major (QML) tactics may be applied to perform a complete inductive
case analysis for the clause of a given goal (node), whereas the call of a related
tactic yields a case analysis based on the expansion of just one given operator in
the goal. Both tactics are guided by the information on the definition schemes of
the involved (recursive) operators as stored in the data base.

• We provide tactics for various simplification tasks, such as (i) recognizing tau-
tologies or removing redundant literals, (ii) simplifying clauses with axioms and
lemmas by rewriting and subsumption, or (iii) proving goals whose “leading”
literals are certain definedness or order atoms.

• Fully automated proof control during the construction of inductive proofs for
simpler conjectures is to be achieved with our strategy tactic (a restricted, usually
terminating variant is also provided), which integrates the just mentioned tactics
into a generally applicable inductive proof procedure.

Note that Appendix E contains a collection of example proofs that convey a first
impression of how positively these (strategy) tactics affect the interactive construction
of inductive proofs with QuodLibet.

6Refer to Section 8.3 for a more detailed discussion of these eighteen public QML routines, twelve
of which are (QML) tactics.
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8.2 The Proof Control Language QML

Having given a rather general overview of our approach to flexible forms of interactive
and automated proof control in the foregoing section, we are ready to discuss, in greater
detail now, the major features of this approach in the remainder of this chapter. This
section mainly deals with the proof control language QML (8.2.1), but it also contains a
summary of the XQuodLibet commands needed to make use of the system functions
provided by the proof control unit (8.2.2). Since we have to concentrate on the essentials
of QML in this thesis, the reader is asked to refer to the comprehensive description of
QML by Schmidt-Samoa (1997). For the most part, QML was developed by the author
of this thesis and by Christof Sprenger (1996), with a few useful improvements being
due to Tobias Schmidt-Samoa. The (detailed) design and the implementation of the
proof control unit were carried out and extensively documented by Tobias Schmidt-
Samoa (1997).

8.2.1 Essentials of QML

For QML to facilitate easy and convenient implementations of effective proof control
routines by a greater number of users (as discussed in Section 8.1), we decided to use
the widely known programming language Pascal (Wirth, 1971) as the starting point
for the development of our proof control language. Therefore, QML resembles an
imperative higher level programming language; it should be easily comprehensible for
anyone familiar with other Pascal-like languages. As a proof control language, QML
provides a variety of features that are designed to aid the user in writing proof control
routines for the programmed control of QuodLibet’s inference machine during the
construction of inductive proofs. Since QML is a language at least as extensive as
Pascal, our description of QML can neither be complete nor systematic in this thesis.
Instead we restrict ourselves to a selection of interesting QML concepts and constructs,
which will roughly be characterized in the following. Note that Appendix D contains
a complete definition of the syntax of QML in EBNF.

Modules

In the preceding section we pointed out that implementing the proof control routines
which realize the (partial) automation of the proof control of QuodLibet involves a
considerable amount of programming. So in order to encourage users to decompose
larger collections of QML routines into parts of “manageable” size and to make this
modular structure more explicit, QML provides a concept of a module. Furthermore,
with every (QML) module creating its own name space for resources such as types,
variables and routines, the concept of a module has the advantage of preventing ac-
cidental name collisions which would typically result from the use of a single name
space for all QML routines by different users. Modules communicate with each other
explicitly via export and import interfaces. Every module is required to be contained
in a separate input file (to the QML compiler).
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MODULE Proof-Strategies;

EXPORT

ROUTINE standard-strategy, restricted-strategy, set-weights;

PUBLIC standard-strategy, restricted-strategy, set-weights;

END EXPORT;

IMPORT

ROUTINE Inductive-Case-Analyses: ind-case-analysis-aux, . . . ;
Simplification: simplify-goal, apply-axiom, . . . ;
Database: termination-witnesses;

. . .
END IMPORT;

/*-------------------

Exported Routines

-------------------*/

TACTIC standard-strategy (goal: GNode);

. . .

END standard-strategy;

TACTIC restricted-strategy (goal: GNode);

. . .

END restricted-standard-strategy;

PROCEDURE set-weights (conj: DNode);

. . .

END set-weights;

/*--------------------

Auxiliary Routines

--------------------*/

TACTIC stand-strat-aux (goal: GNode);

. . .

END stand-strat-aux;

FUNCTION order-subgoal-p(goal: GNode): Boolean;

. . .

END order-subgoal-p;

END Proof-Strategies.

Figure 8.1: The QML module Proof-Strategies (abridged)
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To give an example, Figure 8.1 shows, in a strongly abridged form, the QML module
Proof-Strategies.7 This module is provided as part of QuodLibet. It contains
the code for the two strategy tactics that the user may invoke through the PCU,
namely standard-strategy and restricted-strategy. In addition to these tactics,
the module Proof-Strategies exports the QML routine set-weights (a procedure8)
that tries to replace each occurrence of the weight variables in the given proof state
tree with a suitable weight. Observe that the module Proof-Strategies comprises
two further auxiliary or local QML routines (a tactic and a function), which are not
exported and thus invisible to all the other QML modules. The strings “/*” and “*/”
delimit comments.

In general, every QML module consists of an export interface, an import interface and a
series of arbitrarily many type definitions, variable declarations and routine definitions
(see Appendix D). The export interface of a module M lists the types, variables and
routines defined or declared in M that are to be accessed or imported by other modules.
The PUBLIC clause of the export interface contains the names of those exported routines
which QuodLibet is to make available to the user through the PCU. We call a routine
like this a public routine. The import interface of a module M specifies which of the
types, variables and routines exported by the other modules may be used inside M .
For each of these imported resources, the import interface must include the name of
the exporting module.

Data Types

Due to its origin in Pascal, QML is a typed language with static types, i.e. every QML
object has a fixed and unique type. Hence, type checking at compile-time is possible.
There are certain predefined (data) types in QML, as well as means of defining new
types by the user. Besides the standard data types Integer, Real, String and Boolean

known from other programming languages, QML provides the following predefined data
types for objects of the object language of QuodLibet:

Data type Explanation

Sort sorts (of the signature)
Operator function symbols (of the signature)
Term terms
Literal literals
Formula formulas (i.e. clauses)
Substitution substitutions
Position positions (in tree-like structures)
Weight weights
DNode axiom nodes or root nodes of proof state trees
GNode goal nodes
INode inference nodes

7Each occurrence of three consecutive points (i.e. “. . . ”) in Figure 8.1 signifies an omission.
8A QML routine is either a tactic, a procedure or a function.
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Note that a set of constants and operators belongs to each of these data types, some of
which will be dealt with below in connection with QML expressions and the (library)
routines provided by the PCU (for a complete description refer to Schmidt-Samoa,
1997).

QML allows the user to create new data types (on the basis of the predefined data
types) by means of type constructors for list types, structured types and enumerated
types. Except for list types, all these user-defined types must be named by declaring
names for them through type definitions in QML modules.

Given that T is a named type or a list type itself, a list type for lists of elements of T
is denoted by “[T]”. For example, the type definitions

TYPE IntList = [Integer];

RealTable = [[Real]];

define named types for lists of integers and lists of lists of real numbers, respectively.

The elements of a structured type in QML are structures of a fixed number of different
kinds. The composition of each kind of structure R belonging to a structured type
is determined by a constructor function whose argument types define the types of the
components of R. In other words, a structured type may be seen as a collection of
the usual (non-variant) record types known from imperative programming languages
(see Appendix D). As a simple example of a structured type, consider the following
type definition of a recursive data type for binary trees whose nodes are labeled with
integers:

TYPE BinTree = Empty () |

Node (label: Integer;

left, right: BinTree);

In addition to the type BinTree, this type definition (implicitly) defines the constructor
functions of BinTree, namely

FUNCTION Empty (): BinTree;

FUNCTION Node (label: Integer; left, right: BinTree): BinTree;

and the predicates (i.e. Boolean-valued functions) of BinTree, namely

FUNCTION isEmpty (bintree: BinTree): Boolean;

FUNCTION isNode (bintree: BinTree): Boolean;

An enumerated type introduces a set of constants, which are sorted in ascending order.
For example, the type definition

TYPE EstimatedQuality = Low | Medium | High;
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creates the constants Low, Medium and High of type EstimatedQuality. Moreover, the
expressions Low < Medium, Low < High and Medium < High evaluate to the (QML)
constant TRUE.

Observe that QML neither provides array types nor pointer types. Especially in the
context of proof control, where “dynamic” and relatively complicated recursive data
types are typical, we consider the proposed list types and structured types to be more
convenient and useful.

Routines

A (QML) routine is either a tactic, a procedure or a function, and normally it is
defined by the user in a routine definition. Every routine definition consists of, among
other things, the name of the routine followed by a series of formal parameters and a
sequence of statements (see Appendix D). When a routine is called upon by another
routine or by the user (in the latter case it must be public), its formal parameters are
replaced with the actual parameters given in the call, and its sequence of statements
is executed. There are two kinds of formal parameters in QML, which are known from
other imperative programming languages: value parameters and reference parameters.

Reference parameters are marked with the keyword REF in routine definitions.

A tactic is a QML routine intended to effect several, in some cases even a large number
of inferences in a given proof state tree. More technically speaking, the first formal
parameter of a tactic must be of type GNode. Furthermore, a call of a tactic is said to
fail, thus causing an exception, if the current proof state graph is not extended by at
least one successful application of a QuodLibet inference rule during the execution of
the tactic. QML provides a total of twenty-seven predefined elementary tactics, each
of which represents one of the QuodLibet inference rule. For example, the tactics

TACTIC =/=-taut (goal: GNode; lit-nb: Integer);

TACTIC subst-add (goal: GNode; subs: [Substitutions]);

correspond to the inference rules 6=-Tautology and Substitution Addition, respectively.9

Note that tactics may be called upon in other tactics, but neither in procedures nor in
functions.

There are no significant differences between QML procedures and functions on the one
hand, and the procedures and functions used in imperative programming languages
on the other hand. Thus, a few remarks should suffice here. In function definitions,
QML expects RETURN statements indicating suitable return values. More importantly,
the PCU provides a variety of so-called library routines (functions and procedures) as
part of the predefined data types for objects of the object language of QuodLibet.
For instance, the library function

FUNCTION term-unifier (term-1, term-2: Term): Substitution;

9Such tactic heads can be easily derived for the other predefined tactics from the information given
in Appendix C.
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computes the most general unifier of the two argument terms if it exists; otherwise the
call of the function fails giving rise to an exception. An example of a library procedure
is given by

PROCEDURE prove (conj: Formula; name: String);

which has the same effect as the prove command of the QuodLibet command lan-
guage (see Section 7.3.2). The reader is asked to refer to (Schmidt-Samoa, 1997) for
more information on the QML library of the PCU.

Statements

QML statements describe the actions to be performed by QML routines. Like other
imperative programming languages, QML provides (i) the usual assignment statement,
(ii) a conditional statement, (iii) various repetitive statements, (iv) the usual call state-
ment (for activating named tactics or procedures) and (v) a RETURN statement (for
terminating the execution of a routine and indicating the return value of a function).
In addition to these, QML features (vi) a TRY statement and (vii) a FAIL statement
for handling and creating exceptions, respectively.

Let us make a few remarks before dealing with the TRY and the FAIL statement below.
The conditional statement available in QML is an IF construct admitting statement
patterns such as e.g.

IF . . . THEN . . . ;. . . ELSIF . . . THEN . . . ;. . . ;. . . ;. . . ELSE . . . ;. . . ;. . . END IF;

Furthermore, besides the commonly known FOR, WHILE and REPEAT statements, QML
provides a FOREACH statement for iterations over the elements of a list, as well as a
LOOP construct which simply executes its body (a sequence of statements) repeatedly.
Observe that each of the QML iteration facilities permits non-local exits in the form
of the EXIT statement (see Appendix D). With regard to the call statement, we would
like to emphasize that QML routines may be called recursively.

A crucial feature of QML, which considerably adds to the suitability of QML as a proof
control language, and for which there do not exist counterparts in other imperative
languages such as Pascal, is the TRY statement for handling exceptions. An exception
arises when (1) a call of a tactic fails — this includes the case of a non-applicable
inference rule that is represented by an elementary tactic —, when (2) a call of a library
function such as term-unifier fails (see above), or when (3) the FAIL statement is
executed. Consider the following schematic example of a TRY statement

. . . ; TRY S1 FAILURE S2 SUCCESS S3 END TRY; . . .

where S1, S2 and S3 denote QML statements. Moreover, suppose this TRY statement is
part of the routine definition of a QML routine T . Now given that an exception occurs
while S1 is being executed, the execution of T does not abort — i.e. the exception is
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handled — but continues with the statement S2 in the FAILURE “branch” of the TRY

statement; and in case that the execution of S1 does not give rise to an exception,
the statement S3 in the SUCCESS “branch” is executed. Consequently, in order for a
routine T to handle all the exceptions that could possibly result from a statement S in
the definition of T , the user needs to employ a TRY statement to protect S by placing
it after the TRY keyword. For if S is not protected like this and an exception due to S
arises, the execution of T will abort and the call of T will fail. The exception is then
propagated upwards in the hierarchy of routine calls — until the exception is handled
in a higher routine by a TRY statement or the highest routine (i.e. the one invoked by
the user) aborts.

Note that the TRY statement facilitates the implementation of inference processes to a
large extent. One important reason for this experience is the fact that, by protecting
attempts to apply a given inference rule in a TRY statement, the user does not need to
write QML code for testing (all) the applicability conditions of the inference rule: if
the attempted application fails, the resulting exception is handled. This code would be
redundant anyhow, since the inference machine of QuodLibet always has to establish
that all the applicability conditions of an inference rule are fulfilled before the current
proof state graph can actually be extended in a corresponding expansion step.

Expressions

Generally speaking, an expression can be seen as a rule for calculating values. Expres-
sions consist of operators and operands, and they occur in various kinds of statements,
for instance on the right-hand side of assignment statements or as actual parameters
in routine calls (see Appendix D).

Every (QML) operand has a fixed and unique type and may be a variable, a constant,
a function call or a so-called prover object, i.e. an object of the object language of
QuodLibet. Operands of the standard data types are formed as in other imperative
programming languages. Because of the list types provided (see above), QML admits
list operands such as e.g. (i) ["alpha" | l], where l is a variable of type [String],
or (ii) [1, 2, 3 | [4, 5 | []]], which denotes the list containing the integers 1
through 5. The elements of the predefined data types Term, Weight, Literal, Formula,
Substitution and Position are called prover objects. QML allows prover objects to
be written in their QuodLibet command language representation enclosed in quotes.
Given that the current signature is the one used in the sample session of Section 7.3.4,
the following examples are valid QML operands:

• ’0’, ’div(minus(x, y), y)’, ’true’ (Term)

• ’(minus(x, y))’, ’(x, s(y))’ (Weight)

• ’~def less(x, y)’, ’y = 0’, ’minus(x, y) < x’ (Literal)

• ’{ s(x) =/= s(y), x = y }’, ’{ def div(x, y), y = 0 }’ (Formula)

• ’[ ]’, ’[ x <-- minus(x, y), y <-- s(0) ]’ (Substitution)
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• ’[1:1:1:2:1]’, ’[1^3:2:1]’ (Position)

In addition to the logical, arithmetic and relational operators usually available in other
imperative programming languages, QML provides a few useful operators applicable
to list operands and prover objects, namely AT, IN, ++ and MATCH.

The operator AT can be used to extract components from tree- or list-like objects.
For instance, the expression ’~def less(x, s(y))’ AT ’[1:2]’ evaluates to ’s(y)’,
since ¬def(less(x, s(y))) /(1.2) = s(y). Moreover, the expression gamma AT i returns
(i) the i-th literal of the clause gamma if gamma is of type Formula, (ii) the i-th literal
of the clause belonging to the goal node gamma if gamma is of type GNode or (iii) the
i-th element of the list gamma if the type of gamma is a list type.

The operator IN tests for list inclusion. To be more precise, the expression x IN l is
legal (and yields a Boolean result) given that (i) the type T of x is predefined and l is
of type [T] or (ii) the type of x is Literal and the type of l is Formula.

The operator ++ concatenates (i) two lists of the same type or (ii) two positions.

A further amenity provided by QML is the MATCH operator. This operator can be used
to test whether a term, a weight or a literal matches a (more general) pattern term,
weight or literal, respectively. Furthermore, values are assigned to certain variables
occurring in the pattern if the test succeeds. The MATCH operator is applicable to either
two terms, two weights or two literals. The first argument represents the pattern and
may contain so-called pattern variables, i.e. QML variables preceded by a ‘%’. The
second argument is the prover object to match the pattern. If the matching process is
successful then the MATCH operator returns TRUE and the pattern variables are assigned
the values as required by the match. Otherwise, the expression evaluates to FALSE

leaving the pattern variables undefined. Let us illustrate the MATCH operator using the
following examples.10 Assume that x, term-1 and term-2 are QML variables of type
Term, whereas lit is a QML variable of type Literal.

• ’s(%x)’ MATCH ’s(s(x))’ returns TRUE with ’s(x)’ assigned to x. Note that
in this expression, x denotes a QML variable as well as a variable of the object
language of QuodLibet.

• ’s(%x) = %x’ MATCH ’s(s(x)) = s(y)’ evaluates to FALSE.

• ’s(%x) = %x’ MATCH ’s(s(x)) = s(x)’ returns TRUE with ’s(x)’ assigned to
x, because ( s(s(x)) = s(x) ) = lit ( s(x) = s(s(x)) ) .

• ’%term-1 =/= %term-2’ MATCH lit yields the result TRUE if the value of lit
is a negative equational literal of the form t1 6= t2 . In this case, either t1 and t2
— or t2 and t1 — are assigned to term-1 and term-2, respectively.

Having introduced the essentials of our proof control language QML at this point, we
can now present an example involving two simple, but realistic tactic definitions in
order to give the reader an impression of what QML code may typically look like.

10For a more precise description of the MATCH operator see (Schmidt-Samoa, 1997).
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TACTIC prove-tautology (goal: GNode);

VAR

numb-lits, i: Integer;

BEGIN

numb-lits := length(formula-literals(gnode-formula(goal)));

FOR i := 1 TO numb-lits DO

TRY

prove-taut-lit(goal,i)

SUCCESS

EXIT

END TRY

END FOR

END prove-tautology;

Figure 8.2: The tactic prove-tautology

Example 8.2.1 A rather small example of a user-defined tactic is given in Figure 8.2.
The tactic prove-tautology is exported by the QML module Simplification (see
Section 8.3) as a public routine. Thus, it can be invoked by the user. As the name
suggests, prove-tautology is capable of proving (almost) every goal containing a
“tautology”, i.e. an obviously inductively valid clause.11 In order to enable the reader to
understand this really simple tactic, we provide the following information on the QML
routines that are called in prove-tautology: The library function gnode-formula

extracts the clause belonging to a goal node from the given goal node, while formula-

literals, another library function, computes a list of the literals occurring in the
argument clause. The library function length determines the length of a list. More
importantly, the routine prove-taut-lit is an auxiliary user-defined tactic, whose
definition is shown in Figure 8.3.

Roughly speaking, the tactic prove-taut-lit performs a case analysis based on the
literal lit-i of the clause belonging to the goal node goal. Depending on the form
of lit-i, the tactic attempts to apply the appropriate inference rule(s) — or rather,
the corresponding elementary tactic(s) — for establishing simple tautologies or decom-
posing atoms (see Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2). The semantics of the library functions
occurring in the tactic definition can be described as follows: (1) ctr-term-p(term-1)
yields TRUE if term-1 is a constructor term. (2) order-atom-p(lit-i) evaluates to
TRUE if lit-i is an order atom. (3) solved-p(goal) returns TRUE if there are no more
open goal nodes in the subtree below goal. (4) negate-literal(lit-j) computes
the negation of the literal lit-j. Observe that the calls of the tactics for the inference
rules =-Decomposition, def-Decomposition and Complementary Literals, i.e. =-decomp,
def-decomp and compl-lit, respectively, need not be protected inside TRY statements
(see above), since all of them cannot fail.

11An example of an application of prove-tautology is presented in Section 8.2.2.
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TACTIC prove-taut-lit (goal: GNode; i: Integer);

VAR

lit-i, lit-j: Literal;

term-1, term-2: Term;

j: Integer;

BEGIN

lit-i := goal AT i;

IF ’%term-1 = %term-1’ MATCH lit-i THEN

=-decomp(goal, i)

ELSIF ’%term-1 =/= %term-2’ MATCH lit-i THEN

IF ctr-term-p(term-1) AND ctr-term-p(term-2) THEN

TRY

=/=-taut(goal, i)

END TRY

END IF

ELSIF ’def %term-1’ MATCH lit-i THEN

IF ctr-term-p(term-1) THEN

def-decomp(goal, i)

END IF

ELSIF order-atom-p(lit-i) THEN

TRY

<-decomp(goal, i)

FAILURE

TRY

<-taut(goal, i)

END TRY

END TRY

END IF;

IF NOT solved-p(goal) THEN

j := 1;

FOREACH lit-j IN formula-literals(gnode-formula(goal)) DO

IF lit-i = negate-literal(lit-j) THEN

compl-lit(goal, i, j);

RETURN

END IF;

j := j + 1

END FOR

END IF

END prove-taut-lit;

Figure 8.3: The auxiliary tactic prove-taut-lit
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8.2.2 Commands Related to QML

Subsequent to the presentation of the essential features of QML, we now address the
question as to how the proposed proof control language is integrated into QuodLibet.
To be more precise, we are going to introduce, in the remainder of this section, the part
of the functionality of our inductive theorem prover which we left out in Sections 7.3
and 7.4. This part relates to QML and constitutes the functionality of the proof control
unit (see Section 8.1); it consists of system functions for (i) compiling QML modules,
(ii) loading and removing the code of compiled modules and (iii) invoking public QML
routines (tactics and procedures) in the course of constructing inductive proofs. As in
Chapter 7, we are going to describe these system functions in terms of the QuodLibet

command language, before briefly explaining how the user can invoke them through
XQuodLibet’s graphical user interface.

The QML compiler of the PCU can be invoked by the user with the compile command
of the QuodLibet command language. As the only parameter of this command, the
command interpreter expects the name of a (QML) source file which contains the
type definitions, variable declarations and routine definitions of exactly one (QML)
module. Prior to compiling a module M , all of the modules that export resources to
be imported by M must have been compiled and loaded (see below). For instance,
in order to compile the module Proof-Strategies shown in Figure 8.1, the user may
activate the compiler by entering the command

compile "Proof-Strategies"

The compilation succeeds if the compiler detects neither syntactic nor semantic errors
in this module and if the modules mentioned in the import interface, namely Database,
Simplification, Inductive-Case-Analyses etc., were loaded before. In this case,
the code (and further information) generated as the result of the compilation is loaded
into the system automatically, and the command interpreter produces the output12

Compiling QML file ~/QML/Proof-Strategies.qml ...

Finished compiling QML file ~/QML/Proof-Strategies.qml

Loading QML module Proof-Strategies

Tactics available

standard-strategy

restricted-strategy

Procedures available

set-weights

Done

12The “available” tactics and procedures listed in the output are the public routines of the module
Proof-Strategies (see Figure 8.1).
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In case of an error, the compilation aborts and the command interpreter displays an
error message that usually indicates the kind of the error and its approximate location
in the source file.

In addition to the compile command, the command language provides the load com-
mand for merely loading — instead of compiling — (the code of) a previously compiled
module into the system. This command is useful whenever a module is needed whose
source file has not been changed since its last compilation. Note that immediately
after QuodLibet is started, there are no QML modules in the system, i.e. every QML
module must have been loaded (or compiled) prior to its first use.

The user can remove (the code of) a previously loaded QML module from the system
with the unload command of the command language.

In loading a successfully compiled QML module, QuodLibet makes the public routines
of this module available to the user, which he can then invoke with the call command.
Recall from Section 8.2.1 that a tactic or a procedure is public if its name occurs in
both the EXPORT and PUBLIC clauses of the export interface of a module. Moreover, it is
required that each of the formal parameters of a public routine is a value parameter of
a type predefined in QML. Thus, we ensure that the user can always supply constants
of the appropriate types as the actual parameters of a routine call in a call command.
When invoking a tactic T , the user has to provide the desired values for the formal
parameters of T in the call command, beginning with the second formal parameter
of T . A value for the first formal parameter of T , which must be of type GNode and
stands for the goal node the tactic T is to be applied to, can e.g. be

• given by the user in the form of the name of a proof state tree and the position
of a goal node in that tree after the other parameters in the call command or

• determined by the command interpreter by using the system variables current

PS-tree and current G-node of the concerned proof state tree

(refer to the end of Section 7.3.2 for the discussion on navigation in the current proof
state graph). As a consequence, applications of tactics with call commands strongly
resemble applications of inference rules with apply commands.

In order to illustrate the use of the call command and the execution of a tactic, we
provide the following simple (and somewhat contrived) example. Suppose the current
signature is again the one used in the sample session of Section 7.3.4. In executing the
command

prove { div(x,y) = y, s(x) < s(y), 0 =/= s(y), ~def div(x,0) } ex-thm

QuodLibet creates the proof state tree ex-thm for a conjecture which is obviously a
tautology (due to the third literal). Assume that ex-thm is the current proof state tree
and that root is the current goal node in ex-thm. Now given that the QML module
Simplification was (successfully) compiled and loaded before, the command
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call prove-tautology

allows the user to apply the public tactic prove-tautology to root in ex-thm in
order to prove this tautology (see Figure 8.2). Provided that the system variable
display-mode was set to detailed (refer to Appendix B for the set display-mode

command), the output of the command interpreter while executing this tactic is

Calling prove-tautology for root in ex-thm ...

Calling prove-taut-lit for root in ex-thm ...

Call of prove-taut-lit fails

Calling prove-taut-lit for root in ex-thm ...

Application of <-decomp to root in ex-thm fails

Application of <-taut to root in ex-thm fails

Call of prove-taut-lit fails

Calling prove-taut-lit for root in ex-thm ...

Applying =/=-taut to root in ex-thm

results in no further subgoals

Proved inductive validity of ex-thm

{ div(x,y) = y,

s(x) < s(y),

0 =/= s(y),

~def div(x,0) }

Call of prove-taut-lit succeeds

Call of prove-tautology succeeds

The current PS-tree is ex-thm

The current G-node in ex-thm is root

Runtime: 0.01 sec.

3 attempted application(s) of inference rules

1 successful application(s) of inference rules

Done
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Observe that this output illustrates fairly well how the tactics prove-tautology and
its auxiliary tactic prove-taut-lit (see Figure 8.3) work in this particular case.
The first call of prove-taut-lit in prove-tautology fails, because the first literal
div(x, y) = y does not match the pattern ’%term-1 = %term-1’. The second call of
prove-taut-lit fails as well: With s(x)< s(y) being an order atom, prove-taut-lit
successively tries to apply the inference rules <-Decomposition and <-Tautology, in
both cases without success. However, the third call of prove-taut-lit succeeds, as
the application of 6=-Tautology for the literal 0 6= s(y) proves the conjecture. Thus, the
EXIT statement in the success “branch” of the TRY statement in prove-tautology is
executed, and so the call of prove-tautology terminates successfully as well.

After presenting the system functions related to QML in terms of the command lan-
guage of QuodLibet, we are now going to briefly explain how the user can make use
of these functions through the windows, menus and other devices of XQuodLibet’s
graphical user interface (GUI). Recall that a rough overview of the GUI of our inductive
theorem prover was given in Section 7.4.

Figure 8.4: The menu QML

The menu QML, which is depicted in Figure 8.4 and belongs to the top-level window
of the GUI (see Figure 7.2), evidently offers the user commands corresponding to the
compile, load and unload commands of the command language. In addition, this
menu contains an entry for each loaded QML module that provides public procedures
(such as e.g. set-weights in Proof-Strategies), and allows the user to invoke these.

For a “graphical” application of a tactic to a goal node ν in a proof state tree T , a proof
state tree window for T is needed, as is shown in Figure 8.5. Unless ν is the current
goal node of T , the user must click on ν in the graphical representation of T with
the left button of the mouse, thus making ν become the current goal node of T (see
Section 7.4). The desired tactic can then be selected in the menu Tactics of the proof
state tree window, which is depicted in the lower left-hand corner of Figure 8.5. This
menu consists of entries for all the loaded QML modules that provide public tactics.
Once a tactic has been selected, its parameter window appears, which (i) prompts the
user to supply the actual parameters of the intended call of the tactic and (ii) includes
a Call button for the actual invocation of the tactic. Since the tactic prove-tautology
of the example application presented in Figure 8.5 does not have any further formal
parameters (besides the required first one), its parameter window merely comprises a
Call and a Cancel button.
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Figure 8.5: Applying a tactic with the GUI

8.3 QML Routines Provided by QuodLibet

After giving a more thorough introduction to the proof control language QML in the
preceding section, we are now going to deal with the final major feature of the proposed
approach to proof control in greater detail, namely the QML modules provided along
with our inductive theorem prover (see Section 8.1). In a first and “rapid” attempt
to realize the required (partial) automation of the proof control of QuodLibet, the
author of this thesis has developed suitable concepts and proof control routines, mainly
using ideas presented by Boyer and Moore (1979) and Walther (1994) as a guideline,
and implemented these modules with the assistance of Christian Embacher. As the
example proof constructions given in Appendix E suggest, the routines of these modules
yield rather satisfactory experimental results in many cases. Nevertheless, we intend
to re-address the problem of (semi-) automating proof constructions with QuodLibet

more systematically in the future when more time will be available. To this end,
more of the relevant literature on the various (heuristic) approaches to the automation
of inductive theorem proving will have to be taken into consideration, e.g. the ones
reported by Bundy et al. (1993), Ireland and Bundy (1996), Hutter (1997), Kapur and
Subramaniam (1996a, 1996b), or Bouhoula (1996).

On completion of this thesis, the following QML modules belong(ed) to QuodLibet:
(i) the three “auxiliary” modules basics, substitutions and condition-trees, that
do not provide any public routines, and (ii) the four modules Database, Simplifi-
cation, Inductive-Case-Analyses and Proof-Strategies that make a total of six
public procedures and twelve public tactics available to the user. Because of the con-
siderable size of these modules — all in all, they consist of more than 4,500 lines of
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(QML) code and contain the definitions of approximately 130 routines besides various
types —, we have to restrict the presentation of these modules to an explanation of
the underlying general ideas and to a characterization of the additional functionality
of the system which results from these eighteen public procedures and tactics. In this
section, we focus on (i) the so-called (proof control) data base which stores and pro-
vides, among other kinds of information, the results obtained during the analysis of
the (recursive) operators (8.3.1), and on (ii) the tactics we developed for generating
inductive case analyses (8.3.3). Moreover, we sketch our tactics for simplifying clauses
(8.3.2), and briefly describe our two strategy tactics (8.3.4).

8.3.1 The Proof Control Data Base

Undoubtedly, outstanding publications on inductive theorem proving such as the ones
by Aubin (1976) or Boyer and Moore (1979), have made it clear that the success of any
heuristic attempt to mechanize the construction of inductive proofs depends to a large
extent on the availability of various kinds of information extracted from the underlying
axiomatization and the current state of the proof construction. Hence, our approach
to (partially) automating the proof control of QuodLibet employs a so-called (proof
control) data base whose overall purpose is to manage relevant information to be used
for guiding the construction of inductive proofs with the system. Roughly speaking,
this proof control data base comprises (i) an operator table for the information ob-
tained during the analyses of the defining rules for the defined (i.e. non-constructor)
operators and (ii) a classified collection of the activated lemmas (see below). Note that
the information stored in the data base is accessed whenever adequate inductive case
analyses need to be found or clauses in goals have to be simplified, as will be explained
in Sections 8.3.2 and 8.3.3. There are five public procedures related to the data base,
each of which is made available to the user by the QML module Database and each
of which will be briefly introduced in the following. In order to keep this section rea-
sonably concise, we will not deal with the other (i.e. non-public) routines exported by
this module, for instance those for retrieving information from the operator table or
the collection of activated lemmas.

Initializing the Date Base

The sole purpose of the public procedure initialize-database provided by the QML
module Database is to create the (proof control) data base in its initial state. Since
the data base does not contain any data in its initial state, each invocation of this
procedure13 results in the loss of all the information currently stored in the data base.
Observe that for a merely technical reason, a call of initialize-database must have
been executed before any data can be added to the data base by the analyze-operator
or activate-lemma procedures (see below).

13There is only one data base, and so initialize-database has no parameters.
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Analyzing the Axiomatizations of Defined Operators

After introducing and axiomatizing a defined operator f (e.g. by using the command
define operator described in Section 7.3.1), the user is expected to invoke the public
procedure analyze-operator for f . We urge the user to actually do so because most
of the other procedures and tactics yet to be presented in this section are based on the
assumption that each defined operator f of the current specification has been analyzed
prior to any proof construction involving f . During the analysis of the defining rules
for f , analyze-operator tries to determine the so-called definition scheme of f and
creates a corresponding entry into the operator table of the data base for f .

The data objects making up the definition scheme of f (see below) are to provide crucial
information for the generation of inductive case analyses in proofs of conjectures about
(the “behavior” of) f . Like the developers of other automated inductive theorem
provers, we obtain inductive case analyses by using the well-known induction heuristic.
The induction heuristic is based on the similarity of recursion and induction; it states
that, roughly speaking, the case analysis used in the axiomatization of a terminating
(and recursive) operator f often suggests a “promising” inductive case analysis for the
proof of a conjecture Γ about f , i.e. a conjunction of formulas Γ1,. . . ,Γn representing
the claims to be shown in the base cases and inductions steps for Γ , respectively.
Instead of rephrasing explanations of the induction heuristic, which can be found e.g.
in Chapter XIV of the book by Boyer and Moore (1979) or in Section 3.2 of the survey
by Walther (1994), we give a simple example in order to convey an intuitive impression
of the induction heuristic in the case of QuodLibet.

Example 8.3.1 The following (recursive and conditional) definition axiomatizes an
operator elem that tests for list inclusion.14

define operator elem : Nat ListNat --> Bool

with defining rules

elem-1:

elem(x,nil) = false

elem-2:

elem(x,cons(y,l)) = true if x = y

elem-3:

elem(x,cons(y,l)) = elem(x,l) if x =/= y.

In a way, the case analysis used in this definition may be represented by (i) the two
constructor substitutions σ1 = {l ← nil} and σ2 = {l ← cons(y, l)} and (ii) the
condition literal x= y , which gives rise to the two “σ2-rules” elem-2 and elem-3.
Moreover, it is heuristically plausible to assume that elem is terminating (in an intuitive
sense), which a simple comparison of the argument tuple (x, l) of the only recursive
call of elem with the “greater” argument tuple (x, cons(y, l)) of the corresponding call
in the left-hand side of the defining rule elem-3 shows.

Now suppose the conjecture about elem to be proved is the statement that the operator

14Refer to Section 7.3.1 for the underlying sort definitions and variable declarations.
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elem is totally defined. A proof state tree for the proof of this “domain lemma” can be
created with the command

prove { def elem(x,l) } elem-def

According to the induction heuristic (adapted to our formal framework for inductive
theorem proving), the call of the recursive and terminating operator elem occurring in
the conjecture may suggest an adequate inductive case analysis for a proof of elem-def
that corresponds closely to the case analysis used in the definition of elem. To be more
precise, we can construct this inductive case analysis for elem-def by employing the
substitutions σ1 and σ2 on the one hand and the condition literal x= y on the other
hand as the parameters in two applications of the inference rules Substitution Addition15

and Literal Addition. The inductive case analysis for elem-def, i.e. the proof state tree
elem-def resulting from the two applications of these inference rules for non-applicative
case analyses (see Section 5.2.6), looks as follows and is in fact well suited for a proof:

+-G-node root "elem-def"

| { def elem(x,l) } ;

| w_elem-def(x,l)

|

+-I-node [1]

| < subst-add

| [l <-- nil] [l <-- cons(y,l)] >

|

+-G-node [1^2]

| { def elem(x,nil) } ;

| w_elem_def(x,nil)

|

+-G-node [1:2]

| { def elem(x,cons(y,l)) } ;

| w_elem-def(x,cons(y,l))

|

+-I-node [1:2:1]

| < lit-add

| x = y >

|

+-G-node [1:2:1^2]

| { x =/= y,

| def elem(x,cons(y,l)) } ;

| w_elem-def(x,cons(y,l))

|

+-G-node [1:2:1:2]

{ x = y,

def elem(x,cons(y,l)) } ;

w_elem-def(x,cons(y,l))

15 {σ1, σ2} is a cover set of substitutions for the goal of the root of elem-def (see Definition 5.2.14).
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The three open goal nodes of elem-def (i.e. the leaves of the tree) represent the two
base cases (the goals at positions 12 and 1.2.12) and the induction step (the goal at
position 1.2.1.2) in a proof of the conjecture. Note that the call of elem in each of these
goals may now be expanded, i.e. rewritten with one of the defining rules for elem in
an application of the inference rule Non-Inductive Rewriting. In particular, the goals at
positions 1.2.12 and 1.2.1.2 contain the (condition) literals needed for “safely” rewriting
the calls of elem with the conditional defining rules elem-2 and elem-3.16

As mentioned above, the essential information to guide the construction of an inductive
case analysis for a conjecture about a defined operator f is to be provided by the so-
called definition scheme of f . From the induction heuristic it follows that the definition
scheme of f primarily has to serve the purpose of providing an adequate representation
of the case analysis used in the axiomatization of f . A first idea of what (some of) the
components of the definition scheme of elem might be was given in Example 8.3.1: the
cover set of substitutions {σ1, σ2} and the condition literal x= y for the “σ2-rules”.
We now explain in more detail what a definition scheme of f is composed of and how
it is extracted from the defining rules for f by the procedure analyze-operator.

In what follows, we assume that (1) sig = (S, F, α) is the current signature, (2) C ⊆ F
is a set of constructors for sig and (3) spec = (sig , C, R) is the current specification
with constructors.

Besides the fundamental requirement that spec be an admissible specification with free
constructors, i.e. R must be a set of defining rules,17 our analysis of the definition of a
defined operator f ∈F\C is based on the (rather natural) preconditions that the left-
hand side of a defining rule for f must be a call of f whose arguments are constructor
terms, and that “extra variables” in defining rules are not admitted.18 Formally, the
following properties are expected to be satisfied by each defining rule l= r ← ∆ in R:

(a) There is a f ∈F\C with α(f) = s1 . . . sns and ti ∈T (sigC , V C)si
for i = 1, . . . , n

such that l = f(t1, . . . , tn).

(b) Var(l= r ← ∆) ⊆ Var(l)

When invoked for a defined operator f , the first step to be taken by the procedure
analyze-operator is to check whether the defining rules for f are normalized in the
sense that, roughly speaking, as few variables as possible are employed consistently
in the definition of f (see below). If this is not the case, variable renamings are
used to compute normalized variants of some of the defining rules for f . Thereafter,
analyze-operator partitions the normalized defining rules according to their left-hand
sides. The result is an internal representation of the defining rules for f of the following
form (assuming that α(f) = s1 . . . sns)

16In this context, “safe” is to express that the application of (the axiom-rewrite variant of) Non-

Inductive Rewriting leads to only one new subgoal (see Section 5.3.1 and Appendix C).
17see Definitions 3.2.1(b) and 3.2.4
18If any of these preconditions is not fulfilled by a defining rule for f , analyze-operator aborts

the analysis of the definition of f .
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f(x1σ1, . . . , xnσ1) = t1,1 ← ∆1,1

...
...

...

f(x1σ1, . . . , xnσ1) = t1,k(1) ← ∆1,k(1)

...

f(x1σm, . . . , xnσm) = tm,1 ← ∆m,1

...
...

...

f(x1σm, . . . , xnσm) = tm,k(m) ← ∆m,k(m)

where (1) xi ∈V C
si

for i = 1, . . . , n (the “formal parameters” of f); (2) σ1, . . . , σm are
constructor substitutions such that σi(x) = x if x 6∈ {x1, . . . , xn} for every x∈V C and
i = 1, . . . , m; and (3) ti,j ∈T (sig , V )s and ∆i,j are clauses (the condition literals) for
i = 1, . . . , m and j = 1, . . . , k(i). In the ensuing step, analyze-operator “completes”
the set {σ1, . . . , σm} in that it determines constructor substitutions σm+1, . . . , σm+p

such that {σ1, . . . , σm, σm+1, . . . , σm+p} constitutes a cover set of substitutions for the
goal 〈 def(f(x1, . . . , xn)) ; ()〉 (see Definition 5.2.14).19 This is done on the basis of an
algorithm for computing the (set theoretic) difference of sets of tuples of constructor
terms.20

Let us illustrate the steps discussed so far with two examples.

Firstly, suppose the following definition is used to axiomatize the (partial) subtraction.

define operator minus : Nat Nat --> Nat with defining rules

minus-1:

minus(x,0) = x

minus-2:

minus(s(y),s(z)) = minus(y,z).

Apparently, this definition is not normalized in the sense described above. Since the
procedure chooses x1 = y and x2 = z as the formal parameters of minus, the first
defining rule minus-1 for minus is (internally) changed to minus(y, 0) =y . Now the
definition is normalized with m = 2, σ1 = {z ← 0} and σ2 = {y ← s(y), z ← s(z)}.
Then, analyze-operator checks whether {σ1, σ2} is a cover set of substitutions for the

19Of course, no substitutions are generated (i.e. p = 0) if the set {σ1, . . . , σm} already has the
desired cover set property.

20We would like to thank Wolfgang Lindner at this point. He made us aware of this algorithm, which
he used in the implementation of Unicom (Gramlich & Lindner, 1991) for computing inductively
complete positions, and pointed out to us that we could easily adapt it to the purpose of testing for
completeness of cover sets of substitutions.
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goal 〈 def(minus(y, z)) ; ()〉, which yields the missing “case” σ3 = {y ← 0, z ← s(z)}
(i.e. p = 1).

Secondly, recall the destructor recursive definition of the operator div from Section 7.3.1.
The defining rules for div are normalized so that x and y can serve as the formal
parameters of div. Moreover, m = 1 and σ1 = id. Note that {σ1} is a trivial cover set
of substitutions for the goal 〈 def(div(x, y)) ; ()〉 (i.e. p = 0).

Having determined the formal parameters and an associated cover set of substitutions
for the defined operator f , the procedure analyze-operator applies a simple heuristic
for guessing as to whether or not f is terminating (in an intuitive sense not to be
defined here). Recall in this context that the soundness of our formal framework
for inductive theorem proving does not presuppose any termination property of the
defining rules in R (see Theorem 6.2.4, Definition 3.2.4 and Theorem 3.3.2). Instead,
applications of induction hypotheses give rise to order subgoals which introduce the
termination related proof obligations (see Sections 5.3.2 and 4.3). The essential reason
for our interest in termination guesses is the termination requirement mentioned in the
induction heuristic (see above). Consequently, if f is conjectured to be non-terminating,
the computation of the definition scheme of f is aborted, as calls of f do not suggest
inductive case analyses.

The termination heuristic used by the procedure analyze-operator is based on rather
simple syntactic criteria and thus relatively crude. First of all, it is tested whether the
defined operator f is recursive. We call f recursive if the function symbol f occurs in
the right-hand side t or the condition literals ∆ of a defining rule f(t1, . . . , tn) = t ← ∆
for f . In case that f is not recursive, f is conjectured to be terminating. Otherwise,
analyze-operator tries to find so-called termination witnesses for f . To define the
notion of a termination witness, we first have to introduce a (binary) relation ≤H on
T (sig , V ) for comparing arguments in function calls. We say that t′ ≤H t if

(a) t′ is a sub-term of t ; or

(b) there is a d∈F\C with α(d) = s̄1 . . . s̄ls̄, t̄i ∈T (sig , V )s̄i
for i = 1, . . . , l and

a j ∈{1, . . . , l} such that

(i) t′ = d(t̄1, . . . , t̄l) ; and

(ii) t = t̄j ; and

(iii) the data base contains an (activated) induction lemma of the form

〈 d(z1, . . . , zl)<zj , Σ ; w〉

where zi ∈V C
s̄i

for i = 1, . . . , l and Σ is a sequence of literals.21

We will explain below how an induction lemma for a destructor d (see also Section 4.3)
can be activated, i.e. inserted into the data base with the procedure activate-lemma.

By making use of ≤H , we can now define termination witnesses. Let f be a recursive
operator with α(f) = s1 . . . sns. A tuple of k distinct integers i1 . . . ik ⊆ {1, . . . , n}∗ is

21i.e. d is a j-bounded algorithm in the terminology of Walther (1988)
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said to be a termination witness for f if for each defining rule f(t1, . . . , tn) = t ← ∆ for
f and for each (sub-) term of the form f(t′1, . . . , t

′
n) occurring in t or ∆ (i.e. a recursive

call of f) the following condition holds:

t′i1 . . . t
′
ik
<lex
H ti1 . . . tik

(Recall from Section 2.4 that ≤lex
H denotes the lexicographical order induced by ≤H .)

Let us give a few examples in order to illustrate the notion of a termination witness.
Firstly, the tuple (2) (or simply 2) is a termination witness for the recursive operator
elem, because l <H cons(y, l) (see Example 8.3.1). Secondly, if the induction lemma
minus-ind-lma for the destructor minus (see Section 7.3.4) is contained in the data
base, the tuple (1) is a termination witness for the operator div (see Section 7.3.1), for
then we have minus(x, y) <H x (regardless of the condition in the induction lemma).
Thirdly, it is easy to see that both the tuples (1) and (2) are termination witnesses for
the recursive operator minus as defined above. Finally, consider the following definition
of the operator ack that axiomatizes Ackermann’s function.

define operator ack : Nat Nat --> Nat with defining rules

ack-1:

ack(0,y) = s(y)

ack-2:

ack(s(x),0) = ack(x,s(0))

ack-3:

ack(s(x),s(y)) = ack(x,ack(s(x),y)).

As can be expected (by those familiar with Ackermann’s function), the tuple (1, 2) is a
termination witness for the recursive operator ack: from the definition of <lex

H it follows
for the three recursive calls of ack that

• (x, s(0)) <lex
H (s(x), 0)

• (x, ack(s(x), y)) <lex
H (s(x), s(y))

• (s(x), y) <lex
H (s(x), s(y))

Observe that (1, 2) is a minimal termination witness for ack, since neither the tuples
(1) nor (2) are termination witnesses for ack.

Now in order to make its guess as to whether the recursive operator f is terminating,
analyze-operator computes all the (minimal) termination witnesses for f . If none are
found (which implies that no termination witness for f exists), then f is conjectured
to be non-terminating and the analysis of f aborts. Otherwise, f is conjectured to be
terminating.

Provided that f has been conjectured to be terminating, analyze-operator proceeds
by computing the so-called induction positions of f . Intuitively seen, the induction
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positions of f are used to determine the induction variables during the construction
of an inductive case analysis for a conjecture about f (see Section 8.3.3 for a more
precise motivation). Formally, we define induction positions as follows. Assume that
(1) α(f) = s1 . . . sns ; (2) x1, . . . , xn ∈ V C are the formal parameters of f ; and
(3) {σ1, . . . , σm, σm+1, . . . , σm+p} is the corresponding cover set of substitutions for
the goal 〈 def(f(x1, . . . , xn)) ; ()〉. Then the integer i∈{1, . . . , n} is said to be an
induction position of f if

(a) there is a j ∈{1, . . . , m+ p} such that σj(xi) 6= xi ; or

(b) i occurs in any of the termination witnesses computed for f
(given that f is recursive).

For instance, 1 is the only induction position of div and 2 the only induction position of
elem, while 1 and 2 are the induction positions of minus and ack. Furthermore, suppose
the following definition of the operator double is given:22

define operator double: Nat --> Nat with defining rules

double-1:

double(x) = plus(x,x).

Apparently, this non-recursive operator does not have any induction positions (m = 1,
σ1 = id and p = 0) — which makes sense, since every call of double in a conjecture can
(and should) be expanded without an inductive case analysis.

We can now (finally) describe the composition of the definition scheme of a defined
operator f . As was already mentioned, the procedure analyze-operator computes a
definition scheme of f in order to represent the results obtained throughout the analysis
of the defining rules for f , and then creates an entry for it into the so-called operator
table of the (proof control) data base. Essentially, the definition scheme of f is made
up of the following objects:

• the formal parameters x1, . . . , xn ∈ V C of f

• a normalized representation of the defining rules for f (in terms of the formal
parameters of f)

• the cover set of substitutions {σ1, . . . , σm, σm+1, . . . , σm+p}
(for the goal 〈 def(f(x1, . . . , xn)) ; ()〉)
• a list of all the termination witnesses for f (if f is recursive)

• a list of all the induction positions of f (if f is conjectured to be terminating)

Once determined and stored at “definition-time”, the definition scheme of f can then be
retrieved from the data base at “proof-time”, e.g. whenever an inductive case analysis
needs to be constructed for a proof of a conjecture about f (see Section 8.3.3).

The attentive reader may wonder why the definition scheme of f does not include, for
each i∈{1, . . . , m}, a special representation of the condition literals ∆i,1, . . . , ∆i,k(i)

22see Example 2.2.1 for the defining rules for plus
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that occur in the “σi-rules”, i.e. the defining rules for f whose left-hand side is the term
f(x1σi, . . . , xnσi) (see above). For this purpose, we do have developed the notion of
a condition tree, but for a reason to be explained in the following, condition trees are
computed dynamically during the construction of inductive case analyses. Therefore,
storing condition trees computed for σ1, . . . , σm (as part of the definition scheme of f)
in the operator table is superfluous. Nevertheless, we have to introduce condition trees
at this point, because they are used in the final step to be taken by analyze-operator,
namely throughout the generation of a conjecture about the domain of f (see below).

We mainly employ condition trees as a means of guiding (or “planning”) expansions
of calls of defined operators in goals. To be more precise, suppose a term of the form
f(x1σi, . . . , xnσi)µ occurring in a goal 〈Γ ; w〉 — e.g. the term elem(x, cons(y, l)) in
the goal at position 1.2 in the proof state tree elem-def from Example 8.3.1 — is
to be expanded by applying the corresponding defining rules for f (the “σi-rules”) —
i.e. elem-2 and elem-3 in the example. In general, this requires a series of carefully
chosen applications of the inference rule Literal Addition for introducing the (equational)
condition literals from ∆i,1, . . . , ∆i,k(i) that do not occur in Γ , before f(x1σi, . . . , xnσi)µ
can be “safely”23 rewritten in as many of the resulting cases (i.e. subgoals) as possible.
A condition tree for f(x1σi, . . . , xnσi)µ and 〈Γ ; w〉 is a tree-like structure that exactly
describes (i) the applications of the inference rule Literal Addition needed to construct a
case analysis for the expansion of f(x1σi, . . . , xnσi)µ in Γ and (ii) which of the defining
rules for f (i.e. “σi-rules”) can be applied in the resulting cases. An inner node of a
condition tree is labeled with a sequence of equational literals from ∆i,1µ, . . . , ∆i,k(i)µ ,
whereas a leaf is labeled either with the name of a defining rule for f (a “σi-rule”)
or with “∅”. For instance, Figure 8.6 (a) depicts the condition tree computed for the
expansion of the call elem(x, cons(y, l)) in the goal at position 1.2 in the proof state
tree elem-def (i.e. µ = id).

A condition tree CT for f(x1σi, . . . , xnσi)µ and 〈Γ ; w〉 is intended to be “executed”
(recursively) as follows: If CT consists of a leaf labeled with the name of a defining rule
then f(x1σi, . . . , xnσi)µ can be “safely” rewritten with that defining rule. If CT consists
of a leaf labeled with “∅” then there is no defining rule for expanding f(x1σi, . . . , xnσi)µ
in 〈Γ ; w〉. Otherwise, the root of CT is an inner node ν labeled with some (equational)
literals λ1, . . . , λk. These literals are the parameters of the application of the inference
rule Literal Addition represented by ν. Moreover, each of the k+1 immediate subtrees of
CT is a condition tree for the expansion of f(x1σi, . . . , xnσi)µ in the subgoal 〈Γj ; w〉,
where 〈Γ1 ; w〉,. . . ,〈Γk+1 ; w〉 are the k+ 1 subgoals arising in the application of Literal

Addition and j ∈{1, . . . , k + 1}.

To illustrate this, we provide a few examples. Firstly, the root of the condition tree
shown in Figure 8.6 (a) represents the application of Literal Addition (“lit-add”) to
the goal at position 1.2 in the proof state tree elem-def with the parameter x= y
(see Example 8.3.1). Besides, the condition tree also indicates that the resulting (sub-)
goals (at positions 1.2.12 and 1.2.1.2) can then be expanded with the defining rules
elem-2 and elem-3, respectively. Observe that the condition tree for expanding the

23see Example 8.3.1
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Figure 8.6: Examples of condition trees
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call elem(x, nil) in the goal at position 12 is trivial: it merely consists of a leaf labeled
with elem-1, since no condition literals need to be introduced for an expansion with
this unconditional defining rule. Secondly, consider Figure 8.6 (b) which displays a
condition tree for expanding the call div(x, y) in the goal 〈 def(div(x, y))∨ y= 0 ; x〉 (i.e.
the “domain lemma” for div). Since the condition literal y 6= 0 occurs in the (negated)
context of the call, there is only one missing condition literal to be introduced in the case
analysis represented by this condition tree, namely less(x, y) = true . The (different)
condition tree computed for the expansion of div(x, y) in the goal 〈 def(div(x, y)) ; x〉
is displayed in Figure 8.6 (c). Essentially, this dependency on occurrences of condition
literals in the context of the call to be expanded is the reason why condition trees are
computed dynamically at “proof-time”.

Mainly in order to be able to focus on more interesting issues in connection with our
approach to proof control, we do not explain in this thesis how we compute condition
trees that represent “good” case analyses for expansions of calls of defined operators
with (conditional) defining rules. The procedure we have developed (and implemented
in the QML module condition-trees) is based on relatively simple ideas, but tech-
nically complicated. One aspect of the problem may be illustrated with the condition
trees displayed in Figures 8.6 (c) – (e). Each of them is a condition tree for the expan-
sion of the call div(x, y) in the goal 〈 def(div(x, y)) ; x〉, but the three condition trees
differ with regard to the size of the case analyses they represent (in terms of the number
of applications of the inference rule Literal Addition and the number of the resulting
cases, i.e. leaves). Due to the heuristic nature of our procedure, we cannot guarantee
that it always computes an “optimal” condition tree, but so far the results have been
rather satisfactory.

We conclude our presentation of condition trees at this point with another, “realistic”
example. Section E.3.2 (in Appendix E) includes an axiomatization of the operator
search−tree−p that can be used to decide whether or not a given binary tree is a search
tree. The definition of search−tree−p24 comprises nine defining rules, eight of which
(s-tree-p-2 through s-tree-p-9) are “σ2-rules”, where σ1 = {t ← empty−btree}
and σ2 = {t ← btree(t1, x, t2)} constitute a cover set of substitutions for the goal
〈 def(search−tree−p(t)) ; ()〉. The condition tree computed by our procedure for an
expansion of the call search−tree−p(btree(t1, x, t2)) in the above goal is displayed in
Figure 8.6 (f). Note that “s-i” stands for “s-tree-p-i”, and the (equational) condition
literals occurring in the “σ2-rules” are abbreviated as follows:

λ1: t1 = empty−btree λ2: t2 = empty−btree

λ3: search−tree−p(t1) = true λ4: search−tree−p(t2) = true

λ5: less(rightmost−elem(t1), x) = true λ6: less(x, leftmost−elem(t2)) = true

According to our experience, it is very difficult (if not practically impossible) to come
up with a “hand-made” case analysis for this expansion that is as compact as the one
represented by the condition tree in Figure 8.6 (f).

24Refer to Section E.3.1 for the definition of the sort for binary trees (including the constructors).
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Having introduced condition trees, we can now explain the final step in the analysis of
a defined operator f by the procedure analyze-operator, namely the generation of
a conjecture about the domain of f . In our formal framework for inductive theorem
proving, statements on the domains of operators can be formulated with definedness
atoms (see Section 3.1.1). These so-called domain lemmas are of practical significance,
since they can usually be employed to directly prove the “definedness subgoals” arising
from applications of applicative inference rules with non-empty definedness conditions
(see Section 5.3 and Definition 5.3.1 in particular).

Let f be a defined operator with α(f) = s1 . . . sns. We say that a clause of the form
def(f(x1, . . . , xn)) , ∆ is a domain lemma for f , where xi ∈V C

si
for i = 1, . . . , n and

∆ is a clause. Note that in order to avoid awkward terminology, we do not require
a domain lemma to be inductively valid (w.r.t. the current specification), which e.g.
allows us to simply speak of domain lemmas in cases of falsely conjectured clauses of
the above form.

Essentially, the heuristic method utilized by analyze-operator to conjecture a domain
lemma for a supposedly terminating operator f is based on a test for the “completeness”
of the case analysis underlying the definition of f . If the substitutions σ1, . . . , σm
belonging to the definition scheme of f (see above) do not constitute a cover set of
substitutions for the goal 〈 def(f(x1, . . . , xn) ; ()〉 then no estimate of the domain of f
is made. Otherwise, a condition tree CTi for expanding the call f(x1σi, . . . , xnσi) in the
goal 〈 def(f(x1σi, . . . , xnσi) ; ()〉 is computed for i = 1, . . . , n. If none of the condition
trees CT1, . . . , CTm have leaves labeled with “∅” then f is assumed to be completely
defined, and the conjectured (unconditional) domain lemma is def(f(x1, . . . , xn)) . In
all other cases, analyze-operator does not make a guess at the domain of f . However,
there is a specific (minor) exception to this: If (1) m = 1, (2) the root ν of CT1

is labeled with literals λ1, . . . , λk, and (3) the only leaf in CT1 labeled with “∅” is
the first immediate successor of ν then the domain lemma def(f(x1, . . . , xn)) ∨ λ1

is conjectured. As a consequence, analyze-operator determines the correct domain
lemma def(div(x, y))∨ y= 0 for the partially defined operator div, since the computed
condition tree, which is depicted in Figure 8.6 (c), is of the required form.

Let us conclude the discussion of the procedure analyze-operator by presenting, as a
short summary so to speak, the output of the command interpreter which is produced
during the analysis of the operator elem (see Example 8.3.1). The command

call analyze-operator elem

yields the output

Analyzing the defining rules for operator elem ...

elem is recursive and conjectured to be terminating

Termination witness: (2)

Induction position: 2
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Conjectured domain lemma:

{ def elem(x,l) }

Creating the PS-tree elem-def

The current PS-tree is elem-def

The current G-node in elem-def is root

Done

Observe that analyze-operator generates a proof state tree named elem-def for the
conjectured domain lemma by calling the inference machine operation corresponding
to the prove command (see Section 7.3.2).

Activating Lemmas

A further important procedure to be dealt with in connection with the (proof control)
data base is the public procedure activate-lemma, which is also realized in the QML
module Database. As sketched in the beginning of this subsection, the data base does
not only consist of an operator table for the definition schemes of the analyzed defined
operators, but it also contains a collection of the lemmas that have been activated so
far. When activating a lemma (given in the form of a proof state tree), the procedure
activate-lemma determines the type of the lemma and inserts it (or rather the name
of the proof state tree) into the data base. A lemma can be either a domain lemma,
an induction lemma, a rewrite lemma or a subsumption lemma (see below). Since
the tactics realized in the QML module Simplification apply only activated lemmas
(see Section 8.3.2), the essential effect of activating a lemma is to make it known to
these tactics. Moreover, the extension of the relation ≤H for computing termination
witnesses depends on the activation of induction lemmas (see above). Therefore, the
user should (in most cases at least) activate a conjecture after it has been proved with
QuodLibet. Although activate-lemma does not require a proof for the conjecture
to be activated, the user is advised not to activate unproved conjectures, as this may
lead to cyclic proof attempts.25

We have explained before what a domain lemma for a defined operator is. Let us now
characterize the three remaining types of lemmas. Suppose f is a defined operator
with α(f) = s1 . . . sns. Roughly speaking, induction lemmas may be seen as providing
the relevant “termination arguments” in cases of definitions by destructor recursion or
proofs by destructor induction (refer to Sections 4.3 and 7.3.4 for further explanations).
Formally, an induction lemma for f is a clause of the form f(x1, . . . , xn)<xj , ∆,
where xi ∈V C

si
for i = 1, . . . , n, j ∈{1, . . . , n} and ∆ is a clause. For instance,

the clause minus(x, y)<x ∨ less(x, y) = true ∨ y= 0 is an induction lemma for the

25due to the tactic simplify-goal (see Section 8.3.2)
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destructor minus. For rewriting terms in inference steps with the inference rule Non-

Inductive Rewriting, only so-called rewrite lemmas are taken into consideration by our
simplification tactics, as will be explained in Section 8.3.2. We call a clause of the
form Γ, f(t1, . . . , tn) = t , ∆ a rewrite lemma for f if Var(Γ, t,∆) ⊆ Var(f(t1, . . . , tn)),
where ti ∈T (sig , V )si

for i = 1, . . . , n , and Γ and ∆ are clauses. In addition to this,
it is required that Γ, f(t1, . . . , tn) = t , ∆ is neither a domain nor an induction lemma
for any operator. Observe that a clause can be a rewrite lemma for several operators:
less(x, y) = true ∨ leq(y, x) = true is a rewrite lemma for both less and leq.26 Finally,
any clause (to be activated with activate-lemma) that is neither a domain lemma, an
induction lemma nor a rewrite lemma for any operator is called a subsumption lemma.
The only way a subsumption lemma Γ may contribute to a proof step constructed by
one of our simplification tactics is the use of Γ in an application of the inference rule
Non-Inductive Subsumption (see Section 8.3.2). Note that, as in case of domain lemmas,
the above definitions do not require that induction, rewrite or subsumption “lemmas”
be inductively valid (w.r.t. the current specification).

Displaying Information Stored in the Data Base

For the sake of completeness, let us mention the two remaining public procedures ex-
ported by the QML module Database, namely display-operator-info and display-

database. The former of these procedures can be invoked to display (parts of) the
definition scheme of a defined operator f and the lemmas for f activated so far, while
the effect of the latter procedure is a listing of the contents of the whole data base.

8.3.2 Simplifying Clauses in Goals

Practical experience of inductive theorem proving shows that in general, the major
part of the inferences made when constructing proofs by induction serve the purpose of
simplifying formulas in goals. In the formal framework for inductive theorem proving
presented in Part I, simplification steps may typically involve the recognition of simple
tautologies, the removal of redundant literals, rewriting terms in clauses with defining
rules or conjectures, or the subsumption with conjectures, where conjectures can be
applied either non-inductively or inductively (refer to Sections 5.2 and 5.3 for the
corresponding inference rules). Therefore, it is not surprising that as part of our effort
to accomplish the desired (partial) automation of the proof control of QuodLibet, we
provide a variety of tactics for mechanically solving simplification tasks like the ones
mentioned above. These tactics are realized in the QML module Simplification. Due
to the considerable size of this module — it contains the QML definitions of twenty-one
tactics, five procedures and fourteen functions — we can only sketch its eight public
tactics in the following by roughly describing their behavior from the user’s point of
view. Observe that in Example 8.2.1, we explained the public tactic prove-tautology
in detail (together with the auxiliary tactic prove-taut-lit), which was possible
because prove-tautology is by far the simplest QML routine of this module.

26The definition of the operator leq (“less or equal”) is given in Section E.1.1.
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Proving Simple Tautologies and Removing Redundant Literals

As was already said in Example 8.2.1, the public tactic prove-tautology can only be
used to prove “tautologies”, i.e. goals containing obviously inductively valid clauses.
Therefore, the module Simplification provides a more general tactic named cleanup

which is capable of both proving simple tautologies and removing “redundant” (i.e.
obviously unsatisfiable) literals. Roughly speaking, the tactic cleanup tries to apply
the inference rules from Sections 5.2.1 – 5.2.3 and the inference rule 6=-Unification (see
Figure 5.6) to the given goal 〈Γ ; w〉 (or to resulting subgoals of 〈Γ ; w〉) as often as
possible. For instance, when invoked for the goal

〈 false= true ∨ s(0) 6= s(0) ∨ less(0, s(s(x))) = true ; . . .〉

cleanup applies in a first step the inference rule =-Removal, thus obtaining the goal

〈 s(0) 6= s(0) ∨ less(0, s(s(x))) = true ; . . .〉

It then reduces this goal in the next step to (the result) 〈 less(0, s(s(x))) = true ; . . .〉 by
applying the inference rule 6=-Removal. For another example, consider the goal

〈 x= y ∨ s(x) 6= s(y) ; ()〉

which represents the second of Peano’s Postulates for the natural numbers. The tactic
cleanup finds the following proof for this goal: Applying 6=-Unification to the second
literal, cleanup reduces the conjecture to the goal 〈 y= y ; ()〉 , which it then proves
with the inference rule =-Decomposition (see Figure 5.2).

Proving Definedness Subgoals

Recall from Section 5.3 that an application of an applicative inference rule may give
rise to so-called definedness subgoals when the sequence of the definedness conditions
DefCond(µ,Π) of the involved matching substitution µ and the applied defining rule
or conjecture Π is not empty (see Definition 5.3.1). For instance, rewriting the term
less(s(plus(x, plus(y, z))), 0) with the defining rule less(x, 0) = false in an application
of the inference rule Non-Inductive Rewriting (normally) leads to a definedness subgoal
of the form

〈 def(s(plus(x, plus(y, z)))) ∨ . . . ; . . .〉 (8.1)

due to the match µ = {x← s(plus(x, plus(y, z)))}. In many cases, it is fairly easy to
prove a definedness subgoal of the form 〈 def(t) ∨ . . . ; w〉 provided that for any defined
operator f occurring in t an (unconditional) domain lemma for f has been activated
before (see Section 8.3.1).

For automatically constructing proofs for definedness subgoals, the public tactic prove-
def-subgoal is made available by the module Simplification. Let us briefly explain
the overall idea as to how this tactic proceeds when it is called for a goal of the form
〈 def(t) ∨ . . . ; w〉. If t is a general variable then the call of prove-def-subgoal fails.
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If t is a constructor variable then the goal is proved directly with an application of the
inference rule def-Decomposition (see Figure 5.3). Otherwise, t must be of the form
f(t1, . . . , tn) for some f ∈F . If f is a constructor then def-Decomposition is applied to
the goal, and for each of the resulting subgoals the tactic prove-def-subgoal is called
recursively. Otherwise, f is a defined operator, and a domain lemma for f is retrieved
from the data base, which is then used in an application of the inference rule Non-

Inductive Subsumption to the given goal. After that, the tactic prove-def-subgoal is
called recursively for each of the definedness subgoals arising in this inference step.

To illustrate the tactic, we present the proof for the goal (8.1) that prove-def-subgoal
constructs (assuming the domain lemma def(plus(x, y)) for plus has been activated).
Since the leading function symbol of the term s(plus(x, plus(y, z))) is a constructor,
prove-def-subgoal applies the inference rule def-Decomposition to (8.1), which yields
the (sub-) goal

〈 def(plus(x, plus(y, z))) ∨ def(s(plus(x, plus(y, z)))) ∨ . . . ; . . .〉 (8.2)

and prove-def-subgoal is recursively invoked for (8.2). The leading function symbol
of the term plus(x, plus(y, z)) is the defined operator plus, and so prove-def-subgoal

uses the domain lemma for plus in an application of the inference rule Non-Inductive

Subsumption with the match µ = {y ← plus(y, z)} to reduce (8.2) to the (sub-) goal

〈 def(plus(y, z)) ∨ def(plus(x, plus(y, z))) ∨ def(s(plus(x, plus(y, z)))) ∨ . . . ; . . .〉 (8.3)

which is the definedness subgoal arising in this inference step. It is easy to see that
prove-def-subgoal, now recursively invoked for (8.3), can prove (8.3) — and thus
the original goal (8.1) — in one step with the domain lemma for plus in a further
application of Non-Inductive Subsumption.

Proving Order Subgoals

As explained in Section 5.3.2, every inference step involving an inductive applicative
inference rule gives rise to a so-called order subgoal that represents the order condition
“guarding” the application of the induction hypothesis to the given goal. Typical
examples of order subgoals are the two (schematic) goals

〈 (x, ack(s(x), y))< (s(x), s(y)) ∨ . . . ; . . .〉 (8.4)

〈minus(x, y)<x ∨ . . . ∨ less(x, y) = true ∨ . . . ∨ y= 0 ; x〉 (8.5)

which may be generated throughout the construction of proofs for the two conjectures
〈 less(y, ack(x, y)) = true ; (x, y)〉 and 〈 def(div(x, y)) ∨ y= 0 ; x〉, respectively.

The module Simplification provides a public tactic named prove-order-subgoal

that succeeds in finding proofs for order subgoals of the form 〈w1<w2 ∨ . . . ; w〉 in
most practically relevant cases — given, however, that weight variables neither occur in
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w1 nor in w2
27 and that induction lemmas have been activated for the destructors in the

current specification. Roughly speaking, prove-order-subgoal works as follows when
invoked for an order subgoal of the form 〈w1<w2 ∨ . . . ; w〉: If w1 and w2 are (non-
trivial) tuple weights to be compared lexicographically then prove-order-subgoal

attempts (i) to decompose them by means of the inference rules Tuple <-Reduction

or Tuple =-Reduction (see Section 5.2.5) and (ii) to prove the resulting subgoal by a
recursive invocation of the tactic. When both w1 and w2 are tuples of length one (i.e.
terms), prove-order-subgoal tries to prove the order subgoal with an application
of the inference rule <-Decomposition (see Figure 5.4). If the attempt to apply this
inference rule fails and w1<w2 matches the pattern d(t1, . . . , tl)<tj for some defined
operator d and j ∈{1, . . . , l} then the tactic tries to retrieve a suitable (activated)
induction lemma for d from the data base and use it to prove the order subgoal in a
subsumption step with the inference rule Non-Inductive Subsumption.

Let us illustrate the tactic prove-order-subgoal by giving the proofs it constructs
for the order subgoals (8.4) and (8.5). Firstly, since the two weights in the order atom
in (8.4) are non-trivial tuples with different “leading” components (i.e. x and s(x)),
prove-order-subgoal applies the inference rule Tuple <-Reduction to (8.4), which
yields the (sub-) goal

〈 x< s(x) ∨ (x, ack(s(x), y))< (s(x), s(y)) ∨ . . . ; . . .〉 (8.6)

Obviously, the recursive invocation of prove-order-subgoal for (8.6) leads to a proof
for (8.6) — and thus for (8.4) —, as the tactic can prove (8.6) in one step with the
inference rule <-Decomposition. Secondly, the attempt to apply <-Decomposition to the
order atom in (8.5) fails. Therefore, prove-order-subgoal retrieves the (previously
activated) induction lemma minus(x, y)<x ∨ less(x, y) = true ∨ y= 0 for the destructor
minus, which it then employs to prove (8.5) in a subsumption step with the inference
rule Non-Inductive Subsumption.

Single Applications of Defining Rules and Conjectures

Each of the three public tactics to be introduced in the following is intended to perform
essentially one simplification step that is given by an application of an applicative
inference rule to a goal (see Section 5.3). Whereas the tactic apply-axiom allows terms
to be rewritten with defining rules, the two other tactics, namely apply-lemma and
apply-ind-hypothesis, can be used to apply conjectures in rewrite or subsumption
steps either non-inductively or inductively.

Roughly speaking, the tactic apply-axiom is to determine the first (sub-) term in the
given goal 〈Γ ; w〉 (using a left-to-right innermost strategy) to which any of the defining
rules for the analyzed operators applies at top-level. If such a term t is found, the
tactic rewrites t with the corresponding defining rule in an application of the inference

27Refer to Section 7.3.2 for weight variables and the set weight command and to Section 8.3.4 for
the set-weights procedure.
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rule Non-Inductive Rewriting to 〈Γ ; w〉. In addition, apply-axiom invokes the tactic
prove-def-subgoal for each of the definedness subgoals arising in the rewrite step,
and it also applies (a restricted but more efficient variant of) the tactic cleanup to
the subgoal containing the rewritten term. Note that in order for a defining rule
l= r ← ∆ to apply to t (at top-level), there must be a matching substitution µ such
that, essentially, (1) t = lµ and (2) Γ contains ∆µ.28

For instance, when invoked for the goal 〈 less(s(plus(x, plus(y, z))), 0) = false ; . . .〉 , the
tactic apply-axiom finds that the defining rule less(x, 0) = false is applicable, and it
employs this axiom to rewrite the term less(s(plus(x, plus(y, z))), 0) in an application of
Non-Inductive Rewriting. This leads to the two (sub-) goals

〈 def(s(plus(x, plus(y, z)))) ∨ less(s(plus(x, plus(y, z))), 0) = false ; . . .〉 (8.7)

〈 ¬def(s(plus(x, plus(y, z)))) ∨ false = false ; . . .〉 (8.8)

As was shown above, (8.7) is proved by the tactic prove-def-subgoal which is called
by apply-axiom. Besides, the variant of the tactic cleanup invoked by apply-axiom

for the “rewritten” subgoal (8.8) is naturally capable of proving (8.8). Hence, the tactic
apply-axiom constructs a complete proof for the original goal above.

The public tactic apply-lemma differs from apply-axiom in that it attempts to rewrite
a term in the given goal 〈Γ ; w〉 with (activated) rewrite lemmas (see Section 8.3.1)
instead of defining rules. Furthermore, when none of the terms in Γ can be rewritten
with the rewrite lemmas, the tactic checks for every subsumption lemma 〈Π ; ŵ〉 (see
Section 8.3.1) whether 〈Π ; ŵ〉 subsumes 〈Γ ; w〉.29 If this is the case for a subsumption
lemma 〈Π ; ŵ〉 then apply-lemma applies the inference rule Non-Inductive Subsumption

to 〈Γ ; w〉 with 〈Π ; ŵ〉. Again, the tactic prove-def-subgoal is invoked for each of
the definedness subgoals that are generated in the subsumption step.

Observe that apply-lemma employs the “lemma”-variants of Non-Inductive Subsumption

and Rewriting, while apply-axiom may only effect applications of the “axiom”-variant
of Non-Inductive Rewriting (see Appendix C).

Essentially, the public tactic apply-ind-hypothesis is very similar to apply-lemma.
However, there are three major differences. Firstly, for simplifying the given goal
〈Γ ; w〉, the tactic apply-ind-hypothesis can (normally) only apply the goal at the
root of the proof state tree to which 〈Γ ; w〉 belongs, i.e. the induction hypothesis
for 〈Γ ; w〉 (instead of the activated rewrite and subsumption lemmas). Secondly, in
the rewrite (or subsumption) step performed by apply-ind-hypothesis, the inference
rule Inductive Rewriting (or Inductive Subsumption) is used. Thirdly, there is a further
condition which the “candidate” conjecture 〈Π ; ŵ〉 must meet in order to be applied
to 〈Γ ; w〉. This condition is based on a heuristic analysis of the weights w and ŵ
and is to ensure that an obviously futile application of 〈Π ; ŵ〉 to 〈Γ ; w〉 as induction

28i.e. t can be “safely” rewritten with l = r ← ∆ (see Example 8.3.1)
29(roughly) in the sense defined in Section 5.3.1
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hypothesis is prevented. For example, this condition is not fulfilled if ŵµ = w (where µ
is the involved match) — in this case, an order subgoal of the form 〈w<w ∨ . . . ; . . .〉
would be generated.

A General Purpose Simplification Tactic

Unquestionably, simplify-goal as the final tactic to be presented in this subsection is
the practically most relevant of the public tactics made available by the QML module
Simplification. This tactic virtually integrates the previously introduced “special
purpose” simplification tactics30 into an effective “general purpose” simplification tactic
and is intended to be employed by our strategy tactics (see Section 8.3.4) and by
the user. As the example proof constructions presented in Appendix E imply, the
tactic simplify-goal is particularly useful during the interactive and semi-automated
construction of proofs for non-trivial inductive theorems. By automatically performing
relatively simple but tedious inference steps, simplify-goal helps the user concentrate
on crucial issues throughout the proof construction, such as finding missing lemmas.
Besides, our experience shows that, when invoked for a goal 〈Γ ; w〉 that can be proved
without an inductive case analysis and without applications of induction hypotheses,
simplify-goal often succeeds in constructing a proof for 〈Γ ; w〉.
We briefly explain the overall idea as to how the tactic simplify-goal works when
called for a goal 〈Γ ; w〉. In the first step, the tactic cleanup is invoked for 〈Γ ; w〉.
If this call proves 〈Γ ; w〉 then simplify-goal terminates successfully. Otherwise, a
(LIFO) list OPEN for open (sub-) goals is initialized with the subgoals generated by
cleanup (or with 〈Γ ; w〉 itself). In the ensuing steps, the list OPEN is processed as long
as it still contains elements. The tactic always processes the first goal 〈Γ ′ ; w′〉 of OPEN.
After removing 〈Γ ′ ; w′〉 from OPEN, simplify-goal applies (a variant of) the tactic
apply-axiom to 〈Γ ′ ; w′〉. If apply-axiom simplifies 〈Γ ′ ; w′〉 then the resulting sub-
goal is inserted into OPEN (unless apply-axiom proved 〈Γ ′ ; w′〉), and simplify-goal

processes the next open goal in OPEN. Otherwise, the tactic invokes (a variant of)
apply-lemma for 〈Γ ′ ; w′〉. If apply-lemma reduces 〈Γ ′ ; w′〉 to a subgoal 〈Γ ′′ ; w′′〉
in a rewrite step then 〈Γ ′′ ; w′′〉 is added to OPEN, and the next open goal node is
processed. Otherwise, OPEN is not changed, and simplify-goal processes the next
element of OPEN. The tactic terminates when OPEN has become empty.

For an example of a proof constructed by the tactic simplify-goal consider Figure 8.7.
It depicts a proof (state tree) which shows how simplify-goal proves the conjecture

〈 times(x, y) = double(x) ∨ y 6= s(s(0)) ; ()〉

in a series of (i) one application of the inference rule 6=-Unification, (ii) four consecutive
rewrite steps with the “axiom”-variant of Non-Inductive Rewriting, (iii) one rewrite step
with the “lemma”-variant of Non-Inductive Rewriting, and finally (iv) one application of
=-Decomposition. Note that for the construction of this proof by simplify-goal, it is

30with the exception of apply-ind-hypothesis
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necessary that all of the involved defined operators have been analyzed and that the
rewrite lemma plus(0, y) = y 31 has been activated. The defining rules applied in the
proof are:

times-1: times(x,0) = 0

times-2: times(x,s(y)) = plus(times(x,y),x)

double-1: double(x) = plus(x,x)

8.3.3 Constructing Inductive Case Analyses

As discussed in Section 8.3.1 and illustrated in Example 8.3.1, “promising” inductive
case analyses for proofs of inductive theorems can often be obtained by means of the
well-known induction heuristic. Roughly speaking, an inductive case analysis for the
proof of a conjecture Γ is to generate the cases necessary for expanding certain, carefully
selected calls of (recursive) defined operators occurring in Γ with the defining rules for
these operators. Therefore, it is heuristically plausible that the construction of an
inductive case analysis is guided by the case analyses used in the definitions of the
selected defined operators. In Section 8.3.1, we described in detail how we analyze the
axiomatization of a defined operator f and summarize the obtained information in the
definition scheme of f as a representation of the case analysis used in the definition of
f . In the following, we will explain how the public tactic ind-case-analysis, which
the QML module Inductive-Case-Analyses makes available, employs these definition
schemes when (1) constructing an inductive case analysis for the proof of a conjecture
about several operators and (2) expanding the selected calls.

Speaking in simplified terms, the tactic ind-case-analysis proceeds as follows when
applied to a goal 〈Γ ; w〉.
In the first step, ind-case-analysis determines the so-called expandable calls of the
defined operators occurring in Γ and stores them in the list E-CALLS. Roughly stated,
an expandable call is “general” enough to be expanded with a case analysis, and thus
it suggests an induction. Suppose f is a defined operator with α(f) = s1 . . . sns that
is conjectured to be terminating. Let i1, . . . , ik ⊂ {1, . . . , n} be the induction positions
of f , where k > 0 (see Section 8.3.1). A call of f , i.e. a term of the form f(t1, . . . , tn)
is said to be expandable if {ti1 , . . . , tik} is a set of k distinct constructor variables.
For instance, the calls app(l, nil) and app(l, l) are expandable (1 is the only induction
position of app32), whereas the calls less(0, y) or less(x, x) are not (both 1 and 2 are the
induction positions of less).

If there is no occurrence of an expandable call in 〈Γ ; w〉 (i.e. the list E-CALLS is
empty) then ind-case-analysis computes a “standard” cover set of substitutions for
all of the constructor variables occurring in 〈Γ ; w〉. Subsequently, the tactic applies

31which has the name “plus-0-y”
32see Section E.2.2 for the definition of app
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+-G-node root "times-double"

| { times(x,y) = double(x),

| y =/= s(s(0)) } ;

| ()

|

+-I-node [1]

| < =/=-unif 2 >

|

+-G-node [1^2]

| { times(x,s(s(0))) = double(x) } ;

| ()

|

+-I-node [1^3]

| < axiom-rewrite 1 [1] times-2 1 [y <-- s(0)] >

|

+-G-node [1^4]

| { plus(times(x,s(0)),x) = double(x) } ;

| ()

|

+-I-node [1^5]

| < axiom-rewrite 1 [1^2] times-2 1 [y <-- 0] >

|

+-G-node [1^6]

| { plus(plus(times(x,0),x),x) = double(x) } ;

| ()

|

+-I-node [1^7]

| < axiom-rewrite 1 [1^3] times-1 1 [ ] >

|

+-G-node [1^8]

| { plus(plus(0,x),x) = double(x) } ;

| ()

|

+-I-node [1^9]

| < axiom-rewrite 1 [2] double-1 1 [ ] >

|

+-G-node [1^10]

| { plus(plus(0,x),x) = plus(x,x) } ;

| ()

|

+-I-node [1^11]

| < lemma-rewrite 1 [1^2] plus-0-y 1 [y <-- x] >

|

+-G-node [1^12]

| { plus(x,x) = plus(x,x) } ;

| ()

|

+-I-node [1^13]

< =-decomp 1 >

Figure 8.7: A proof (state tree) constructed by the tactic simplify-goal
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the inference rule Substitution Addition to 〈Γ ; w〉 using the computed cover set of
substitutions as the parameter. Moreover, after calling the tactic prove-tautology

for each of the resulting subgoals, ind-case-analysis terminates (successfully). For
example, there is no expandable call in the goal

〈 less(0, y) = true ∨ y= 0 ; y〉

Hence, ind-case-analysis reduces the goal by applying Substitution Addition with
the “standard” cover set of substitutions for y, namely {{y ← 0}, {y ← s(y)}} . This
inference step yields the two “cases”

〈 less(0, 0) = true ∨ 0 = 0 ; 0〉

〈 less(0, s(y)) = true ∨ s(y) = 0 ; s(y)〉
the first of which ind-case-analysis proves with an invocation of prove-tautology.

Provided that the list E-CALLS of expandable calls occurring in 〈Γ ; w〉 is not empty,
ind-case-analysis deletes the “obstructing” calls from E-CALLS in the next step.
Inspired by the notion of a flawed induction scheme by Boyer and Moore (1979), we
heuristically eliminate “obstructing” expandable calls, because expansions of “obstruct-
ing” calls tend to cause redundant inference steps, as is suggested by numerous example
proofs. Consider e.g. the conjecture

〈 elem(x, app(l1, l2)) 6= true ∨ elem(x, l1) = true ∨ elem(x, l2) = true ; . . .〉 (8.9)

Apparently, app(l1, l2), elem(x, l1) and elem(x, l2) are the expandable calls in (8.9),
but elem(x, l2) “obstructs” app(l1, l2) in the sense that l2, which occurs at an induction
position in elem(x, l2), is a sub-term of an argument in the call app(l1, l2) which is not
at an induction position. It is easy to see that for a proof of (8.9), only app(l1, l2) and
elem(x, l1) need to be expanded, which yields an induction on l1, whereas the additional
expansion of elem(x, l2) would lead to an unnecessary and “more expensive” induction
on l1 and l2.

Formally, we define “obstruction” as follows. Let g be another defined operator with
α(g) = s̄1 . . . s̄ls̄. Moreover, assume that g is conjectured to be terminating and that
j1, . . . , jq ⊂ {1, . . . , l} are the induction positions of g, where q > 0. We say that the
call f(t1, . . . , tn) obstructs the call g(t̄1, . . . , t̄l) if there is an induction position i of f
and a j ∈{1, . . . , l}\{j1, . . . , jq} such that ti is a sub-term of t̄j.

As said above, the tactic ind-case-analysis deletes each call from E-CALLS that
obstructs any other expandable call in 〈Γ ; w〉. However, if E-CALLS turns out to be
empty after this elimination process33 then the list consisting of the first expandable
call in 〈Γ ; w〉 is assigned to E-CALLS.

At this point, E-CALLS is not empty and contains those expandable calls in 〈Γ ; w〉
that will actually be expanded. For this purpose, ind-case-analysis first computes
a cover set of substitutions for 〈Γ ; w〉. The tactic does that by merging the cover

33as in the case of the goal 〈 plus(x, y)= plus(y, x) ; . . .〉
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sets of substitutions that are associated with the calls in E-CALLS and stored in the
data base as components of the corresponding definition schemes (see Section 8.3.1).
Instead of describing the (straightforward) procedure we developed for merging cover
sets of substitutions, we give the following examples in order to convey an intuitive
impression of how cover sets of substitutions are merged.

• The result of merging a cover set of substitutions {σ1, . . . , σm} with itself is
{σ1, . . . , σm}.
• Let σ1 = {x ← 0}, σ2 = {x ← s(x)}, σ3 = {x ← s(0)} and σ4 = {x ← s(s(x))}.

Then merging {σ1, σ2} and {σ1, σ3, σ4} yields {σ1, σ3, σ4}.
• Let σ1 = {x ← 0, y ← s(y)}, σ2 = {y ← 0}, σ3 = {x ← s(x), y ← s(y)}, and let
σ′

1 = {y ← 0, z ← s(z)}, σ′
2 = {z ← 0}, σ′

3 = {y ← s(y), z ← s(z)}.
Then the result of merging {σ1, σ2, σ3} and {σ′

1, σ
′
2, σ

′
3} is {σ′′

1 , . . . , σ
′′
6}, where

σ′′
1 = {x← 0, y ← s(y), z ← 0} σ′′

2 = {x← 0, y ← s(y), z ← s(z)}
σ′′

3 = {y ← 0, z ← s(z)} σ′′
4 = {y ← 0, z ← 0}

σ′′
5 = {x← s(x), y ← s(y), z ← 0} σ′′

6 = {x← s(x), y ← s(y), z ← s(z)}

Having obtained a cover set of substitutions {σ1, . . . , σq} for 〈Γ ; w〉 as the result of
(successively) merging the cover sets of substitutions for the calls in E-CALLS, the tactic
ind-case-analysis applies the inference rule Substitution Addition to 〈Γ ; w〉 with
{σ1, . . . , σq} as the parameter. This yields the subgoals 〈Γσ1 ; wσ1〉, . . . , 〈Γσq ; wσq〉,
for each of which the tactic prove-tautology is invoked.

In each of the ensuing q steps (for i = 1, . . . , q), ind-case-analysis expands the calls
included in E-CALLS, the first call in the goal 〈Γσi ; wσi〉34 and the remaining ones in
the resulting subgoals. Suppose f(t1, . . . , tn) is the first call in E-CALLS. In order to
have a “plan” for the expansion of f(t1, . . . , tn)σi in 〈Γσi ; wσi〉, ind-case-analysis
computes a condition tree for f(t1, . . . , tn)σi and 〈Γσi ; wσi〉 (see Section 8.3.1). Then
the tactic “executes” this condition tree (as explained in Section 8.3.1), which gives
rise to a series of applications of the inference rules Literal Addition and Non-Inductive

Rewriting. In addition, ind-case-analysis invokes (i) the tactic prove-def-subgoal

for each of the definedness subgoals generated in the rewrite steps with defining rules
for f and (ii) the tactic prove-taut-lit (see Figure 8.3) for each of the subgoals
containing the rewritten call of f . After this expansion of the first call in E-CALLS,
ind-case-analysis expands, in the way just described, the remaining calls in E-CALLS

in each of the open subgoals created during the expansion of the first call.

Subsequent to this description of ind-case-analysis, let us illustrate the way in which
the tactic proceeds when applied to the example conjecture (8.9). In the notation used
by the QuodLibet command interpreter, (8.9) is presented as follows:35

G-node root "elem-app-3"

{ elem(x,append(l1,l2)) =/= true,

34unless the call of prove-tautology has proved 〈Γσi ; wσi〉
35Apparently, the name of the proof state tree created for (8.9) is elem-app-3.
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elem(x,l1) = true,

elem(x,l2) = true } ;

w_elem-app-3(l1,x,l2)

As mentioned above, there are three expandable calls in the conjecture. However, the
tactic ind-case-analysis decides to expand only the calls app(l1, l2) and elem(x, l1),
because the third call elem(x, l2) obstructs app(l1, l2). The result of merging the cover
sets of substitutions associated with the two calls to be expanded is the cover set of
substitutions {σ1, σ2}, where σ1 = {l1 ← nil} and σ2 = {l1 ← cons(y, l1)}. Therefore,
the ensuing application of the inference rule Substitution Addition to the conjecture
with {σ1, σ2} as the parameter yields the two subgoals

G-node [1^2]

{ elem(x,append(nil,l2)) =/= true,

elem(x,nil) = true,

elem(x,l2) = true } ;

w_elem-app-3(nil,x,l2)

G-node [1:2]

{ elem(x,append(cons(y,l1),l2)) =/= true,

elem(x,cons(y,l1)) = true,

elem(x,l2) = true } ;

w_elem-app-3(cons(y,l1),x,l2)

In the next step, ind-case-analysis expands the first call, namely app(l1, l2), in the
goal at position 12. The condition tree for the expansion of app(nil, l2) in this goal is
trivial, it consists of one leaf labeled with the name app-1 of the corresponding defining
rule for app. Hence, the call app(nil, l2) is rewritten with app-1 in an application of the
inference rule Non-Inductive Rewriting, which gives rise to the subgoal

G-node [1^4]

{ elem(x,l2) =/= true,

elem(x,nil) = true,

elem(x,l2) = true } ;

w_elem-app-3(nil,x,l2)

Since the invocation of the tactic prove-taut-lit for the (rewritten) goal at position
14 proves this goal,36 ind-case-analysis continues with the expansion of the first call
in the goal at position 1.2. Again, the condition tree for expanding app(cons(y, l1), l2)
in this goal consists of one leaf, this time for the defining rule app-2. In the subsequent
rewrite step with app-2, the goal at position 1.2 is reduced to the subgoal

36with the inference rule Complementary Literals (see Figure 5.1)
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G-node [1:2:1^2]

{ elem(x,cons(y,append(l1,l2))) =/= true,

elem(x,cons(y,l1)) = true,

elem(x,l2) = true } ;

w_elem-app-3(cons(y,l1),x,l2)

Now the remaining expandable call, namely elem(x, l1), is dealt with. Figure 8.6 (a)
depicts the condition tree that ind-case-analysis computes for expanding the call
elem(x, cons(y, l1)) in the goal at position 1.2.12. In “executing” this condition tree, the
tactic first applies the inference rule Literal Addition to this goal (in order to introduce
the missing condition literal x= y ). This yields the two subgoals

G-node [1:2:1^4]

{ x =/= y,

elem(x,cons(y,append(l1,l2))) =/= true,

elem(x,cons(y,l1)) = true,

elem(x,l2) = true } ;

w_elem-app-3(cons(y,l1),x,l2)

G-node [1:2:1^3:2]

{ x = y,

elem(x,cons(y,append(l1,l2))) =/= true,

elem(x,cons(y,l1)) = true,

elem(x,l2) = true } ;

w_elem-app-3(cons(y,l1),x,l2)

The leaves of the condition tree indicate how these two subgoals are to be rewritten: the
goal at 1.2.14 with the defining rule elem-2 and the goal at 1.2.13.2 with the defining
rule elem-3. The subgoals generated in these two applications of the inference rule
Non-Inductive Rewriting are

G-node [1:2:1^6]

{ x =/= y,

elem(x,cons(y,append(l1,l2))) =/= true,

true = true,

elem(x,l2) = true } ;

w_elem-app-3(cons(y,l1),x,l2)

G-node [1:2:1^3:2:1^2]

{ x = y,

elem(x,cons(y,append(l1,l2))) =/= true,

elem(x,l1) = true,

elem(x,l2) = true } ;

w_elem-app-3(cons(y,l1),x,l2)

Since ind-case-analysis proves the goal at position 1.2.16 with a call of the tactic
prove-taut-lit, there is only one open goal still to be proved — this goal may be
considered the “result” of invoking ind-case-analysis for the conjecture (8.9).
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It should be noted that due to its heuristic nature, the tactic ind-case-analysis does
not always make the “right” choice when it has to decide which of the expandable calls
in the given conjecture should actually be expanded. For instance, when applied to
the goal37

〈 less(x, plus(y, z)) = true ∨ less(x, y) 6= true ; . . .〉
ind-case-analysis eliminates the expandable call less(x, y), because it obstructs the
other expandable call plus(y, z). However, the conjecture should be proved by induc-
tion on x and y (as suggested by less(x, y)) instead of z (as suggested by plus(y, z)).
Mainly in order to allow the user to deal with situations like these more conveniently,
the QML module Inductive-Case-Analyses provides a second public tactic named
expand-operator. As its name implies, the tactic expand-operator constructs the
inductive case analysis that is suggested by one expandable call which the user supplies
as a parameter. Roughly speaking, the tactic expand-operator works as follows when
invoked for a goal 〈Γ ; w〉 and an expandable call f(t1, . . . , tn) occurring in 〈Γ ; w〉. In
the first step, it applies the inference rule Substitution Addition with the cover set of
substitutions σ1, . . . , σm+p contained in the definition scheme of f . Then it expands,
for i = 1, . . . , m + p, the call f(t1, . . . , tn)σi in the goal 〈Γσi ; wσi〉 by computing and
“executing” the corresponding condition tree.

8.3.4 Inductive Proof Strategies

Having described a variety of simplification tactics and the tactic ind-case-analysis

for the heuristic generation of inductive case analyses in the previous subsections, we
can now present the public tactic standard-strategy, which integrates the tactics
discussed so far into a full-scale inductive proof strategy (or proof procedure) and may
be regarded as one of the main achievements of this thesis. As the example proof
constructions given in Appendix E show, the tactic standard-strategy is capable
of mechanically constructing complete proofs for many (simpler) inductive theorems,
and thus it realizes the automation of the proof control of QuodLibet as required in
Section 7.1 to a reasonable extent. In addition to standard-strategy, the module
Proof-Strategies provides (i) another public tactic named restricted-strategy,
which is a restricted variant of standard-strategy, as well as (ii) the public pro-
cedure set-weights (see Figure 8.1). Since these two strategy tactics make use of
set-weights, we will briefly describe this procedure at first, before dealing with the
two tactics exported by Proof-Strategies.

Setting Weight Variables

Recall from Section 7.3.2 that whenever a proof state tree T is created for a conjecture
Γ , a weight variable w T (x1, . . . , xl) is generated for the weights of the goals in T , where
x1, . . . , xl are the constructor variables occurring in Γ . Moreover, no inference rule nor
the tactic prove-order-subgoal can be applied to an order subgoal in T as long as

37see the conjecture less-x-plus-y-z in Section E.1.2
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it still contains weight variables. Therefore, the weight variable w T (x1, . . . , xn) must
be set with a suitable concrete weight, before the proof construction represented by T
can be completed. For this purpose, we provide the public procedure set-weights.

Speaking in simplified terms, the procedure set-weights can be explained as follows.
Suppose set-weights is applied to the proof state tree T for the conjecture 〈Γ ; w〉,
where x1, . . . , xl are the constructor variables occurring in Γ . The procedure is based
on the assumptions (1) that all of the order subgoals to arise in the construction of
T are available at the point when set-weights is invoked for T and (2) that each of
these order subgoals is of the form

〈 w T (t′1, . . . , t
′
l)< w T (t1, . . . , tl) , ∆ ; w T (t1, . . . , tl)〉

Essentially, set-weights attempts to compute a tuple i1 . . . ik ⊆ {1, . . . , l}∗ of k
distinct integers such that for each order subgoal of the above form in T the following
condition holds:38

t′i1 . . . t
′
ik
<lex
H ti1 . . . tik

If the procedure finds a tuple i1, . . . , ik with the required property, it assigns the weight
(xi1 , . . . , xik) to the weight variable w T (x1, . . . , xl) with a call of the inference machine
operation (or library procedure) that corresponds to the set weight command. As
was explained in Section 7.3.2, the result of this is that each occurrence of the weight
variable w T in the current proof state graph is consistently replaced with the computed
weight. In case that no such tuple can be determined, the call of set-weights fails.

For instance, the only order subgoal arising in the construction of the proof state tree
div-def for the domain lemma for div is of the form

G-node [1:2:1:2:1^3:2]

{ w_div-def(minus(x,y),y) < w_div-def(x,y),

. . .

y = 0 } ;

w_div-def(x,y)

(see Section 7.3.4). Provided that the data base contains the required definition schemes
and the activated domain lemma for minus, set-weights finds the tuple (1), since the
inequality minus(x, y) <H x holds. Therefore, the procedure assigns the weight x to
the weight variable w_div-def, and the above order subgoal is changed to

G-node [1:2:1:2:1^3:2]

{ minus(x,y) < x,

. . .

y = 0 } ;

x

A further example of an invocation of the procedure set-weights will be given below.
Note that, due to the definition of ≤H and our practical experience (see Appendix E),
it is justifiable to maintain that in most of the practically relevant cases, set-weights
determines suitable weights that lead to provable order subgoals.

38Refer to Section 8.3.1 for the definition of <lex
H

.
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The Strategy Tactic standard-strategy

We now present the tactic standard-strategy which is the most effective of the proof
control routines we have developed so far. In what follows, we are going to explain —
partly in strongly simplified terms — how this strategy tactic combines the previously
introduced tactics to form a comprehensive inductive proof procedure.

The tactic standard-strategy can be invoked for any goal 〈Γ ; w〉 which labels the
root of a proof state tree T . In the first step, standard-strategy applies the “general
purpose” simplification tactic simplify-goal (see Section 8.3.2) to 〈Γ ; w〉, because
conjectures to be proved by induction should be as “simplified” as possible (see e.g.
Boyer & Moore, 1979).

Let us first deal with the case that 〈Γ ; w〉 is simplified, i.e. the call of simplify-goal
fails. After the invocation of the tactic ind-case-analysis for 〈Γ ; w〉, a (LIFO)
list OPEN for open (sub-) goals is initialized with the open goals created during the
construction of the inductive case analysis for 〈Γ ; w〉 by ind-case-analysis (see
Section 8.3.3). In the subsequent steps, the list OPEN is iteratively processed as long
as it still contains elements. In each of these steps, the tactic always deals with the
first goal 〈Γ ′ ; w′〉 of OPEN. After removing 〈Γ ′ ; w′〉 from OPEN, standard-strategy
checks whether 〈Γ ′ ; w′〉 is an order subgoal. If this is the case then the next element
of OPEN is processed. Otherwise, standard-strategy simplifies 〈Γ ′ ; w′〉 as often as
possible in consecutive applications of the tactics cleanup, apply-axiom, apply-lemma
and apply-ind-hypothesis (see Section 8.3.2). The open goals generated during this
simplification of 〈Γ ′ ; w′〉 are then inserted into OPEN, and the next open goal in
OPEN is dealt with. In case that 〈Γ ′ ; w′〉 cannot be simplified by any of these tactics,
standard-strategy creates a new proof state tree T ′ for the goal 〈Γ ′ ; w′〉. It does so
by calling the inference machine operation corresponding to the assign-name command
(see Section 7.3.2). Thereafter, standard-strategy is recursively invoked for 〈Γ ′ ; w′〉
in T ′, and having returned from this invocation, the tactic processes the next element
of OPEN.

Once the list OPEN has become empty, each of the remaining open goals in T should be
an order subgoal. Since there are still weight variables in T , standard-strategy calls
the procedure set-weights for T . Unless the call of this procedure fails, standard-
strategy applies the tactic prove-order-subgoal to each of the order subgoals. After
this, standard-strategy terminates (successfully).

We still have to describe how the tactic standard-strategy proceeds if the original
goal 〈Γ ; w〉 can actually be simplified with the tactic simplify-goal (see above).
In this case, standard-strategy creates, for each open goal 〈Γ ′ ; w′〉 in T , a new
proof state tree T ′ and then applies itself recursively to 〈Γ ′ ; w′〉 in T ′. Thereafter,
standard-strategy terminates (successfully).

In order to illustrate the tactic standard-strategy with a small example, we explain
in the following how the tactic constructs a complete proof for the conjecture (8.9)
from Section 8.3.3. When invoked for the goal
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G-node root "elem-app-3"

{ elem(x,append(l1,l2)) =/= true,

elem(x,l1) = true,

elem(x,l2) = true } ;

w_elem-app-3(l1,x,l2)

at the root of the proof state tree elem-app-3, the tactic standard-strategy first
attempts to simplify this goal with the tactic simplify-goal. Since this call fails (the
conjecture is simplified), standard-strategy applies the tactic ind-case-analysis

to it, which leads to the inference steps described in the example of Section 8.3.3. As
was shown there, the only open goal in elem-app-3 resulting from the construction of
the inductive case analysis for (8.9) is the goal at position 1.2.13.2.12, namely

G-node [1:2:1^3:2:1^2]

{ x = y,

elem(x,cons(y,append(l1,l2))) =/= true,

elem(x,l1) = true,

elem(x,l2) = true } ;

w_elem-app-3(cons(y,l1),x,l2)

This goal is not an order subgoal, and so standard-strategy tries to simplify it: first
with the tactic cleanup, which fails; and then with the tactic apply-axiom, which
effects an application of the inference rule Non-Inductive Rewriting with the defining
rule elem-3. The goals generated in this rewrite step are

G-node [1:2:1^3:2:1^4]

{ def append(l1,l2),

x = y,

elem(x,cons(y,append(l1,l2))) =/= true,

elem(x,l1) = true,

elem(x,l2) = true } ;

w_elem-app-3(cons(y,l1),x,l2)

G-node [1:2:1^3:2:1^3:2]

{ ~def append(l1,l2),

x = y,

elem(x,append(l1,l2)) =/= true,

elem(x,l1) = true,

elem(x,l2) = true } ;

w_elem-app-3(cons(y,l1),x,l2)

Since the definedness subgoal at position 1.2.13.2.14 is proved by the call of the tactic
prove-def-subgoal, the only open goal resulting from the invocation of apply-axiom
for the goal at positon 1.2.13.2.12 is the goal at position 1.2.13.2.13.2. The subsequent
calls of the tactics cleanup, apply-axiom and apply-lemma for the goal at position
1.2.13.2.13.2 fail. Hence, standard-strategy invokes apply-ind-hypothesis. The
call of this tactic succeeds, giving rise to an application of the inference rule Inductive

Subsumption to the goal at position 1.2.13.2.13.2 with the goal at the root of elem-app-3
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(i.e. the conjecture) as the induction hypothesis. One subgoal is generated in this
inference step, namely the order subgoal

G-node [1:2:1^3:2:1^3:2:1^2]

{ w_elem-app-3(l1,x,l2) < w_elem-app-3(cons(y,l1),x,l2),

~def append(l1,l2),

x = y,

elem(x,append(l1,l2)) =/= true,

elem(x,l1) = true,

elem(x,l2) = true } ;

w_elem-app-3(cons(y,l1),x,l2)

This order subgoal is the only remaining open goal in the proof state tree elem-app-3.
Thus, standard-strategy applies the procedure set-weights to elem-app-3. Since
l1 <H cons(y, l1), set-weights finds the tuple (1) and assigns the weight l1 to the
weight variable w elem-app-3(l1, x, l2) (see above). As a consequence, the order subgoal
is changed to

G-node [1:2:1^3:2:1^3:2:1^2]

{ l1 < cons(y,l1),

~def append(l1,l2),

x = y,

elem(x,append(l1,l2)) =/= true,

elem(x,l1) = true,

elem(x,l2) = true } ;

cons(y,l1)

After this, standard-strategy calls the tactic prove-order-subgoal for the goal at
position 1.2.13.2.13.2.12, which leads to a proof of this order subgoal by an application
of the inference rule <-Decomposition. At this point, the tactic standard-strategy

has successfully completed the construction of the proof state tree elem-app-3 for the
conjecture (8.9), as there are no more open goals in elem-app-3.

We urge the reader to refer to Appendix E for a collection of example specifications
and proof constructions involving arithmetic operations, lists (of natural numbers)
and binary (search) trees. As the reader will see, this collection includes various
inductive theorems which can be proved automatically by invocations of the tactic
standard-strategy.

The Strategy Tactic restricted-strategy

Mainly because of the recursive nature of the tactic standard-strategy (see above), it
is possible that a proof construction performed by this tactic may diverge in the sense
that it keeps creating new proof state trees for “senseless” conjectures of increasing
complexity. This may happen e.g. when a lemma necessary for a successful proof has
not been introduced yet (by the user). In such situations, the user should apply the
tactic restricted-strategy instead, which is a restricted and usually terminating
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variant of standard-strategy provided by the module Proof-Strategies. Roughly
speaking, the major difference between these two tactics is that restricted-strategy
is not recursive — it simply terminates whenever standard-strategy would create a
new proof state tree and recursively apply itself to it.

Consider e.g. the conjecture times-sx-y from Section E.1.2, which is introduced there
with the command

prove { times(s(x),y) = plus(times(x,y),y) } times-sx-y

and inductively valid w.r.t. the underlying specification. A call of standard-strategy
for times-sx-y leads to a diverging proof construction that comprises a (potentially)
infinite number of newly created proof state trees. However, if the tactic restricted-

strategy is applied to times-sx-y, the proof construction terminates with a proof
state tree that almost represents a proof for the given conjecture — only one open goal
remains, namely

G-node [1:2:1^5:2:1:2:1:2:1^6]

{ ~def times(x,y),

~def plus(times(x,y),x),

~def plus(times(x,y),y),

s(plus(times(x,y),plus(y,x))) = s(plus(times(x,y),plus(x,y))) } ;

s(y)

An analysis of this goal shows that the sub-term plus(x, y) at position 2.1.2 in the
fourth literal should be rewritten with the commutativity of plus to obtain a “tauto-
logical” goal. For this purpose, the lemma plus-com may be used, which was proved
before but not activated in order to avoid non-terminating simplification processes (see
Section E.1.2). All in all, the following three commands (or interactions) are sufficient
for a complete proof of the example conjecture.

call restricted-strategy

apply lemma-rewrite 4 [2:1:2] plus-com 1 []

call simplify-goal

That is, after invoking the tactic restricted-strategy, the user applies the lemma
plus-com using (the “lemma”-variant of) the elementary inference rule Non-Inductive

Rewriting in an apply command (see Section 7.3.2). Then he can complete the proof
construction conveniently by simply calling the “general purpose” simplification tactic
simplify-goal.

Observe that Appendix E includes further example proof constructions that involve
invocations of the tactic restricted-strategy.
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8.4 Concluding Remarks

After the presentation of our approach to flexible forms of interactive and automated
proof control in this chapter, the question remains as to how effectively QuodLibet

assists the user in what we call the proof engineering process required for proofs of non-
trivial “real-life” inductive theorems.39 Obviously, an answer to this question should be
based on experimental data, and so we provide a collection of example specifications
and proof constructions involving arithmetic operations, lists (of natural numbers),
the mergesort sorting algorithm and binary (search) trees in Appendix E. Instead of
discussing these examples in detail, we restrict ourselves to two summarizing remarks.

First of all, we would like to make a comment on the strength of the proposed strategy
tactics. Appendix E includes proof constructions for a total of 80 inductive theorems,
26 of which are (simpler) domain lemmas for the axiomatized operations. The tactic
standard-strategy is capable of automatically proving 60 of these inductive theorems.
Moreover, in 15 of the remaining 20 proof constructions, the first interaction is a call
of the tactic restricted-strategy, which performs at least the initial inductive case
analysis and the proof of the base case(s). Considering that the QML routines currently
provided by QuodLibet were developed in a first and “rapid” attempt, we find these
results rather encouraging.

Secondly, we think that the proof constructions given in Appendix E may be regarded
as sufficient evidence for our claim that the proposed approach to flexible forms of proof
control fulfills the fourth major requirement that we laid down for the development of
QuodLibet, namely the one related to proof control (see Section 7.1). As the example
proof constructions show, we have achieved flexibility with regard to proof control in
the following sense: Aside from the elementary inference rules, the user may benefit
from inference operators on intermediate levels — such as the tactics simplify-goal

or ind-case-analysis — and from the two strategy tactics as high level inference
operators. Moreover, the use of QML routines is well integrated into the graphical user
interface of XQuodLibet (see Section 8.2.2).

39Refer to the last part of Section 7.1 for a discussion of our requirements with regard to proof
control.



Chapter 9

Conclusion

The overall subject of this thesis is the inductive theorem prover QuodLibet which
we have developed to attain two essential goals. Firstly, our prover is applicable to
data types with partial operations, although data types like these lead to specifications
that need not be sufficiently complete or may induce non-terminating rewrite relations.
Secondly, by offering a high degree of flexibility with regard to the supported forms of
proof control, the tactic-based approach to the problem of proof control developed for
QuodLibet yields a practically useful compromise between interactive proof control
on the one hand and automated proof control on the other hand.

With regard to the formal framework for inductive theorem proving presented in Part I
we would like to emphasize the following points.

Our specification language supports adequate formalizations of data types with par-
tial operations. This includes those data types that call for incomplete or even non-
terminating specifications. Moreover, the language admits as axioms in specifications
conditional equations (or rewrite rules) with positive and negative conditions. Last
but not least, it has precisely defined admissibility conditions which do not presuppose
termination of the rewrite relation induced by the specification and which can be easily
verified for most practically relevant specifications.

The semantic induction order proposed in this thesis does not require the rewrite rela-
tion associated with an admissible specification to be terminating. As a consequence,
QuodLibet admits proofs for various inductive theorems that express properties of
non-terminating operations — unlike any other inductive theorem prover known to
us. Furthermore, our induction order is well-suited for proofs by destructor induction,
which is mainly due to its “semantic” character and the order literals of our formal
framework.

The presented calculus for inductive proofs is characterized by the following features.
First of all, the calculus is goal-directed. Furthermore, our applicative inference rules
are based on a concept of explicitly applicable induction hypotheses and lemmas. Be-
sides, the calculus appears to be reasonably comprehensible and hence user-oriented.
The calculus is also expressive in that it provides inference rules for (user-guided) case
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analyses and inference rules for (user-guided) explicit instantiations of lemmas and in-
duction hypotheses, respectively. All in all, the inference rules are roughly modeled on
what we consider elementary proof steps.

Due to the proposed concept of a proof state graph, our framework for inductive theorem
proving supports the lazy generation of induction hypotheses and mutual induction.
Moreover, we have shown that applications of unproved lemmas are possible, and the
discussion of choice points made it clear that multiple complete or incomplete proof
attempts for the same conjecture may occur in proof state graphs. Finally, the notion of
a proof graph and our major soundness result (Theorem 6.2.4) yield a useful criterion for
recognizing inductive validity that is expressed in terms of graph theoretical properties
of proof attempts. As a consequence, many clauses occurring in proof constructions can
be identified as inductively valid long before the proof construction has been completed.

As to the software system QuodLibet, which we discussed in Part II, the subsequent
points should be mentioned.

We have shown that our inductive theorem prover may be employed as a full-scale proof
checker: Firstly, the functionality of the system is such that it allows the user (i) to
easily formalize numerous practically relevant data types and (ii) to construct virtually
any inductive proof with the prover that is feasible within our formal framework. In
particular, QuodLibet supports navigation through proof state trees, and goal nodes
may be expanded more than once, thus giving rise to choice points in proof state graphs
which represent multiple proof attempts for the same conjecture. Secondly, Quod-

Libet guarantees the soundness of every successfully executed command required in
the axiomatization of a data type or in proof constructions. Thirdly, the graphical
user interface of XQuodLibet significantly adds to the user-friendliness of the prover
by visualizing interactive proof constructions. In addition to the GUI, the system
also provides a sometimes more efficiently usable command interpreter for experienced
users.

Last but not least we have proposed a novel solution to the problem of proof control
for our inductive theorem prover QuodLibet that is characterized by a great deal of
flexibility with regard to the forms of proof control the prover supports. This approach
is based on (proof) tactics, for which we developed a special proof control language
named QML. Since QuodLibet provides (in addition to the elementary inference
rules) various tactics ranging from “intermediate level” tactics for simplification tasks
to “high level” tactics representing comprehensive inductive proof strategies, we achieve
a useful compromise between (“mindless”) completely interactive proof control on the
one hand and (“hard-wired”) automated proof control on the other hand. Moreover,
practical experience of programming in QML has shown that it is comparatively easy
to extend existing (strategy) tactics or to write new ones in order to implement newly
developed proof heuristics.



Appendix A

The Proofs

Proof of Lemma 3.1.3. GT (sig) is initial in the class of all sig-algebras, and so
there is only one sig-homomorphism from GT (sig) to B, namely evalB. Hence, we have
hs(t

A) = tB for all t ∈ GT (sig)s and for all s ∈ S, which implies that hs(a) ∈ BC
s

for all a ∈ ACs . Thus, hCs is a function with hCs : ACs → BC
s . With the assumption

that h is a sig-homomorphism, it is easy to show that hC is a sigC-homomorphism.
As GT (sigC) is initial in the class of all sigC-algebras, we have evalB

C

= hC ◦ evalA
C

.

Since evalB
C

is a sigC-epimorphism, hC must be a sigC-epimorphism as well. �

Proof of Lemma 3.1.5. Since σ is a constructor substitution, (evalAϕ ◦ σ)(x) ∈ ACs
for all x ∈ X ∩ V C, so evalAϕ ◦ σ is indeed a valuation of X in A. A simple structural

induction on t shows that evalAϕ (tσ) = evalA(evalAϕ ◦σ)(t) for all t ∈ T (sig , V ). �

Proof of Lemma 3.1.8. Let A be a data model, and let B ∈ Mod(spec). Define
a family h = (hs)s∈S of functions hs: A

C
s → BC

s by hs(a) = tB where a = tA and
t ∈ GT (sigC)s . We show that hs is well-defined. Let t1, t2 ∈ GT (sigC)s such that
tA1 = a = tA2 . Since A is a data model, Mod(spec) |= t1 = t2 and hence tB1 = tB2 . Thus
we have hs(t

A
1 ) = tB1 = tB2 = hs(t

A
2 ) . A simple argument proves that h: AC → BC is

a sigC-homomorphism. Now let h′: AC → BC be another sigC-homomorphism from
AC to BC . An induction on GT (sigC) shows that h(tA) = h′(tA) for all t ∈ GT (sigC),
which implies that h(a) = h′(a) for all a ∈ AC . Hence, there is exactly one sigC-
homomorphism from AC to BC , and so AC is initial in {BC | B ∈ Mod(spec) }.
Conversely, let AC be initial in {BC | B ∈ Mod(spec) }. Let B ∈ Mod(spec) and
h: AC → BC be the unique sigC-homomorphism from AC to BC . If tA1 = tA2 for any
t1, t2 ∈ GT (sigC) then tB1 = h(tA1 ) = h(tA2 ) = tB2 due to the definition of h. As t1 = t2
is a ground equation, t1 = t2 is valid in B. Thus, Mod(spec) |= t1 = t2 , and so A is a
data model. �

Proof of Corollary 3.1.9. As both AC and BC are initial in {BC | B ∈ Mod(spec) },
they must be (sigC-) isomorphic (see e.g. Ehrig & Mahr, 1985). �

Proof sketch of Lemma 3.2.3. (1) and (2) can be shown by induction on i, and
(3) and (4) follow immediately from Definitions 3.2.1 and 3.2.2. �
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In the following proofs, let [t] denote the sig-congruence class of t ∈ T (sig , V G) with

respect to
∗←→R, i.e. [t] = { t′ ∈ T (sig , V G) | t′ ∗←→R t } .

Proof of Proposition 3.2.5. (1) Let M = T (sig , V G)/
∗←→R. By Lemma 3.2.3(4),

−→R is sort-invariant and monotonic. Thus,
∗←→R is a sig-congruence on T (sig , V G)

so thatM = (M,FM) is actually a sig-algebra satisfying

• Ms = { [t] | t ∈ T (sig , V G)s } and MC
s = { [t] | t ∈ GT (sigC)s } for all s ∈ S,

• fM([t1], . . . , [tn]) = [f(t1, . . . , tn)] for all f ∈ F and for all ti ∈ T (sig , V G)si

where α(f) = s1 . . . sns and i = 1, . . . , n.

First we prove thatM is a sig-model of spec. Let l= r ← ∆ be a conditional rewrite
rule in R and ϕ be a valuation of V in M such that M satisfies each literal in ∆
with ϕ. We have to show that evalMϕ (l) = evalMϕ (r) . Let u be the valuation of V G

in M with u(x) = [x] for all x ∈ V G. By the Axiom of Choice, there is an inductive
substitution σ for ϕ such that ϕ(x) = (evalMu ◦ σ)(x) = [xσ] for all x ∈ V . Then,
by Lemma 3.1.5, evalMϕ (t) = evalM(evalMu ◦σ)(t) = [tσ] for all t ∈ T (sig , V ). We claim

that lσ −→R rσ with l= r ← ∆ : For u= v in ∆ we have evalMϕ (u) = evalMϕ (v) and
hence [uσ] = [vσ] . Since −→R is confluent, it follows that uσ ↓R vσ . For def(u) in
∆ we have evalMϕ (u) ∈MC . Thus, there is a t ∈ GT (sigC) with [uσ] = [t] , and hence

uσ ↓R t . Because of t ∈ GT (sigC), confluence of −→R and Lemma 3.2.3(3), there must

be a û ∈ GT (sigC) with uσ
∗−→R û . For u 6= v in ∆ we have evalMϕ (u) 6= evalMϕ (v) .

Condition (c) in Definition 3.2.4 implies that evalMϕ (u), evalMϕ (v) ∈ MC . Thus, there

are û, v̂ ∈ GT (sigC) such that uσ
∗−→R û and uσ

∗−→R v̂ . Since [û] = evalMϕ (u) 6=
evalMϕ (v) = [v̂] , it follows that û ∤↓R v̂ and hence û ∤↓RC v̂ . Consequently, l= r ← ∆

is applicable to lσ, and we obtain [lσ] = [rσ] . Hence, evalMϕ (l) = evalMϕ (r) .

That M is also a data model of spec can be seen as follows. A simple induction on i
shows that t1 −→RC , i t2 entails Mod(spec) |= t1 = t2 for all t1, t2 ∈ GT (sigC). Thus,
Mod(spec) |= t1 = t2 obviously holds if t1 ↓RC t2 , which is implied by tM1 = tM2 as
−→R is confluent. Hence, M∈ DMod(spec).

(2) For s∈S and for t∈GT (sigC)s define hs: (GT (sigC)/
∗←→RC )s → MC

s by

hs([t]C) = [t] where [t]C = { t′∈GT (sigC)s | t′ ∗←→RC t } . Then hs is obviously well-
defined and surjective, and by making use of the confluence of −→R, one easily proves
that hs is injective. Moreover, it is trivial to show that h is a sigC-homomorphism.
Therefore,MC and GT (sigC)/

∗←→RC are sigC-isomorphic. Hence, (2) follows from (1)
and Corollary 3.1.9. �

Proof of Lemma 3.2.6. Let A ∈ DMod(spec) and ϕ be a valuation of V G in A.

Given that t1
∗←→R t2 we have to show that evalAϕ (t1) = evalAϕ (t2) . First we claim

that for all i ∈ IN and s1, s2 ∈ T (sig , V G) the following statements hold:

(i) If s1 −→RC , i s2 then evalAϕ (s1) = evalAϕ (s2) .

(ii) If s1 −→R, i s2 then evalAϕ (s1) = evalAϕ (s2) .
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We omit the simple proof of (i) and show (ii) by induction on i. If i = 0 or if
s1 −→R, i+1 s2 holds because of s1 −→RC s2 then (ii) follows from (i). Otherwise we
have s1 −→R, i+1 s2 since there is a p ∈ Pos(s1), an inductive substitution σ and a
defining rule l= r ← ∆ such that s1/p = lσ , s2 = s1[rσ]p and each literal in ∆σ
is “fulfilled” by −→R,i (see Definition 3.2.2). We show that A satisfies each literal
in ∆σ with ϕ which implies evalAϕ (lσ) = evalAϕ (rσ) as A ∈ Mod(spec), and hence

evalAϕ (s1) = evalAϕ (s2) . For u= v in ∆σ we have u ↓R, i v , and evalAϕ (u) = evalAϕ (v)

follows from the induction hypothesis. For def(u) in ∆σ there is a û ∈ GT (sigC) such

that u
∗−→R, i û , and the induction hypothesis implies that evalAϕ (u) = evalAϕ (û) =

ûA , and hence evalAϕ (u) ∈ AC . For u 6= v in ∆σ there are û, v̂ ∈ GT (sigC) such

that u
∗−→R, i û , v

∗−→R, i v̂ and û ∤↓RC v̂ . Again, it follows from the induction
hypothesis that evalAϕ (u) = ûA and evalAϕ (v) = v̂A . As û ∤↓RC v̂ , we have û ∤↓R v̂ by

Lemma 3.2.3(3), and thus ûM 6= v̂M for M = T (sig , V G)/
∗←→R. Now A is a data

model of spec, so AC is isomorphic to MC by Corollary 3.1.9 and Proposition 3.2.5.
Hence, ûA 6= v̂A which shows that evalAϕ (u) 6= evalAϕ (v) . This completes the proof of

(ii), and by applying (ii) we can easily conclude evalAϕ (t1) = evalAϕ (t2) from t1
∗←→R t2 .

Conversely, let DMod(spec) |= t1 = t2 and M = T (sig , V G)/
∗←→R . By Proposi-

tion 3.2.5,M is a data model of spec. Hence, evalMϕ (t1) = evalMϕ (t2) for every valuation
ϕ of V G inM. Let u be the valuation of V G inM defined by u(x) = [x] for all x ∈ V G.

Then [t1] = evalMu (t1) = evalMu (t2) = [t2] , which entails that t1
∗←→R t2 . �

Proof of Theorem 3.2.7. LetM = T (sig , V G)/
∗←→R and u be the valuation of V G

in M with u(x) = [x] for all x ∈ V G. Since M ∈ DMod(spec) by Proposition 3.2.5,
we still have to show that, given a sig-algebra A ∈ DMod(spec) and a valuation ϕ
of V G in A, there is a unique sig-homomorphism h: M → A such that ϕ = h ◦ u ,
i.e. ϕ(x) = h([x]) for all x ∈ V G. By Lemma 3.2.6, t1

∗←→R t2 implies A |= t1 = t2
which means that evalAϕ (t1) = evalAϕ (t2) for all t1, t2 ∈ T (sig , V G). Thus we have

∗←→R⊆ ker(evalAϕ ) , and by the Homomorphism Theorem (see Ehrig & Mahr, 1985)

we obtain a sig-homomorphism h: M→A such that evalAϕ (t) = (h ◦ nat)(t) = h([t])
for all t ∈ T (sig , V G). In particular, ϕ = h ◦ u . Now let h′: M → A be another
sig-homomorphism with ϕ = h′ ◦ u . A simple induction on t proves that h′(t) = h(t)
for all t ∈ T (sig , V G). Hence, h is unique. �

The following lemma is applied in the proof of Theorem 3.2.8.

Lemma A.0.1 Let spec = (sig , C, R) be an admissible specification, and let Γ be a
clause. Then M(spec) |= Γ iff for every inductive substitution σ there is a literal λ
in Γ such that

(1) λ is of the form t1 = t2 and t1σ ↓R t2σ or

(2) λ is of the form def(t) and tσ
∗−→R t̂ for some t̂ ∈ GT (sigC) or

(3) λ is of the form t1 6= t2 and t1σ ∤↓R t2σ or

(4) λ is of the form ¬def(t) and not tσ
∗−→R t̂ for every t̂ ∈ GT (sigC)
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Proof sketch of Lemma A.0.1. Essentially, the lemma follows from the fact that for
every valuation ϕ of V inM(spec) there is an inductive substitution σ (and vice versa)
such that evalM(spec)

ϕ (t) = [tσ] for all t ∈ T (sig , V ) (see the proof of Proposition 3.2.5).
�

Proof of Theorem 3.2.8. Let A ∈ DMod(spec) and ϕ be a valuation of V in A.
We have to show that there is a literal λ in Γ such that A satisfies λ with ϕ. By
the Axiom of Choice, there is an inductive substitution σ such that σ(x) = t for some
t ∈ GT (sigC) with tA = ϕ(x) for every x ∈ V C, and σ(x) = x for every x ∈ V G. Now
(*) evalAϕ (t) = evalAϕ (tσ) for all t ∈ T (sig , V ), which can be shown by induction on
t. Since M(spec) |= Γ , there is a literal λ in Γ for σ such that one of the cases (1)
to (3) of Lemma A.0.1 must hold – case (4) contradicts the assumption made for Γ .
In case of (1), λ is of the form t1 = t2 and A |= t1σ= t2σ by Lemma 3.2.6. Hence,
evalAϕ (t1σ) = evalAϕ (t2σ) , and by (*) it follows that evalAϕ (t1) = evalAϕ (t2) . In case of (2),

λ is of the form def(t) and A |= tσ= t̂ for some t̂ ∈ GT (sigC) by Lemma 3.2.6. Thus,
evalAϕ (t) = evalAϕ (tσ) = evalAϕ (t̂) = t̂A , and A satisfies def(t) with ϕ. In case of (3), λ is
of the form t1 6= t2 and t1σ ∤↓R t2σ . The assumption for Γ and the preceding case imply

that evalAϕ (t1) = t̂1
A

and evalAϕ (t2) = t̂2
A

for some t̂1, t̂2 ∈ GT (sigC). Obviously, we

have t̂1 ∤↓RC t̂2 , and hence t̂1
M(spec) 6= t̂2

M(spec)
. By Proposition 3.2.5(2), we obtain

t̂1
A 6= t̂2

A
, and thus evalAϕ (t1) 6= evalAϕ (t2) . �

Proof of Theorem 3.3.2. For a proof of the theorem we will apply Theorem 68(I)
of Wirth (1995), which guarantees ω-shallow confluence of R, V G. By Corollary 23 of
Wirth (1995), ω-shallow confluence of R, V G is sufficient for confluence of −→R.

The rewrite relation −→R is not changed when, for a term t ∈ T (sigC , V C), the literal
def(t) is added to the condition literals of a rewrite rule. Thus, w.l.o.g., each l= r ← ∆
in R satisfies the following (simplified) weak normality condition: For each t1 = t2 in ∆
there is an i ∈ {1, 2} such that ti is a −→R-irreducible ground term or def(ti) occurs in
∆. This implies the quasi-normality of Definition 58 of Wirth (1995) which is required
for the application of Theorem 68(I) – just like conservative constructors (which follows
directly from our definition of constructor rule), (a weak form of) left-linearity of R
and confluence of −→RC .

Theorem 68(I) requires us to show some sophisticated ω-shallow joinability properties
for the critical pairs of the form (0, 1), (1, 0) or (1, 1). Since we want to make use of
the assumed complementarity of the critical pairs for showing that their conditions are
infeasible, we do not really need the complete definitions of these joinability properties,
but only show that the conditions under which the critical pairs must be joined are
never satisfied.

Let us consider the critical pairs ((t0σ,∆0σ, a0), (t1σ,∆1σ, a1)) of the form (0, 1) or
(1, 0) at first. The conditions of the ω-shallow joinability properties allow us to assume
that (∆0∆1)στ is “fulfilled” by −→R (see Definition 3.2.2) for those inductive substi-
tutions τ for which some special form of joinability of t0στ and t1στ is to be given.
Due to the assumed complementarity, there are two possible cases:
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Case 1. There are u, v∈T (sig , V ) and an i∈{0, 1} such that u= v or v= u occurs in
∆iσ and u 6= v occurs in ∆1−iσ:
Under this assumption there are some û, v̂ ∈ GT (sigC) such that û

∗←−R uτ
∗−→R

◦ ∗←−R vτ
∗−→R v̂ and û ∤↓RC v̂. By Lemma 3.2.3(3) and by Claim 1 below we get

û
∗←−RC uτ

∗−→RC ◦ ∗←−RC vτ
∗−→RC v̂ and then by confluence of −→RC the contra-

dictory û ↓RC v̂.
Claim 1. We have uτ, vτ ∈ GT (sigC).
Proof of Claim 1. Since the critical pair is of the form (0, 1) or (1, 0), one of the rules
generating the critical pair must be a constructor rule. Thus, since u and v occur in
both instantiated condition lists, they occur also in the instantiated condition list of
the constructor rule, such that we have u, v ∈ T (sigC , V C) by Definition 3.2.1 and
because σ is a constructor substitution, and thus uτ, vτ ∈ GT (sigC) because τ is an
inductive substitution.

Case 2. There are t, û, v̂∈T (sig , V ) such that û, v̂ are distinct −→R-irreducible ground
terms, t= û or û= t occurs in ∆0σ and t= v̂ or v̂= t occurs in ∆1σ:
Under this assumption we have û

∗←−R tτ ∗−→R v̂ . By Lemma 3.2.3(3) and by Claim 2

below we get û
∗←−RC tτ

∗−→RC v̂ and then by the assumed confluence of −→RC the
contradictory û ↓RC v̂.
Claim 2. We have tτ ∈ GT (sigC).
Proof of Claim 2. Since the critical pair is of the form (0, 1) or (1, 0), one of the rules
generating the critical pair must be a constructor rule. Thus, since t occurs in both
instantiated condition lists, it occurs also in the instantiated condition list of the con-
structor rule, such that we have t ∈ T (sigC , V C) by Definition 3.2.1 and because σ is
a constructor substitution, and thus tτ ∈ GT (sigC) because τ is an inductive substi-
tution.

Let us now consider the critical pairs ((t0σ,∆0σ, a0), (t1σ,∆1σ, a1)) of the form (1, 1).
The conditions of the ω-shallow joinability properties allow us to assume the following
for those n0, n1 ∈ IN and inductive substitution τ for which some special form of join-
ability of t0στ and t1στ is to be given: For i ∈ {0, 1}, ∆iστ is “fulfilled” by −→R,ni

, and
R, V G is ω-shallow confluent up to ω+n0+n1. Due to the assumed complementarity,
there are two possible cases:

Case 1. There are u0, u1∈T (sig , V ) and an i∈{0, 1} such that u0 = u1 or u1 =u0 oc-
curs in ∆iσ and u0 6= u1 occurs in ∆1−iσ:
Since u0 =u1 occurs in ∆iσ, by the above statement there is some j ∈ {0, 1} such that
def(uj) occurs in ∆iσ or uj is a −→R-irreducible ground term. Thus, by the above

fulfilledness, there are some u′0, u
′
1, t

′ ∈ GT (sigC) such that u′0
∗←−R,n1−i

u0τ
∗−→R,ni

◦ ∗←−R,ni
u1τ

∗−→R,n1−i
u′1, u

′
0 ∤↓RC u′1, and ujτ

∗−→R,ni
t′ or ujτ is −→R-irreducible.

By Lemma 69(4) of Wirth (1995) and the ω-shallow confluence ofR, V G up to ω+n0+n1

this implies u′0 ↓R,ni
u′1, which by Lemma 3.2.3(3) implies the contradictory u′0 ↓RC u′1.

Case 2. There are t, û, v̂∈T (sig , V ) such that û, v̂ are distinct −→R-irreducible ground
terms, t= û or û= t occurs in ∆0σ and t= v̂ or v̂= t occurs in ∆1σ:
In this case we have û

∗←−R,n0
tτ

∗−→R,n1
v̂. By the ω-shallow confluence of R, V G up

to ω+n0+n1 this implies the contradictory û
∗−→R,n1

◦ ∗←−R,n0
v̂ . �
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Proof of Theorem 3.4.2. Let A = ((As)s∈S1
, (fA)f∈F1

) be a data model of spec1,
and let ϕ be a valuation of V1 in A. We have to show that A satisfies Γ with ϕ.
Let B = ((Bs)s∈S0

, (fB)f∈F0
) be the sig0-reduct of A, i.e. Bs = As for each s ∈ S0

and fB = fA for each f ∈ F0. Now ϕ̂ := ϕ|V0
is a valuation of V0 in B such that

evalAϕ (t) = evalBϕ̂(t) for every t ∈ T (sig0, V0). Due to condition (4) in Definition 3.4.1,

GT (sigC1

1 ) = GT (sigC0

0 ) for each s ∈ S0, and so we have AC1
s = BC0

s for each s ∈ S0.
Moreover, Γ is a clause over sig0 and V0. Thus, we obtain: (*) A satisfies Γ with ϕ
iff B satisfies Γ with ϕ̂. Assume that B ∈ DMod(spec0). Since DMod(spec0) |= Γ , B
satisfies Γ with ϕ̂. Hence, by (*), A satisfies Γ with ϕ.

We still have to show that B is a data model of spec0. Since A is a (sig1)-model of
spec1, it follows with an argument similar to (*) that each rewrite rule in R0 is valid
in B. Thus, B is a (sig0)-model of spec0. Let t1, t2 ∈ GT (sigC0

0 ) such that tB1 = tB2 .
Then tA1 = tA2 , which entails t1 ↓RC1

1

t2 by Proposition 3.2.5(2). Using condition (5)

in Definition 3.4.1 we obtain t1 ↓RC0
0

t2. This implies that Mod(spec0) |= t1 = t2 as is

easily shown. Hence, B is a data model of spec0. �

Proof of Lemma 4.1.1. If A 6|= Γ then there is a valuation ϕ′ of V in A such
that A does not satisfy Γ with ϕ′. By the Axiom of Choice, there is an inductive
substitution σ such that σ(x) = t for some t ∈ GT (sigC) with tA = ϕ′(x) for every
x ∈ V C, and σ(x) = x for every x ∈ V G. Let ϕ = ϕ′|V G. A simple induction on t
shows that, for any t∈T (sig , V ), evalAϕ′(t) = evalAϕ (tσ) , which implies that A does not
satisfy Γσ with ϕ.

Conversely, assume A |= Γ . Let σ be an inductive substitution and ϕ be a valuation
of V G in A. We have to show that A satisfies Γσ with ϕ. By the Axiom of Choice,
there is a valuation ϕ′ of V in A with ϕ′(x) = evalAϕ (xσ) for every x∈V . Again we

have (*) evalAϕ′(t) = evalAϕ (tσ) for all t∈T (sig , V ). Because of A |= Γ , A satisfies Γ
with ϕ′. With (*) it is easily seen that A satisfies Γσ with ϕ. �

Proof of Lemma 4.2.6. Since spec is an admissible specification with free construc-
tors, RC = ∅ and, by Proposition 3.2.5(2), the data reduct AC of A and GT (sigC) are
isomorphic. Therefore, (*) for all a ∈ AC there is a unique t ∈ GT (sigC) with tA = a.

Obviously, ≤A is reflexive on A, and using (*) one can easily show that ≤A is also
antisymmetric and transitive. Hence, ≤A is a partial order on A. By the definitions of
≤A and <A and by (*), any descending chain a1 >A a2 >A . . . of elements in A yields
a corresponding descending chain |t1| > |t2| > . . . of natural numbers (tAi = ai).
As ≤ is well-founded on IN, the latter chain is finite, and so must be the former one.
Hence, ≤A is well-founded on A. �

Proof of Theorem 4.2.8. The theorem is an immediate consequence of Defini-
tion 4.2.7, Lemma 4.2.6 and the fact that the length of weights is bounded by k0 (see
Section 2.4). �
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Proof of Lemma 5.1.2. Obvious. �

Proof of Lemma 5.2.1. Having no subgoals these inference rules are obviously safe.
Let A ∈ DMod(spec). To prove that they are also sound we have to show for each of
them that there is no A-counterexample for the goal of the rule:

Complementary Literals: It is easy to show that any clause containing complementary
literals is valid in any sig-algebra A. Hence there is no A-counterexample for the goal
of the rule.

6=-Tautology: Let t1, t2 ∈ T (sigC , V C) such that t1 and t2 are not unifiable. Assume
there is an A-counterexample of the form (〈Γ, t1 6= t2 , ∆ ; w〉, σ, ϕ). Then t1σ 6= t2σ
cannot be valid in A, which implies that t1σ

A = t2σ
A. As (1) t1σ, t2σ ∈ GT (sigC), (2)

A∈DMod(spec) and (3) spec has free constructors, it follows that t1σ = t2σ. Hence,
t1 and t2 must be unifiable which contradicts the assumption made above.

<-Tautology: By the definition of <lex
A we have evalAϕ () <lex

A evalAϕ (u1, . . . , uk) for any
valuation ϕ of V in A given that k > 0. Therefore, there is no A-counterexample for
the goal 〈Γ, ()< (u1, . . . , uk) , ∆ ; w〉 of the rule. �

Proof of Lemma 5.2.3. By Lemma 5.1.2, both inference rules are safe. We now
prove the soundness of the rules. Let A ∈ DMod(spec).

=-Decomposition: If t1 = t2 then k = 0 and the clause t1 = t2 is inductively valid w.r.t.
spec. Hence, there can be no A-counterexample for the goal of the rule. Otherwise
MinDifPos(t1, t2) 6= ∅. Let (〈Γ, t1 = t2 , ∆ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) be an A-counterexample. We
claim there must be an i0 ∈ {1, . . . , k} such that (〈 ui0 = vi0 , Γ, t1 = t2 , ∆ ; w〉, σ, ϕ)
is an A-counterexample. Assume the claim is false. Then (*) A satisfies uiσ= viσ
with ϕ for i = 1, . . . , k. Let p∈MinDifPos(t1, t2). If there exists an i∈{1, . . . , k} such
that ( t1/p= t2/p ) = lit ( ui = vi ) then evalAϕ ((t1/p)σ) = evalAϕ ((t2/p)σ) due to (*). If
not, t1/p 6= t2/p occurs in Γ,∆. Since A does not satisfy Γσ,∆σ with ϕ, we also have
evalAϕ ((t1/p)σ) = evalAϕ ((t2/p)σ). All in all, evalAϕ (t1σ) = evalAϕ (t2σ), and so A satisfies
t1σ= t2σ with ϕ. Hence, (〈Γ, t1 = t2 , ∆ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) is not an A-counterexample, which
yields a contradiction (see above). Therefore, there must be an A-counterexample
(〈 ui0 = vi0 , Γ, t1 = t2 , ∆ ; w〉, σ, ϕ), and clearly (〈 ui0 = vi0 , Γ, t1 = t2 , ∆ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) ≈A

(〈Γ, t1 = t2 , ∆ ; w〉, σ, ϕ).

def-Decomposition: If t∈T (sigC , V C) then k = 0 and the clause def(t) is inductively
valid w.r.t. spec. Hence, there can be no A-counterexample for the goal of the rule.
Otherwise MinNonCPos(t) 6= ∅. Let (〈Γ, def(t) , ∆ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) be anA-counterexample.
We claim there must be an i0 ∈ {1, . . . , k} such that (〈 def(ui0) , Γ, def(t) , ∆ ; w〉, σ, ϕ)
is an A-counterexample. Assume the claim is false. Then (*) A satisfies def(uiσ) with
ϕ for i = 1, . . . , k. Let p∈MinNonCPos(t). If there exists an i∈{1, . . . , k} such that
t/p = ui then evalAϕ ((t/p)σ) ∈ AC due to (*). If not, ¬def(t/p) occurs in Γ,∆.

Since A does not satisfy Γσ,∆σ with ϕ, we also have evalAϕ ((t/p)σ) ∈ AC . All in all,

evalAϕ (tσ) ∈ AC . Hence, A satisfies def(tσ) with ϕ, and (〈Γ, def(t) , ∆ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) is not
an A-counterexample. This, however, yields a contradiction (see above). Therefore,
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there must be an A-counterexample (〈 def(ui0) , Γ, def(t) , ∆ ; w〉, σ, ϕ), and obviously
we also have (〈 def(ui0) , Γ, def(t) , ∆ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) ≈A (〈Γ, def(t) , ∆ ; w〉, σ, ϕ). �

Proof of Lemma 5.2.5. That the inference rule is safe follows from Lemma 5.1.2.
We still have to prove the soundness of the rule. Assume that A ∈ DMod(spec).

If t1, t2 ∈ T (sigC , V C) then k = 0 and t̂i = ti for i ∈ {1, 2}. Due to |t̂1| < |t̂2| and
|t̂1|x ≤ |t̂2|x for every x ∈ V C, the clause t1< t2 is inductively valid w.r.t. spec then.
Thus, there can be no A-counterexample for the goal of the rule in this case.

Otherwise,
⋃2
i=1 MinNonCPos(ti) 6= ∅. Suppose that (〈Γ, t1< t2 , ∆ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) is an

A-counterexample. We are going to show that there is an i0 ∈ {1, . . . , k} such that
(〈 def(ui0) , Γ, t1<t2 , ∆ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) is an A-counterexample. Assume the claim is false.
Since A does not satisfy (Γ, t1<t2 , ∆)σ with ϕ, it follows that (*)A satisfies def(uiσ)
with ϕ for i = 1, . . . , k. Let i ∈ {1, 2} and p ∈ MinNonCPos(ti). If there is a
j ∈ {1, . . . , k} such that ti/p = uj then evalAϕ ((ti/p)σ) ∈ AC by (*). If not, ¬def(ti/p)

occurs in Γ,∆. Since A does not satisfy Γσ,∆σ with ϕ, we have evalAϕ ((ti/p)σ) ∈ AC
again. All in all, (**) evalAϕ ((ti/p)σ) ∈ AC for i ∈ {1, 2} and p ∈ MinNonCPos(ti).

Let us now define an inductive substitution τ using the following case analysis: (1) Let
x ∈ { t̂i/p | i ∈ {1, 2} ∧ p ∈ MinNonCPos(ti) }. Then x ∈ V C and there is an i ∈ {1, 2}
and a p ∈ MinNonCPos(ti) such that t̂i/p = x . By (**), evalAϕ ((ti/p)σ) ∈ AC and

so there is a t ∈ GT (sigC) such that evalAϕ ((ti/p)σ) = t
A
. We define τ(x) = t. (2) If

x ∈ V \{ t̂i/p | i ∈ {1, 2} ∧ p ∈ MinNonCPos(ti) } then τ(x) = xσ.

Note that τ is well-defined: If there are i, j ∈ {1, 2}, p ∈ MinNonCPos(ti) and q ∈
MinNonCPos(tj) such that t̂i/p = x = t̂j/q then ti/p = tj/q. This is guaranteed
by the definition of C-fronts and the applicability conditions of the inference rule.
Moreover, since spec has free constructors there is exactly one t ∈ GT (sigC) such that

evalAϕ ((ti/p)σ) = t
A
.

By structural induction one can show that (***) evalAϕ (tiσ) = t̂iτ
A for i ∈ {1, 2}.

Since |t̂1| < |t̂2| and |t̂1|x ≤ |t̂2|x for every x ∈ V C, we have |t̂1τ | < |t̂2τ |. Using
(***) and the definition of <A we obtain that evalAϕ (t1σ) <A evalAϕ (t2σ). Hence, A
satisfies ( t1< t2 )σ with ϕ. We conclude that (〈Γ, t1< t2 , ∆ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) is not an A-
counterexample. This yields a contradiction (see above). As a consequence, there
must be an A-counterexample (〈 def(ui0) , Γ, t1< t2 , ∆ ; w〉, σ, ϕ), and clearly we have
(〈 def(ui0) , Γ, t1<t2 , ∆ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) ≈A (〈Γ, t1< t2 , ∆ ; w〉, σ, ϕ). �

Proof of Lemma 5.2.6. Any literal removing inference rule of the form

〈Γ, λ,∆ ; w〉
〈Γ,∆ ; w〉

must be sound which is shown as follows. Suppose (〈Γ, λ,∆ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) is an A-counter-
example for the goal of the rule. Then A does not satisfy any of the literals in Γσ nor
in ∆σ with ϕ. Hence, (〈Γ,∆ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) is an A-counterexample for the subgoal of the
rule. Moreover, (〈Γ,∆ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) ≈A (〈Γ, λ,∆ ; w〉, σ, ϕ).
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Clearly, the inference rules Multiple Literals and <-Removal are safe. For the safeness
proofs of the other literal removing rules assume that A ∈ DMod(spec).

=-Removal: Let ϕ be any valuation of V in A. We claim that A does not satisfy
t1 = t2 with ϕ. Hence, inductive validity of Γ, t1 = t2 , ∆ w.r.t. spec implies that of
Γ,∆. Assume to the contrary that A satisfies t1 = t2 with ϕ. As t1, t2 ∈ T (sigC , V C)
there is an inductive substitution σ such that evalAϕ (ti) = tiσ

A for i = 1, 2. Thus,
t1σ

A = t2σ
A. Since A ∈ DMod(spec) and spec has free constructors it follows that

t1σ = t2σ. Hence, t1 and t2 are unifiable, which contradicts the second applicability
condition.

6=-Removal: Let ϕ be a valuation of V in A. We have to show that A satisfies Γ,∆ with
ϕ. We can assume that Γ, t1 6= t2 , ∆ is inductively valid w.r.t. spec. Thus, A satisfies
Γ, t1 6= t2 , ∆ with ϕ. If Γ,∆ contains a literal λ such that A satisfies λ with ϕ then we
are done. If A satisfies t1 6= t2 with ϕ then there must be a p ∈ MinDifPos(t1, t2) such
that evalAϕ (t1/p) 6= evalAϕ (t2/p). Hence, A satisfies t1/p 6= t2/p with ϕ. Because of the
second applicability condition t1/p 6= t2/p occurs in Γ,∆. Consequently, A satisfies
Γ,∆ with ϕ.

¬def-Removal: Let ϕ be a valuation of V in A. To show that A satisfies Γ,∆ with
ϕ we assume that Γ, ¬def(t) , ∆ is inductively valid w.r.t. spec. Thus, A satisfies
Γ, ¬def(t1) , ∆ with ϕ. If Γ,∆ contains a literal λ such that A satisfies λ with ϕ then
we are done. If A satisfies ¬def(t) with ϕ then t 6∈ T (sigC , V C) and there must be
a p ∈ MinNonCPos(t) such that evalAϕ (t/p) 6∈ AC . Hence, A satisfies ¬def(t/p) with
ϕ. Due to the second applicability condition ¬def(t/p) occurs in Γ,∆. Therefore, A
satisfies Γ,∆ with ϕ. �

Proof of Lemma 5.2.7. Let A ∈ DMod(spec).

To prove the soundness of the rule we assume that (〈Γ, λ[t1]p, ∆ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) is an A-

counterexample. As t1 6 ·= t2 occurs in Γ,∆ it follows that (*) evalAϕ (t1σ) = evalAϕ (t2σ).
Now λ/p = t1 andA does not satisfy (λ[t1]p)σ with ϕ. Because of (*), A does not satisfy
(λ[t2]p)σ with ϕ either. Therefore, (〈Γ, λ[t2]p, ∆ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) is an A-counterexample, and
we have (〈Γ, λ[t2]p, ∆ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) ≈A (〈Γ, λ[t1]p, ∆ ; w〉, σ, ϕ).

We now prove the safeness of the rule. Let ϕ be a valuation of V in A. To show that A
satisfies Γ, λ[t2]p, ∆ with ϕ we can assume that Γ, λ[t1]p, ∆ is inductively valid w.r.t.
spec. Thus, A satisfies Γ, λ[t1]p, ∆ with ϕ. If Γ,∆ contains a literal satisfied by A
with ϕ then we are done. Otherwise, A does not satisfy t1 6 ·= t2 with ϕ. Consequently,
(**) evalAϕ (t1) = evalAϕ (t2). Since A must satisfy λ[t1]p with ϕ and λ/p = t1, we obtain,
by (**), that A also satisfies λ[t2]p with ϕ and thus Γ, λ[t2]p, ∆. �

Proof of Lemma 5.2.8. Let A ∈ DMod(spec).

For the soundness proof of the rule let us assume that (〈Γ, t1 6= t2 , ∆ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) is an
A-counterexample. This means in particular that A does not satisfy t1σ 6= t2σ with
ϕ. Since t1, t2 ∈ T (sigC , V C) and σ is an inductive substitution, t1σ

A = t2σ
A. By

the freeness of the constructors in spec we obtain t1σ = t2σ. Hence, σ is a unifier
of t1 and t2, and there is a constructor substitution µ such that (*) σ|Var(Γ,t1,t2,∆,w) =
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(τµ)|Var(Γ,t1,t2,∆,w). Let λ be a literal in Γ,∆. Since A does not satisfy λσ with ϕ, it fol-
lows with (*) that A does not satisfy (λτ)µ with ϕ either. Thus, (〈Γτ,∆τ ; wτ〉, µ, ϕ) is
an A-counterexample. We also have (〈Γτ,∆τ ; wτ〉, µ, ϕ) ≈A (〈Γ, t1 6= t2 , ∆ ; w〉, σ, ϕ),
as wσ = (wτ)µ.

To show the safeness of the rule we can assume that Γ, t1 6= t2 , ∆ is inductively valid
w.r.t. spec. Since τ is a constructor substitution, the instance (Γ, t1 6= t2 , ∆)τ is also
inductively valid w.r.t. spec (see Lemma 5.3.2). As τ is a unifier of t1 and t2, we have
t1τ = t2τ . Thus, the literal t1τ 6= t2τ can never be satisfied. Therefore, Γτ,∆τ must
be inductively valid w.r.t. spec. �

Proof of Lemma 5.2.9. Let A ∈ DMod(spec).

To show that the rule is sound we assume that (〈Γ, ¬def(t) , ∆ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) is an A-
counterexample. This implies that evalAϕ (tσ) ∈ AC , i.e. there is a t̂∈GT (sigC) such

that evalAϕ (tσ) = t̂A. We define a further substitution σ′ by σ′(x) = t̂ and σ′(y) = yσ

for every y ∈V \{x}. Since t̂∈GT (sigC) and σ is an inductive substitution, σ′ is also
inductive. Now x /∈ Var(Γ,∆, t, w), and so we have (*) tσ′ = tσ, Γσ′ = Γσ, ∆σ′ = ∆σ
and wσ′ = wσ. From (*) and the above assumption we can infer thatA does not satisfy
Γσ′, ∆σ′ with ϕ. Moreover, evalAϕ (xσ′) = t̂A = evalAϕ (tσ) = evalAϕ (tσ′). Hence, A does
not satisfy xσ′ 6= tσ′ with ϕ either, and we obtain that (〈Γ, x 6= t , ∆ ; w〉, σ′, ϕ) is an
A-counterexample. Besides, (〈Γ, x 6= t , ∆ ; w〉, σ′, ϕ) ≈A (〈Γ, ¬def(t) , ∆ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) as
wσ′ = wσ by (*).

We now prove the safeness of the rule. Let ϕ be a valuation of V in A. To show that
A satisfies Γ, x 6= t , ∆ with ϕ we can assume that Γ, ¬def(t) , ∆ is inductively valid
w.r.t. spec. Thus, A satisfies Γ, ¬def(t) , ∆ with ϕ. If Γ,∆ contains a literal satisfied
by A with ϕ then the claim is proved. Otherwise, evalAϕ (t) /∈ AC . As evalAϕ (x) ∈ AC
(x is a constructor variable) we obtain evalAϕ (x) 6= evalAϕ (t). Hence, A satisfies x 6= t
with ϕ and thus Γ, x 6= t , ∆. �

Proof of Lemma 5.2.10. Let A ∈ DMod(spec). We first prove the soundness of
both inference rules.

Tuple <-Reduction: Let (〈Γ, (t1, u1, . . . , um)< (t2, v1, . . . , vn) , ∆ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) be an A-
counterexample. We claim (〈 t1<t2 , Γ, (t1, u1, . . . , um)< (t2, v1, . . . , vn) , ∆ ; w〉, σ, ϕ)
is also an A-counterexample. Assume the claim is false. Since A does not satisfy
(Γ, (t1, u1, . . . , um)< (t2, v1, . . . , vn) , ∆)σ with ϕ, A must satisfy ( t1< t2 )σ with ϕ,
which means that evalAϕ (t1σ) <A evalAϕ (t2σ). According to the definition of <lex

A (see

Section 2.4) this is sufficient for evalAϕ ((t1, u1, . . . , um)σ) <lex
A evalAϕ ((t2, v1, . . . , vn)σ).

Hence, A does satisfy the literal (t1, u1, . . . , um)σ< (t2, v1, . . . , vn)σ with ϕ, which con-
tradicts the assumption that (〈Γ, (t1, u1, . . . , um)< (t2, v1, . . . , vn) , ∆ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) is anA-
counterexample. Therefore, (〈 t1<t2 , Γ, (t1, u1, . . . , um)< (t2, v1, . . . , vn) , ∆ ; w〉, σ, ϕ)
is also an A-counterexample, which is clearly equivalent w.r.t. -A.

Tuple =-Reduction: Let (〈Γ, (t, u1, . . . , um)< (t, v1, . . . , vn) , ∆ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) be an A-coun-
terexample. We claim that (〈Γ, (u1, . . . , um)< (v1, . . . , vn) , ∆ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) is also an A-
counterexample. Assume that the claim is false. Then A must satisfy the literal
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(u1, . . . , um)σ < (v1, . . . , vn)σ with ϕ, as A does not satisfy Γσ,∆σ with ϕ. Again
the definition of <lex

A implies that A satisfies (t, u1, . . . , um)σ< (t, v1, . . . , vn)σ with ϕ
then, which yields a contradiction. Hence, (〈Γ, (u1, . . . , um)< (v1, . . . , vn) , ∆ ; w〉, σ, ϕ)
is also an A-counterexample and equivalent w.r.t. -A.

By Lemma 5.1.2, Tuple <-Reduction is a safe inference rule. To show that the rule
Tuple =-Reduction is safe, we can assume that (*) Γ, (t, u1, . . . , um)< (t, v1, . . . , vn) , ∆
is inductively valid w.r.t. spec. Let ϕ be a valutation of V in A. We have to show
that A satisfies Γ, (u1, . . . , um)< (v1, . . . , vn) , ∆ with ϕ. Due to (*), A satisfies the
clause Γ, (t, u1, . . . , um)< (t, v1, . . . , vn) , ∆ with ϕ. If Γ,∆ contains a literal satisfied
by A with ϕ then we are done. Otherwise, A satisfies (t, u1, . . . , um)< (t, v1, . . . , vn)
with ϕ. Thus, evalAϕ (t, u1, . . . , um) <lex

A evalAϕ (t, v1, . . . , vn). Now this implies that

evalAϕ (u1, . . . , um) <lex
A evalAϕ (v1, . . . , vn) (see the definition of <lex

A ). Hence, A satisfies
(u1, . . . , um)< (v1, . . . , vn) with ϕ and therefore Γ, (u1, . . . , um)< (v1, . . . , vn) , ∆. �

Proof of Lemma 5.2.12. Safeness of the inference rule follows from Lemma 5.1.2.
We still have to prove that the rule is sound. Let A ∈ DMod(spec).

Suppose that (〈Γ, t1[u1]p1 < t2[u2]p2 , ∆ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) is an A-counterexample. We are go-
ing to show that (〈 u1<u2 , Γ, t1[u1]p1 < t2[u2]p2 , ∆ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) is an A-counterexample
as well. Assume the claim is false. Since A does not satisfy (Γ, t1[u1]p1 <t2[u2]p2 , ∆)σ
with ϕ, A must satisfy (u1<u2)σ with ϕ. This means that evalAϕ (u1σ) <A evalAϕ (u2σ).

In particular, evalAϕ (uiσ)∈AC for i∈{1, 2}. Hence, there are t1, t2 ∈GT (sigC) such

that evalAϕ (uiσ) = t
A
i for i∈{1, 2}, and (*) |t1| < |t2| by the definition of <A. We

define an inductive substitution τ by τ(xi) = ti for i∈{1, 2} and τ(x) = xσ for
x∈V \{x1, x2}. By induction on the length of the position pi one can easily show that
(**) evalAϕ ((ti[ui]pi

)σ) = t̂iτ
A for i∈{1, 2}. Now (1) (t̂iτ)/pi = ti for i∈{1, 2} (2)

|t̂1| ≤ |t̂2| and (3) |t̂1|x ≤ |t̂2|x for every x ∈ V C\{x1, x2}. Therefore, (*) implies that
|t̂1τ | ≤ |t̂2τ |. Applying (**) we obtain evalAϕ ((t1[u1]p1)σ) <A evalAϕ ((t2[u2]p2)σ). Hence,
A satisfies (t1[u1]p1 <t2[u2]p2)σ with ϕ so that (〈Γ, t1[u1]p1 < t2[u2]p2 , ∆ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) is
not an A-counterexample. This yields a contradiction (see above). As a consequence,
(〈 u1<u2 , Γ, t1[u1]p1 < t2[u2]p2 , ∆ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) is an A-counterexample. Besides, we have
(〈 u1<u2 , Γ, t1[u1]p1 < t2[u2]p2 , ∆ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) ≈A (〈Γ, t1[u1]p1 < t2[u2]p2 , ∆ ; w〉, σ, ϕ). �

Proof of Lemma 5.2.13. By Lemma 5.1.2, the inference rule is safe. We now prove
the soundness of the rule. Let A ∈ DMod(spec).

Let (〈Γ, w1<w3 , ∆ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) be an A-counterexample. We claim that at least one
of (w1<w2 , 〈Γ, w1<w3 , ∆ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) or (w2<w3 , 〈Γ, w1<w3 , ∆ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) is an A-
counterexample as well. Assume the claim is false. Since A does not satisfy the
instance (Γ, w1<w3 , ∆)σ with ϕ, A must satisfy both (w1<w2 )σ and (w2<w3 )σ
with ϕ. Hence, evalAϕ (w1σ) <lex

A evalAϕ (w2σ) <lex
A evalAϕ (w3σ). As <lex

A is transitive,

we obtain evalAϕ (w1σ) <lex
A evalAϕ (w3σ). Thus, A satisfies (w1<w3 )σ with ϕ which

contradicts the assumption that (〈Γ, w1<w3 , ∆ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) is an A-counterexample.
Therefore, the above claim is holds. It is obvious that the A-counterexample for one
of the subgoals is equivalent to (〈Γ, w1<w3 , ∆ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) w.r.t. -A. �
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Proof of Lemma 5.2.15. Let A ∈ DMod(spec).

Let us first prove the soundness of the rule. Assume that (〈Γ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) is anA-counter-
example. According to Definition 5.2.14 there is a j ∈ {1, . . . , n} and an inductive
substitution τ such that xσ = xσjτ for each x∈Var(Γ,w). By structural induction on t
one can easily show that (*) tσ = tσjτ for every t∈T (sig , V ) with Var(t) ⊆ Var(Γ,w).
Let λ be a literal in Γ . Due to (*), λσ = λσjτ. Hence, A satisfies λσ iff A satisfies
λσjτ . Thus, (〈Γσj ; wσj〉, τ, ϕ) is also an A-counterexample. Since wσ = wσjτ we
have (〈Γσj ; wσj〉, τ, ϕ) ≈A (〈Γ ; w〉, σ, ϕ).

For the safeness proof of the rule assume that Γ is an inductive theorem w.r.t. spec
and that j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Since σj is a constructor substitution, the instance Γσj is also
an inductive theorem w.r.t. spec by Lemma 5.3.2. �

Proof of Lemma 5.2.17. By Lemma 5.1.2, the inference rule is safe. We now prove
the soundness of the rule. Let A ∈ DMod(spec).

Suppose (〈Γ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) is an A-counterexample. If A does not satisfy λiσ for i =
1, . . . , n then A does not satisfy Λσ with ϕ so that (〈Λ, Γ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) is an A-counter-
example. Otherwise, there must be an i ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that A satisfies λiσ with
ϕ. Assume w.l.o.g. that i is the least number with this property, i.e. A does not
satisfy λjσ with ϕ for j = 1, . . . , i − 1. Hence, A does not satisfy Λiσ with ϕ so that
(〈Λi, Γ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) is anA-counterexample. In both cases, we have anA-counterexample
for a subgoal of the rule which is clearly equivalent to (〈Λ, Γ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) w.r.t. -A. �

Proof of Lemma 5.3.2. Let ϕ be a valuation of V in A. Suppose DefCond(µ, Γ ) =
¬def(x1µ) , . . . , ¬def(xnµ) for some n∈ IN and {x1, . . . , xn} ⊆ V C ∩Var(Γ ). We have
to show that A satisfies Γµ, ¬def(x1µ) , . . . , ¬def(xnµ) with ϕ.

If there is an i ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that A satisfies ¬def(xiµ) with ϕ then the claim
is proved. Otherwise, A satisfies def(xiµ) with ϕ for i = 1, . . . , n. This means that
(*) evalAϕ (xiµ) ∈ AC for i = 1, . . . , n. We define another valuation ψ of V in A by

ψ(x) = evalAϕ (xµ) for every x∈V . To prove that ψ is in fact a valuation we have to

show that evalAϕ (xµ) ∈ AC for every x∈V C. If x∈{x1, . . . , xn} then evalAϕ (xµ) ∈ AC
by (*). If x∈V C\{x1, . . . , xn} then xµ∈T (sigC , V C) so that evalAϕ (xµ) ∈ AC as well.
Hence, ψ is a valuation. By structural induction on t one can easily show now that
(**) evalAψ (t) = evalAϕ (tµ) for all t∈T (sig , V ).

Because of A |= Γ, A must satisfy a literal λ in Γ with ψ. Using (**) it is easily
shown that A satisfies λµ with ϕ. Hence, A satisfies Γµ, ¬def(x1µ) , . . . , ¬def(xnµ)
with ϕ. �

Proof of Lemma 5.3.3. By Lemma 5.1.2, the inference rule is safe. We now prove
the soundness of the rule. Let A ∈ DMod(spec).

Suppose (〈Γ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) is anA-counterexample. If Π is not inductively valid w.r.t. spec
then we are done (see Definition 4.1.4). Thus, let Π be inductively valid w.r.t. spec.
By Lemma 5.3.2, the clause Πµ,DefCond(µ,Π) is also inductively valid w.r.t. spec.
Since Γ,Θ contains Πµ,DefCond(µ,Π), Θ cannot be the empty clause because then
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inductive validity of Πµ,DefCond(µ,Π) would imply that of Γ . This is impossible as
(〈Γ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) is an A-counterexample. So let Θ consist of the literals λ1, . . . , λn with
n > 0. Since σ is an inductive substitution, (Πµ,DefCond(µ,Π))σ is also inductively
valid w.r.t. spec by Lemma 5.3.2. Thus, there is a literal λ in Πµ,DefCond(µ,Π) such
that A satisfies λσ with ϕ. As A does not satisfy Γσ with ϕ, λ must occur in Θ; in
other words there is an i ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that λ = lit λi. W.l.o.g. assume that i is the
least number with this property, i.e. A does not satisfy λjσ with ϕ for j = 1, . . . , i− 1.
Definition 5.2.16 implies that A does not satisfy Λiσ with ϕ. Hence, (〈Λi, Γ ; w〉, σ, ϕ)
is an A-counterexample which is clearly equivalent to (〈Γ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) w.r.t. -A. �

Proof of Lemma 5.3.4. Let A ∈ DMod(spec).

To show that the inference rule is sound assume that (〈Γ, λ,∆ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) is an A-

counterexample. If Π, l
·
= r , Σ is not inductively valid w.r.t. spec then we are done

(see Definition 4.1.4). Thus, let Π, l
·
= r , Σ be inductively valid w.r.t. spec. By

Lemma 5.3.2, the clause ((Π, l
·
= r , Σ)µ,DefCond(µ, (Π, l

·
= r , Σ)))σ is also induc-

tively valid w.r.t. spec as σ is an inductive substitution. Hence, there is a literal λ′

in (Π, l
·
= r , Σ)µ,DefCond(µ, (Π, l

·
= r , Σ)) such that A satisfies λ′σ with ϕ. Let Θ

consist of the literals λ1, . . . , λn for some n ∈ IN.

IfA does not satisfy λiσ with ϕ for i = 1, . . . , n then we have (*) λ′ = lit ( lµ= rµ ) since

Γ,∆, lµ= rµ ,Θ contains (Π, l
·
= r , Σ)µ,DefCond(µ, (Π, l

·
= r , Σ)). Consequently, A

does not satisfy λσ, Γσ,∆σ, Λσ with ϕ. Now by (*), A satisfies (lµ= rµ)σ with ϕ, and
because of λ/p = lµ we obtain that A does not satisfy (λ[rµ]p)σ with ϕ either. Hence,
(〈Λ, Γ, λ[rµ]p, ∆ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) is also an A-counterexample which is obviously equivalent
to (〈Γ, λ,∆ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) w.r.t. -A.

Otherwise, there is an i ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that A satisfies λiσ with ϕ. W.l.o.g. as-
sume that i is the least number having this property, i.e. A does not satisfy λjσ
with ϕ for j = 1, . . . , i − 1. By Definition 5.2.16, A does not satisfy Λiσ with ϕ.
Therefore, (〈Λi, Γ, λ,∆ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) is an A-counterexample which is again equivalent to
(〈Γ, λ,∆ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) w.r.t. -A.

Let us now prove that the inference rule is safe as well. Assume that the clauses Γ, λ,∆
and Π, l

·
= r , Σ are inductive theorems w.r.t. spec. Obviously, the clause Λi, Γ, λ,∆

is also inductively valid w.r.t. spec for i = 1, . . . , n. Let ϕ be a valuation of V in A.
We still have to show that A satisfies Λ, Γ, λ[rµ]p, ∆ with ϕ. If there is a literal in
Γ,∆ satisfied by A with ϕ then the claim holds. Otherwise, A satisfies λ with ϕ.
Furthermore, (Π, l

·
= r , Σ)µ,DefCond(µ, (Π, l

·
= r , Σ)) is also inductively valid w.r.t.

spec. Thus, there is a literal λ′ in (Π, l
·
= r , Σ)µ,DefCond(µ, (Π, l

·
= r , Σ)) such that

A satisfies λ′ with ϕ. If λ′ occurs in Θ (and thus in Λ) then the claim is proved.
Otherwise, we have λ′ = lit ( lµ= rµ ), i.e. A satisfies lµ= rµ with ϕ. Since A satisfies
λ with ϕ (see above) we conclude that A satisfies λ[rµ]p with ϕ as well and thus
Λ, Γ, λ[rµ]p, ∆. �

Proof of Lemma 5.3.5. As a literal removing inference rule it is obviously sound (see
the proof of Lemma 5.2.6). We still have to prove the safeness of the rule. Assume that
the clauses Γ, λ,∆ and Π, λ′, Σ are inductively valid w.r.t. spec. LetA ∈ DMod(spec),
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and let ϕ be a valuation of V in A. We have to show that A satisfies Γ,∆ with ϕ.
Suppose the claim is false. Then (*) A satisfies λ with ϕ. Moreover, A must satisfy
λ′µ with ϕ since (Π, λ′, Σ)µ,DefCond(µ, (Π, λ′, Σ)) is inductively valid w.r.t. spec (see
Lemma 5.3.2) and since Γ,∆ contains Πµ,Σµ,DefCond(µ, (Π, λ′, Σ)). As λ = lit λ

′µ,
A satisfies λ with ϕ. However, this contradicts (*). �

Proof of Lemma 5.3.6. By Lemma 5.1.2, the inference rule is safe. We now prove
that the rule is sound. Let A ∈ DMod(spec).

Suppose (〈Γ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) is an A-counterexample. Let Θ consist of the literals λ1, . . . , λn
for some n∈ IN. If A does not satisfy λiσ with ϕ for i = 1, . . . , n then A does not satisfy
Γσ,Θσ with ϕ. If A does not satisfy (ŵµ<w)σ with ϕ then (〈 ŵµ<w ,Λ, Γ ; w〉, σ, ϕ)
is an A-counterexample, which is obvioulsy equivalent to (〈Γ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) w.r.t. -A. So
assume A satisfies ( ŵµ<w)σ with ϕ. Since DefCond(µ,Π) is contained in Γ,Θ
there have to be variables x1, . . . , xm ∈ V C ∩ Var(Γ ) sucht that DefCond(µ,Π) =
¬def(x1µ) , . . . , ¬def(xmµ) for some m∈ IN. We define an inductive substitution τ as
follows: Let i ∈ {1, . . . , m}. As A does not satisfy Γσ,Θσ with ϕ and since Γ,Θ con-
tains DefCond(µ,Π), we obtain that A satisfies def(xiµσ) with ϕ. In particular, there

is a ti ∈ GT (sigC) such that evalAϕ (xiµσ) = t
A
i . Define τ(x) = ti. If x ∈ V \{x1, . . . , xn}

then define τ(x) = xµσ. Since xµ ∈ T (sigC , V C) if x ∈ V C\{x1, . . . , xn}, we have
τ(x) ∈ GT (sigC). Hence, τ is indeed an inductive substitution. By induction on t one
can easily show now that (*) evalAϕ (tµσ) = evalAϕ (tτ) for every t ∈ T (sig , V ). Now
Γ,Θ contains Πµ and A does not satisfy Γσ,Θσ with ϕ. Using (*) we can infer that
A does not satisfy Πτ with ϕ. Hence, (〈Π ; ŵ〉, τ, ϕ) is an A-counterexample. We still
have to show that (〈Π ; ŵ〉, τ, ϕ) ≺A (〈Γ ; w〉, σ, ϕ), i.e. evalAϕ (ŵτ) <lex

A evalAϕ (wσ). As

A satisfies (ŵµ<w)σ with ϕ we have evalAϕ (ŵµσ) <lex
A evalAϕ (wσ). Now (*) implies

that evalAϕ (ŵµσ) = evalAϕ (ŵτ) which proves the claim.

We still have to deal with the case that there is an i ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that A satisfies
λiσ with ϕ. W.l.o.g we can assume that i is the least number having this property, i.e.
A does not satisfy λjσ with ϕ for j = 1, . . . , i − 1. By Definition 5.2.16, A does not
satisfy Λiσ with ϕ. Thus, (〈Λi, Γ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) is an A-counterexample, which is again
equivalent to (〈Γ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) w.r.t. -A. �

Proof of Lemma 5.3.7. Let A ∈ DMod(spec).

We first prove that the inference rule is sound. Assume that (〈Γ, λ,∆ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) is an
A-counterexample. Let Θ consist of the literals λ1, . . . , λn for some n∈ IN.

Suppose that there is an i ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that A satisfies λiσ with ϕ. We can
assume w.l.o.g. that i is the least number with this property, i.e. A does not satisfy
λjσ with ϕ for j = 1, . . . , i − 1. By Definition 5.2.16, A does not satisfy Λiσ with ϕ.
Hence, (〈Λi, Γ, λ,∆ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) is an A-counterexample, which is evidently equivalent to
(〈Γ, λ,∆ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) w.r.t. -A.

Let us now deal with the case that A does not satisfy λiσ with ϕ for i = 1, . . . , n. Then
A does not satisfy Λσ with ϕ. If A satisfies (lµ= rµ)σ with ϕ then A does not satisfy
(λ[rµ]p)σ with ϕ as A does not satisfy λσ with ϕ. Hence, (〈Λ, Γ, λ[rµ]p, ∆ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) is
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an A-counterexample, which is equivalent to (〈Γ, λ,∆ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) w.r.t. -A. Otherwise,
A does not satisfy (lµ= rµ)σ with ϕ. Therefore, A does not satisfy Λ′σ with ϕ.

If A does not satisfy (ŵµ<w)σ with ϕ then (〈 ŵµ<w ,Λ′, Γ, λ,∆ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) is an A-
counterexample, which is equivalent to (〈Γ, λ,∆ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) w.r.t. -A. So assume A sat-

isfies (ŵµ<w)σ with ϕ. As DefCond(µ, (Π, l
·
= r , Σ)) is contained in Γ,∆, lµ= rµ ,Θ

there are x1, . . . , xm ∈ V C ∩ Var(Π, l
·
= r , Σ) such that DefCond(µ, (Π, l

·
= r , Σ)) =

¬def(x1µ) , . . . , ¬def(xmµ) for some m∈ IN. We define an inductive substitution
τ as follows: Let i ∈ {1, . . . , m}. As A does not satisfy Γσ,∆σ, ( lµ= rµ )σ,Θσ

with ϕ and since Γ,∆, lµ= rµ ,Θ contains DefCond(µ, (Π, l
·
= r , Σ)), we obtain that

A satisfies def(xiµσ) with ϕ. In particular, there is a ti ∈ GT (sigC) such that

evalAϕ (xiµσ) = t
A
i . Define τ(x) = ti. If x ∈ V \{x1, . . . , xn} then define τ(x) = xµσ.

Since xµ ∈ T (sigC , V C) if x ∈ V C\{x1, . . . , xn}, we have τ(x) ∈ GT (sigC). Hence, τ
is indeed an inductive substitution. By induction on t one can easily show now that
(*) evalAϕ (tµσ) = evalAϕ (tτ) for every t ∈ T (sig , V ). Now Γ,∆, lµ= rµ ,Θ contains
Πµ,Σµ and A does not satisfy Γσ,∆σ, (lµ= rµ)σ,Θσ with ϕ. Using (*) we can infer

that A does not satisfy (Π, l
·
= r , Σ)τ with ϕ. Hence, (〈Π, l ·

= r , Σ ; ŵ〉, τ, ϕ) is an A-

counterexample. We now show that (〈Π, l ·
= r , Σ ; ŵ〉, τ, ϕ) ≺A (〈Γ, λ,∆ ; w〉, σ, ϕ), i.e.

evalAϕ (ŵτ) <lex
A evalAϕ (wσ) : As A satisfies (ŵµ<w)σ with ϕ we have evalAϕ (ŵµσ) <lex

A

evalAϕ (wσ). Now (*) implies that evalAϕ (ŵµσ) = evalAϕ (ŵτ) which proves the claim.

Let us now prove that the inference rule is safe. Assume that the clauses Γ, λ,∆ and
Π, l

·
= r , Σ are inductive theorems w.r.t. spec. Clearly, the clause Λi, Γ, λ,∆ is induc-

tively valid w.r.t. spec for i = 1, . . . , n. The same also holds for ŵµ<w ,Λ′, Γ, λ,∆ as
it contains the clause Γ, λ,∆ . So we still have to show that Λ, Γ, λ[rµ]p, ∆ is induc-
tively valid w.r.t. spec. This can be done in exactly the same way as in the safeness
proof for the inference rule Non-Inductive Rewriting (see the proof of Lemma 5.3.4). �

Proof of Lemma 6.1.1. We prove the lemma by induction on n.

Let n = 0. Since µ0, . . . , µm is a path in G and ν0 = νn = µ0, there is a path from ν0

to µm in G.

Suppose that n > 0. If {µ1, . . . , µm} ∩ {ν0, . . . , νn−1} = ∅ then ν0, . . . , νn, . . . , µm is
obviously a path from ν0 to µm in G. Otherwise there is a j0 ∈{0, . . . , n − 1} and an
i0 ∈{1, . . . , m} such that νj0 = µi0 . Since j0 < n, we can apply the induction hypothesis
to ν0, . . . , νj0 and µi0, . . . , µm. This gives us a path from ν0 to µm in G. �

Proof of Lemma 6.1.5. Let ν ′ ∈Ninf such that L((ν ′, ν)) = L. Consider a path
ν0, . . . , νn from ν̃ to ν in P with νn−1 = ν ′. Such a path must exist (see above). By the
hypothesis for ν, this path cannot be L-free, and so there is an i ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1} such
that νi ∈Ninf , L((νi, νi+1)) = L and the path from νi+1 to ν is L-free. Suppose the goal
node νi+1 is not a leaf in P . Then νi+1 must have been expanded in the construction of
P . Hence there is another path from ν̃ to νi+1 in P that is L-free (see Definition 6.1.4).
This means, however, that an L-free path from ν̃ to ν exists in P , which contradicts
the hypothesis for ν. Hence, νi+1 is a leaf in P so that i+ 1 = n, ν is a leaf in P and
L((νn−1, νn)) = L((ν ′, ν)) = L. �
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Proof of Lemma 6.1.7. Let P1 = (N,E, L) = P2 be a partial proof attempt both
for ν̃1 and ν̃2 in G. It suffices to show that each open goal node of P1 is also an open
goal node of P2.

Let ν be an open goal node of P1. Then ν is a leaf in P2. We still have to verify that
there is an L-free path from ν̃2 to ν. As ν is an open goal node of P1 there is an L-free
path from ν̃1 to ν. If ν̃1 = ν then ν = ν̃2 and there is an L-free path from ν̃2 to ν. If
ν̃1 6= ν then there is a ν ′ ∈Ninf such that (ν ′, ν) ∈ E and L((ν ′, ν)) 6= L. Because of
Lemma 6.1.5 we conclude that there must be an L-free path from ν̃2 to ν. �

Proof of Lemma 6.2.3. (1) Consider the set P of all partial proof attempts for
ν̂ in P . (Note that P is a proof state graph w.r.t. spec.) We define a binary relation
7−→1 on P by P1 7−→1 P2 iff P2 can be obtained from P1 by expanding some
ν ′ ∈ OGNd(P1) as in Definition 6.1.4(b). Clearly, if P1 ∈ P then P2 ∈ P. As there
are no choice-points in P , every expansion step P1 7−→1 P2 is solely determined by
the choice of ν ′ ∈ OGNd(P1). Obviously, 7−→1 is terminating. We claim that 7−→1

is also strongly confluent (and hence confluent; see Dershowitz & Jouannaud, 1990):
Given P1, P2, P3 ∈ P such that P1 7−→1 P2 by expansion of some ν1 ∈ OGNd(P1)
and P1 7−→1 P3 by expansion of some ν2 ∈ OGNd(P1), we obtain P2 7−→1 P4 and
P3 7−→1 P4 , where P4 is the result of expanding ν2 in P2 (or ν1 in P3). (Note that if
ν1 6= ν2 then ν2 ∈ OGNd(P2) and ν1 ∈ OGNd(P3).) Let P̂ be the unique normal form
of P0 = ({ν̂}, ∅, L|{ν̂}) w.r.t. 7−→1. Thus, P̂ is a unique maximal partial proof attempt
for ν̂ in P .

Now suppose that ν ∈OGNd(P̂ ). We will prove that ν ∈OGNd(P ). Since P̂ is 7−→1-
irreducible, ν is a leaf in P . Thus, we still have to show that (*) there is an L-free
path from ν̃ to ν. By the assumption for ν̂, there is an L-free path from ν̃ to ν̂; and
because of ν ∈OGNd(P̂ ), there is an L-free path from ν̂ to ν in P . Hence, we can
apply Lemma 6.1.1 to infer (*).

Finally, we have LNd(P̂ ) ⊆ LNd(P ), as P̂ is a subgraph of P .

(2) Let P be given as above. Again we define a binary relation 7−→2 on P by P1 7−→2

P2 iff P2 can be obtained from P1 by expanding some ν ′ ∈ OGNd(P1)\{ν̃} as in
Definition 6.1.4(b). Analogous to the proof of (1) it can easily be shown that 7−→2

is terminating and (strongly) confluent. Let P̂ be the unique normal form of P0 =
({ν̂}, ∅, L|{ν̂}) w.r.t. 7−→2.

If ν̂ = ν̃ then P̂ = P0 so that ν̃ ∈ OGNd(P̂ ). Otherwise there is an L-free path
ν0, . . . , νn from ν̂ to ν̃ in P with n > 1 (due to the additional assumption for ν̂). Thus,
it is easily seen that the goal node νn−2 is eventually expanded in the construction of
P̂ yielding ν̃ as an open goal node of P̂ . As 7−→2 does not allow the expansion of ν̃, ν̃
is a leaf in P̂ , and we conclude that ν̃ ∈ OGNd(P̂ ). That properties (ii) and (iii) hold
for P̂ can be shown just as in the proof of (1). �
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Proof of Lemma 6.2.2. Let A = (A,FA), and let P be a partial proof attempt
for ν̃. Throughout the whole proof we assume:

(*) For each ν ∈ LNd(P ) with L(ν) = 〈Π ; ŵ〉, Π is inductively valid w.r.t. spec.

Hence, we will show that (2) is true for P and any A-counterexample (〈Γ̃ ; w̃〉, σ̃, ϕ̃)
by structural induction on partial proof attempts in combination with well-founded
induction on the set of A-counterexamples with respect to -A (see Section 4.1). For
that purpose we define the size of a partial proof attempt for a goal node in G to be
the number of its inference nodes.

If the size of P is 0, then P = ({ν̃}, ∅, L|{ν̃}) and OGNd(P ) = {ν̃}. Therefore,
IOGNd(ν̃, P ) = ∅ and (2) trivially holds for P because of ν̃ and the A-counterexample
(〈Γ̃ ; w̃〉, σ̃, ϕ̃).

Suppose now that P is of positive size. By Definition 6.1.4(b), there is a partial
proof attempt P ′ = (N ′, E ′, L′) for ν̃ in G and a ν ′ ∈OGNd(P ′) such that P can be
obtained from P ′ by expansion of ν ′. That is, there are ν0, ν1, . . . , νn, ν̂1, . . . , ν̂k ∈ N
such that (ν, ν0)∈E and ν1, . . . , νn, ν̂1, . . . , ν̂k are exactly the successors of ν0 in G,
where L((ν0, νi)) = S for i = 1, . . . , n and L((ν0, ν̂j)) ∈ {L, I} for j = 1, . . . , k; and
P = (Ñ , Ẽ, L̃) where

– Ñ = N ′ ∪ {ν0, ν1, . . . , νn, ν̂1, . . . , ν̂k}
– Ẽ = E ′ ∪ {(ν ′, ν0), (ν0, ν1), . . . , (ν0, νn), (ν0, ν̂1), . . . , (ν0, ν̂k)}
– L̃ = L|Ñ∪Ẽ .

Clearly, P ′ is of smaller size than P . Let us apply the induction hypothesis to P ′

and the A-counterexample (〈Γ̃ ; w̃〉, σ̃, ϕ̃). As LNd(P ′) ⊆ LNd(P ) and due to (*) we
obtain a goal node ν ∈ OGNd(P ′) with L(ν) = 〈Γ ; w〉 satisfying:

(3) There is an A-counterexample of the form (〈Γ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) such that

(a) (〈Γ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) -A (〈Γ̃ ; w̃〉, σ̃, ϕ̃) and

(b) ν ∈ IOGNd(ν̃, P ′) implies (〈Γ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) ≺A (〈Γ̃ ; w̃〉, σ̃, ϕ̃) .

Case 1: ν 6= ν ′

Since ν ′ (and not ν) was expanded to yield P , ν is a leaf also in P . As P ′ is a subgraph
of P each path in P ′ is a path also in P . Thus, ν ∈ OGNd(P ). Because of (3)(a)
we have (〈Γ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) -A (〈Γ̃ ; w̃〉, σ̃, ϕ̃). Suppose now that ν ∈ IOGNd(ν̃, P ). Then
there is noR/S-labeled path from ν̃ to ν in P . Hence there can be noR/S-labeled path
from ν̃ to ν in P ′, and ν ∈ IOGNd(ν̃, P ′). By (3)(b), (〈Γ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) ≺A (〈Γ̃ ; w̃〉, σ̃, ϕ̃).
Therefore, (2) holds for P and (〈Γ̃ ; w̃〉, σ̃, ϕ̃) because of ν and the A-counterexample
(〈Γ ; w〉, σ, ϕ).

Case 2: ν = ν ′

Then L(ν ′) = 〈Γ ; w〉. Let L(νi) = 〈Γi ; wi〉 for i = 1, . . . , n and let L(ν̂j) = 〈Πj ; ŵj〉
for j = 1, . . . , k. From Definition 6.1.2 it follows that
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〈Γ ; w〉
〈Γ1 ; w1〉 . . . 〈Γn ; wn〉

with 〈Π1 ; ŵ1〉U1 , . . . , 〈Πk ; ŵk〉Uk

is an instance of an inference rule. By Theorem 5.4.1, the applied inference rule is
sound, and so one of the following statements must hold for the givenA-counterexample
(〈Γ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) (see Definition 4.1.4):

(4) There is an i0 ∈{1, . . . , n} and an A-counterexample of the form (〈Γi0 ; wi0〉, τ, ψ)
such that (〈Γi0 ; wi0〉, τ, ψ) -A (〈Γ ; w〉, σ, ϕ).

(5) There is a j0 ∈{1, . . . , k} such that Uj0 = L and Πj0 is not inductively valid
w.r.t. spec.

(6) There is a j0 ∈{1, . . . , k} and an A-counterexample of the form (〈Πj0 ; ŵj0〉, τ, ψ)
such that Uj0 = I and (〈Πj0 ; ŵj0〉, τ, ψ) ≺A (〈Γ ; w〉, σ, ϕ).

Due to (*), (5) cannot be true. Therefore, the two remaining statements (4) and (6)
have to be dealt with.

Case 2.1: (4) holds.

As ν ′ ∈OGNd(P ′), there is an L-free path from ν̃ to νi0 in P . Thus, by Lemma 6.2.3(1),
there is a maximal subgraph P ′′ of P such that (i) P ′′ is a partial proof attempt for νi0
in P (ii) OGNd(P ′′) ⊆ OGNd(P ) and (iii) LNd(P ′′) ⊆ LNd(P ).

Case 2.1.1: P ′′ 6= P

Then the size of P ′′ is smaller than that of P , and so we can use the induction hypothesis
for P ′′ and the A-counterexample (〈Γi0 ; wi0〉, τ, ψ). Since LNd(P ′′) ⊆ LNd(P ) and
because of (*) there must be a ν ′′ ∈OGNd(P ′′) with L(ν ′′) = 〈Γ ′′ ; w′′〉 such that:

(7) There is an A-counterexample of the form (〈Γ ′′ ; w′′〉, σ′′, ϕ′′) such that

(a) (〈Γ ′′ ; w′′〉, σ′′, ϕ′′) -A (〈Γi0 ; wi0〉, τ, ψ) and

(b) ν ′′ ∈ IOGNd(νi0 , P
′′) implies (〈Γ ′′ ; w′′〉, σ′′, ϕ′′) ≺A (〈Γi0 ; wi0〉, τ, ψ) .

Now ν ′′ ∈OGNd(P ), as OGNd(P ′′) ⊆ OGNd(P ) by Lemma 6.2.3(1). Due to (7)(a)
and (4) we have (〈Γ ′′ ; w′′〉, σ′′, ϕ′′) -A (〈Γi0 ; wi0〉, τ, ψ) -A (〈Γ ; w〉, σ, ϕ). Since
ν ′ = ν, it follows that (〈Γ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) -A (〈Γ̃ ; w̃〉, σ̃, ϕ̃) by (3)(a). As a consequence,
(〈Γ ′′ ; w′′〉, σ′′, ϕ′′) -A (〈Γ̃ ; w̃〉, σ̃, ϕ̃).

We still have to show that ν ′′ ∈ IOGNd(ν̃, P ) implies that (〈Γ ′′ ; w′′〉, σ′′, ϕ′′) ≺A

(〈Γ̃ ; w̃〉, σ̃, ϕ̃). If ν ′′ 6∈ IOGNd(νi0 , P
′′) and ν ′ 6∈ IOGNd(ν̃, P ′) then there is an R/S-

labeled path from νi0 to ν ′′ in P ′′ and anR/S-labeled path from ν̃ to ν ′ in P ′. As a proof
state graph becomes an acyclic graph when the arcs labeled with L or I are removed,
there is an R/S-labeled path from ν̃ to ν ′′ in P so that ν ′′ 6∈ IOGNd(ν̃, P ). Therefore,
if ν ′′ ∈ IOGNd(ν̃, P ) then ν ′′ ∈ IOGNd(νi0 , P

′′) or ν ′ ∈ IOGNd(ν̃, P ′). With (7)(b) and
(3)(b) we can infer that (〈Γ ′′ ; w′′〉, σ′′, ϕ′′) ≺A (〈Γi0 ; wi0〉, τ, ψ) or (〈Γ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) ≺A

(〈Γ̃ ; w̃〉, σ̃, ϕ̃). Hence, by (4), we have (〈Γ ′′ ; w′′〉, σ′′, ϕ′′) ≺A (〈Γ̃ ; w̃〉, σ̃, ϕ̃) given
that ν ′′ ∈ IOGNd(ν̃, P ).
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We conclude that (2) holds for P and (〈Γ̃ ; w̃〉, σ̃, ϕ̃) because of ν ′′ and the A-counter-
example (〈Γ ′′ ; w′′〉, σ′′, ϕ′′).

Case 2.1.2: P ′′ = P

Clearly, there is an L-free path from ν̃ to νi0 in P (see above). Now P ′′ = P implies
that ν̃ /∈ OGNd(P ′′) . Consequently, ν̃ must have been expanded in the construction
of P ′′, and it follows that there is also an L-free path from νi0 to ν̃ in P . Hence,
by Lemma 6.2.3(2), we obtain a subgraph P̂ of P such that (i) P̂ is a partial proof
attempt for νi0 in P (ii) ν̃ ∈ OGNd(P̂ ) (iii) OGNd(P̂ )\{ν̃} ⊆ OGNd(P ) and (iv)
LNd(P̂ ) ⊆ LNd(P ).

As ν̃ ∈OGNd(P̂ ), the size of P̂ must be smaller than that of P , and we can make
use of the induction hypothesis for P̂ and the A-counterexample (〈Γi0 ; wi0〉, τ, ψ).
Since LNd(P̂ ) ⊆ LNd(P ) and because of (*), there must be a ν̂ ∈OGNd(P̂ ) with
L(ν̂) = 〈Γ̂ ; ŵ〉 such that:

(8) There is an A-counterexample of the form (〈Γ̂ ; ŵ〉, σ̂, ϕ̂) such that

(a) (〈Γ̂ ; ŵ〉, σ̂, ϕ̂) -A (〈Γi0 ; wi0〉, τ, ψ)

(b) ν̂ ∈ IOGNd(νi0 , P̂ ) implies (〈Γ̂ ; ŵ〉, σ̂, ϕ̂) ≺A (〈Γi0 ; wi0〉, τ, ψ) .

Case 2.1.2.1: ν̂ 6= ν̃

Then ν̂ ∈OGNd(P ), as OGNd(P̂ )\{ν̃} ⊆ OGNd(P ) by Lemma 6.2.3(2). By (8)(a) and
(4), (〈Γ̂ ; ŵ〉, σ̂, ϕ̂) -A (〈Γi0 ; wi0〉, τ, ψ) -A (〈Γ ; w〉, σ, ϕ). Since ν ′ = ν, it follows that
(〈Γ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) -A (〈Γ̃ ; w̃〉, σ̃, ϕ̃) by (3)(a). Hence, (〈Γ̂ ; ŵ〉, σ̂, ϕ̂) -A (〈Γ̃ ; w̃〉, σ̃, ϕ̃).

Now let ν̂ ∈ IOGNd(ν̃, P ). As in Case 2.1.1 one shows that then ν̂ ∈ IOGNd(νi0, P̂ )
or ν ′ ∈ IOGNd(ν̃, P ′). Thus, (〈Γ̂ ; ŵ〉, σ̂, ϕ̂) ≺A (〈Γi0 ; wi0〉, τ, ψ) or (〈Γ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) ≺A

(〈Γ̃ ; w̃〉, σ̃, ϕ̃) with (8)(b) and (3)(b). By (4) we get (〈Γ̂ ; ŵ〉, σ̂, ϕ̂) ≺A (〈Γ̃ ; w̃〉, σ̃, ϕ̃).

Again we conclude that (2) holds for P and (〈Γ̃ ; w̃〉, σ̃, ϕ̃) because of ν̂ and the A-
counterexample (〈Γ̂ ; ŵ〉, σ̂, ϕ̂).

Case 2.1.2.2: ν̂ = ν̃

Then (8) can be instantiated with ν̃ for ν̂. That is:

(9) There is an A-counterexample of the form (〈Γ̃ ; w̃〉, τ̃ , ψ̃) such that

(a) (〈Γ̃ ; w̃〉, τ̃ , ψ̃) -A (〈Γi0 ; wi0〉, τ, ψ) and

(b) ν̃ ∈ IOGNd(νi0 , P̂ ) implies (〈Γ̃ ; w̃〉, τ̃ , ψ̃) ≺A (〈Γi0 ; wi0〉, τ, ψ) .

Due to (9)(a) and (4) we have (〈Γ̃ ; w̃〉, τ̃ , ψ̃) -A (〈Γi0 ; wi0〉, τ, ψ) -A (〈Γ ; w〉, σ, ϕ).
With ν ′ = ν and (3)(a) we get (〈Γ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) -A (〈Γ̃ ; w̃〉, σ̃, ϕ̃). Thus, we obtain
(〈Γ̃ ; w̃〉, τ̃ , ψ̃) -A (〈Γ̃ ; w̃〉, σ̃, ϕ̃).

Since every proof state graph whose arcs labeled with L or I have been removed is an
acyclic graph, the directed cycle ν̃, . . . , ν ′, ν0, νi0, . . . , ν̃ in P is L-free, and (at least)
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one of its arcs must be labeled with I. As a consequence, there is no R/S-labeled
path from νi0 to ν̃ in P̂ or there is no R/S-labeled path from ν̃ to ν ′ in P ′. Thus,
ν̃ ∈ IOGNd(νi0 , P̂ ) or ν ′ ∈ IOGNd(ν̃, P ′). By (9)(b) and (3)(b), (〈Γ̃ ; w̃〉, τ̃ , ψ̃) ≺A

(〈Γ̃ ; w̃〉, σ̃, ϕ̃). Hence, we can apply the induction hypothesis to P and (〈Γ̃ ; w̃〉, τ̃ , ψ̃).
Due to (*), there must be a ν ′′ ∈OGNd(P ) with L(ν ′′) = 〈Γ ′′ ; w′′〉 such that:

(10) There is an A-counterexample of the form (〈Γ ′′ ; w′′〉, τ ′′, ψ′′) such that

(〈Γ ′′ ; w′′〉, τ ′′, ψ′′) -A (〈Γ̃ ; w̃〉, τ̃ , ψ̃).

With (10) we get (〈Γ ′′ ; w′′〉, τ ′′, ψ′′) -A (〈Γ̃ ; w̃〉, τ̃ , ψ̃) ≺A (〈Γ̃ ; w̃〉, σ̃, ϕ̃). Hence, (2)
holds for P and (〈Γ̃ ; w̃〉, σ̃, ϕ̃) due to ν ′′ and the A-counterexample (〈Γ ′′ ; w′′〉, τ ′′, ψ′′).

Case 2.2: (6) holds.

As ν ′ ∈OGNd(P ′), there is an L-free path from ν̃ to ν̂j0 in P . Thus, by Lemma 6.2.3(1),
there is a subgraph P ′′ of P such that (i) P ′′ is a partial proof attempt for ν̂j0 in P
(ii) OGNd(P ′′) ⊆ OGNd(P ) and (iii) LNd(P ′′) ⊆ LNd(P ). Due to (6) and (3) (recall
that ν = ν ′) we have (〈Πj0 ; ŵj0〉, τ, ψ) ≺A (〈Γ ; w〉, σ, ϕ) -A (〈Γ̃ ; w̃〉, σ̃, ϕ̃). Hence,
(〈Πj0 ; ŵj0〉, τ, ψ) ≺A (〈Γ̃ ; w̃〉, σ̃, ϕ̃).

Thus, we can make use of the induction hypothesis for P ′′ and (〈Πj0 ; ŵj0〉, τ, ψ), re-
gardless of whether the size of P ′′ is smaller than that of P . As LNd(P ′′) ⊆ LNd(P )
and because of (*), there must be a ν ′′ ∈OGNd(P ′′) with L(ν ′′) = 〈Γ ′′ ; w′′〉 such that:

(11) There is an A-counterexample of the form (〈Γ ′′ ; w′′〉, σ′′, ϕ′′) such that

(〈Γ ′′ ; w′′〉, σ′′, ϕ′′) -A (〈Πj0 ; ŵj0〉, τ, ψ).

Now ν ′′ ∈OGNd(P ), as OGNd(P ′′) ⊆ OGNd(P ) by Lemma 6.2.3(1). Due to (11) we
obtain (〈Γ ′′ ; w′′〉, σ′′, ϕ′′) -A (〈Πj0 ; ŵj0〉, τ, ψ) ≺A (〈Γ̃ ; w̃〉, σ̃, ϕ̃).

Again we have shown that (2) holds for P and (〈Γ̃ ; w̃〉, σ̃, ϕ̃) – in this final sub-case
because of ν ′′ and the A-counterexample (〈Γ ′′ ; w′′〉, σ′′, ϕ′′). �

Proof of Theorem 6.2.4. (1) Assume that Γ̃ is not inductively valid w.r.t. spec.
Then there is a data model A of spec such that A 6|= Γ̃ . By Lemma 4.1.1, there must
be an A-counterexample of the form (〈Γ̃ ; w̃〉, σ̃, ϕ̃). Since P is a proof graph, we have
that, for each ν ∈LNd(P ) with L(ν) = 〈Π ; ŵ〉, Π is inductively valid w.r.t. spec.
Hence, by Lemma 6.2.2(2), there must be a ν ∈OGNd(P ) with the properties stated
there. However, OGNd(P ) = ∅ as P is a proof graph. Having derived a contradiction
from our assumption we conclude that Γ̃ is inductively valid w.r.t. spec.

(2) If there is no L-free path from ν̃ to ν in P then ν ∈ LNd(P ), as is implied by
Lemma 6.1.5. Since P is a proof graph, Γ is inductively valid w.r.t. spec. So assume
there is an L-free path from ν̃ to ν in P . By Lemma 6.2.3(1), a partial proof attempt
P̂ for ν in P exists such that OGNd(P̂ ) ⊆ OGNd(P ) = ∅ and LNd(P̂ ) ⊆ LNd(P ). It
is clear that P̂ is a proof graph for ν in G. Now one can show exactly as in the proof
of (1) that Γ is inductively valid w.r.t. spec. �
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Proof of Theorem 6.2.5. The theorem can be easily proved by structural induction
on the proof state graph G. Essentially, the validity of the induction step follows from
the fact that — by Theorem 5.4.1 — each inference rule applied in the construction of
G is safe (see Definition 5.1.1). �





Appendix B

Syntax of the Command Language
of QuodLibet

This appendix contains a complete definition of the syntax of the command language
of QuodLibet in Extended Backus-Naur Form (EBNF). Every EBNF production
consists of a non-terminal symbol and an EBNF expression seperated by ‘::=’ and
terminated with a period. For each non-terminal symbol N there is exactly one EBNF
production of the form

N ::= EBNF-Expression .

where EBNF-Expression is the definition of N. We use the following notation for EBNF
expressions:

Notation Meaning

| alternatively
[ X ] 0 or 1 instance of X
{ X }∗ 0 or more instances of X
{ X }+ 1 or more instances of X
( X | Y ) a grouping: either X or Y
“XYZ” the terminal symbol XYZ

The start symbol for the syntax of the command language is Command. Note that the
command interpreter accepts both small and capital letters in terminal symbols.

Overview of the QuodLibet Commands

Command ::= Initialize | Declare | Define | Assert |
Prove | Assume | Apply | AssignName |
Delete | Set | Reset | Display |
Compile | Load | Unload | Call |
Execute | Save | Restore | Quit .

197
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initialize Command

Initialize ::= “initialize” .

declare Command

Declare ::= “declare” DeclaredObject .

DeclaredObject ::= “sorts” { Sort-Ident }+ “.” |
“constructor” “variables” { VarDeclarations }+ “.” |
“general” “variables” { VarDeclarations }+ “.” |
“operators” { OpDeclarations }+ “.” .

VarDeclarations ::= Variable-Ident { “,” Variable-Ident }∗ “:” Sort-Ident .

OpDeclarations ::= FunctionSymbol { “,” FunctionSymbol }∗ “:”
{ Sort-Ident }∗ “-->” Sort-Ident .

define Command

Define ::= “define” DefinedObject .

DefinedObject ::= “sort” Sort-Ident “with” “constructors”
{ OpDeclarations }+ “.” |

“operator” FunctionSymbol “:” { Sort-Ident }∗ “-->” Sort-Ident
“with” “defining” “rules” { RuleDefinition }+ “.” .

RuleDefinition ::= DefRule-Ident “:” DefRule .

assert Command

Assert ::= “assert” { RuleDefinition }+ “.” .

prove Command

Prove ::= “prove” Formula PS-Tree-Ident .

assume Command

Assume ::= “assume” Formula PS-Tree-Ident .
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apply Command

Apply ::= “apply” InferenceRule [ PS-Tree-Ident ] [ GNode-Position ] .

InferenceRule ::= “compl-lit” LiteralNumber LiteralNumber |
“=/=” “-” “taut” LiteralNumber |
“<” “-” “taut” LiteralNumber |
“=” “-” “decomp” LiteralNumber |
“def” “-” “decomp” LiteralNumber |
“<” “-” “decomp” LiteralNumber |
“mult-lit” LiteralNumber LiteralNumber |
“=” “-” “removal” LiteralNumber |
“<” “-” “removal” LiteralNumber |
“=/=” “-” “removal” LiteralNumber |
“~” “def” “-” “removal” LiteralNumber |
“const-rewrite” LiteralNumber LiteralNumber Literal-Position |
“=/=” “-” “unif” LiteralNumber |
“ctr-var-add” LiteralNumber Term |
“tuple” “<” “-” “reduct” LiteralNumber |
“tuple” “=” “-” “reduct” LiteralNumber |
“<” “-” “mono” LiteralNumber Term-Position Term-Position |
“<” “-” “trans” LiteralNumber Weight |
“subst-add” { Substitution }+ “.” |
“lit-add” { Literal }+ “.” |
“axiom-subs” DefRule-Ident Substitution |
“lemma-subs” PS-Tree-Ident Substitution |
“axiom-rewrite” LiteralNumber Literal-Position DefRule-Ident

LiteralNumber Substitution |
“lemma-rewrite” LiteralNumber Literal-Position PS-Tree-Ident

LiteralNumber Substitution |
“appl-lit-removal” LiteralNumber Substitution

( DefRule-Ident | PS-Tree-Ident ) LiteralNumber |
“ind-subs” PS-Tree-Ident Substitution |
“ind-rewrite” LiteralNumber Literal-Position PS-Tree-Ident

LiteralNumber Substitution .

assign-name Command

AssignName ::= “assign-name” PS-Tree-Ident [ PS-Tree-Ident ] [ GNode-Position ] .

delete Command

Delete ::= “delete” DeletedObject .
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DeletedObject ::= “defining” “rule” DefRule-Ident |
“PS-tree” [ PS-Tree-Ident ] |
“I-node” [ PS-Tree-Ident ] INode-Position .

set Command

Set ::= “set” SetObject .

SetObject ::= “current” “PS-tree” PS-Tree-Ident |
“current” “G-node” [ PS-Tree-Ident ] GNode-Position |
“weight” Weight [ PS-Tree-Ident ] |
“search-strategy” ( “depth-first” | “breadth-first” | “none” )
“display-mode” ( “normal” | “detailed” )
“script-directory” Directory |
“qml-directory” Directory .

Directory ::= String .

reset Command

Reset ::= “reset” ResetObject .

ResetObject ::= “weight” [ PS-Tree-Ident ] |
“script-directory” | “qml-directory” .

display Command

Display ::= “display” DisplayedObject .

DisplayedObject ::= [ “constructor” | “general” ] “variables” [ Sort-Ident ] |
“signature” |
“defining” “rules” [ FunctionSymbol ] |
“specification” |
“G-node” [ PS-Tree-Ident ] [ GNode-Position ] |
“PS-tree-name” |
“PS-tree” [ PS-Tree-Ident ] [ “I-nodes” ] |
“conjecture” [ PS-Tree-Ident ] |
[ “proved” | “unproved” ] ( “PS-tree-names” | “conjectures” ) .

compile Command

Compile ::= “compile” QML-File .

QML-File ::= String .
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load Command

Load ::= “load” QML-File .

unload Command

Unload ::= “unload” QML-File .

call Command

Call ::= “call” CalledObject .

CalledObject ::= Tactic-Ident { Argument }∗ [ PS-Tree-Ident ] [ GNode-Position ] |
Procedure-Ident { Argument }∗ .

Argument ::= Integer | Real | String | Boolean |
Sort-Ident | FunctionSymbol | Term | Literal |
Formula | Substitution | Position |
Weight | DNode | GNode | INode .

execute Command

Execute ::= “execute” CommandScript [ “echo” ] .

CommandScript ::= String

save Command

Save ::= “save” “IM-state” StateFile .

StateFile ::= String

restore Command

Restore ::= “restore” “IM-state” StateFile .

quit Command

Quit ::= “quit” .
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Command Parameters

Formula ::= “{” [ Literal { “,” Literal }∗ ] “}” .

DefRule ::= Term “=” Term [ “if” Literal { “,” Literal }∗ ] .

Literal ::= Term “=” Term | Term “=/=” Term |
“def” Term | “∼” “def” Term |
Weight “<” Weight | “∼” “(” Weight “<” Weight “)” .

Weight ::= Term | “(” [ Term { “,” Term }∗ ] “)” .

Substitution ::= “[” [ Variable-Ident “<--” Term
{ “,” Variable-Ident “<--” Term }∗ ] “]” .

Term ::= Variable-Ident | Nat | Ident [ “(” Term { “,” Term }∗ “)” ] .

DNode ::= ( DefRule-Ident | PS-Tree-Ident ) .

GNode ::= [ PS-Tree-Ident ] GNode-Position .

INode ::= [ PS-Tree-Ident ] INode-Position .

GNode-Position ::= Position .

INode-Position ::= Position .

Literal-Position ::= Position .

Term-Position ::= Position .

Position ::= “root” | “[” Nat [ “^” Nat ] { “:” Nat [ “^” Nat ] }∗ “]” .

Sort-Ident ::= Ident .

Variable-Ident ::= Ident .

DefRule-Ident ::= Ident .

PS-Tree-Ident ::= Ident .

Tactic-Ident ::= Ident .

Procedure-Ident ::= Ident .
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LiteralNumber ::= Nat .

FunctionSymbol ::= Ident | Nat .

Token

Ident ::= Letter { Letter | Digit | SpecialCharacter }∗ .

String ::= “"” { StringCharacter | “" "” }∗ “"” .

Boolean ::= “true” | “false” .

Integer ::= [ “+” | “-” ] Nat .

Real ::= [ “+” | “-” ] ( PositiveReal | Nat ) .

Nat ::= { Digit }+ .

PositiveReal ::= { Digit }+ “.” { Digit }+ [ ScaleFactor ] |
{ Digit }+ ScaleFactor .

ScaleFactor ::= ( “e” | “e” ) [ “+” | “-” ] { Digit }+ .

Letter ::= “a” | . . . | “z” | “A” | . . . | “Z” .

Digit ::= “0” | . . . | “9” .

SpecialCharacter ::= “-” | “ ” .

StringCharacter ::= All symbols with ASCII-code greater than 31
except for the symbol “"” .





Appendix C

The Inference Rules of QuodLibet

This appendix contains a complete compilation of the inference rules of QuodLibet.
The following presentation of the inference rules differs from that of Chapter 5 in that,
for each inference rule, we additionally indicate (i) the name of the inference rule as it
is expected by the apply command and (ii) the parameters of the inference rule (see
Section 7.3.2 and Appendix B). The purpose of the parameters of an inference rule is
to precisely characterize actual applications of the given inference rule.

To give an example, let us consider how the inference rule Constant Rewriting (see
Figure 5.6) is specified in this appendix:

Constant Rewriting:

const-rewrite m n p

〈Γ, λ[t1]p, ∆ ; w〉
〈Γ, λ[t2]p, ∆ ; w〉 if – (Γ, λ,∆)[m] = λ

– p ∈ Pos(λ) and λ/p = t1

– there is a literal t1 6 ·= t2 in Γ,∆ such that
(Γ, λ,∆)[n] = t1 6 ·= t2 .

This presentation of Constant Rewriting includes, besides the information given in the
original definition in Figure 5.6, the string const-rewrite that serves as the name
of the inference rule in the command language, as well as the parameters m, n and
p. Moreover, observe the extended applicability conditions presented here, which also
define the parameters m and n.

The reader is asked to refer to Chapter 5 for most of the notations used in this appendix.
As in Chapter 5, we use the following (meta-) variables without further explanation:
(i) m,n, k for natural numbers (ii) t, u, v, l, r for terms (iii) p for positions of terms in
literals or terms (iv) w for weights (v) λ for literals and (vi) Γ,∆,Π,Λ,Σ for clauses,
i.e. (possibly empty) sequences of literals.

Note that Γ [m] is to denote the m-th literal in a clause Γ . For instance, the expression

(Γ, λ,∆)[n] = t1 6 ·= t2 means that the n-th literal in the clause Γ, λ,∆ is t1 6 ·= t2 .
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C.1 Non-Applicative Inference Rules

C.1.1 Establishing Simple Tautologies

Complementary Literals:

compl-lit m n

〈Γ, λ,∆, λ′, Π ; w〉
if – (Γ, λ,∆, λ′, Π)[m] = λ

– (Γ, λ,∆, λ′, Π)[n] = λ′

– λ′ = lit λ.

6=-Tautology:

=/=-taut m

〈Γ, t1 6= t2 , ∆ ; w〉
if – (Γ, t1 6= t2 , ∆)[m] = t1 6= t2

– t1, t2 ∈ T (sigC , V C)

– t1 and t2 are not unifiable.

<-Tautology:

<-taut m

〈Γ, ()< (u1, . . . , uk) , ∆ ; w〉
if – (Γ, ()< (u1, . . . , uk) , ∆)[m] = ()< (u1, . . . , uk)

– k > 0.

C.1.2 Decomposing Atoms

=-Decomposition:

=-decomp m

〈Γ, t1 = t2 , ∆ ; w〉
〈 u1 = v1 , Γ, t1 = t2 , ∆ ; w〉 . . . 〈 uk = vk , Γ, t1 = t2 , ∆ ; w〉

if – (Γ, t1 = t2 , ∆)[m] = t1 = t2

– top(t1) = top(t2)

– u1 = v1 , . . . , uk = vk are exactly those equations in

{ t1/p ·
= t2/p | p ∈ MinDifPos(t1, t2) }

whose complements do not occur in Γ,∆.
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def-Decomposition:

def-decomp m

〈Γ, def(t) , ∆ ; w〉
〈 def(u1) , Γ, def(t) , ∆ ; w〉 . . . 〈 def(uk) , Γ, def(t) , ∆ ; w〉

if – (Γ, def(t) , ∆)[m] = def(t)

– top(t) ∈ (C ∪ V C)

– def(u1) , . . . , def(uk) are exactly those definedness atoms in

{ def(t/p) | p ∈ MinNonCPos(t) }
whose complements do not occur in Γ,∆.

<-Decomposition:

<-decomp m

〈Γ, t1<t2 , ∆ ; w〉
〈 def(u1) , Γ, t1<t2 , ∆ ; w〉 . . . 〈 def(uk) , Γ, t1<t2 , ∆ ; w〉

if – (Γ, t1< t2 , ∆)[m] = t1<t2

– top(t2) ∈ C
– there are t̂1, t̂2 ∈ T (sigC , V C) such that

– for i ∈ {1, 2}, t̂i is a C-front for ti

– for each p1 ∈ MinNonCPos(t1) and p2 ∈ MinNonCPos(t2),
t1/p1 = t2/p2 iff t̂1/p1 = t̂2/p2

– |t̂1| < |t̂2| and |t̂1|x ≤ |t̂2|x for every x ∈ V C

– def(u1) , . . . , def(uk) are exactly those definedness atoms in

{ def(ti/p) | i ∈ {1, 2} ∧ p ∈ MinNonCPos(ti) }
that do not occur in Γ ,∆.

C.1.3 Removing Redundant Literals

Multiple Literals:

mult-lit m n

〈Γ, λ,∆, λ′, Π ; w〉
〈Γ, λ,∆,Π ; w〉 if – (Γ, λ,∆, λ′, Π)[m] = λ

– (Γ, λ,∆, λ′, Π)[n] = λ′

– λ′ = lit λ.
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=-Removal:

=-removal m

〈Γ, t1 = t2 , ∆ ; w〉
〈Γ,∆ ; w〉 if – (Γ, t1 = t2 , ∆)[m] = t1 = t2

– t1, t2 ∈ T (sigC , V C)

– t1 and t2 are not unifiable.

<-Removal:

<-removal m

〈Γ, (u1, . . . , uk)< () , ∆ ; w〉
〈Γ,∆ ; w〉 if (Γ, (u1, . . . , uk)< () , ∆)[m] = (u1, . . . , uk)< () .

6=-Removal:

=/=-removal m

〈Γ, t1 6= t2 , ∆ ; w〉
〈Γ,∆ ; w〉 if – (Γ, t1 6= t2 , ∆)[m] = t1 6= t2

– top(t1) = top(t2)

– each atom in { t1/p 6= t2/p | p ∈ MinDifPos(t1, t2) }
occurs in Γ,∆.

¬def-Removal:

~def-removal m

〈Γ, ¬def(t) , ∆ ; w〉
〈Γ,∆ ; w〉 if – (Γ, ¬def(t) , ∆)[m] = ¬def(t)

– top(t) ∈ (C ∪ V C)

– each atom in {¬def(t/p) | p ∈ MinNonCPos(t) }
occurs in Γ,∆.

C.1.4 Making Use of Negative Literals

Constant Rewriting:

const-rewrite m n p

〈Γ, λ[t1]p, ∆ ; w〉
〈Γ, λ[t2]p, ∆ ; w〉 if – (Γ, λ,∆)[m] = λ

– p ∈ Pos(λ) and λ/p = t1

– there is a literal t1 6 ·= t2 in Γ,∆ such that
(Γ, λ,∆)[n] = t1 6 ·= t2 .
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6=-Unification:

=/=-unif m

〈Γ, t1 6= t2 , ∆ ; w〉
〈Γτ,∆τ ; wτ〉 if – (Γ, t1 6= t2 , ∆)[m] = t1 6= t2

– t1, t2 ∈ T (sigC , V C)

– τ = mgu( t1 = t2 ,Var(Γ, t1, t2, ∆, w)) exists.

Constructor Variable Addition:

ctr-var-add m x

〈Γ, ¬def(t) , ∆ ; w〉
〈Γ, x 6= t , ∆ ; w〉 if – (Γ, ¬def(t) , ∆)[m] = ¬def(t)

– x ∈ V C\Var(Γ,∆, t, w).

C.1.5 Further Inference Rules for Order Atoms

Tuple <-Reduction:

tuple <-reduct k

〈Γ, (t1, u1, . . . , um)< (t2, v1, . . . , vn) , ∆ ; w〉
〈 t1<t2 , Γ, (t1, u1, . . . , um)< (t2, v1, . . . , vn) , ∆ ; w〉

if – (Γ, (t1, u1, . . . , um)< (t2, v1, . . . , vn) , ∆)[k] = (t1, u1, . . . , um)< (t2, v1, . . . , vn)

– m > 0 ∨ n > 0.

Tuple =-Reduction:

tuple =-reduct k

〈Γ, (t, u1, . . . , um)< (t, v1, . . . , vn) , ∆ ; w〉
〈Γ, (u1, . . . , um)< (v1, . . . , vn) , ∆ ; w〉

if (Γ, (t, u1, . . . , um)< (t, v1, . . . , vn) , ∆)[k] = (t, u1, . . . , um)< (t, v1, . . . , vn) .
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<-Monotonicity:

<-mono m p1 p2

〈Γ, t1[u1]p1 < t2[u2]p2 , ∆ ; w〉
〈 u1<u2 , Γ, t1[u1]p1 < t2[u2]p2 , ∆ ; w〉

if – (Γ, t1<t2 , ∆)[m] = t1<t2

– for i∈{1, 2}, pi ∈Pos(ti)\{ε} and ti/pi = ui

– there are t̂1, t̂2 ∈ T (sigC , V C) and x1, x2 ∈ V C\Var(t1, t2) such that

– for i ∈ {1, 2}, t̂i = ti[xi]pi

– |t̂1| ≤ |t̂2|
– for every x ∈ V C\{x1, x2}, |t̂1|x ≤ |t̂2|x .

<-Transitivity:

<-trans m w2

〈Γ, w1<w3 , ∆ ; w〉
〈w1<w2 , Γ, w1<w3 , ∆ ; w〉 〈w2<w3 , Γ, w1<w3 , ∆ ; w〉

if (Γ, w1<w3 , ∆)[m] = w1<w3 .

C.1.6 Non-Applicative Case Analyses

Substitution Addition:

subst-add σ1 . . . σn .

〈Γ ; w〉
〈Γσ1 ; wσ1〉 . . . 〈Γσn ; wσn〉

if {σ1, . . . , σn} is a cover set of substitutions for
〈Γ ; w〉.

Literal Addition:

lit-add λ1 . . . λn .

〈Γ ; w〉
〈Λ1, Γ ; w〉 . . . 〈Λn, Γ ; w〉 〈Λ, Γ ; w〉 if Λ1, . . . , Λn, Λ is the case analysis

resulting from literals λ1, . . . , λn
for n > 0.
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C.2 Applicative Inference Rules

C.2.1 Non-Inductive Applicative Inference Rules

Non-Inductive Subsumption:1

axiom-subs DefRule µ

〈Γ ; w〉
〈Λ1, Γ ; w〉 . . . 〈Λn, Γ ; w〉 with 〈Π ; ()〉L

if there is a substitution µ and a clause Θ such that

– the clause representation of the defining rule DefRule is Π

– Γ,Θ contains DefCond(µ,Π), Πµ

– Λ1, . . . , Λn, Λ is the case analysis resulting from Θ.

lemma-subs PS-Tree µ

〈Γ ; w〉
〈Λ1, Γ ; w〉 . . . 〈Λn, Γ ; w〉 with 〈Π ; ŵ〉L

if there is a substitution µ and a clause Θ such that

– the goal labeling the root of the proof state tree PS-Tree is 〈Π ; ŵ〉
– Γ,Θ contains DefCond(µ,Π), Πµ

– Λ1, . . . , Λn, Λ is the case analysis resulting from Θ.

Non-Inductive Rewriting:

axiom-rewrite m p DefRule n µ

〈Γ, λ,∆ ; w〉
〈Λ1, Γ, λ,∆ ; w〉 . . . 〈Λn, Γ, λ,∆ ; w〉 〈Λ, Γ, λ[rµ]p, ∆ ; w〉 with 〈Π, l ·

= r , Σ ; ()〉L

if there is a position p ∈ Pos(λ), a substitution µ and a clause Θ such that

– (Γ, λ,∆)[m] = λ

– the clause representation of the defining rule DefRule is Π, l
·
= r , Σ

– (Π, l
·
= r , Σ)[n] = l

·
= r

– λ/p = lµ

– Γ,∆, lµ= rµ ,Θ contains DefCond(µ, (Π, l
·
= r , Σ)), Πµ,Σµ

– Λ1, . . . , Λn, Λ is the case analysis resulting from Θ.

1QuodLibet provides two variants of Non-Inductive Subsumption and Rewriting, resp. — one for
applying defining rules (axioms) and one for applying goals in the roots of proof state trees (lemmas).
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lemma-rewrite m p PS-Tree n µ

〈Γ, λ,∆ ; w〉
〈Λ1, Γ, λ,∆ ; w〉 . . . 〈Λn, Γ, λ,∆ ; w〉 〈Λ, Γ, λ[rµ]p, ∆ ; w〉 with 〈Π, l ·

= r , Σ ; ŵ〉L

if there is a position p ∈ Pos(λ), a substitution µ and a clause Θ such that

– (Γ, λ,∆)[m] = λ

– the goal labeling the root of the proof state tree PS-Tree is 〈Π, l ·
= r , Σ ; ŵ〉

– (Π, l
·
= r , Σ)[n] = l

·
= r

– λ/p = lµ

– Γ,∆, lµ= rµ ,Θ contains DefCond(µ, (Π, l
·
= r , Σ)), Πµ,Σµ

– Λ1, . . . , Λn, Λ is the case analysis resulting from Θ.

Applicative Literal Removal:

appl-lit-removal m µ Lma n

〈Γ, λ,∆ ; w〉
〈Γ,∆ ; w〉 with 〈Π, λ′, Σ ; ŵ〉L

if there is a substitution µ such that

– (Γ, λ,∆)[m] = λ

– if Lma is a defining rule then Π, λ′, Σ is the clause representation of Lma

– if Lma is a proof state tree then the root of Lma is labeled with 〈Π, λ′, Σ ; ŵ〉
– (Π, λ′, Σ)[n] = λ′

– λ = lit λ′µ

– Γ,∆ contains DefCond(µ, (Π, λ′, Σ)), Πµ,Σµ.

C.2.2 Inductive Applicative Inference Rules

Inductive Subsumption:

ind-subs PS-Tree µ

〈Γ ; w〉
〈Λ1, Γ ; w〉 . . . 〈Λn, Γ ; w〉 〈 ŵµ<w ,Λ, Γ ; w〉 with 〈Π ; ŵ〉 I

if there is a substitution µ and a clause Θ such that

– the goal labeling the root of the proof state tree PS-Tree is 〈Π ; ŵ〉
– Γ,Θ contains DefCond(µ,Π), Πµ

– Λ1, . . . , Λn, Λ is the case analysis resulting from Θ.
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Inductive Rewriting:

ind-rewrite m p PS-Tree n µ

〈Γ, λ,∆ ; w〉
〈Λ1, Γ, λ,∆ ; w〉 . . . 〈Λn, Γ, λ,∆ ; w〉 〈Λ, Γ, λ[rµ]p, ∆ ; w〉 〈 ŵµ<w ,Λ′, Γ, λ,∆ ; w〉

with 〈Π, l ·
= r , Σ ; ŵ〉 I

if there is a position p ∈ Pos(λ), a substitution µ and a clause Θ such that

– (Γ, λ,∆)[m] = λ

– the goal labeling the root of the proof state tree PS-Tree is 〈Π, l ·
= r , Σ ; ŵ〉

– (Π, l
·
= r , Σ)[n] = l

·
= r

– λ/p = lµ

– Γ,∆, lµ= rµ ,Θ contains DefCond(µ, (Π, l
·
= r , Σ)), Πµ,Σµ

– Λ1, . . . , Λn, Λ is the case analysis resulting from Θ

– Λ′ = lµ= rµ , Λ .





Appendix D

Syntax of QML

This appendix contains a complete definition of the syntax of the proof control language
QML in Extended Backus-Naur Form (refer to Appendix B for an explanation of EBNF
productions). The start symbol for the syntax of QML is QML. Observe that the QML
compiler of QuodLibet accepts both small and capital letters in terminal symbols.

QML Module

QML ::= “MODULE” Module-Ident “;”
[ Export ]
[ Import ]
{ TypeDefinition |

VarDeclaration |
TacticDefinition |
ProcedureDefinition |
FunctionDefinition }∗

“END” Module-Ident “.” .

Module Interface

Export ::= “EXPORT”
[ “TYPE” Type-Ident { “,” Type-Ident }∗ “;” ]
[ “VAR” Var-Ident { “,” Var-Ident }∗ “;” ]
[ “ROUTINE” Routine-Ident { “,” Routine-Ident }∗ “;” ]
[ “PUBLIC” Routine-Ident { “,” Routine-Ident }∗ “;” ]

“END” “EXPORT” “;” .
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Import ::= “IMPORT”
[ “TYPE” { Module-Ident “:”

Type-Ident { “,” Type-Ident }∗ “;” }∗ ]
[ “VAR” { Module-Ident “:”

Var-Ident { “,” Var-Ident }∗ “;” }∗ ]
[ “ROUTINE” { Module-Ident “:”

Routine-Ident { “,” Routine-Ident }∗ “;” }∗ ]
“END” “IMPORT” “;” .

Type Definition

TypeDefinition ::= “TYPE” { Type-Ident “=” DefinitionType “;” }+ .

DefinitionType ::= ListType | StructType | EnumType .

ListType ::= “[” FormalType “]” .

FormalType ::= Type-Ident | “[” FormalType “]” .

StructType ::= ConstructorDef { “|” ConstructorDef }∗ .

ConstructorDef ::= Ident “(” [ CtrParamSection { “;” CtrParamSection }∗ ] “)” .

CtrParamSection ::= Component-Ident { “,” Component-Ident }∗ “:” FormalType .

EnumType ::= Const-Ident { “|” Const-Ident }∗ .

Variable Declaration

VarDeclaration ::= “VAR” { Var-Ident { “,” Var-Ident }∗ “:” FormalType “;” }+ .

Routine Definition

TacticDefinition ::= “TACTIC” Routine-Ident FormalParams “;”
[ Description ]
[ AutoCall ]
[ VarDeclaration ]

“BEGIN”
StatementSequence

“END” Routine-Ident “;” .
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ProcedureDefinition ::= “PROCEDURE” Routine-Ident FormalParams “;”
[ Description ]
[ VarDeclaration ]

“BEGIN”
StatementSequence

“END” Routine-Ident “;” .

FunctionDefinition ::= “FUNCTION” Routine-Ident FormalParams “:” FormalType “;”
[ Description ]
[ VarDeclaration ]

“BEGIN”
StatementSequence

“END” Routine-Ident “;” .

FormalParams ::= “(” [ ParamSection { “;” ParamSection }∗ ] “)” .

ParamSection ::= [ “REF” ] Var-Ident { “,” Var-Ident }∗ “:” FormalType .

Description ::= “DESCRIPTION” String .

AutoCall ::= “AUTOCALL” Routine-Ident { “,” Routine-Ident }∗ “;” .

Statement

StatementSequence ::= Statement { “;” Statement }∗ .

Statement ::= [ AssignmentStatement |
ConditionalStatement |
ForStatement |
ForEachStatement |
WhileStatement |
RepeatStatement |
LoopStatement |
ExitStatement |
CallStatement |
ReturnStatement |
TryStatement |
FailStatement ] .

AssignmentStatement ::= Var-Ident { “.” Component-Ident }∗ “:=” Expression .
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ConditionalStatement ::= “IF” Expression “THEN” StatementSequence
{ “ELSIF” Expression “THEN” StatementSequence }∗
[ “ELSE” StatementSequence ]

“END” “IF” .

ForStatement ::= “FOR” Var-Ident “:=” Expression “TO” Expression
[ “BY” Expression ] “DO”

StatementSequence
“END” “FOR” .

ForEachStatement ::= “FOREACH” Var-Ident “IN” Expression “DO”
StatementSequence

“END” “FOR” .

WhileStatement ::= “WHILE” Expression “DO”
StatementSequence

“END” “WHILE” .

RepeatStatement ::= “REPEAT”
StatementSequence

“UNTIL” Expression .

LoopStatement ::= “LOOP”
StatementSequence

“END” “LOOP” .

ExitStatement ::= “EXIT” .

CallStatement ::= Routine-Ident “(” [ Expression { “,” Expression }∗ ] “)” .

ReturnStatement ::= “RETURN” [ Expression ] .

TryStatement ::= “TRY” StatementSequence
[ “FAILURE” StatementSequence ]
[ “SUCCESS” StatementSequence ]

“END” “TRY” .

FailStatement ::= “FAIL” .

Expression

Expression ::= Factor { Operator Factor }∗ .
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Factor ::= “FALSE” | “TRUE” |
Nat |
PositiveReal |
String |
Ident { “.” Component-Ident }∗ |
Routine-Ident “(” [ Expression { “,” Expression }∗ ] “)” |
( “NOT” | “+” | “-” ) Factor |
“[” [ Expression { “,” Expression }∗ [ “|” Expression ] ] “]” |
“(” Expression “)” |
ProverObject .

Operator ::= “OR” |
“AND” |
“=” | “/=” | “<” | “>” | “<=” | “>=” |
“AT” | “IN” |
“+” | “-” | “++” |
“*” | “/” | “DIV” | “MOD” |
“MATCH” .

Prover Object

ProverObject ::= “’” ( Term |
Weight |
Literal |
Formula |
Substitution |
Position ) “’” .

Term ::= Ident [ “(” Term { “,” Term }∗ “)” ] |
Nat |
( “$” | “%” ) Var-Ident .

Weight ::= “(” [ Term { “,” Term }∗ ] “)” |
( “$” | “%” ) Var-Ident .

Literal ::= Term “=” Term |
Term “=/=” Term |
“DEF” Term |
“∼” “DEF” Term |
( Weight | Term ) “<” ( Weight | Term ) |
“∼” “(” ( Weight | Term ) “<” ( Weight | Term ) “)” |
( “$” | “%” ) Var-Ident .
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Formula ::= “{” [ Literal { “,” Literal }∗ ] “}” .

Substitution ::= “[” [ [ “$” ] Ident “<--” Term
{ “,” [ “$” ] Ident “<--” Term }∗ ] “]” .

Position ::= “ROOT” |
“[” Nat [ “^” Nat ] { “:” Nat [ “^” Nat ] }∗ “]” .

Identifier

Module-Ident ::= Ident .

Type-Ident ::= Ident .

Var-Ident ::= Ident .

Routine-Ident ::= Ident .

Component-Ident ::= Ident .

Const-Ident ::= Ident .

Token

Ident ::= Letter { Letter | Digit | SpecialCharacter }∗ .

String ::= “"” { StringCharacter | “" "” }∗ “"” .

Nat ::= { Digit }+ .

PositiveReal ::= { Digit }+ “.” { Digit }+ [ ScaleFactor ] |
{ Digit }+ ScaleFactor .

ScaleFactor ::= “E” [ “+” | “-” ] { Digit }+ .

Letter ::= “a” | . . . | “z” | “A” | . . . | “Z” .

Digit ::= “0” | . . . | “9” .

SpecialCharacter ::= “-” | “ ” .

StringCharacter ::= All symbols with ASCII-code greater than 31
except for the symbol “"” .



Appendix E

Examples of Proof Constructions

This appendix contains (the listings of) a collection of command files for various in-
teresting proof constructions that can be executed by the command interpreter of
QuodLibet with the execute command (see Section 7.3.3). Every command used in
the following is explained either in Section 7.3 or in Section 8.2.2. For a description
of the (QML) proof control routines occurring in these files — they are all preceded
by “call” — refer to Section 8.3. Note that the characters “//” indicate comments
in the QuodLibet command language. Moreover, the comment “//qed” means that
the command in the preceding line is the last one needed for completing the proof for
the given conjecture.

E.1 Truth Values and Natural Numbers

E.1.1 The Basic Specification

// basic-spec.ql

initialize

call initialize-database

// Sort and constructors for the truth values:

define sort Bool with constructors

true : --> Bool

false : --> Bool.

declare constructor variables b : Bool.

declare general variables B : Bool.

221
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// Properties of truth values:

prove { b = false, b = true } Bool-complete-1

call standard-strategy

//qed

call activate-lemma Bool-complete-1

prove { ~def B, B = true, B = false } Bool-Complete-2

call standard-strategy

//qed

// Not-operator on truth values:

define operator not : Bool --> Bool

with defining rules

not-1:

not(false) = true

not-2:

not(true) = false.

call analyze-operator not

// analyze-operator generates

// prove { def not(b) } not-def-auto

call standard-strategy

//qed

call activate-lemma not-def-auto

// not(not(b)) = b:

prove { not(not(b)) = b } not-not-b

call standard-strategy

//qed

call activate-lemma not-not-b

// Sort and constructors for the natural numbers

define sort Nat with constructors

0 : --> Nat

s : Nat --> Nat.
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declare constructor variables x, x1, x2, y, y1, y2, z, z1, z2: Nat.

declare general variables X, Y, Z: Nat.

// the second of Peano’s Postulates

prove { x = y, s(x) =/= s(y) } Nat-peano-2

call standard-strategy

//qed

// Less on the natural numbers:

define operator less : Nat Nat --> Bool

with defining rules

less-1:

less(0,s(y)) = true

less-2:

less(x,0) = false

less-3:

less(s(x),s(y)) = less(x,y).

call analyze-operator less

// analyze-operator generates

// prove { def less(x,y) } less-def-auto

call standard-strategy

call activate-lemma less-def-auto

// less-or-equal on the natural numbers:

define operator leq : Nat Nat --> Bool

with defining rules

leq-1:

leq(0,y) = true

leq-2:

leq(s(x),0) = false

leq-3:

leq(s(x),s(y)) = leq(x,y).

call analyze-operator leq

// analyze-operator generates

// prove { def leq(x,y) } leq-def-auto

call standard-strategy

//qed

call activate-lemma leq-def-auto
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// Properties of the less- and leq- predicates

prove { less(x,s(x)) = true } less-x-sx

call standard-strategy

//qed

call activate-lemma less-x-sx

prove { less(x,x) = false } less-x-x

call standard-strategy

//qed

call activate-lemma less-x-x

prove { leq(x,x) = true } leq-x-x

call standard-strategy

//qed

call activate-lemma leq-x-x

prove { leq(x,y) = true, leq(y,x) = true } leq-complete

call standard-strategy

//qed

call activate-lemma leq-complete

prove { less(x,y) = true, leq(y,x) = true } less-or-leq

call standard-strategy

//qed

call activate-lemma less-or-leq

prove { less(0,y) = true, y = 0 } less-0-y

call standard-strategy

//qed

call activate-lemma less-0-y

prove { less(x,z) = true, less(x,y) =/= true, less(y,z) =/= true }

less-transitive

call standard-strategy
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//qed

call activate-lemma less-transitive

prove { leq(x,z) = true, leq(x,y) =/= true, leq(y,z) =/= true }

leq-transitive

call standard-strategy

//qed

call activate-lemma leq-transitive

prove { x = y, less(x,y) = true, less(y,x) = true } less-trichotomy

call restricted-strategy

apply ind-rewrite 1 [1:1] less-trichotomy 1 []

call simplify-goal

call set-weights

call prove-order-subgoal

//qed

call activate-lemma less-trichotomy

prove { x < y, less(x,y) =/= true } ind-less

call restricted-strategy

apply <-mono 1 [1] [1]

call apply-ind-hypothesis

call set-weights

call prove-order-subgoal

//qed

call activate-lemma ind-less

E.1.2 Addition and Multiplication

// plus-times.ql

// requires: basic-spec.ql

// Addition on the natural numbers:

define operator plus: Nat Nat --> Nat

with defining rules

plus-1:

plus(x,0) = x
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plus-2:

plus(x,s(y)) = s(plus(x,y)).

call analyze-operator plus

// analyze-operator generates

// prove { def plus(x,y) } plus-def-auto

call standard-strategy

//qed

call activate-lemma plus-def-auto

// Properties of plus:

prove { plus(0,y) = y } plus-0-y

call standard-strategy

//qed

call activate-lemma plus-0-y

prove { plus(s(x),y) = s(plus(x,y)) } plus-sx-y

call standard-strategy

//qed

call activate-lemma plus-sx-y

prove { plus(plus(x,y),z) = plus(x,plus(y,z)) } plus-assoc

call standard-strategy

//qed

call activate-lemma plus-assoc

prove { plus(x,y) = plus(y,x) } plus-com

call standard-strategy

//qed

prove { less(x,plus(x,y)) = true, y = 0 } less-x-plus-x-y

call restricted-strategy

apply lemma-subs less-transitive [ y <-- plus(x,y), z <-- s(plus(x,y)) ]

call prove-def-subgoal

call prove-def-subgoal

apply ind-subs less-x-plus-x-y []

call simplify-goal
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set current g-node [1:2:1^5:4]

call simplify-goal

call set-weights

call prove-order-subgoal

//qed

call activate-lemma less-x-plus-x-y

prove { less(x,plus(y,z)) = true, less(x,y) =/= true } less-x-plus-y-z

call expand-operator 2 [1]

call simplify-goal

call simplify-goal

call apply-ind-hypothesis

call set-weights

call prove-order-subgoal

//qed

// Note that standard-strategy expands plus(y,z) instead of less(x,y)

// and the proof construction diverges.

call activate-lemma less-x-plus-y-z

prove { less(plus(x,z),plus(y,z)) = true, less(x,y) =/= true } plus-mono

call standard-strategy

//qed

prove { plus(x,z) =/= plus(y,z), x = y } plus-cancel

call restricted-strategy

apply lemma-subs Nat-peano-2 [ x <-- plus(x,z), y <-- plus(y,z) ]

call prove-def-subgoal

call prove-def-subgoal

call apply-ind-hypothesis

call set-weights

call prove-order-subgoal

//qed

call activate-lemma plus-cancel
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// Multiplication on the natural numbers:

define operator times: Nat Nat --> Nat

with defining rules

times-1:

times(x,0) = 0

times-2:

times(x,s(y)) = plus(times(x,y),x).

call analyze-operator times

// analyze-operator generates

// prove { def times(x,y) } plus-def-auto

call standard-strategy

//qed

call activate-lemma times-def-auto

// Properties of times:

prove { times(0,y) = 0 } times-0-y

call standard-strategy

//qed

call activate-lemma times-0-y

prove { times(s(x),y) = plus(times(x,y),y) } times-sx-y

call restricted-strategy

apply lemma-rewrite 4 [2:1:2] plus-com 1 []

call simplify-goal

//qed

call activate-lemma times-sx-y

prove { times(x,plus(y,z)) = plus(times(x,y),times(x,z)) } times-plus-dist

call standard-strategy

//qed

call activate-lemma times-plus-dist

prove { times(times(x,y),z) = times(x,times(y,z)) } times-assoc

call standard-strategy

//qed
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call activate-lemma times-assoc

prove { times(x,y) = times(y,x) } times-com

call standard-strategy

//qed

E.1.3 (Partial) Subtraction and Division

// minus-div.ql

// requires: basic-spec.ql

// (Partial) subtraction on the natural numbers:

define operator minus: Nat Nat --> Nat

with defining rules

minus-1:

minus(x,0) = x

minus-2:

minus(s(x),s(y)) = minus(x,y).

call analyze-operator minus

// analyze-operator does NOT suggest a domain lemma for minus.

// Domain lemma for minus:

prove { def minus(x,y), less(x,y) = true } minus-def

call standard-strategy

//qed

call activate-lemma minus-def

// Induction lemma for minus:

prove { minus(x,y) < x, less(x,y) = true, y = 0 } minus-ind-lma

call restricted-strategy

apply <-trans 1 x

apply ind-subs minus-ind-lma []

call simplify-goal

set current g-node minus-ind-lma [1:3:1^7:2]

call simplify-goal

call set-weights

call prove-order-subgoal

//qed
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call activate-lemma minus-ind-lma

// x - x = 0 :

prove { minus(x,x) = 0 } minus-x-x

call standard-strategy

//qed

call activate-lemma minus-x-x

// (Partial) division on the natural numbers:

define operator div: Nat Nat --> Nat

with defining rules

div-1:

div(x,y) = 0

if

y =/= 0,

less(x,y) = true

div-2:

div(x,y) = s(div(minus(x,y),y))

if

y =/= 0,

less(x,y) =/= true,

def less(x,y).

call analyze-operator div

// analyze-operator generates

// { def div(x,y), y = 0 } div-def-auto

call standard-strategy

//qed

call activate-lemma div-def-auto

// x div 1 = x :

prove { div(x,s(0)) = x } div-x-1

call standard-strategy

//qed

call activate-lemma div-x-1
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// x =/= 0 --> x div x = 1 :

prove { div(x,x) = s(0), x = 0 } div-x-x-1

call restricted-strategy

apply axiom-rewrite 1 [1:1] div-1 1 [x <-- 0, y <-- x]

call simplify-goal

call simplify-goal

//qed

call activate-lemma div-x-x-1

E.1.4 Ackermann’s Function

// ack.ql

// requires: basic-spec.ql

// Ackermann’s function:

define operator ack: Nat Nat --> Nat

with defining rules

ack-1:

ack(0,y) = s(y)

ack-2:

ack(s(x),0) = ack(x,s(0))

ack-3:

ack(s(x),s(y)) = ack(x,ack(s(x),y)).

call analyze-operator ack

// op-analyze generates

// prove { def ack(x,y) } ack-def-auto

call standard-strategy

//qed

call activate-lemma ack-def-auto

// Properties of ack:

prove { less(0,ack(x,y)) = true } ack-positive

call standard-strategy

//qed

// Note that the strategy finds a proof by structural induction on x

// (instead of (x,y))
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call activate-lemma ack-positive

prove { less(y,ack(x,y)) = true } less-y-ack-x-y

call restricted-strategy

assume { less(s(x),z) = true,

less(x,y) =/= true,

less(y,z) =/= true }

less-trans-1

apply lemma-subs less-trans-1 [ x <-- y,

y <-- ack(s(x),y),

z <-- ack(x,ack(s(x),y)) ]

call prove-def-subgoal

call prove-def-subgoal

call apply-ind-hypothesis

set current g-node [1:3:1^3:4]

call apply-ind-hypothesis

set weight (x,y)

call prove-order-subgoal

call prove-order-subgoal

//qed (relative to less-trans-1)

call standard-strategy less-trans-1

//qed

E.1.5 A Non-Terminating Operation

// div1.ql

// requires: basic-spec.ql, plus-times.ql, minus-div.ql

// A non-terminating tail-recursive variant of the division:

define operator div1: Nat Nat Nat Nat --> Nat

with defining rules

div1-1:

div1(x,y,z1,z2) = z1

if

x = z2

div1-2:

div1(x,y,z1,z2) = div1(x,y,s(z1),plus(z2,y))

if

x =/= z2.
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call analyze-operator div1

// analyze-operator does not conjecture that div1 is terminating.

// Hence, no domain lemma for div1 is suggested.

// A conjecture about div1:

prove { y = 0, div1(times(y,z),y,0,0) = z } div1-THM

// An adequate computational "invariant" for div1-THM:

assume { y = 0,

less(x,times(y,z)) = true,

div1(x,y,0,0) = div1(x,y,z,times(y,z)) }

div1-invariant

// The proof of div1-THM (relative to div1-invariant):

apply lemma-rewrite 2 [1] div1-invariant 3 [x <-- times(y,z)]

call prove-def-subgoal

call simplify-goal

call simplify-goal

//qed (relative to div1-invariant)

// The proof of div1-invariant:

set current ps-tree div1-invariant

call restricted-strategy

apply ind-rewrite 3 [1] div1-invariant 3 []

call simplify-goal

apply axiom-rewrite 4 [1] div1-2 1 [z1 <-- z, z2 <-- times(y,z)]

call prove-def-subgoal

apply const-rewrite 5 1 [1:1]

call simplify-goal

call simplify-goal

call set-weights

call prove-order-subgoal

//qed
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E.2 Lists of Natural Numbers

E.2.1 Basic Definitions

// nat-list.ql

// requires: basic-spec.ql

// Sort and constructors for lists of natural numbers:

define sort ListNat with constructors

nil : --> ListNat

cons : Nat ListNat --> ListNat.

declare constructor variables l, l1, l2, l3: ListNat.

// Measure-function for lists:

define operator length : ListNat --> Nat

with defining rules

length-1 : length(nil) = 0

length-2 : length(cons(x,l)) = s(length(l)).

call analyze-operator length

// analyze-operator generates

// prove { def length(l) } length-def-auto

call standard-strategy

//qed

call activate-lemma length-def-auto

E.2.2 Some Operations on Lists

// list-operators.ql

// requires: basic-spec.ql, nat-list.ql

// Append on lists of natural numbers:

define operator append: ListNat ListNat --> ListNat

with defining rules

app-1: append(nil,l2) = l2

app-2: append(cons(x,l1),l2) = cons(x,append(l1,l2)).

call analyze-operator append
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// analyze-operator generates

// prove { def append(l1,l2) } append-def-auto

call standard-strategy

//qed

call activate-lemma append-def-auto

// Properties of append:

prove { append(l,nil) = l } append-l-nil

call standard-strategy

//qed

call activate-lemma append-l-nil

prove { append(append(l1,l2),l3) = append(l1,append(l2,l3)) } append-assoc

call standard-strategy

//qed

call activate-lemma append-assoc

// Reverse on lists of natural numbers:

define operator reverse : ListNat --> ListNat

with defining rules

reverse-1:

reverse(nil) = nil

reverse-2:

reverse(cons(x,l)) = append(reverse(l),cons(x,nil)).

call analyze-operator reverse

// analyze-operator generates

// prove { def reverse(l) } reverse-def-auto

call standard-strategy

//qed

call activate-lemma reverse-def-auto

// Properties of append and reverse:

prove { reverse(append(l,cons(x,nil))) = cons(x,reverse(l)) } lma-rev-app

call standard-strategy

//qed

call activate-lemma lma-rev-app
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prove { reverse(reverse(l)) = l } rev-rev-l

call standard-strategy

//qed

call activate-lemma rev-rev-l

// List inclusion:

define operator elem : Nat ListNat --> Bool

with defining rules

elem-1:

elem(x,nil) = false

elem-2:

elem(x,cons(y,l)) = true

if

x = y

elem-3:

elem(x,cons(y,l)) = elem(x,l)

if

x =/= y.

call analyze-operator elem

// analyze-operator generates

// prove { def elem(x,l) } elem-def-auto

call standard-strategy

//qed

call activate-lemma elem-def-auto

// Properties of elem and append:

prove { elem(x,append(l1,l2)) = true, elem(x,l1) =/= true } elem-app-1

call standard-strategy

//qed

prove { elem(x,append(l1,l2)) = true, elem(x,l2) =/= true } elem-app-2

call restricted-strategy

apply lit-add x = x1.

call simplify-goal

call simplify-goal

call apply-ind-hypothesis

call set-weights

call prove-order-subgoal

//qed

prove { elem(x,append(l1,l2)) =/= true,
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elem(x,l1) = true,

elem(x,l2) = true } elem-app-3

call standard-strategy

//qed

// The nth-elem function (returns the n-th element of a list if it exists)

define operator nth-elem : Nat ListNat --> Nat

with defining rules

nth-1:

nth-elem(s(0),cons(y,l)) = y

nth-2:

nth-elem(s(s(x)),cons(y,l)) = nth-elem(s(x),l).

call analyze-operator nth-elem

// analyze-operator does NOT suggest a domain lemma for nth-elem.

// Domain lemma for nth-elem:

prove { def nth-elem(x,l), x = 0, less(length(l),x) = true } nth-elem-def

call standard-strategy

//qed

// A property of elem and nth-elem :

prove { elem(y,l) = true,

x = 0,

less(length(l),x) = true,

nth-elem(x,l) =/= y }

elem-nth-elem

call standard-strategy

//qed
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E.2.3 Mergesort

//mergesort.ql

//requires: basic-spec.ql, nat-list.ql

// Operators for the mergesort algorithm:

// merge:

define operator merge : ListNat ListNat --> ListNat

with defining rules

merge-1:

merge(nil,l) = l

merge-2:

merge(l,nil) = l

merge-3:

merge(cons(x,l1),cons(y,l2)) = cons(x,merge(l1,cons(y,l2)))

if

leq(x,y) = true

merge-4:

merge(cons(x,l1),cons(y,l2)) = cons(y,merge(cons(x,l1),l2))

if

leq(x,y) =/= true,

def leq(x,y).

call analyze-operator merge

// analyze-operator generates

// prove { def merge(l1,l2) } merge-def-auto

call standard-strategy

//qed

call activate-lemma merge-def-auto

// split1:

define operator split1 : ListNat --> ListNat

with defining rules

split1-1:

split1(nil) = nil

split1-2:

split1(cons(x,nil)) = cons(x,nil)

split1-3:

split1(cons(x,cons(y,l))) = cons(x,split1(l)).
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call analyze-operator split1

// analyze-operator generates

// prove { def split1(l) } split1-def-auto

call standard-strategy

//qed

call activate-lemma split1-def-auto

// Two lemmas for the proof of the induction lemma for split1

prove { s(s(x)) =/= s(0) } s-s-x-s-0

call standard-strategy

//qed

call activate-lemma s-s-x-s-0

prove { split1(l) = l, length(l) =/= s(0) } split1-len-1

call standard-strategy

//qed

call activate-lemma split1-len-1

// Induction lemma for the destructor split1:

prove { split1(l) < l, l = nil, length(l) = s(0) } split1-ind-lma

call restricted-strategy

apply <-mono 1 [2] [2:2]

apply ind-subs split1-ind-lma []

call simplify-goal

call simplify-goal

call set-weights

call prove-order-subgoal

//qed

call activate-lemma split1-ind-lma

// split2:

define operator split2 : ListNat --> ListNat

with defining rules

split2-1:

split2(nil) = nil

split2-2:

split2(cons(x,nil)) = nil
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split2-3:

split2(cons(x,cons(y,l))) = cons(y,split2(l)).

call analyze-operator split2

// analyze-operator generates

// prove { def split2(l) } split2-def-auto

call standard-strategy

//qed

call activate-lemma split2-def-auto

// Induction lemma for the destructor split2:

prove { split2(l) < l, l = nil } split2-ind-lma

call restricted-strategy

apply <-mono 1 [2] [2:2]

apply ind-subs split2-ind-lma []

call simplify-goal

call set-weights

call prove-order-subgoal

//qed

call activate-lemma split2-ind-lma

// mergesort:

define operator mergesort : ListNat --> ListNat

with defining rules

mergesort-1:

mergesort(nil) = nil

mergesort-2:

mergesort(cons(x,nil)) = cons(x,nil)

mergesort-3:

mergesort(cons(x,cons(y,l))) =

merge(mergesort(split1(cons(x,cons(y,l)))),

mergesort(split2(cons(x,cons(y,l))))).

call analyze-operator mergesort

// analyze-operator generates

// prove { def mergesort(l) } mergesort-def-auto

call standard-strategy

//qed

call activate-lemma mergesort-def-auto
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// elemleqlist-p(x,l) iff leq(x,y) for each y in l:

define operator elemleqlist-p : Nat ListNat --> Bool

with defining rules

eleql-p-1:

elemleqlist-p(x,nil) = true

eleql-p-2:

elemleqlist-p(x,cons(y,l)) = elemleqlist-p(x,l)

if

leq(x,y) = true

eleql-p-3:

elemleqlist-p(x,cons(y,l)) = false

if

leq(x,y) =/= true,

def leq(x,y).

call analyze-operator elemleqlist-p

// analyze-operator generates

// prove { def elemleqlist-p(x,l) } elemleqlist-p-def-auto

call standard-strategy

//qed

call activate-lemma elemleqlist-p-def-auto

// A predicate for sorted lists:

define operator sorted-p : ListNat --> Bool

with defining rules

sorted-p-1:

sorted-p(nil) = true

sorted-p-2:

sorted-p(cons(x,l)) = sorted-p(l)

if

elemleqlist-p(x,l) = true

sorted-p-3:

sorted-p(cons(x,l)) = false

if

elemleqlist-p(x,l) =/= true,

def elemleqlist-p(x,l).

call analyze-operator sorted-p

// analyze-operator generates

// prove { def sorted-p(l) } sorted-p-def-auto

call standard-strategy

//qed

call activate-lemma sorted-p-def-auto
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// A correctness property of mergesort:

prove { sorted-p(mergesort(l)) = true } mergesort-correct

call restricted-strategy

apply axiom-rewrite 1 [1] sorted-p-2 1 [l <-- nil]

call simplify-goal

call simplify-goal

// The key lemma in the proof:

assume { sorted-p(merge(l1,l2)) = true,

sorted-p(l1) =/= true,

sorted-p(l2) =/= true } sorted-merge

apply lemma-rewrite 1 [1] sorted-merge 1

[l1 <-- mergesort(cons(x,split1(l))) ,

l2 <-- mergesort(cons(y,split2(l)))]

call prove-def-subgoal

call prove-def-subgoal

call apply-ind-hypothesis

set current g-node [1:3:1^7:4]

call apply-ind-hypothesis

set current g-node [1:3:1^7:5]

call prove-tautology

set weight l

apply <-mono 1 [2] [2:2]

call prove-order-subgoal

apply <-mono 1 [2] [2:2]

call prove-order-subgoal

//qed (relative to sorted-merge)

// Two lemmas (needed for sorted-merge) and their proofs:

prove { elemleqlist-p(x,merge(l1,l2)) = true,

elemleqlist-p(x,l1) =/= true,

elemleqlist-p(x,l2) =/= true } elemleqlist-merge

call restricted-strategy

apply ind-subs elemleqlist-merge [ l2 <-- cons(x1,l2) ]

call simplify-goal

set current g-node elemleqlist-merge [1:5:1:2:1:2:1^9:2]

apply ind-subs elemleqlist-merge [ l1 <-- cons(y,l1) ]

call simplify-goal

set weight (l1,l2)

call prove-order-subgoal

call prove-order-subgoal

//qed
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call activate-lemma elemleqlist-merge

prove { elemleqlist-p(x,l) = true,

leq(x,y) =/= true,

elemleqlist-p(y,l) =/= true } elemleqlist-trans

call standard-strategy

//qed

call activate-lemma elemleqlist-trans

// The proof of lemma sorted-merge:

set current ps-tree sorted-merge

call restricted-strategy

apply axiom-rewrite 4 [1] sorted-p-2 1 [l <-- merge(l1,cons(y,l2))]

call simplify-goal

apply lemma-subs elemleqlist-merge [l2 <-- cons(y,l2)]

call simplify-goal

apply ind-subs sorted-merge [ l2 <-- cons(y,l2) ]

call simplify-goal

set current g-node [1:5:1:2:1:2:1^8]

apply axiom-rewrite 5 [1] sorted-p-2 1 [x <-- y ,

l <-- merge(cons(x,l1),l2)]

call simplify-goal

apply lemma-subs elemleqlist-merge [x <-- y, l1 <-- cons(x,l1)]

apply lemma-subs leq-complete []

call simplify-goal

apply lemma-subs elemleqlist-trans [x <-- y , y <-- x , l <-- l1]

call simplify-goal

apply ind-subs sorted-merge [ l1 <-- cons(x,l1) ]

call simplify-goal

set weight (l1,l2)

call prove-order-subgoal

call prove-order-subgoal

//qed
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E.3 Binary Trees with Natural Numbers

E.3.1 Basic Definitions

// nat-btrees.spec

// requires: basic-spec.ql, plus-times.ql

// Sort and constructors for binary trees with natural numbers:

define sort BTreeNat with constructors

empty-btree : --> BTreeNat

btree : BTreeNat Nat BTreeNat --> BTreeNat.

declare constructor variables t, t1, t2, t3, t4: BTreeNat.

// Measure-function for binary trees:

define operator btree-size : BTreeNat --> Nat

with defining rules

btree-size-1:

btree-size(empty-btree) = 0

btree-size-2:

btree-size(btree(t1,x,t2)) = s(plus(btree-size(t1),btree-size(t2))).

call analyze-operator btree-size

// analyze-operator generates

// prove { def btree-size(t1) } btree-size-def

call standard-strategy

//qed

call activate-lemma btree-size-def

E.3.2 Search Trees

// search-trees.spec

// requires: basic-spec.ql, plus-times.ql, nat-btrees.spec

// Binary search-trees (with natural numbers as keys)

// Operators for the smallest (greatest) element in a search-tree:

define operator leftmost-elem : BTreeNat --> Nat
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with defining rules

l-elem-1:

leftmost-elem(btree(empty-btree,x,t)) = x

l-elem-2:

leftmost-elem(btree(btree(t1,x,t2),y,t)) =

leftmost-elem(btree(t1,x,t2)).

call analyze-operator leftmost-elem

// analyze-operator generates

// prove { def leftmost-elem(t1), t1 = empty-btree } leftmost-elem-def

call standard-strategy

//qed

call activate-lemma leftmost-elem-def

define operator rightmost-elem : BTreeNat --> Nat

with defining rules

r-elem-1:

rightmost-elem(btree(t,x,empty-btree)) = x

r-elem-2:

rightmost-elem(btree(t,x,btree(t1,y,t2))) =

rightmost-elem(btree(t1,y,t2)).

call analyze-operator rightmost-elem

// analyze-operator generates

// prove { def rightmost-elem(t), t = empty-btree } rightmost-elem-def

call standard-strategy

//qed

call activate-lemma rightmost-elem-def

// A predicate for search-trees:

define operator search-tree-p : BTreeNat --> Bool

with defining rules

s-tree-p-1:

search-tree-p(empty-btree) = true

s-tree-p-2:

search-tree-p(btree(t1,x,t2)) = true

if

t1 = empty-btree,

t2 = empty-btree

s-tree-p-3:
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search-tree-p(btree(t1,x,t2)) = true

if

t1 =/= empty-btree,

search-tree-p(t1) = true,

less(rightmost-elem(t1),x) = true,

t2 = empty-btree

s-tree-p-4:

search-tree-p(btree(t1,x,t2)) = true

if

t1 = empty-btree,

t2 =/= empty-btree,

search-tree-p(t2) = true,

less(x,leftmost-elem(t2)) = true

s-tree-p-5:

search-tree-p(btree(t1,x,t2)) = true

if

t1 =/= empty-btree,

search-tree-p(t1) = true,

less(rightmost-elem(t1),x) = true,

t2 =/= empty-btree,

search-tree-p(t2) = true,

less(x,leftmost-elem(t2)) = true

s-tree-p-6:

search-tree-p(btree(t1,x,t2)) = false

if

t1 =/= empty-btree,

search-tree-p(t1) =/= true,

def search-tree-p(t1)

s-tree-p-7:

search-tree-p(btree(t1,x,t2)) = false

if

t2 =/= empty-btree,

search-tree-p(t2) =/= true,

def search-tree-p(t2)

s-tree-p-8:

search-tree-p(btree(t1,x,t2)) = false

if

t1 =/= empty-btree,

less(rightmost-elem(t1),x) =/= true,

def less(rightmost-elem(t1),x)

s-tree-p-9:

search-tree-p(btree(t1,x,t2)) = false

if

t2 =/= empty-btree,

less(x,leftmost-elem(t2)) =/= true,

def less(x,leftmost-elem(t2)).

call analyze-operator search-tree-p
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// analyze-operator generates

// prove { def search-tree-p(t1) } search-tree-p-def

call standard-strategy

//qed

call activate-lemma search-tree-p-def

E.3.3 A Flatten Operation

// flatten.ql

// requires: basic-spec.ql, plus-times.ql, nat-btrees.ql

// A flatten operation on binary trees with natural numbers:

define operator flatten : BTreeNat --> BTreeNat

with defining rules

flat-1:

flatten(empty-btree) = empty-btree

flat-2:

flatten(btree(empty-btree,x,t)) =

btree(empty-btree,x,flatten(t))

flat-3:

flatten(btree(btree(t1,x1,t2),x,t)) =

flatten(btree(t1,x1,btree(t2,x,t))).

call analyze-operator flatten

// analyze-operator does not conjecture that flatten is terminating.

// Hence, no domain lemma is suggested.

// A measure function for the "termination proof" of flatten:

define operator m : BTreeNat --> Nat

with defining rules

m-1:

m(empty-btree) = 0

m-2:

m(btree(t1,x,t2)) = s(plus(m(t1),plus(m(t1),m(t2)))).

call analyze-operator m
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// analyze-operator generates

// prove { def m(t1) } m-def

call standard-strategy

//qed

call activate-lemma m-def

// Lemmas for the "termination proof" and their proofs:

prove { less(plus(x,y),s(plus(x,z))) = less(y,s(z)) } less-plus-1

apply subst-add [ x <-- 0 ] [ x <-- s(x) ].

call simplify-goal

call simplify-goal

call apply-ind-hypothesis

call set-weights

call prove-order-subgoal

//qed

// Note that standard-strategy expands plus(x,y) and plus(x,z),

// and the proof construction diverges.

call activate-lemma less-plus-1

prove { less(x,s(plus(y,plus(z,x)))) = true } less-plus-2

call standard-strategy

//qed

call activate-lemma less-plus-2

// Domain lemma for flatten

// (includes a "termination proof" of flatten):

prove { def flatten(t) } flatten-def

apply subst-add

[ t <-- empty-btree ]

[ t <-- btree(empty-btree,x,t) ]

[ t <-- btree(btree(t1,x1,t2),x,t) ].

call simplify-goal

call simplify-goal
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apply ind-subs flatten-def []

set current g-node [1:3]

call simplify-goal

apply ind-subs flatten-def [ t <-- btree(t1,x1,btree(t2,x,t)) ]

// The "termination proof":

set weight m(t)

set current g-node [1:2:1^6]

call simplify-goal

call simplify-goal

apply lemma-subs ind-less

[ x <-- s(s(plus(m(t1),

plus(m(t1),plus(m(t2),plus(m(t2),m(t))))))),

y <-- s(s(s(plus(m(t1),

plus(m(t1),

plus(m(t2),

plus(m(t1),

plus(m(t1),

plus(m(t2),m(t)))))))))) ]

call prove-def-subgoal

call prove-def-subgoal

call simplify-goal

//qed
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induction position, 147, 160
induction variable, 37
inductive case analysis, 142, 160
inductive open goal node, 77
inductive theorem, 32
inductively valid, 32
inference machine, 89
inference machine operation, 89
inference node, 68, 117
inference rule

general form, 35
safe inference rule, 44
sound inference rule, 35
Complementary Literals, 46, 206
6=-Tautology, 46, 206
<-Tautology, 46, 206
=-Decomposition, 47, 206
def-Decomposition, 48, 207
<-Decomposition, 49, 207
Multiple Literals, 50, 207

=-Removal, 50, 208
<-Removal, 50, 208
6=-Removal, 51, 208
¬def-Removal, 51, 208
Constant Rewriting, 52, 208
6=-Unification, 52, 209
Constructor Variable Addition, 53, 209
Tuple <-Reduction, 53, 209
Tuple =-Reduction, 53, 209
<-Monotonicity, 54, 210
<-Transitivity, 55, 210
Substitution Addition, 56, 210
Literal Addition, 56, 210
Non-Inductive Subsumption, 58, 211
Non-Inductive Rewriting, 60, 211
Applicative Literal Removal, 62, 212
Inductive Subsumption, 63, 212
Inductive Rewriting, 64, 213

initial algebra, 17
initial algebra semantics, 20
initial state

of QuodLibet, 92
of the inference machine, 102

internal node, 68
invariant for proof state graphs, 77
irreducible, 17
isomorphism, 17

L-free, 73, 74
labeling function, 68
leaf, 68
left-linear, 30
lemma, 10, 153
lemma arc, 70
lemma node, 74
lexicographical order, 17
library routine, 130
linear, 16
list type, 129
literal, 20

MATCH operator, 133
measure function, 37
merging (cover set of substitutions), 163
MIL, 89
model, 22
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module, 126, 136, 140, 215
Database, 141
Inductive-Case-Analyses, 160
Proof-Strategies, 128, 136, 166
Simplification, 154

monotonic, 18
most general unifier, 29
multiple proof attempts, 70

navigate, 101
node, 68

axiom node, 68
goal node, 68, 97, 117
inference node, 68, 117
internal node, 68
start node, 74

non-applicative, 35, 45
normalized, 144

obstruct, 162, 166
occur, 45
open goal node, 74
operand, 132
operator, 133
order atom, 40
order literal, 41
order subgoal, 40, 63, 156

parameter
reference parameter, 130
value parameter, 130

partial order, 17
partial proof attempt, 74
path, 68
PCU, 91, 123
position, 16

minimal, 16
predefined type, 128
procedure, 130

activate-lemma, 153
analyze-operator, 142, 152
display-database, 154
display-operator-info, 154
initialize-database, 141
set-weights, 128, 167

proof attempt, 76

proof control, 87
proof control language, 126
proof control routine, 124
proof control unit, 91, 123
proof graph, 76, 99
proof state forest, 70
proof state graph, 69, 96
proof state tree, 70, 97
proof state tree window, 117, 139
prover object, 132, 219
public routine, 128, 137, 139

QML, 124, 126
compiler, 123, 136
expression, 132, 218
module, 126, 136, 140, 215
operand, 132
operator, 133
routine, 130, 216
statement, 131, 217

quasi-order, 17
QuodLibet, 85
quotient algebra, 17

recursive, 146
reduction arc, 70
redundant, 50
reference parameter, 130
refutational soundness, 12, 78, 79
rewrite lemma, 154, 158
rewrite rule, 21
rooted tree, 68
routine, 130, 216
R/S-labeled, 77

safe, 44
satisfy, 22
search-strategy, 99
semantic induction order, 41
signature, 16

constructor signature, 20
software architecture, 89
sort-invariant, 18
soundness

of an inference rule, 35
of the framework, 76, 78
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refutational, 12, 78, 79
specification

admissible, 26
with constructors, 21

standard data model, 28
start node, 74
state

of QuodLibet, 92
of the inference machine, 91, 96

statement, 131, 217
strategy tactic, 125
structured type, 129
subgoal arc, 70
subgraph, 68
substitution, 16

constructor substitution, 20
inductive substitution, 20

subsume, 58
subsumption lemma, 154, 158
successor, 68

tactic, 124, 130
apply-axiom, 157
apply-ind-hypothesis, 158
apply-lemma, 158
cleanup, 155
elementary tactic, 130
expand-operator, 166
ind-case-analysis, 160
prove-def-subgoal, 155
prove-order-subgoal, 156
prove-taut-lit, 134
prove-tautology, 134, 155
restricted-strategy, 128, 170
simplify-goal, 159
standard-strategy, 128, 166, 168

terminating, 17
termination heuristic, 146
termination witness, 146
tree, 68

proof state tree, 70
TRY statement, 131
type, 128, 216

enumerated type, 129
list type, 129

predefined type, 128
structured type, 129

unifier, 29

valid, 22
valuation, 22
value parameter, 130
variable, 16

constructor variable, 20
general variable, 20

weakly normal, 30
weight, 34, 36
weight variable, 97, 102, 166
well-founded, 17

XQuodLibet, 89, 113
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